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Special Note

The papers in this volume were prepared for the conference on
"United States-China Economic Relations: Present and Future," which was
held at Fudan University in Shanghai, March 28-April 1,1988. Following
the events in and near Tiananmen Square on June 3-4, 1989, and the
subsequent developments, we reflected on the possibility that the papers
were essentially out ofdate and that there would be little to be gained from
their publication. However, it was decided that the contrary view had
much to recommend it, namely, that the papers could provide a useful
picture of how economic relations between the two countries stood
before Tiananmen Square. Revising the papers seemed not only burden
some for the authors but unwise, because the revisions would not have the
benefit of further conference discussions among all the participants.

Professor Robert Scalapino had presented a paper at the conference on
"The Political Context of US.-PRC Relations." Since the political environ
ment was changed so substantially by the events flowing from the turmoil
of early June, 1989, Professor Scalapino considered that paper especially
outdated and suggested that it be omitted from this volume. The re
mainder of the papers, focusing on economic topics, we hope are instruc
tive in portraying the status ofeconomic relations as oflate 1987 and early
1988, when the papers were prepared, discussed, and revised by the
authors.

Richard H. Holton

August 1989





Introduction

RICHARD H. HOLTON and WANG XI

China and the United States have now had a decade ofexperience since
China's new economic reforms were introduced late in 1978, Economic

relations between the two countries have been evolving steadily, but not
without some tensions and complaints. The papers in this volume, pre
sented at a conference at Fudan University in March 1988, review and
assess the experience in this new era, with the hope that improved
understanding can lead to felicitous relations between the two countries
in the coming years.

In 1979, China's international trade was minimal, reflecting the long
standing policy of managing the economy with self-sufficiency as a major
objective. Meanwhile, the United States was the biggest international
trader. So in a sense we are looking at the David and Goliath of inter
national trade and asking how they are getting on.

The answer seems to be that they are getting along tolerably well. The
problems that have drawn attention stem largely from the pattern of
change that the two countries are facing both internally and in relation to
the world scene. China is moving toward an economy characterized by
economic planning supplemented with free markets. Market forces are
now to play a major role in guiding the allocation ofresources. At the same
time, modernization of the economy calls for fast improvements in the
state of technology applied in the country's factories and infrastructure
services, and this need dictates that much modern technology be acquired
from the more industrialized countries of the world. Thus the demand for

foreign exchange is great. Meanwhile, the country's industrialization
program has not proceeded to the point where new industries have
matured sufficiently to compete easily in world markets. Thus China must
earn its foreign exchange largely from the exports traditionally favored by
less-developed countries, namely textiles and textile products and other
labor-intensive products.

The United States over the last decade has been experiencing its own
version of a foreign exchange problem. Huge trade deficits developed.
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reaching $160 biUion in 1987. Manufacturers increased their sourcing of
components, raw materials, and semiprocessed goods from abroad. For
eign manufacturers of everything from machine tools to consumer elec
tronics increased their share ofthe U.S. market. In part this was because the
value of the dollar on the world market rose to such heights, peaking in
1985. But even after 1985 the imbalance in foreign trade continued longer
than most economists had anticipated. It is feared that the United States is
losing its competitive status perhaps not just because of the value of the
dollar, but because of such factors as a slow growth in productivity per
worker and a shrinking commitment to research and development pro
grams. In any case, Americans have grown increasingly concerned about
their country's ability to compete in world markets. As jobs "moved
offshore" and competition from imports intensified, they became espe
cially sensitive to the question of "fairness" in international trade.

Two consequences affecting U.S. attitudes about economic relations
with China that have sprung from these developments are of interest here
First, the voices speaking out for more protectionist measures appeared to
be more numerous and noisy. And second, the United States became
increasingly aware that technology is a resource that must be safeguarded
from appropriation by others without appropriate payment.

The interplay of these developments has led to some continuing strain
in China-US. economic relations. The Chinese, on the one hand, consider
the American quota restrictions on the imports of textiles and textile
products to be a gross violation of the principles of free trade. The
Americans, on the other hand, still see China as essentially a planned
economic system, one in which prices are set largely by fiat rather than by
free market forces; thus, they would argue, the Chinese should not expect
others to adopt free market policies if they are not prepared to do so
themselves. The Chinese, of course, see the huge difference in income per
capita between the two countries and ask why the United States should not
feel compelled to assist Chinese economic development by opening up
the U.S. market completely to their textile products or at least by providing
a larger quota than at present.

The great majority of American economists would probably agree that
the total 'welfare of the American people would be advanced if the United
States were to have a policy of free trade in textiles. But the textile quota
policy is not formed by American economists. It is a result of the political
process in the United States Congress. Thus far the political influence ofthe
representatives of the states with an interest in textile manufacturing have
carried the day,so the textile quotas remain in place. They are the result of
political power, not of economic logic focusing on the long-term eco
nomic welfare ofthe American public. Wecan expect the Chinese pressure
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for relaxed quotas to continue, and we can expect the American resistance
to relaxed quotas to continue as well.

The second source of contention of interest has been the American

stance on the transfer of technology to China. Here we witness the
consequence of markedly contrasting views of the nature of technical
knowledge. The Chinese long considered technical information to be a
public good, freely available to all, with no restrictions. Thus technical
information moved readily from one unit to another as technical advances
that had been developed in one unit were shared with others. In the United
States, on the other hand, technical information is considered to be the
property of the party developing that information, if it meets certain tests
and is therefore patentable. So the American talks of"intellectual property"
as a valuable resource New technology developed by a private firm's
research and development staff has been developed at a cost, mostly the
cost of the personnel in the R&D activity. Furthermore, typically much of
the R&D effort in most firms is wasted, in the sense that many projects have
to be abandoned because they are not leading to the results initially
expected. Since in the long run the "winners" must pay for the "losers," the
cost of developing a winner must include the cost of the losers.

Given that the American firm wants to continue with its R&D eflforts

and to maximize the wealth ofits shareholders, it will guard its intellectual
property, using it to maximize the firm's total value. Consequently, it will
not readily share it with other parties, either at home or abroad. While
Chinese firms often see themselves as not receiving the latest technology
from their American joint venture partners, for example, the American firm
sees itself as protecting a valuable resource; consequently, the Chinese
units can expect to find a continuing reluctance, on the American side, to
share technology. This is especially true if the American side fears that
sharing technology means that the Chinese partner, once the knowledge is
internalized, will abandon the partnership and become a new competitor.

Some transfer of technology is inhibited because ofpublic rather than
private policy. The government of the United States does not want ad
vanced technology that might have military applications to get into the
hands ofgovernments that are, or might become, "unfriendly." Controlling
exports, however, is fraught with definitional and conceptual difficulties.
Many American firms that might otherwise export technologically ad
vanced equipment to China are frustrated by their own government's
restrictions and consider them to be unwise and unnecessary. This set of
problems can be particularly troublesome in the case ofproducts subject
to both civilian and military use. Thus electronic air traffic control
equipment might be restricted because of its potential military applica
tions. Although the list ofrestricted items is now considerably shorter than
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it was several years ago, until U.S. suspicions ofother countries' intentions
are greatly reduced, there will continue to be a list ofgoods that the United
States will not sell to China. We can anticipate that this problem, unfor
tunately, will be a continuing irritant in China-US. relations.

Insofar as direct investment by Americans in China is concerned, the
outlook is promising. The Chinese have exhibited disappointment that the
flow ofdirect investment by Americans into joint ventures in China has not
been greater, and Americans in the first years following the introduction of
economic reform certainly anticipated considerable investment activity.
But although direct investment has been slower than expected, experi
ence is being gained by both sides, and one can expect the flow to increase
as both the Americans and the Chinese learn how to make the process work
more ejffectively. One suspects that the Chinese, given their limited
experience in other countries before 1979, did not realize that to a
considerable extent China is competing with other countries ofsouth and
southeast Asia in the race to attract the foreign investor. So the investment
environment must be attractive on a relative as well as an absolute basis.

With improvements in that investment environment, American firms will
surely step up their operations in China. Furthermore, the Americans are
learning more every year about how best to establish operations in China.
As some of the mystery of doing business in China dissipates, we can
expect to see more vigorous direct investment by American interests.

The papers in this volume, prepared for the Conference on United
States-China Relations: Present and Future, which was held at Fudan
University, Shanghai, PRC, March 28-April 1,1988, discuss these and other
topics at length and are designed to improve our understanding of the
points ofview encountered on both sides. We are grateful to the Fund for
Reform and Opening of China, Inc., the Ford Foundation, the Earhart
Foundation, and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund for financial support for the
Fudan University conference And we especially thank the organizing
committee of the conference: Professor Robert A. Scalapino, director of
the Institute of East Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley;
Professor Dwight Perkins, director of the Harvard Institute of Interna
tional Development; Harry Kendall, conference coordinator. Institute of
East Asian Studies, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley; Xie Xide, president of
Fudan University; and Professors Wang Xi and LuYimin, both ofthe Center
for American Studies, Fudan University.



Part One

The Political Context of U.S.-PRC Relations





1. A Multidimensional Approach
to Sino-U.S. Relations

ZIZHONGYUN

In February 1987, China and the United States observed the fifteenth
anniversary of the Shanghai Communique, and 1988 marked the tenth
anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two
countries. In retrospect, no one can deny that in the past twenty years the
progress of Sino-U.S. relations has been fairly rapid in the political, eco
nomic, and cultural areas, bearing results beneficial to both sides. To a
certain degree military relations have also been established. More impor
tant, the general trend of the relationship reflects two main features, the
first ofwhich is that the development tends to be multidimensional. At the
beginning, geopolitical and strategic considerations caused both sides to
change their attitudes toward each other. Today, however, Sino-U.S. rela
tions are based on a variety ofconsiderations far beyond the previous ones,
although strategic security still remains an important concern. Second, the
relationship is increasingly stable and not likely to be affected by tempo
rary incidents. This second feature can also be considered the corollary of
the first.

Strategy and Security

Concern over the threat from the Soviet Union was the major factor in
the breakthrough ofSino-U.S. relations. On the part of the United States, its
policy toward China, either regarding it as an enemy or as a friend, had
always been affected over the years by its relations with the Soviet Union.
In the late 1940s, the Soviet Union was a factor that both prompted and
constrained U.S. involvement in China's civil war. Following the founding
of the PRC, one important reason for the United States to contain and
isolate China was that China then belonged to the socialist camp headed by
the Soviet Union. In the 1960s, when Sino-Soviet frictions became an open
dispute, US. policymakers started to review the policy toward China; but
the major concern of the Kennedy administration at that time was to
readjust U.S. relations with the Soviet Union, and both superpowers had a
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common interest in preventing China from becoming a nuclear power. In
the 1970s,realizing that it would be suicidalfor the UnitedStates to align
itself with the Soviet Union against China, the Nixon administration
resolved to start the contacts with China in order to strengthen the U.S.
position in the confrontation with the Soviet Union. The Soviet offensive
posture in the world was another factor that pushed the Carter administra
tion toward the decision to establish diplomatic relations with China.
Again, it was the consideration of U.S. security and strategic interests that
convinced President Reaganof the necessity ofputting good relationswith
China over his personal ideological bias and taking further steps in the
positive direction. For instance, in 1981 when the Poland situation caused
concern that the Soviet Union might send troops to Poland as it did to
Czechoslovakia in 1968,there were suggestionsinside the U.S. government
that selling arms to China in response to such an eventuality might be a
desirable option.^ When Sino-Soviet tension began to ease in 1982, the
United States was very concerned. Some politicians who had opposed the
improvement of Sino-US. relations took this opportunity to launch an
attack on the U.S. government policy toward China. Their argument was
that "Communist China" could be valuable to the United States only as a
counterbalance against Russia and that now this function proved to be
unreliable.

Since its founding, the People's Republic ofChina has found itselfin the
midst of an international environment characterized by US.-Soviet con
frontation. While there was more than one cause of China's "leaning-to-
one-side" policy in favor of the Soviet Union, the U.S. policy toward China at
that time definitely played an important role in pushing it. In the 1960s,
when Sino-Soviet relations deteriorated, the United States and the Soviet
Union moved toward detente. Naturally,China was much upset by the U.S.
Soviet negotiations on disarmament and on a nuclear test ban, aswell as by
the secret correspondence and the "hotlines" between Khrushchev and
Kennedy. Severely criticizing the idea of"US.-Soviet collusion to dominate
the world," China became concerned that the United States and the Soviet
Union would "gang up" against China. In the 1970s, Mao Zedong decided
to welcome Nixon to China. "Let's handle the polar bear together" became
a much-quoted catchphrase. However, for a period of time thereafter,
Chinese leaders still worried that the United States was merely playing the
"China card" to deal with the Soviets and might let down China if it wished
to ease tensions with the Soviet Union.

^BanningN. Garrett and Bonnie S.Glaser, "From Nixon to Reagan:China's Changing Role in
American Strategy" in Eagle Resurgent? The Reagan Era in American Foreign Policy, ed.
Kenneth A. Oye et al. (Boston: Little Brown & Co., 1987), chapter 8, p. 270.
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The beginning of the 1980s witnessed some changes in the inter
national situation. After President Reagan took office, his administration
adopted a harsh attitude toward the Soviet Union, greatly increased the
military budget, and started arms expansion as well. Meanwhile, the Soviet
Union bogged itselfdown in Afghanistan, repeating to some extent the U.S.
experiences in Vietnam. Domestically, the Soviet Union has been haunted
by economic difficulties and the increasingly evident defects of the
existing system, which has led to Gorbachev's determination to start a
large-scale reform. Therefore, at least for the present, the Soviet Union will
have to show some restraint in expanding internationally. Given this
situation, and at the same time carrying on its reforms, China has re
adjusted its foreign policy and placed more stress on independence and
taking the initiative If in 1982 the United States had misgivings over the
loosening up of Sino-Soviet relations, it later showed its understanding of
the situation and even looked at it with reserved approval. Furthermore,
U.S.-Soviet relations have gone through some changes as well. From the
Reykjavik Conference in 1984 to Gorbachev's visit to the United States in
1987, the two countries have improved relations enough to hold the first
summit meeting in sixteen years and to sign the Intermediate Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty. In this sense, the U.S.-Soviet relationship has de
veloped faster than the Sino-Soviet relationship.

Today,facing the new situation, China does not harbor the misgivings it
had in the 1960s about a possible detente between the United States and
the Soviet Union. Rather, it welcomes the INF Treaty and possible further
disarmament. The United States in its turn is less sensitive to the evolution

of Sino-Soviet relations. Now American officials tend to place more stress
on the bilateral relationship between the United States and China per se,
and the subordination of U.S. policy toward China to its relationship with
the Soviet Union seems to be undergoing some changes. This demon
strates a healthy development and genuine normalization of the relation
ship between the two countries. Both have come to acknowledge that,
being two large nations facing each other across the Pacific, they have a
broad basis for establishing good relations. The once powerful influence
the two superpowers exercised on the course of world affairs is declining,
and it is no longer possible for the United States and the Soviet Union to
divide spheres of influence between themselves and dominate the fate of
the world. Nor is a Sino-Soviet alliance likely to be reestablished.

This is not to say that strategic factors are negligible now in Sino-Soviet
relations. On the contrary, as long as the basic pattern of confrontation
between the two superpowers remains unchanged, which is quite likely in
the foreseeable future, Sino-U.S.relations will be important for the strategic
interests of both sides. Neither China nor the United States will remain
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indifferent to developments in the other's relation with the Soviet Union.
The United Stateswould not wish to see China moving closer to the Soviet
Union than to the United States; on the other hand, China is still concerned
about the possibility that the United States would subordinate its relations
with China to those with the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Union is not the only factor in the consideration of inter
national strategy.For instance, because China is still a developing country,
it differs with the United States in regard to the Third World countries.

Equality and Mutual Respect

There is an extremely important paragraph in the Sino-U.S. Shanghai
Communique:

There are essential differences between China and the United States in

their social systems and foreign policies. However, the two sides agreed
that countries, regardless of their social systems, should conduct their
relations on the principles of respect for the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of all states, nonaggression against other countries, noninter
ference in the internal affairs of other states, equality and mutual benefit,
and peaceful coexistence. International disputes should be settled on this
basis, without resorting to the use or threat of force The United States and
the People's Republic of China are prepared to apply these principles to
their mutual relations.

It is these principles that laid the foundation for the healthy develop
ment of Sino-U.S. relations. The essence of these principles is the stress on
equality and mutual respect. It should be acknowledged that China
attaches far more importance to this aspect than the United States does.
This is because, first, historically China rarely enjoyed equal status in its
relationships with world powers in modern times and suffered deep
national humiliation. For several generations, Chinese people fought and
shed their blood precisely for national liberation, so that China could stand
as an equal member in the world community. Second, after World War II,
the United States interfered in China's civil strife in opposition to the
Chinese revolution. It also carried out a policy of violating China's
territorial integrity, and the Taiwan issue that resulted still remains a
problem in Sino-U.S. relations. Third, at present a great disparity in national
strength exists between the two countries, and full equality in economic
and cultural exchanges is hard to realize.

Because of these reasons, China particularly values the present rela
tions based on the five principles in the Sino-U.S. Shanghai Communique
and does its best to see that they are upheld. From the Chinese point of
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view, most of the problems between the two countries have arisen from
the failure of the United States strictly to abide by these principles.

In this context, the Taiwan issue remains a major problem. In the past
year, new developments have occurred in Taiwan leading to remarkable
progress in communications between China and Taiwan. While officially
maintaining its "off-hand" attitude, the U.S. government implicitly wel
comed this development. But as long as the Taiwan Relations Act exists and
the United States sells arms to Taiwan, China will not consider the Taiwan
problem settled. Moreover, there is a group of people in the United States
who advocate Taiwan's secession from China. They cause trouble occa
sionally by supporting either the "Taiwan Independence" movement or
the idea of "two Chinas" in the international arena. This is still a hidden

rock in Sino-US. relations.

With the Taiwan problem still unsolved, a "Tibet issue" loomed in the
Sino-U.S. relations in 1987. True, this was started by the U.S. Congress, not
the executive branch, and the two held different attitudes. But since the
U.S. Congress is part of the American government in a broad sense and does
have an influence over the making ofU.S. foreign policy, its conduct cannot
but have an adverse impact on the feelings of the Chinese people toward
the United States and thereby on Sino-US. relations. The Chinese people
were greatly enraged that the U.S. Senate provided a forum for the Dalai
Lama to advocate the independence ofTibet and passed the Tibet Resolu
tion, They were stunned to find that some very influential Americans in the
United States were so ignorant of the basic facts about China and that
allegations so far from the truth were widely spread and taken as the basis
for adopting resolutions by what should be a serious and responsible
legislative body. Americans cannot be expected to possess fiill knowledge
of the complicated history, politics, and society of an area so far awayfrom
the United States; what, then, made this group ofAmericans think they had
the right to form a judgement and launch accusations? What is even more
incomprehensible to the Chinese people is that those who claim to be the
guardian of human rights never raised a finger when the Tibetan people
were under the darkest and cruelest system of serfdom, but instead made
such a fiiss when the human rights situation in Tibet (even if measured by
American standards) is the best and most promising in its history. To the
Chinese people, the attitude of these Americans is sheer hypocrisy and is
not based on a true concern for the welfare of the Tibetan people. This,
again, leads to the old issue of respecting territorial integrity. All the
previous American administrations never regarded Tibet as an indepen
dent country. The present administration also declared that Tibet is a part
ofChina. The open support ofseparatist activities by the U.S. Congress has
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actually played a role in pouring oil on the fire ofthe unrest in Tibet. This is
what the Chinese people and their government find intolerable.

It is not the theme of this article to go into the details of the Tibet
situation. I cite this example only because it is an unpleasant event that
should not have happened given the present stage of development ofSino-
U.S. relations. This has caused indignation and reactions among Chinese in
very broad circles that are unfavorable to the United States. One cannot
expect ordinary Chinese to follow the subtle distinctions between the
legislative and executive branches and to comprehend the intricate Con
gressional procedures that enabled the proposals of a few to be passed by a
vote of98:0. The United States does not like to be connected with the word

hegemonism. Yetfor the Chinese people, the fact that the U.S. Congress
claims the right to openly advocate the split of China'sterritory provides a
typical example of hegemonism. For quite some time, the Chinese have
ceased calling the United States imperialist. Yet the Tibet case has evoked
the memories of imperialist arrogance among many Chinese.

The year 1987 marked the 200th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution.
Chinese academic circles attached great importance to this occasion.
Numerous seminars were held and Chinese scholars in general positively
evaluated the U.S. Constitution and the founding principles of the United
States of America from the perspectives of political science and the
development of human societies. However, the ignorance, prejudice, and
arrogance shown by the U.S. Congress in its recent behavior regarding
Tibet has greatly demeaned its image as a serious legislative body in the
minds of Chinese intellectuals. As for those Chinese scholars who are

especially concerned with the study ofSino-U.S. relations, this serves as an
alarm to remind them that there is still a long way to go before some
Americans can overcome their prejudice against China and their super
power mentality and learn to treat other countries equally and respect the
principles that constitute the basis for Sino-U.S. relations.

China's Modernization

If strategy and security were the main concerns of the Chinese in Sino-
U.S. relations during the Mao Zedong era, then the main concern in the
Deng Xiaoping era and beyond will be China's modernization. For the
United States, however, the major concern in its relations with China
continues to be strategic. However, the two concerns converge, because
one of the U.S. strategic goals in the Western Pacific, at least since the
middle of the Second World War, has been to ensure a unified, stable, and
relatively prosperous China friendly to the United States. Unfortunately,
while the old Chinese government was friendly to the United States, it was
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unable to unify the country. And New China, although unified and stable,
was hostile to the United States for a period of time Only in the present
situation can the United States see its above-mentioned policy goal toward
China achieved. At the same time, those Americans with insight have
realized that China's modernization, being an irresistible historical trend,
will come sooner or later irrespective ofthe amount ofAmerican aid,while
a more positive role played by the United States will in turn be conducive
to its own long-term interest. China's current reforms, giving more play to
the market mechanism in the economy and democratization in political
life,as well as opening up more to the outside world, are welcomed by the
United States. Furthermore, since China is so underdeveloped, the United
States need not worry about the former being a big competitor; whereas
with a population of 1 billion, this country is a promising market for the
United States. Consequently, the United States supports China's moderniza
tion, which has led to more economic, scientific, technical, and cultural
exchanges between the two countries.

The more normal the political relations between the two countries, the
more important economic issues will become. I want to mention here
several noneconomic factors that affect the development of economic
relations. On China's part, the major problems are evidently those existing
in the course of reforms, namely bureaucracy, the absence of sound
policies and a legal system to guarantee the legitimate rights of foreign
business, unqualified government officials in charge of trade with foreign
countries, corruption and extortion with regard to foreigners, and so on.
Moreover, since the reforms are experimental in many respects, some
policies and measures inevitably will be subject to occasional change, thus
causing inconvenience to foreign enterprises. The United States, on its
part, has not completely given up its restriction on technology transfer to
China, although it has relaxed these controls somewhat. Moreover, it
continues to use technology transfer and trade to exercise political
pressure. In most cases, this practice is directed to China's domestic affairs,
such as birth control, the so-called human rights issue, and China's policy
toward part of its own territory. This is also related to the question of
equality and mutual respect and constitutes one of the reasons for the
Chinese belief that the United States has not given up its hegemonistic
attitude. At present, U.S. trade protectionism is a major obstacle in the
trade relations between the two countries. Besides, Americans (and
Westerners in general) tend to overreact to certain political trends within
China, which often affect their confidence in developing economic rela
tions with China. But increasingly people have come to understand that
China is engaged in profound reform; the path ofreform cannot always be
smooth, but the general orientation will remain unchanged.
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Cultxiral exchanges between China and the United States have reached
an ail-time high. According to the statistics provided by the U.S. Committee
on Scholarly Communications with the People's Republic of China, in the
decade following the 1979 normalization of Sino-U.S. diplomatic relations,
there will be more PRC students and scholars who will have studied in the

United States than there were between 1860 and 1950.^ Although the
Chinese students and scholars in the United States are only a small
percentage of all Asian students in that country, the growth rate of the
Chinese students exceeds that of the total foreign student population.^
According to the incomplete statistics from the State Commission of
Education of China, there are at present approximately 30,000 Chinese
students and scholars in the United States. Following its opening up to the
outside world, China has been exposed to a wide range of American
publications and American arts.

Although there are far fewer American students in China than Chinese
students in the United States, there are more than in any previous period in
history. Now, many American "China Hands" above the age of forty envy
their younger colleagues the opportunities of studying and staying in
China. Yet, they themselves have the opportunity to come frequently to
China to do significant research. Cultural contacts between the two
peoples on such an unprecedented scale are bound to have a far-reaching
impact.

Considering its immediate needs, China is presently preoccupied with
learning American advanced science and technology. Therefore, most of
the Chinese students currently in the United States are in the natural
sciences. No matter what their field ofstudy, their contacts with the nation
as a whole reach far beyond that field. What is even more important is that
the cultural aspects of student exchange aswell as cultural exchange trips
themselves allow the Chinese people to open their minds and to better
understand American society through their personal perceptions. In turn,
they can reevaluate Chinese culture in the light of a culture and society
absolutely different from their own.

On the part of the United States, cultural exchange has always been an
important tool in its foreign policy. Americans are interested in cultural
exchange from various perspectives: American intellectuals in the human
ities have always been attracted by the culture and history of China as an
ancient civilization, and the fact that such a country is now undergoing a
process ofmodernization is all the more appealing to American scholars as

^David M. Lampton et al., "A Relationship Restored: Trends in US.-China Educational
Exchanges, 1978-1984" (Washington, D.C.:National Academy Press, 1986).

3Ibid, p.25.
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a subject for extensive study. American scientists who wish to promote the
development of science and technology worldwide find China to be a
Third World country backward in science and technology but eager to
modernize However, China can oiBfer American scientists opportunities in
such areas as agronomy and medicine. Some American universities have
come to realize that the admission of excellent Chinese students and

scholars will help raise their academic status. In the short span of a few
years, the excellent performance of Chinese students and scholars has
convinced their professors that it would mean a great loss to American
education if this source of talent were cut off.^Finally, American business
men wish to have a better understanding ofChinese culture and society in
order to facilitate doing business with Chinese

In sum, there has been great progress in the mutual understanding
between the two peoples and the mutual study among the intellectuals of
the two countries through these years of cultural exchange.

Unfortunately, cultural exchange involves some problems. China has
had bitter experiences with foreign powers in the past. Because of the
subversive implications in the U.S. policy of culture and information
toward socialist countries during the "Cold War," for some time the PRC
was highly vigilant against the "infiltration of the imperialist culture." This
led to an indiscriminate rejection ofWestern culture The current policy of
"opening to the outside world" differs substantially from the previous
attitude. Yet, sudden contact in such a wide range between two totally
different cultures will inevitably create clashes and friction. Some young
Chinese blindly worship everything American, whereas others are con
cerned with the loss of Chinese national identity and harbor various
degrees of misgivings toward the influence ofWestern culture In a word,
the question of "discarding the dross and absorbing the essence" has not
been fiilly solved. This, of course, is China's own problem. In a way, these
problems are inevitable in a nation that takes pride in a magnificent culture
five thousand years old, presently suffering from a low level of education
and finding itselfsuddenly exposed to the outside world following a period
of isolation.

The problem with the United States lies again in its superpower
mentality even in the cultural field, which is manifested in the natural
inclination of some Americans to measure Chinese life against American
values and to impose American concepts upon Chinese society. This easily
arouses resentment among the Chinese, who have a strong sense of
nationalism. Besides, sending students abroad has led to brain drain, which
retards reconstruction of the country. Accordingly, China must take

^Washington Post, November 15,1987.
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corrective steps to cope with the situation, which in turn may cause
misunderstanding and misgivings among some Americans about China's
policy of opening to the outside world.

Finally,the economic gap between the two countries has resulted in an
imbalance in the cultural exchange Because of China's limited fuiancial
means, many of her students abroad are sponsored in one way or another
by the recipient country. However, China's capacity for American students
and scholars is much smaller, the Chinese archive system is different from
that in the United States, and the environment for conducting field studies
is limited—more because of facilities than policy. This constitutes one of
the major complaints about China among American scholars.

Ideology

Ideological differences played a fairly important role in the once
antagonistic relationship between China and the United States. The basic
ideologies upon which the two countries are founded are diametrically
opposed. In his letter of transmittal in the "China White Paper" Dean
Acheson wished for the reassertion of "Chinese democratic individual

ism," implying an encouragement to any opposition force within China to
overthrow the existing regime. And during the 1950s and the 1960s, China
used to advocate a united front against U.S. imperialism. In I960, three
articles under the general title "Long Live Leninism," directed against
Khrushchev, were published by the Communist Party of China; in 1965,
another article, "LongLivethe Victory of Revolutionary Wars," in the name
of lin Biao put forward an analogy to world revolution in the strategy of
surrounding the cities by the countryside These articles were widely
interpreted by the outside world as evidence of China's opposition to
peaceful coexistence and its intention to instigate armed revolutions in
the rest of the world.

In the 1970s, both sides downgraded the ideological tone in their
statements about each other. The two pioneers who initiated the normali
zation of relations between the two countries were none other than

President Nixon, who started his political career as a staunch anticommu-
nist, and Chairman Mao Zedong, who was a resolute fighter against
imperialism. This proves that national interest prevails over ideology in the
making of foreign policies by both sides. Likewise, belying the personal
inclination previously displayed, after taking office President Reagan
adopted a policy of continuing to improve Sino-U.S. relations. Another
point worth noting is that China's reforms are headed toward freeing the
country from the old Soviet model and the restraints of dogmatism in
ideology. As a result, an unprecedented vigor appeared in both the
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academic and cultural fields. Compared with other socialist countries, the
Chinese government has taken a more liberal view of Chinese citizens
going abroad either to visit relatives or to immigrate Allthis has received
favorable reaction from Americans. The downgrading of ideology in
China's foreign policy is reflected not only in practice but in theoretical
formulae For instance, Chinese official statements no longer assert that
war is inevitable so long as imperialism exists, but instead state that a new
world war can be avoided, and there is indeed hope for a lasting world
peace In 1986, Chinese leaders made it clear that they had changed the
idea about "the inevitability of war." Accordingly, the ratio of military
expenditure in the overall national budget has been steadily decreasing
since 1979, that is, from 17.5 percent in 1979 to 10.5 percent in 1985.
Obviously, China has given up such theses as "either war gives rise to
revolution, or revolution stops war."

Ever since the founding of the People's Republic of China, the Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence have constituted the guideline for
China's relations with foreign countries. But their meaninghas taken on a
new dimension in new reforms. Since 1984, Chinese leaders have time and
again pointed out that relations between nations transcend ideology and
social system, that "facts have shown andwillcontinueto show that ifthe
Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence are adhered to, countries with
different social systems can live in harmony and maintain amicable
cooperation, but if not, even countries with similar social systems may
come into sharpconfrontationor even conflict"^ and that "learning from
experiences sincethe end ofWorld War II, we willnot let the stateofour
relationship withother countriesbe predeterminedbywhetherour social
systems and ideologies are similar or not."^ This represents a further step
in recognizing thedistinction betweenideological differences andforeign
relations.

With regard to the UnitedStates, ideology has weighed heavily in its
foreign relations, though differing in degree at different times. Today, of
course, ideology plays a muchsmaller role than in theheyday ofthe "Cold
War." Asmentioned above, the change of American policy toward China is
also the manifestation of national interests prevailing over ideological
concerns. However,unlike China, the United States has made no significant
changes in thebasic ideas guiding itsrelations withforeign countries. The
United States has not given up its goal of pressing American systems,
political ideas, andvalues on the wholeworld. This isdemonstrated both

5Zhao Ziyang, Report on Government Work in the Second Session of the Sixth National
People's Congress (May 1984).

^Speech by Zhao Ziyang at the British Royal Institute of International Affairs 0"*^^ 1985).
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by the speeches of American leaders and the practices of U.S. diplomacy. In
Sino-U.S. relations, these ideological factors tend to lead to American
interference in China's internal affairs. Problems raised by Americans over
the Taiwan, Tibet, and birth control issues are all evidence of this. Even
though these positions might not represent official U.S. government pol
icies, they reflect the political pressure that influences those policies.
Americans tend to judge the gains and losses of China's reforms against
American values. One American scholar, Michael Hunt, in his recently
publishedand U.S. Foreign Policy, analyzes several major factors
in the ideological origins of U.S. foreign policies. Among those listed in the
book, in my opinion, the U.S. "national greatness" (which, for the Chinese,
is equivalent to a sense of superiority of the superpower) and the anti-
communism after World War II continue to be the factors that cause un

pleasantness in Sino-U.S. relations.^

Conclusion

Over the last decade, Sino-U.S. relations have tended to be stabilized.
The basis for the relationship has grown from the original strategic
concern by both sides into a multidimensional one. This serves as an
important foundation for the genuine normalization and prolonged devel
opment ofSino-US. relations. However, because of the differences in their
history, culture, social system, national strength, and positions in the
world, the two countries take different approaches to the relationship
between them and emphasize different aspects. At some points, their
interests converge, while at others, conflicts and frictions may arise China
is more concerned with the role the United States plays in the course of its
modernization, whereas the United States is more interested in China's
strategic position in the Western Pacific region and the role it may play
with respect to U.S. security interests there. Starting with this considera
tion, the United States deems it in its own interest to help China's
modernization. Here lies the most important point of convergence. Both
China and the United States recognize that the Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence constitute the guideline for Sino-U.S. relations; but the two
countries differ in their sensitivity to these principles. From the Chinese
perspective, the United States is a superpower that, because of domestic
political forces, occasionally deviates from these principles in eitherwords
or deeds. It will take time for some American politicians to learn to regard
other countries genuinely as equals and show them due respect. Both sides

^MichaelHunt, Ideology and U.S. Foreign Policy (New Haven:Yale University Press, 1987),
chapters 2, 5, and 6.
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believe that economic factors will play an increasingly important role in
Sino-U.S. relations. Given the complementarity of the two economies, the
prospect for the development of economic relations is promising. But
there are also constraints in this respect. In addition to the subjective
factors already mentioned, the great gap in the stage of development and
economic strength between the countries is an undeniable objective fact.
The problems in U.S.-China economic relations arise at least party from the
asymmetry of the two economies. These problems will gradually be
resolved in the course of China's reforms. What the United States can do is

to facilitate this progress. In a word, in the present framework of U.S.-Sino
relations, the development of economic relations will probably be gov
erned more by economic laws than by political developments.
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2. China's Economic Reforms and
U.S.-China Economic Relations

DWIGHTH. PERKINS

Will China's economic reforms go far enough tochange fundamentally
Chinas relations with the world around it? Orare the reforms only minor
variations on the theme of socialist system reform that will leave the
essential features of a Soviet-type system mostly intact? The answers to
these questions will have a profound influence on the evolution of both
economic and political relations between China and the United States.

How China's reforms can affect relations with the outside world has
many dimensions. To begin with, reform has contributed to China's
accelerated growth over the past eleven years. Accelerated growth has
increased China's demand for imports, which in turnhas putpressure on
the government to raise exports. High growth rates have also led to a
structural transformation of the Chinese economy that has changed
China's comparative advantage and altered the structure ofthe country's
imports and exports.

But reform has hadmore than justa quantitative impact on the level
and structure ofChina's trade. Changes inChina's economic system have
altered the way in which Chinaconducts businesswith the outside world
in a number of qualitative ways aswell, and potential future reforms, if
realized, could have aneven more profound effect. For example, existing
reformshave opened the doors to foreign direct investment in China. But
itwill take far more profound changes than have occurred before foreign
investors can operate comfortablyin the Chineseenvironment.

Many of the issues that affect the willingness and ability of foreign
investors to participate in Chinese development also will have a major
influence on thenation's ability to integrate Hong Kong intothemainland
economy. Similarly, these changeswill largelydetermine whether a mean
ingful start can be made on building systematic economic ties with
Taiwan. Economicreform by itself, ofcourse,willnot be sufficient to malfp
possible close ties between China and Taiwan or even Hong Kong, atleast
onavoluntary basis. Political reform will beeven more critical. But major

23
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political reform in China isprobably a long way off, so that progress in
building closer ties inthe near future depends critically onwhat happens
in the economic sphere

Background to Economic Systems Reform

Before onecananalyze theimpact ofreform on China's relations with
the outsideworld,one musthave a clearpicture ofwhat reformmeans in
the Chinese context and what it could mean in the future.

Inmanyways efforts tochange China's economic system fit readily into
the pattem ofsimilar attempts toreform the socialist economic systems of
Eastem Europe andthemore recentefforts inthatdirection byGorbachev
in the SovietUnion. Certainly the initial motivation was similar.

China in the 1950s, like Eastem Europe, had taken over the Soviet-type
economic system with few significant modifications. China not only
copied the Soviet emphasis on machinery and steel and the desire to
minimize theroleofforeign trade, but also adopted thehighly centralized
bureaucratic commandsystem for control of the economy. In the urban
industrial sphere underthissystem, enterprises werelittle more than low-
leveldepartmentsof the central government bureaucracy. Output targets
and the inputs needed to meet those targets were determined in Beijing
after consultation with the enterprises. Enforcement of these targets was
in the handsof the centrallycontrolled materials-allocation systemand the
People's Bank. Materials wereallocated to firms onlyifsuchallocationwas
called for in the plan. Similarly, banks allowed firms to borrow money or
even tospend money they hadondeposit only ifthefunds werebeingused
inways consistentwiththeplan. Enterprises thatwanted more material or
finanrial inputthanwascalled forin theplancouldnot turn to themarket
for additional supplies. No markets for key material or financial inputs
existed.

This system hadone major advantage. Government planners had the
capacity to reallocate national resources onalarge scale. It isunlikely that
rhina, like the Soviet Unionbefore it, could havebuilt a large machinery
and steel sector from scratch so quickly through any other kind of
economicsystem. Themajordisadvantage ofthissystem isthat nocountry
has been able to make it operate efficiently. Incentives to conserve
resourceswere missing, and the resultingprofligate useof those resources
was wasteful in the extreme In China it took even higher rates of savings
andcapital formation to maintain asteady ifmodest growth rateofaround
4.5 percent a year. Even this level of development depended on such
breakthroughs as the discovery of the Daqing Oil Field because it took
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more than twice the energyinput to produce adollarofGNP in Ghina asit
did in India—and India was hardly aparagon ofefficiency'

Autarchic trade policies and the centralized bureaucratic command
system tendtogotogether. Planning becomes extremely difficult ifalarge
partoftheoutputisdestined forforeign markets overwhich planners have
no control. The flexibility required for producing for the international
market, particularly for manufactures, is well beyond the capacity of a
centralizedbureaucracy. It is no accidentthat, despite the enormoussize
of its manufacturing sector, the Soviet Union depends on petroleum
exports formost of itshard currency earnings.^ Norwasit anaccidentthat
the nations of Eastern Europe were the first to experiment with reforms
in this system. The absurdity of autarchic industrialization centered
on the development of machinery and steel for countries as small as
those ofEastern Europe was readily apparent to many Eastern European
economists.

China, unlike Eastern Europe, is a large continental nation with a
history of exploitation by the forces of Western Imperialism. Like the
Soviet Union, China saw itselfpartially surrounded by hostile powers,
notably the United States. An autarchic trade policy combined with an
emphasis on industries that could contribute to the defense of the nation
did not seem absurd. To create such a system in a hurry led easily to a
desire to copy mostother elements of the Soviet system.

One aspect of the Chinese economy, however,did not fitwell with the
requirements of a centralized bureaucratic command system. In China,
unlike the USSR, asignificant fraction ofindustrial outputwasproduced in
tens of thousands ofsmall- and medium-scale units with weak or nonexist
ent accounting and statistical reporting systems. Technologies and costs
between firms within a single industry varied widely. There was no
practical way that central planners could gather enough timely and
accurate information on these small enterprises to control them from
Beijing. The solutionto this problem in the 1960s and early1970swas to
decentralize planning andcontrol over enterprise inputs andoutputs to
theprovincesandevento China's twothousand-plus counties. However, all
other features of the bureaucraticcommand system were retained. Plan
ning and control at the provincial and county levels were through bu
reaucratic, not market, channels.Just as foreign trade caused problems for

•World Bank, China: SocialistEconomic Development (Washington, D.C.; World Bank,
1981), p. 96.

^In 1985, 57percentoftheUSSR's hardcurrency earnings werefrom petroleum andnatural
gasexports; seeJoan F. Mclntyre, "TheUSSR's HardCurrencyTradeand Payments Position,"
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planners at the national level, interprovincial trade caused problems for
planners at that level. The solution was to push for as much provincial
autarchy as possible Even at the county level these forces were atwork.
County-level enterprises typically were given a monopoly over the local
county market. Enterprises in other counties could not compete with
them for that market,nor could they sell their products outside that same
market. Ifa countyfirm saturated its local market, it stopped production
and, ifpossible, retooled to produce something else

By the late 1970s the inefficiencies of this system, centralized or
decentralized, were increasingly apparent to those responsible for man
agement of the Chinese economy. The death of Mao Zedong and the
political demise oftheShanghai radicals removed a major political obsta
cle to consideration of far-reaching changes in the economic system.

The situation around China had also changed. In part this was a matter
ofperceptions thathad changed; inpartitwas a real change. China in the
1970s still perceived hostile military forces on its border, but now the
hostility camefromthe north in the shapeof the Soviet Union. Incontrast,
toward the Western world, China faced neither military hostility nor an
accompanying embargo on trade Furthermore, by the 1970s andparticu
larly bythe 1980s, theSoviet Union no longerappeared to be theeconomic
success story it had been in the 1950s. Instead, China's East Asian neigh
bors, including two areas that were formally (in China's eyes) part of
China, were beingheld up as the new economic success storiesfor all to
emulate. These latter success stories were built on the rapid expansion of
exports and at least partial reliance on market forces, albeit with a
considerable component of bureaucratic commands.

In these new circumstances, China in the late 1970s began to introduce
evenmore sweepingreformsin its economic system. Thefirst reformwas
to take steps to expand foreign trade The initial effort to open up the
economy to more foreign imports and to allowenterprises some auton
omy indecidingwhatshould beimported soonranupagainst thereality of
China's enormous import hunger. Central control over foreign exchange
had to be reinstituted quickly, but the government also pushed the
development ofexportswith considerable success. In the fouryearsfrom
1978 through 1981, Chinese exports in real terms grew at 19 percent
annually.5 One reform taken in this same initial phase did not stick. In

JointEconomic Committees oftheUS. Congress, Gorbachev'sEconomicPlans (Washington,
D.C.: US.Government Printing Office, 1987), p. 478.
3China ForeignTradeandEconomic Relations Yearbook Compilation Committee,Zhongguo
duiwaijingji maoi nianjian, 1984(Beijing: China Foreign Trade and Economic Relations
Publishers, 1984), pp. iv-5.
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1979-81, most of China's industrial growth occurred in the consumer
goods sector, and the producer goods sector—notably machinery and
steel—grewhardlyat all.^ By the mid-1980s, however, theproducergoods
industrywas once again growing more rapidly than the consumergoods
sector.

The reforms with the greatest implications for China's relations with
the outsideworld and for Chinainternally aswellwere thosedesigned to
expandthe role ofmarketforcesin the economyThesechangesfirst began
in agriculturewhere they met with instant success,but it wasnot untilpast
the midpoint of the 1980s that market-oriented reformsbegan to have a
major impact on Chinese industry.

To comprehend how market-oriented reforms affect China's external
relations, it is necessary to understand what a well-functioning market
system requires and the extent to which Chinese systems' designers have
been able to meet those requirements. With that backgroundunderstand
ing, one can then turn to the question of how these changes have already
influenced or could in the future influence China's relations with the
United States and the other Western industrial powers and the ability of
China to integrate its economy with that of Hong Kong and possiblyeven
Taiwan.

Making Markets Work

There are five elements that must be in place in a well-functioning
market system, and the Chinese have made some progress with all five
These elements are discussed below.

1. Tobegin with, inputs and outputs must be availablefor purchase and
sale on markets rather than being allocated by administrative means
through the bureaucracy.Someconsumer goods in Chinawere alwayssold
through the market, and by the mid-1980s most consumer goods were
allocated in this way. Rationing still existed and in rare cases—as for pork
in 1987—was even reinstituted, but generally played a minor role. By1987
purchases of farm products were also supposed to be made entirely
through market channels. In practice, informal quotas set by the bu
reaucracy still played some role in what farmers planted, but the role was
clearly a declining one

The situation in industry was more complex. Certain key inputs such as
foreign exchange were hardly availablethrough the market. Others such as
steel or coal were partly available through the market and partly through

^State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook of China, 1986 (Hong Kong: Economic
Information Agency, 1986), p. 33.
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the old bureaucratic allocation mechanism. In addition, large- and small-
scale enterprises obtained their inputs andsold their outputdifferently.
Small-scale firms worked mainly through the market. Large enterprises
soldonlya portion of their output, that overandabove theirplanquotas,
on the market. A sizable but declining share of their inputs was received
through the government's material allocation bureaus.' More important
than the precise shareof goods allocated to largeenterprises by bureau
cratic or market means was whether marginal decisions were made with
respect to themarket or thebureaucracy. Ifenterpriseshadto resort tothe
market to meet their needs for most key inputs, then allocation of inputs
was primarily determinedby conditions on the market. Towhat extent
this was the case in practice in the 1986-88 period is not really known
with confidence

2. Making goods available on the market will create more efficient
allocation only ifprices reflect true scarcities in the economy. In China,
however, consumerprices were oftenfrozenformore than two decades. It
was inconceivable that such prices generally reflected the opportunity
costs of the late 1970s or the 1980s. The problem for the Chinese
government washow to make the necessary price changes.

Forconsumergoods prices and agricultural producer prices, the task
was not difficultexcept for a few key products, notably grain,where any
price change was certain to have political repercussions. For lesser
products, priceswerealready setbymarket forces or couldbefreedto find
their appropriate level. Pent-up demand did mean there was a threat of
inflation on the consumer market about which more will be said below.

Abigger initial problem was how to set producer prices for industry.
For most enterprises receiving a higher price for their output, other
enterprises had to pay that same higher price for their inputs. Everytime
the state set out to change one of these prices, as a result, the bureaucracy
found itself in a confrontation between potential winners and losers. Not
surprisingly, relatively few prices were altered in this way.

The main solution to this industrial pricing dilemma turned out to be
relativelysimple Goods allocated through the materials-allocation system
of the governmentbureaucracycontinued to be transferredat the state set
prices. For the above quota goods allocated through the market, prices

^Precisedata on the share of inputs and outputs sold through the market as compared to
being distributed by the material allocation system of the state are not readily available.
Scattered surveys, however, giveapictureoftheoverall trends.Onesuchsurvey isreportedin
the General SurveyGroup of the Chinese Institute for EconomicSystems Reform, Gaige:
women mianlin de tiaozhan yu xuanze (Beijing: China Economics Press, 1986), p. 45.
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were allowed to float in accordance with conditions on the market.^

Therefore, to the extent that the marginal decisions of enterprises were
beingmadewith respect to goodsmadeavailable on themarket,theprices
governing those decisions were market prices. These market prices might
even have reflected true relative scarcities in the Chinese economy if not
for one missing element.

3. Prices reflect relative scarcities if decision-makers on the market

behave in accordance with the rules of a competitive market. The issue of
competition will be discussed under (4) below. The question here is what
does behaving in accordance with the rules of the market mean and were
Chinese decision-makers behaving in an appropriate way?

The key rule is that enterprise decision-makers must maximize profits
by cutting their costs or increasing sales.They should not be raisingprofits
by extracting higher guaranteed prices or more subsidized loans from the
bureaucracy. For consumers the comparable rules are to maximizewelfare
given a particular level of income or budget.

For consumers and for individual farm households these rules apply
naturally whether in China or elsewhere. Chinese consumers did not have
to be told to purchase food and clothing in a way that would increase their
welfare. Farm households also are natural income maximizers, although
the same cannot be said of cadres in charge of collective farms. Bythe end
of 1983, however, collective farms were no longer in existence in China
except for isolated cases.

The problem is with industrial enterprises. In the bureaucratic com
mand system of the Soviet type, enterprise managers typically attempt to
maximize the gross value of output rather than profits. The early literature
on socialist market systems assumed that this situation could be corrected
simply by ordering enterprise managers to maximize profits while an
impersonal bureaucracy set prices. No student of socialist systems today
thinks that this issue can be dealt with so easily.

The basic problem is that enterprise decision-making in socialist
systems is governed by a number of close ties between the enterprise and
higher officials within the government bureaucracy. Even if enterprise
managers are attempting to maximize profits, they are not likely to
manipulate the bureaucracy in order to extract favors of one sort or
another. Chinese enterprises in the mid-1980s were maximizing some
thing that approximated profits, but the key to achieving higher profits

^Thedual pricing systemis discussed by WuJingiian and ZhaoRenwei, "TheDual Pricing
Systems in China's Industry," in Bruce Reynolds, ed., Chinese Economic Reform: How Far,
How Fast?Journal ofComparative Economics 11(3) (September 1987):309-18.
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often had more to do with receiving subsidized inputs or a negotiated
lower tax rate than it did with cutting enterprise costs.

Failure to break this connection between the bureaucracy and the
enterprise means that the objective function of the bureaucracy or of
individual bureaucrats is a major element in the objective function of the
enterprise. How does one break this connection? One part of any solution
is to eliminate the sources of subsidies available to the firm. In the worst

case, but in reality a common case in socialist systems, an enterprise has
easy access to costless funds to cover any losses it might incur. This is the
"soft budget constraint" par excellence,^ and what a well-functioning
market requires is a "hard budget constraint." For a hard budget constraint
to exist, there must be penalties for failure whether through bankruptcy or
by firing managers for not making adequate profits. Tax rates must be fixed
and not subject to negotiation, and prices must be set by impersonal
market sources. Only some of these conditions existed in China in the
mid-1980s. By any standard for large enterprises, the budget constraint
was still soft.

Hardening the budget constraint is only part of the story. As long as
enterprise managers are appointed and promoted by the bureaucracy, they
will gear their decisions to the wishes of that bureaucracy. But if the
bureaucracy does not appoint the managers, who does? In a socialist
system there are no private shareholders who elect a board ofdirectors to
perform this function. In China there have been a few experiments with
various forms of shareholding by one enterprise in the shares of another;
but so far these are only isolated experiments.® Managers in most enter
prises are still appointed by government officials and still behave in part as
if they were themselves mid-level government ofl&cials, which in effect
they are.

Once again there is less of a problem in this regard with small
enterprises than with large ones. Small enterprises do receive subsidies if
they get in trouble, but to a much smaller degree than is the case with large
enterprises. Frequently, small enterprises are reorganized or allowed to go
out ofbusiness even if the word "bankruptcy" is not used. Small enterprises
frequently are collectives, and in theory at least, collectives appoint theft
own managers. An increasing though still small share of industrial output
in China is produced by private firms. Even with private and collective

^The "soft budget constraint" and other key aspects of the behavior of enterprises in a
bureaucratic command economy are discussed in Janos Kbrnai, The Economics ofShortage
(Amsterdam: North-Holland Press, 1980).

®See, e.g., Xu Jingan, "The Stock-Share System: A New Avenue for China's Economic Reform,"
in Chinese Economic Reform, pp. 509-14.
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firms, local bureaucracies exercise much control, but the nature of
the bureaucratic-manager relationship is different from that in large
enterprises.

4. If the purpose of converting to a market system is to increase the
efficiency of that system,there is little prospect of that goalbeingrealized
if the state enforces monopoly controls over those markets and stifles
competition. In China prior to this reform period, as indicated above, little
direct competition existed between enterprises even at the small-scale
and county level. These state-enforced monopolies were among the first
things to disappear when the reform elBFort began.The initial impact of this
change was most apparent in commerce Small retail outlets sprang up all
over the urban areas competing directly with larger state outlets by
providing better service and remaining open longer. In many cases the
larger state firms were pressured to follow suit.

Competition, however, is meaningful only if there is a buyer's market.^
In the seller's markets that prevail in much of Chinese industry, there is no
meaningful competition because enterprises have no trouble selling all
they can produce. Therefore, eliminating sellers' markets becomes critical
for achieving effective competitive pressures, but sellers' markets will
exist as long as there are soft budget constraints for enterprises. The soft
budget is the main source of excess demand in socialist systems.

5. The soft budget constraint, however, is not the only source of excess
demand. Effective macroeconomic management is also necessary if mar
kets are to function properly. Some inflation, of course, is consistent with
well-functioning markets. The problem is when inflation becomes exces
sive. What is excessive is first and foremost a political question. In some
countries, such as in much of Latin America, double-digit and even triple-
digit inflation is the norm. In China, anything above 2 or 3 percent a year is
a political problem. The reason, of course, is historical, having to do with
the hyperinflation that brought the Communist Party to power in China
and the subsequent thirty years during which prices increased hardly
at all.

If inflation reaches politically intolerable levels, the state frequently
steps in and attempts to freeze prices. Frozen prices lead to shortages and
queuing. The desire to eliminate the inconvenience of long lines and

^WilliamByrd, Gene Tidrick, Chen Jiyuan, Xu Lu,Tang Zongkun, and Chen Lantong,Recent
Chinese EconomicReforms: Studies ofTwoIndustrialEnterprises, World BankStaffWorking
Paper no. 652 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1984).

^®Between 1952 and 1978, the official retail price index increased by 2 percent a year or less
in all but four years (1953,1954, and the two crisis years—1960-61). In ten of those years, the
index actually declined slightly. The average increase was 0.7 percent per year over the entire
period (State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1986, pp. 535-36.
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waiting time leads to the reimposition of rationing, and one is back to a
bureaucratic rather than a market system ofallocation. AsChina has moved
away from bureaucratic controls toward a market system, China's econo
mists have found themselves in unfamiliar territory when it comes to
macroeconomic management. The result has been inflation that some
times reached double-digit levels and led to the reimposition of some
forms of direct bureaucratic controls.

Therefore, as of 1987 the Chinese economic system overall was very
different from that which existed prior to the beginning of reform in the
late 1970s. Enterprises were concerned with profits. Markets existed for
most goods even though bureaucratic allocation existed alongside the
market. Prices on these markets were sometimes fixed by the state but
often were allowed to fluctuate with supply and demand.

On the consumer market and in agriculture it was realistic to speak ofa
systemwhere market forces predominated. Evenwith small-scale industry,
market forces may have played the major role^^ None of these systems
were pure market systems on the model of Hong Kong. Bureaucratic
interference by the state was frequent and often shaped the outcome, but
in these sectors China's system would not be unfamiliar to people who
have lived with the mixed bureaucratic-market systems found in so many
developing countries, notably in some of China's neighbors such as the
Republic of Korea.

The exception was large-scale industry Market forces also played a role
there, but enterprise behavior still appears to have been driven by bu
reaucratic concerns. Budgets were still soft, and managers were still
beholden to higher-ups in the bureaucratic chain of command.

The Future of Economic Systems Reform

What is the future ofthis mixed system in China? Is China stuck at some
halfway house between a fully functioning market system and one ruled by
bureaucratic commands? Or are there reasons to anticipate movement
toward a purer form of a market system or back to central planning and
administrative allocations of most key inputs? And if there are forces
pushing the system in one direction or another, what is the nature of these
forces? Are they driven primarily by Chinese politics? Or does the econ
omy have an internal dynamic of its own, separate from politics?

Most discussions of these questions begin and end with speculation

i^The most thorough study of rural small-scale industry in China to date is that done by a joint
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences-World Bank research team. These papers were pre
sented at the International Conference for the Collaborative Research Project on Chinese
Collective Industry, Beijing, November 4—7,1987.
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about the nature of the future leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.
And the nature of this leadership does matter. The Chinese Communist
Party is a Leninist party, and in such a system the preferences of the
leadership have a major influence on what happens. One only has to
compare the policies of the 1980s with those of the Cultural Revolution
period (1966-76) to see the truth of that statement.

But there is more to the relationship between politics and economic
reform than the nature of the leadership. Most Eastern European econo
mists are pessimistic about the prospects for fundamental reform in their
economic systems, and the reasons have little to do with the personalities
on their various politburos. A more fundamental problem is that in these
systems political power is in the same hands as bureaucratic power.
Bureaucratic power is used to reinforce the control of the party and the
party acts to ensure bureaucratic power. Bureaucrats typically hold tightly
to power evenwhen they are not the primary repository ofpolitical power.
There are exceptions, of course, but exercising control over some aspect
of the economy is what bureaucrats are trained to do and the reason why
their job exists. Such control can also be a source of legal and illegal
additions to their income.

If political power is separate from bureaucratic power, as is true in
some countries, both those with democratic systems and those with
authoritarian political systems, then political power can be used to curb
bureaucratic influence. What was the situation in China in the mid-1980s?

Certainly China's political system had many features in common with
those ofEastern Europe. But there are also differences—ifsubtle ones. One
obvious difference is that bureaucratic power in China is not backed up by
the power of the Russian army, which—prior to Gorbachev at least—was
fearful of a weakening of the command system in Eastern Europe because
of the implications change would have for the Soviet Union's own system.
Eastern Europe also did not experience the ten years of China's Cultural
Revolution that did so much to weaken the hold ofthe Chinese Communist

Party on the system. When the role of the Chinese party was rebuilt, it
proved relatively easy to replace most of the older cadres with a younger,
better-trained group with less of a vested interest in the system as it was.
Nevertheless, when all of these qualifications are taken into account, a
large overlap still exists in China between political and bureaucratic
power. The main support for curbing bureaucratic excesses is at the top
and from the ordinary citizens, including party people, who suffered from
the excesses of the earlier period. Perhaps these excesses of the past were
sufficient to inoculate most of the political system against future excessive
bureaucratic power, but this outside observer, at least, is skeptical.

If politics were all there were to the story, this discussion would
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conclude with a fairly pessimistic assessment of the future of Chinese
economic reforms. But economic forces are also at work. Nothing that has
occurred anywhere in the socialist world (or elsewhere for that matter)
suggests that government bureaucrats are sensitive to the rapidly changing
tastes of the market or that they have devised incentive systems capable of
ensuring high-quality products in enterprises they control. But sensitivity
to changing tastes and maintenance of quality are essential if China is to
continue to expand its export of manufactures. And increased exports are
critical if China is going to expand the import of technology and other
inputs essential for rapid growth.

China's size and the nature of industrial organization work against the
bureaucratic system. With over 400 thousand small-scale industrial enter
prises and with the share of these enterprises in gross industrial output at
over half of total gross output value, it will be a long time before China is a
nation where industrial power is concentrated in large enterprises readily
controllable from the center.12 xhe only way of coordinating so many
small enterprises efficiently is through the market.

Essentially the same kind of considerations prevail in agriculture,
particularly after the demise of the communes and collective production
teams. Who is going to be foolish enough to try to control the production
decisions of over 100 million farm families primarily by means of bu
reaucratic commands? The service sector including much of commerce
presents similar problems. Prior to 1979 the only way China's service
sector was controlled was through outright suppression.

Intellectual forces are also at work. The year 1987 is not the year 1950.
Several of China's EastAsianneighbors have provided irrefutable proofthat
a mixed market and bureaucratic system can achieve unprecedentedly
high growth rates. The SovietUnion'ssystem has had increasing difficulty
dealing efficiently with the complexities of a modern industrial society
China's own leadership has had ample experience coping with the limita
tions of the bureaucratic command system. Crude notions about the
irrationality of markets and the inherent superiority of planning are less
widely held. Markets, of course, are not seen as the answer to all problems
nor is there any deep faith in the inherent rationality of such markets.
Perhaps the only true believers in the rationality of markets are holders of
the Ph.D. in economics, and there are only a handful of these people in

1985 China had 455,300 small-scaleenterprises, 5,600 medium-scale enterprises, and
2,300 large-scale enterprises. The criterion for determining size is based on enterprise
production capacity or value of fixed assets, depending on the nature of the industry. In 1985
these small enterprises produced 53 8 percent of the gross value output of all industry.State
Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1986, pp. 190, 227, 744-45.
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China. Still, people learn from formal education and from experience and
that is as true of China as anywhere else. And there is ample evidence that
one of the things people have learned is that change in the system is
desirable and moving in the direction ofgreater use of market forces is one
direction of change worth trying.

Internal Market Reform

and Foreign Investment

What is the relevance of these changes for the evolution of U.S.-China
economic relations? The broad significance of the increasing role of
market forces in China can best be seen by looking at some ofthe problems
currently facing foreigners investing in the Chinese economy. Foreign
investment in China is not a large or an essential part of China's develop
ment program,but the experience with foreign investment can be used
to make a broader point.

American and other foreign investors have been lured to China by the
age-old promise of China's huge domestic market. A desire to access
China's petroleum reserves and a large supply of cheap labor has also
played a role, but it is the prospect ofa billion customers that provides the
primary motivation. The fact that this prospect has little chance of bearing
fruit within the next decade or longer does not stop many investors from
bringing in their money.

Once in China, however, these investors are immediately up against the
reality of the Chinese economic system. In other developing countries
these investors worry about being able to repatriate their profits, avoiding
nationalization of their assets, and being subject to excessive taxation.
They worry about these issues in China as well, but the primary difficulties
of doing business in China lie elsewhere

Enterprises set up with foreign direct investment are as much a part of
the bureaucratic command system as are China's state enterprises. They
not only must apply to the Bank of China for any foreign exchange other
than that which they bring in with them, they must also turn to die state
allocation system for their electric power, other material inputs, and even
their labor force. Foreign direct investors in effect become lower-level

i^Direct investment in China in the 1979-83 period averaged just under US$1,000 million
per year in terms of funds actually used, rising to $2,240 million in 1986. Commitments
peaked in 1985 at $6,330 million and then fell in 1986 to $3,330 million. State Statistical
Bureau, Zbongguo tongji zhaiyao, 1987 (Beijing: China Statistical Publishers, 1987), p. 93.
These are sizable figures when compared to foreign investment in other developing coun
tries, but the amount is still only 5-7 percent of China's export earnings and less than 2
percent of gross domestic investment.
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units in the Chinese bureaucracy just like China's own enterprise man
agers. But foreigners are not in a good position to be effective low-level
Chinese bureaucrats. Even if they speak Chinese, they do not have the
personal ties and knowledge of the inner workings of the system so
essential to bureaucratic effectiveness. Foreign-owned enterprises thus
become highly dependent on their Chinese joint-venture partners to play
this role Whatever the formal ownership share ofthe foreign investor, they
are in many respects junior partners in management of the firm.

The Chinese have taken steps to alleviate this problem for foreign
investors. By creating Special Economic Zones in Guangdong and Fujian
provinces, in effect they have allowed foreigners to bring in inputs from
abroad, and in other ways the Chinese have made efforts to reduce
bureaucratic involvement in enterprise operations. But the effective intro
duction of a market system within the industrial sector throughout China
would have a far greater impact. Instead ofpetitioning the state every time
they required something, foreign enterprises could meet their needs
through purchases on the market.

The reality in 1987-88 was that Chinese industry including foreign
joint ventures was still hemmed in on all sides by bureaucratic restrictions.
Foreigners were not without weapons in the battles that ensued over the
allocation of key inputs. American Motors managed to "persuade" the
controllers of the economic system to use scarce foreign exchange to pay
for the jeep kits being imported for assembly in China, but that experience
illustrates the nature of the problem. The Chinese gave in on the issue
mainly because the bad publicity surrounding American Motors' decision
to stop importing kits and assembling jeeps would have had negative
repercussions on foreign investment in China generally. Clearly the foreign
investor's environment would be friendlier if most inputs could be ob
tained freely by anyone willing to pay the going price.

Small-scale investors, like small-scale enterprises in China in general,
could operate in part outside the bureaucratic command system. Many of
their input requirements could be met through the market or by bu
reaucratic decisions at a local rather than a provincial or national level. But
large-scale American corporations were not in a position to take ready
advantage of these opportunities. The main beneficiaries of the reforms
that stimulated small-scale industrial development were investors from
Hong Kong, and most of this investment went into neighboring Guang-
dong.i^ Hong Kong investors spoke the language, had numerous personal

1985,49 percent of all utilized foreign direct investment in China came from Hong Kong,
and 49 percent of all direct foreign investment whose provincial destination could be
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and family ties with the local people, and operated on a small scale and
with considerable flexibility.

Therefore, economic reform held out the promise of greatly simplify
ing the life of the foreign investor, but the actual benefits in the mid-1980s
were modest. Whether in the future foreign investors will be able to
operate in China in ways similar to how they work in other developing
countries will depend on how much further progress is made in introduc
ing market forces into Chinese industry. There is no serious prospect,
however, that foreign investors in China will be able to operate in ways
similar to, for example, Japanese investors in the United States. That degree
of market liberalization is not remotely in the cards for China.

Integrating Hong Kong's Economy

One of the central issues for China over the next two decades will be

how to build closer ties between the economy of Hong Kong and the
economy of the Chinese mainland as a whole. How those ties are created
and maintained also will have an important impact on American relations
with China. American investors are heavily involved in the Hong Kong
economy, and U.S. trade with Hong Kong passed US$12billion in 1984, or
22 percent of the colony's total foreign trade.^^ xhe United States' total
trade with the People's Republic of China in that same year,by comparison,
was US$7.4 billion.i6

The current formula for incorporating Hong Kong into China is "one
country, two systems." Given the radical differences between the two
systems, such a formula is clearly necessary if major damage to the Hong
Kong economy is to be avoided. Hong Kong is closer to the ideal of the pure
laissez faire market economy than any place in the world, and the
introduction of Soviet-style bureaucratic commands into this system
would do incalculable harm.

The "one country, two systems" formula in effect will turn Hong Kong
into China's largest "Special Economic Zone." The Shenzhen Special Eco
nomic Zone on Hong Kong's border was probably created in part to
provide China with the experience it would need later in managing Hong
Kong's much larger economy But is Hong Kong likely to remain an isolated
special zone indefinitely into the future, and is that a desirable outcome

determined went to Guangdong Province. State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook of
China, 1986, pp. 500—1.

*5UnitedNations, Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Pacific, 1984 (Bangkok: Economic
and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 1986), p. 196.

*^State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1986, p. 486.
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from the point ofview of either Hong Kongor the rest ofChina? Or,will the
reforms taking place in the rest ofChina play a major role in changing Hong
Kong'seconomic relations with the Chinese mainland?

Some indication of what the future may hold if reforms continue is
already apparent in Hong Kong's neighboring Guangdong Province Un
verified figures are quoted suggesting that around two million Guangdong
workers are currently employed by Hong Kong investors in a multitude of
mostly small-scale enterprises. Foreign exchange appears to be more
readily available in Guangdong in part because of the province's booming
foreign trade, in part because the central government lacks the means to
control the myriad of formal and informal ways that foreign currency flows
between the province and Hong Kong. Communication links of all kinds
are being expanded and strengthened between Guangzhou and Hong
Kong. A new superhighway is being built, and Guangdong television sets
regularly tune in Hong Kong programs.

Some of these changes are superficial. Others are having a profound
impact on the economy and society of Guangdong. It is China that is
restoring political sovereignty over Hong Kong, but the economic and
social influences are mainly flowing in the reverse direction. China's
domestic economic reforms clearly have facilitated this reverse flow, and
this flow of Hong Kong money and skills has helped further that reform
process.

Guangdong's industrial economy is much more dominated by small-
scale enterprises than is the case in the rest of China, and that in turn
implies that market forces are likely to play a larger role in Guangdong than
elsewhere. In Guangdong in 1984, for example, large enterprises ac
counted for only 14 percent of the gross value of industrial output and
small enterprises accounted for 70 percent.^"^ The comparable figures for
China as awhole in 1985 are 27 percent and 54 percent.^®Research on one
district in Guangdong by a joint Chinese Academy of Social Sciences-
World Bank team lends support to the view that small-scale enterprises in
Guangdong operate more in accordance with market principles than is
true elsewhere in the nation.

From Hong Kong's point of view, there is Uttle doubt that these trends
are beneficial. The more Guangdong evolves in the direction of Hong

i^Guangdong Statistical Bureau, Guangdongsheng tongji nianjian, 1985 (Hong Kong:Hong
Kong Economic Report Press, 1985), p. 142.

^®State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1986, p. 227.

^^This impression was gained from reading several of the papers presented at the Interna
tional Conference for the Collaborative Research Project on Chinese Collective Industry,
Beijing, November 4-7,1987.
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Kong, the less likely is it that the Chinese government will feel impelled to
impose the levers of bureaucratic control over Hong Kong's economy. On
the positive side, Hong Kong businesses will be more and more able to
draw on a hinterland ofover 60 million people as a source oflabor and raw
materials, as a market for Hong Kong products, and as an inexpensive way
of meeting the consumption needs of Hong Kong's people.

Were there comparable benefits for the Chinese economy? A definitive
answer to this question is not possible, but a few statistics are suggestive, if
inconclusive Between 1980 and 1984, Guangdong industry grew much
more rapidly than did industry in China as a whole (13 percent a year
versus 9 percent a year ).2o In the 1965-73 period, in contrast, Guangdong
industry grew less rapidly than in all of China (9 5 versus 11 percent).2i
Other explanations are possible, but a reasonable hypothesis is that
growing ties to Hong Kongwere an important reason for the accelerated
industrial growth in Guangdong in the early 1980s.

Somewhat surprisingly, Guangdong's foreign trade does not appear to
have grown as rapidly as in the rest of the country. Whereas nationwide
between 1978 and 1984, exports in current dollar terms grew at 18
percent a year, in Guangdong the rate appears to have been only 9.6
percent per year.22 This result is particularly surprising given that Hong
Kong's imports from China asawhole over this same periodwere rising at a
rate of 21percent a year in current U.S. dollars.23 Certainlymore analysis is
required before a clear picture of the evolving nature of Hong Kbng-
Guangdong economic relations is possible.

Even if fiirther analysis reaches the conclusion that closer economic
ties with Hong Konghave had major benefits for Guangdong—and such a
conclusion seems likely—it does not follow that China will view these
developments as an unmixed blessing. Profound social changes are accom
panying these changes in economic structure, which no doubt havecaused
and will continue to cause unease among some members of China's
leadership. Whether this unease will lead eventually to efforts to exert
more bureaucratic control over these social and economic forces both in

Guangdong and Hong Kong, only time will tell. As of the mid-1980s.

20These figures are from GuangdongStatisticalBureau,Guangdong tongji nianjian, 1983,p.
52.

2iJohnS.Aird, R.Michael Field, and Nicholas R.Lsuidy, AReconstruction ofthe Gross Value of
Industrial Output byProvince in thePeople'sRepublicofChina:1949—1973 (Washington,
D.C.:us. Department of Commerce, 1975), pp. 11,19.

22State Statistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook of China, 1986, p. 481; and Guangdong
Statistical Bureau, Guangdong tongji nianjian, 1985, p. 267.

23United Nations, Statistical Yearbookfor Asia and the Pacific, 1984, p. 196.
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however, it isclearthateconomicreformswithinChinahave pavedtheway
for increasingly close ties between the mainland's economy and that of
HongKong. If these trends continue, integrationof HongKong's economy
into the Chinese nationaleconomywill becomefeasible withoutchanges
in HongKongthat will destroy the territory's economic vitality. Ifdomestic
economic reforms in China are reversed and there is a return to a Soviet-
style economic system,then the choices for HongKong are to remain an
enclave on China's periphery, forallpracticalpurposesaforeign countryin
economic terms, or gradually to convert the Hong I&mg system into one
much like that in the rest of China, aswas done in .Shanghai in the 1950s.
Making Hong Kong an integralpart of a bureaucratic command system,
however, willbe muchmoredifficult thanitwasfor.Shanghai iffornoother
reasonthan that HongKong's economyin 1988wasmuchlargerandmore
complex than that of Shanghai in 1949.

Economic Relations with Taiwan Province

The critical decisions that will govern the future development of
relations between Hong Kongand the rest of China will be made, for the
most part, in Beijing. The people of Hong Kong and those from other
countries investing in HongKong or tradingwith the territory can bring
pressure on the Chinese government to make or resist changes, but the
government in Beijingclearly has or soon will have the power to impose
whateversystem it prefers. The sameis clearly not true with respect to
Taiwan Province

The continuation of reform on the Chinese mainland opens up the
possibility for Taiwan ofthe development of economic ties much like what
is occurringbetween HongKong and Guangdong. In a modestwaysuch
ties are already beginning, despite formal disapproval from the Taiwan
side IfChina's economy becomes increasingly openwithasteadily rising
role for market forces, it is difficult to see how Taiwan businesses could be
effectively prevented from establishing closer and closer ties with the
mainland. Wages on Taiwan have risen rapidly, leading many exporting
enterprises to look for alternative cheaper labor bases from which to
continue exports of shoes, garments, and other labor-intensiveproducts.
What better place to move than to a location where the language and
culture are the same

However, if Chinawere to revert to a bureaucratic commandsystem,
trade between Taiwan and the mainland could still grow, but direct
investment and any real integration of the two economies would he much
less attractive to Taiwan's business community. In order to work ef
fectively on the mainland these businessmen would have to learn to behave
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like Chinese state enterprise managers, they would have trouble convert
ing their profits into foreign exchange, and much else. Under such circum
stances these businessmen would resist efforts to strengthen ties in other
spheres, notably politics, in part because political autonomy would be the
only way of ensuring economic autonomy and the economic system that
has brought so much prosperity to the island.

Ultimately, the future of relations between Taiwan Province and the
rest ofChina will be determined by forces that go well beyond economics.
But in the 1980s economic forces were much more open to significant
change than were those in the political realm.

U-S.-China Trade and Investment

The relationship between China's economic reforms and the economic
interests of the United States has many dimensions. Part of the story has to
do with evolving direct U.S.-China trade and investment. But of compar
able importance will be how China's economic ties with Hong Kongand
Taiwan develop and how those ties in turn affect the United States.

US. trade with these three areas increased rapidly from the mid-1970s
to the mid-1980s. In nominal dollar terms, American exports to China,
Hong Kong, and Taiwangrew by 15 percent a year and imports from that
region grew by 22 percent annually. Together the region accounted for
just under 6 percent of U.S. exports and nearly 8 percent of U.S. imports.
The share of U.S. trade in the exports in the exports of these three regions
was much higher (see Table 1).

It is highly unlikely that exports from this region to the United States
will continue to grow as rapidly in the future as they have in the past. The
devaluation of the U.S. dollar more than creeping American protectionism
should slow the growth of U.S. imports. For the same reason, however, U.S.
exports should begin to grow more rapidly, including exports to EastAsia.
How might China's domestic reforms influence these trends?

China's trade differs from that of Hong Kong and Taiwan in one
important way. In China there is an enormous pent-up demand for foreign
imports. Only tight controls on foreign exchange have kept imports from
growing more rapidly.As it was, China ran large trade deficits in 1985 and
1986 before cutting the deficit in 1987 by keeping a tight rein on imports
and pushing exports. In contrast. Hong Kong maintains more or less of a
balance between its exports and imports without any controls, and Taiwan
in the 1980s began running enormous trade surpluses. Two important
reasons for China's import hunger are the nature of the economic system
and the relationship between investment and imports. The influence of the
economic system is straightforward. Import hunger is a fundamental
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Table 1

United States Trade with China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan Province
(USJmillions)

Destination of U.S. Exports
US. Exports

(c.i.f.) 1974 1978 1980 1984

China (excluding
Hong Kong
and Taiwan) 372.9 721.1 3,830.2 4,037.4
(% share) 4.9 6.6 19.6 14.7

Hong Kong 916.6 1,604.1 2,652.4 3,117.6
(% share) 13.5 11.9 11.8 10.9

Taiwan Province 1,679.9 2,376.1 4,673.5 5,041.6
(% share) 24.1 21.5 23.7 23.0

Origin of U.S. Imports
U.S. Imports

(f.o.b.) 1974 1978 1980 1984

China 102.9 270.7 981.1 2,432.6
(% share) 1.5 2.8 5.4 9.3

Hong Kong 1,574.5 3,488.8 5,156.8 9,396.6
(% share) 26.4 33 26.1 33.2

Taiwan Province 2,036.6 5,010.4 6,760.3 14,867.7
(% share) 36.1 39.5 34.1 48.8

Note: Shares are theshare ofUS. exports or imports in the totaltrade ofChina, Hong Kong,
and Taiwan.

Sources: StateStatistical Bureau, Statistical Yearbook of China, 1986, pp. 484-86; China
Foreign Trade and Economic Relations Compiling Committee, Zhongguoduiwai
jingji maoinianjian,1984, pp.lV-8,lV-10, lV-82;Council forEconomic Planning
and Development, TaiwanStatisticalData Book, 1986,p. 209;andUnitedNations,
Statistical Yearbookfor Asia and the Pacific, 1984, p. 196.

characteristic of all bureaucratic command systems with soft budget
constraints. Enterprises have few incentives to save on inputs, including
imported inputs, and any lifting of direct controls over their ability to
purchase such inputs leads to an immediate response

If reforms in China succeeded in creating a form of market socialism
where hard budgetsprevailed,import hunger causedby the nature of the
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economic system would disappear. Conceivably China could manage to
maintain a balance-of-payments equilibrium through management of its
exchange rate rather than through the use ofdirect controls over imports,
something that was not possible in the 1980s. For China to eliminate this
source of import hunger, however, reforms will have to progress much
further than they have by the latter half of the 1980s.

Even if reforms did eliminate system-caused import hunger, China's
high investment and growth rates would probably lead to periodic
balance-of-payments problems caused by surges in imports. Import
growth ofthis kind was a periodic source of economic slowdowns inJapan
in the 1950s and 1960s and Korea in the 1960s and 1970s. Even when
consumer goods imports are tightly controlled, 10 percent or higher
annual investment growth rates in a developing economy with a low per
capita income will lead to a surge in demand for imported investment
goods. Particular goods critical to the investment program either cannot
be produced domestically, cannot be produced at an acceptable cost, or
simply fall short of demand in domestic supply.

What this analysis suggests, therefore, is that there is little prospect of
China's following Taiwan and running up large export surpluses either in
1988 or anytime in the next decade For China the problem is how to
expand exports rapidly enough to pay for the imports required by a high
target gro\^ rate. IfChina's imports grow rapidly, the United States should
get a significantshare of the increased purchases by China, assumingthat
the United States manages its own trade policies appropriately.

If economic reforms in China encourage a more active role on the
mainland for Hong Kong and Taiwan business, that involvement should
facilitate a faster rate of growth of Chinese exports. Marketing,particularly
marketing abroad, is a weak link in China's economic system,and Hong
Kong and Taiwan have many people with export marketing skills. It is
likely that China's creditable export performance over the past decade
owes much to ties with Hong Kong, although such an assertion is difficult
to prove

As one looks at the future of China's trading relations with the outside
world in general and the United States in particular, two different patterns
of development are possible. One pattern assumes that China will succeed
in pushing reforms to the point of establishing a socialist market system.
Ties to Hong Kong both before and after reversion in 1997 will become
increasingly close, and Taiwanbusinesses will be more and more involved
in trade and investment in China. Hong Kong under such circumstances
will continue to prosper in the 1990s, not as an isolated enclave, but as part
of a dynamic, rapidly growing China. China's exports together with those
of Hong Kong will expand rapidly, and imports will keep pace.
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At the other extreme, China could give up on most efforts to create a
market system in industry. Hong Kong would retain its enclave status, but
Hong Kong business would look to the rest of the world, not China, for
investment opportunities. As 1997 approached and passed, Chinese plan
ners might begin talking about establishing greater control over Hong
Kong's economy—further discouraging investment in Hong Kong and
lowering its growth prospects. Economic ties with Taiwan would remain
at a minimal level. China's exports would grow slowly as would imports.
GNP (gross national product) growth rates in China would also be well
below levels achieved in the years between 1978 and 1987.

No doubt the reality will fall somewhere between these two extremes.
Internal bureaucratic politics and the dislike of certain social trends will
keep China from achievingfull market socialism and removingall of the
barriers to contact between Hong Kong and the rest of the economy.
Offsetting these constraints,however, is the successof the reformpolicies
during their first decade. Chinahas been set on a rapid growth path that
promises to make the nation prosperous and powerful at a pace only
somewhatslower than that of its EastAsian neighbors. Increasingcontact
with Taiwan is taking place, and it is hard to imagine such contact in the
closed, controlled atmosphere ofpre-reform China. Some of the most basic
politicaland economicgoals of the Chinese state are beingwellservedby
the reformprogram.Negative perceptions ofsomeaspectsofreformcould
slowthe program, but they aren't likely to derail it altogether.

If this analysis is reasonablyclose to what in fact will take place, then
U.S.-China economic relations should continue to grow. China's trade will
be much likethat of the other newlyindustrialized countries (NlCs) in the
1960s or early 1970s. Oneof the NlCs (Hong Kong) will become part of
China formally. The United States will have periodic difficulties with
variousrestrictions on Chinese imports and with rapidlygrowingChinese
exports in the US. market. But if the United States can manage its own
economic affairs to eliminate the trade deficit, there is no reason to be
pessimistic about the two countries' ability to enjoy a growing and
mutually beneficial trade relationship.
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COMMENTS

Chen Baosen comments:

Professor Perkins's paper is a profound analysis and objective estima
tion of the possibility of success for China's economic reforms and the
prospect of Sino-US. economic relations. Iwill focus my discussion on but
one aspect of the paper.

In his conclusion Professor Perkins estimates, "Some of the most basic
political and economic goals of the Chinese state are being well served by
the reform program. Negative perceptions of some aspects of reform
therefore could slow the program, but they aren't likely to derail it
altogether." Within this basic estimation Professor Perkins believes that
"U.S.-Chinaeconomic relations should continue to grow. China's trade will
be much like that of the other NICs in the 1960s or early 1970s. . .. But if
the United States can manage its own economic ajffairs to eliminate the
trade deficit, there is no reason to be pessimistic about the two countries'
ability to enjoy a growing and mutually beneficial trade relationship."

Myestimation of the prospect of China'seconomic reforms and Sino-
U.S. economic relations is a little more optimistic. First, China has found a
way to makeeconomic reformswork, by experimentingwith a model first
and then gradually implementing it on a broader scale.

As the old economic model has not been able to compete with market
economy,today there are few people in Chinawho still insiston realizing
the modernization program by following the old model. However, the
Chinesedo not think apure market economy isperfect. Theyhope to finda
way that inherits the advantages of a market economy (entrepreneurial
spirit, competition, efficiency, creativity) and excludes its disadvantages
(great disparityofwealth, moneyworship,cyclicaleconomic depression).
It is possible that through the experiments in the SpecialEconomic Zones
and the open cities and open areas,a model with the most advantagesand
fewest disadvantages will be established and gradually perfected. At
present the economic reforms in ShenzhenSpecial Economic Zone and
Guangdong province have achieved initial success, which is convincing
more and more people of the possibility of establishing the model of a
planned market economy.When one sees that all the social aspects in the
SpecialEconomic Zones and the open cities have been improved, includ
ing economic prosperity, social stability, living standards, and spiritual
civilization, one will naturally support the economic reforms.

Therefore, China's reforms will go hand in hand with the open policy.
The opening to the outside world will followa rough sequence—first, the
Special Economic Zones, then the open cities, then the open areas, and
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finally the inland areas. That does not mean that inland reform will all be
postponed. Instead, reform measures that work under the evi.stingcondi
tions will be introduced there early on. One of the measures, for example,
is to apply the responsibility contract system in the management of
industrial enterprises there. At the time when the price system has not
been fully adjusted, the responsibility contract is relatively effective,
though it is only a makeshift, and has disadvantages too.

The second reason for my optimism is that China has come to realize
that, in addition to self-reliance, international cooperative efforts are
needed to achieve modernization. In implementing the modernization
program China has to absorb foreign capital and technology and partici
pate in international competition. Therefore, foreign investment in the
formof equity joint ventures, cooperative ventures, and wholly foreign-
owned enterprises will become common in the Special Economic Zones
and the open areas. Foreigninvestmentalsoplaysan important role in the
reformof Chinese enterprises (as witnessmanySino-U.S. joint ventures).
American investors who have opened joint ventures in China are sensitive
to various problems concerning China's investment environment. They
complain because they want a good management environment so as to
earn profits under conditions of faircompetition. Butmore importantly,
although they maynot be aware of the fact, their complaintsand actions
help push forward China's economic reforms, just as the booster helps
push the rocket into the right orbit.

I amnot saying that reforming China's economic system willbe easy. If
the Chinese Communist Party doesnot succeed in fighting corruption; if
theChinese aresatisfied withshort-term results ineconomic construction,
emphasizing speed while disregarding efficiency; if they do not try to
improve the quality of products, reduce production costs, and increase
their competitiveness in the international market; or if China cannot
control excessive construction,over-heated economicdevelopment, and
inflation, the reforms will encounter political as well as economic troubles
and theirprogress willbe slowed. Considering that in the pastyearsome
aspects of the above problems were improved and that the deepening of
thereforms isalso creating favorable conditions forsolving theproblems,
wehave reason to believe that these problems will be solved before they
become major obstacles to the reforms.
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Richard H. Holton comments:

I wish to expand a bit on three points raised in Professor Perkins's
excellent overview of China's economic reforms and U.S.-China economic
relations. The first concerns the outlook for interregional trade and its
possible impact. Professor Perkins notes that regional autarchy charac
terized Chinese economic planning at least until 1979.He points out that
even at the county level the enterprises were given a monopoly in the
country market, and since the policy was the same elsewhere, those
enterprisescould not sell outsidetheir localmarket. Regional protection
ism was the rule

If the move toward market socialism continues, we would expect this
regional protectionism to disappear. Regional comparative advantage
should then come to the surface If this happens, it will surely lead to some
significant adjustment problems. Some counties and provinces will do
better than others, so rates of economic growth will differ from one region
to another. This might well lead to greater inequality of income across
provinces. Will this lead to political stress?

These differential rates of growth could alsoa^avate the problem of
migration intothemoreprosperous citiesandprovinces. Thus thegrowth
in interregional trade could generate more adjustment problems, as a
consequence of what Perkins calls "makingmarkets work."

To a considerable degree the authorities are already coping with
growing incomedisparity andwith migration towardthe cities. I amonly
saying here that these pressuresare likely not just to growbut to become
significantlygreater over time if the country continues to encourage more
interregional trade as a part of the move toward market socialism.

The second supplemental point 1would offer also concerns "making
markets work," in this case the labor market for well-educated and well-
trained managers, engineers, and scientists. These are key people in the
economic development process. If they cannot be attracted into the
positions that need them most, China'seconomic progress will surely be
dampened. At the present time a worker cannot move from one unit to
another unless the authorities in both units agree to the transfer. Because
this talent is especially scarce, it is the talent most needed in those sectors
that should be growing rapidly. While the mobility of high-level talent is
apparently improving, anecdotal evidence suggests that there are still
major difficulties in implementinganythingapproximating a true market
in this most critical portion of the labor force Until the supply of well-
educated, well-trained managers, scientists, and engineers is expanded
greatly, this problem can continue to be a major one for China.

The third point follows from Professor Perkins's point that increased
exports are critical and that sensitivity to changing tastes and quality
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control is needed if the country's performance in international markets is
to improve I would note the importance, too, of Chinese authorities
paying more attention to world prices as indicators of China's relative
competitive ability. It is impressive to learn how frequently foreign
partners in joint ventures in China complain that they cannot produce in
China at costs low enough to permit profitable exports. Given the low
wages in China, one would expect more Chinese products to he easily
competitive on world markets. Lowproductivityperworker is onlypart of
the answer. Various govermnent policies, such as requiring that inter
national joint ventures pay Chinese managers salaries comparable with
their foreign counterparts, reduce international competitiveness.Chinese
authorities when designing their economic and management policies
would be well advised to look at world market prices as they assess the
efficiency of their industries. The sooner this is done, the sooner the
structure of Chinese industry will be such that China can compete
satisfactorily in world markets and earn the foreign exchange needed for
continuing modernization.



3. China's Economic Reform and
Its Implications for Sino-U.S.
Economic Cooperation

WANGUNSHENG

After its founding in 1949, China gradually developed into a highly
centralized economy ofmandatory planning. Under thissystem, sectorsof
state and cooperative ownership predominated over China's economy,
eliminating the capitalist private sector. Meanwhile, the existence of
individual ownership wasalsoso harshly restricted that its function in the
economy became marginal. Bothstate and cooperative enterprises were
run according to the state mandatory planning targets. Thestateplanning
was compulsory. The fixed assets and working capital were basically
allocated bythestate. While theenterprises hadto deliver nearly all their
profits to the state, their loss, if any, was also subsidized by government
departments.

Under the system, means of production and consumer goods were
pricedmainly bythestate, andtheadministrative transfer anddistribution
of means of production were executed at plaimed prices. Although
consumer goodsmarkets did exist, the prices in these markets were not
determined by supply and demand. As a result, most prices were un
changed over a long period of time, and rationing would always be
instituted if a shortage of basic necessitiesdeveloped. Clearly, price was
then only a tool to formulate plans and make accounts. Prices did not
regulate production and circulation. The market mechanism had no
bearing on the country's economic activities at that time; they werethen
totally organizedbymeans ofthestateplan, whichwasinturnexecuted by
governments of various levels through administrative measures. This
combinationofmandatoryplanningandadministrative measures hasbeen
called a "command economy" by some Western economists.

Profound historical and social factors explain the evolution of this
economic system. The old China was a semifeudal and semicolonial
society in which the commodity economy was underdeveloped. The
military communism ofthe revolutionary war years, theSoviet economic

49
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model, and the extreme leftist thinking inside the Communist Party of
China all contributed to the formation of a centrally plaimed economic
system that restricted commodity production and rejected the market
mechanism. This system did lead to industrialization (especially the
development of heavy industry) in a very short time, enabling the New
China to survive the embargo imposed by hostile countries and a number
ofborder wars. However, people increasingly realizedthat the system was
too rigid and was hindering further development of the socialproduction
forces and dampening the initiativeand creativityof the people

Under the old system, enterpriseswere nothingbut mere appendages
of government departments. They were not empowered with any au
thorityto make decisions in production, sales, or price Theirmajor task
was to fulfill the targetsset by the state planwith the output value target
being the firstpriority. Markets and end-userswere unimportant to them
because they were mainly responsible to their higher administrative
departments. Theyfacedno competitivepressurenor did theyattempt to
maximize profits. All these factors have deprived enterprises of their
vitality, and economic efficiency has worsened. Therefore, we must re
structure the economy if we are to achieve the socialist modernization.

At the end of1978, the Eleventh Central Committee of the Communist
PartyofChina, holding its third plenarysession, decidedto invigorate the
domesticeconomyand open the country'sdoor to the outsideworld, thus
marking the beginning of China's economic reform. The reform beganin
the rural areas, eliminating such organizations as people's communes as
well as such working systems as collective farming and unified distribu
tion. In place of these organizations and systems, a responsibility system
with thehousehold asthebasicworkingunitcameintobeing. Thestatehas
alsoraised the prices it pays to farmersfor their output contracted to the
state and has allowed farmers to sell their surplus in the free market.
Following this change, farmers' production has increased greatly.

In October 1984, the third plenary session of the Twelfth Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party passed the "Decision on
Reform of the Economic Structure," shifting the focus of the reform to the
urban areas and further deepening it. After several years of study and
debate, the Party had finally come to the conclusion in its "Decision" that
Chinashouldmovevigorously to developaplannedcommodity economy
on the basisof public ownership.Sincethe chief and direct responsibility
for industrial production and commodity circulation falls on urban enter
prises, invigorating them becomes the key to restructuring the national
economy. In his report to the Thirteenth National Congress of the Chinese
CommunistParty in October 1987,ComradeZhaoZiyangpointed out that
China is now at its primary stage ofsocialism. Adherence to reform and the
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open-door policy is a major task of the Party during the years of this
primary stage The report also says, "On the whole, under the new
economic mechanism (which the reform seeks to institute), 'the state
regulates the market and the market guides enterprises.'"

Recent Ad^^mces in Economic Reform

By 1986, thetotal value ofindustrial outputunderthemandatory plan
had been reduced to 20 percent; the categories of materials allocated
under governmental overall planning had decreased to 20 from 256 in
1980; and the number of commodities in circulation controlled by the
Ministry of Commerce had beencut to 23 from 188 in 1979- Regarding
pricing, the government still fixes some prices, but some arefree to float
within aprescribed range while others aresettotally byfree-market forces
ofsupply and demand. By 1987,65 percent offarm and side-line products
had been marketed under the floating price and free market price systems;
for consumer goods this percentage was 55percent and for capital goods,
40 percent.'

Under the policy ofdecentralizing administrative power andallowing
enterprises to retain more profits, enterprises weregiven more power in
theareas ofproduction, marketing, pricing, investment, and wages. Inthe
past, for example, nearly all profits went to the government. Now this has
been replaced by tax payment. The net profit (after tax) belongs to the
enterprises and can either be reinvested or used to improve workers'
welfare In 1979,the profitsretained by enterprises were only 7.9percent
ofthe realized profits. By 1986, however, this hadrisen to 42.2 percent, a
five-fold increase^ State revenue as a percentage of national income fell
from 37.2 percent in1978 to 26.7 percent in1986.' Ofthetotal funds used
in production and circulation, 76.6 percent came from thestate budget
in1978, butonly 31.6 percent by1986. Bank credits increased from 23.4
to 68.4 percent.^ The government has obviously reduced its control
greatly, and enterprises arebeginning (although only initially) to evolve
from appendages ofgovernment departments intoindependent economic
entities.

Reform hasmade an inspiring start.Thegross national product(GNP)

'All thefigures contained inthis paragraph arequoted hornFinancialandTradeEconomics
(monthly) by the Research Institute of Finance and Trade Economics under theChinese
Academy of SocialScience(September 1987):2.
'^Finance and Trade Economics Oily 1987):15.

sibid., 21.

'^Financeand Trade Economics (September 1987):2.
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increased from 348 billionyuan in 1978 to 938 billion in 1986,an increase
of 102 percent in terms of comparable prices; state revenue rose from
112.1 billion yuanto 222billion, up 98 percent;andtheaverage per capita
consumptionrosefrom 175to 450 yuan, an increaseof86.9percent after
adjusting for price increases.'

China's twobasic policies are"invigorating ournational economy and
openingthe door to theoutsideworld." Under theoldsystem, thedifferent
ministries ofthe centralgovernment hadminimal contactwitheachother;
the same could be said of the different provinces and municipalities. To
invigorate the national economy, the barriers between these units had to
be abolished. Also the open-door policy became a necessity because the
development ofthecommodity economy would inevitably clash withthe
oldpolicy ofinternational isolation. Only through rapid economic growth
canforeign economic relations and trade expand. The following are the
prime measures of reform for implementing the open-door economic
policy.

Reforming theManagerial System ofForeign Trade

China's management offoreign tradewas modeledonthe Soviet system
of the Stalinist era. Under this system, the Ministry of Foreign Trade
governed all import and export business. National corporations reporting
to the Ministry of Foreign Trade and organized on the basis of business
lines were authorized to sign import and export contracts. As a result,
foreign trade for many years has been the most centralized economic
sector. Implementationof the open-doorpolicyhasled to someministries
of the central government and some local governments being given
autonomous power to undertake import and export transactions. Also,
foreign trade corporations and industrial enterprises can nowundertake
import and export business jointly, and foreign trade corporations may act
asagents forindustrial enterprisesto export theirproducts.Domestic end-
userswho have import licenses may also entrust anyforeign trade corpora
tion to import on their behalf. However, the industrial enterprises are
responsible for the profit or loss in these transactions; the foreign trade
corporations areagents andreceive onlya commission. According to the
latest statistics, there are about 1,160 foreign trade corporations of all
kinds, excluding those inGuangdong, Fujian, and Hainan Island provinces
and those inthefour Special Economic Zones (SEZs).^ Ofthetotal foreign

'All the figures contained in this paragraph are quoted from Advance Along the Road of
Socialism withChinese Characteristics, byZhao Ziyang, speech delivered to theThirteenfli
National Congress oftheCommunist Party ofChina, October 25,1987.
^Socialist Construction inChina (People's Publishing House, 1987), p. 590.
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trade corporations, 750 or so are engaged in the import and export
business, and about 400 are specialized respectively in contractingproj
ects abroad, consulting, investment, storage and transportation, charter
ing, commodity inspection, notarial service, and soforth. All this indicates
that diversifiedmethods for interacting with the international market have
developed.

Opening More Regions

In1979, Guangdong andFujian provinces wereauthorized bytheState
Council to adopt special policies andflexible measures in their external
economic activities in order to be more open to the outside In May1980,
three SEZs were established in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shantou, Guangdong
province, and another one inXiamen, Fujian province Again inMay 1984,
thefollowing fourteen coastal cities were opened up to the outside and
established asEconomic Development Regions (EDRs): Dalian, Qinhuang-
dao, Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Uanyungang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ningbo,
Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang, and Beihai. Thenin 1985 it was
decided to gradually open theareas of theYangtze Delta, the Pearl River
Delta, andtheTriangular Region ofSouth Fujian. These regions and cities
were also granted the power todevelop economic relations and trade with
foreign countries and to give preferential treatment to incoming foreign
investors and businessmen. The establishment of EDRs is to attract foreign
investment. The major difference between anSEZ and anEDR is thatthe
former has independent administrative institutions and enjoys more free
domto takeflexible measures; anEDP, howevei; issubjectto the leadership
of the local government.

Attracting Foreign Investment

As part of the open-door policy, China also has begun to welcome
foreign capital. Foreign entities have loaned money to the central govern
ment and to ministries and local governments with the approval of the
central government. The state-borrowed funds are mainly used inthe less-
developed sectors, such as the energy industry and the construction of
railroads, harbors, and other basic facilities. In addition to the foreign
loans, direct foreign investment has come into China in equity joint
ventures, contractual joint ventures, cooperative developments (mainly
offshore oilexploration), andwholly ownedforeign enterprises. Anumber
of national andregional laws andregulations have beenimplemented to
facilitate this foreign investment in China.

Economic growth and the open-door policy have accelerated the
expansionofChina's economic relations with foreign countries, especially
the United States. Sino-American trade over the seven years from 1978 to
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1985 wasnine times asgreat asin the previous sevenyears, whileChina's
total trade was only 3.7 times as great. Now the United States is China's
third largest trading partner, behind Japan and Hong Kong/Macao. The
United States ranks second in foreign direct investment in China, behind
Hong Kong/Macaobut ahead ofJapan.

In regard to technology transfer, no accurate official statistics are
available sofar. But taking themachinery-building industry as anexample,
during the Sixth Five-Year Plan period (from 1981 to 1985), China signed
679 contractsfor technologytransfer witha totalvalue ofUS$528million.
Most of these transfers were from the United States and West Germany.
AlthoughJapanese machinery andequipment exportvolume to China was
twice thatoftheUnited States, theJapanese technology transfer toChina in
machinery-building was about US$90 million, which was far behind the
United States. If the US. government had not placedunfair restrictionson
technology transfer, American enterprises could have occupied a much
bigger share in China.

China's economic reform isakey element in itsstrategy for economic
development. The reform aims toachieve stable economic growth. So we
should fully consider how to create favorable conditions for economic
reform. Economic reform needs a relaxed economic environment, be
cause it cannot be achieved if capital, foreign exchange, and consumer
goods are in short supply. In his report on the Seventh Five-Year Plan
delivered onMarch 25,1986, Premier Zhao Ziyang stressed the necessity
offixing anappropriate rate for economicgrowth. Again inhis government
work report presented on March 25, 1987, Premier Zhao addressed the
necessity ofcontrolling the excessive capital construction and avoiding a
blind chase for ahigh economic growth rateOnce again inhis report atthe
Thirteenth Party Congress held inOctober 1987, he stressed the impor
tance ofmaintaining steady economic grotvth. By reforming thestructure
ofproduction, wewill notonly improve macroeconomic results, butalso
create a relaxed environment for economic reform.

Presently, the biggest problem in the structure of production is the
backwardness ofsuch industries as energy, transportation, telecommuni
cation, and basic materials suchas steelproducts, nonferrous metals, and
chemical raw materials. Some official documents clearly stipulate thatthe
essential strategy for economic development is to rapidly develop these
backward industries. The United States happens to have obvious superi
ority in the above-mentioned industries, which opens up vast vistas for
Sino-American economic cooperation, asmanifested inthedevelopments
of the past few years.

According to UN standard international trade classifications (SITC),
machinery and transportation equipment currently constitute about 50
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percent ofAmerican exports to China. In 1985,China'simports of machin
ery and transportation equipment increased by 237 percent over 1980,
but China's imports from the United States increased by 546 percent.
Obviously, the United States is becoming a more important supplier for
China and is expected to remain so. Atpresent, about one-third of the U.S.
direct investment in Chinais in China's offshoreoil industry. Datafrom the
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT), show that
by the end of 1986, of the Sino-American joint ventures, machinery and
electronic industries accounted for 28.57 percent, light industry 24.54
percent, transportation 5.58 percent, telecommunication 2.83 percent,
service 3.73 percent, and hotels 26.26 percent. The above figures show
that the U.S. export commodity composition and direct investment pat
tern could well meet the needs of China'seconomic reform and its strategy
for economic development.

During the Seventh Five-Year Plan period, though the increase of Sino-
American trade will not be as high as that in the 1979-85 period,
Sino-American trade will increase faster than China'soverall foreign trade
The U.S. share of China'soverall foreign trade will continue to increase. The
share was 10.5 percent in 1985; and it is estimated that it will reach about
12-13 percent in 1990, or even as high as 14-15 percent, totalling $10-12
billion. According to MOFERT statistics, a total of 408 contracts of
American direct investment in China were signed in 1979-87, with a total
value of US$3,040 million. It accounted for 13.05 percent of the total
amount of foreign direct investment during the same period. Compared to
the US. total amount of external trade and investment, the above figures
are modest. However, as China's economic reform deepens, after 1990
Sino-American economic cooperation will have a more solid foundation,
which will bring about a more rapid development on a larger scale. In
addition, Sino-American economic cooperation will effectively promote
economic prosperity and political stability in the Asia-Pacific region.

The Slow Process of Reform

China's economic reform is a process in which the old existing
structure is withering and the new structure is growing. China is a large
country, and the pace of economic development varies greatly from place
to place Existing conditions constrain reform. Therefore replacement of
the old structure by the new one will be slow. Chinese leaders have said
that "it now seems that it will take a longer time to build the framework of
the new structure than we estimated" and "we should fullyunderstand the
difficulty and complexity of the reform."'^The coexistence of the old and

^Zhao,Advance Along the Road ofSocialism.
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new structures for years to come remains a reality in the Chinese economy
whether people like it or not. We now focus on two issues in this
environment, namely, trade and investment.

The New Demandfor Investment

In earlier years and now, aggregate social demand often surpasses
aggregate social supply. Excessive expansion of investment results from
the motive of the state's desire for a high growth rate leading to larger state
budgets for investment. Governmental sectors and enterprises under
taking investment projects use the fund gratuitously. Until recently, bank
ruptcy and insolvency were unknown, so governmental departments and
enterprises were not held responsible for the efficiency of the enterprise
or the effectiveness of the investment. Now if enterprises are not managed
properly, the state is bound to extend a helping hand. The result is not
difficult to understand: governmental departments and enterprises vie
with each other for a larger share in financial allocation, and a wave of new
demand for investment is thus created.

Under the old structure, personal income of residents both in urban
and rural areas could not be used for productive investment or for fixed
assets for consumption purposes, such as housing. Consequently, personal
savings would mainly be spent on consumer goods. In addition, because
differences in income and consumption among the Chinese were limited
and because salary increases were typically instituted on a nationwide
scale simultaneously, the synchronization in the increase of purchasing
power and the concentration of spending for consumption would often
result in pressures on the market. These increases in investment demand
and consumption demand are the main cause of the excessive expansion of
the aggregate social demand, raising the potential danger of inflation.

Economic reform will undoubtedly lead to decentralized investment
decisions. State budgeted investments are declining as a percentage of all
investments, while investments by local governments and enterprises such
as retained earnings, bank loans, and so on are on the increase. The former
are still expanding, whereas the latter cannot easily be controlled by the
state. Since the new structure has not been fully instituted and market
prices are not permitted to operate, and since the self-restraining mecha
nism limiting corporate investment has not taken shape, investment
demand is still rising and may continue to do so. Investment in fixed assets
increased from 120 billion RMB yuan in 1982 to 247.5 billion RMB yuan in
1985, an increase of over 100 percent.®

^Finance and Trade Economics Oune 1986):6.
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Consumption demand is alsogrowingfast. When enterprises are given
more power and responsibility, they often use considerable after-tax
profitsfor employees'bonuses and fringebenefits, a characteristictypical
of short-term corporate behavior.

In the past, the state purchased all agricultural products at the official
price and could easily control the monetary income of the farmers. Now
only a few staple agricultural products are purchased by the state on
contracts, while the rest are totally at farmers' disposal. Furthermore, the
diversification of the rural economy enables farmers to earn their income
in variousways,and the abilityofthe state to directly control the monetary
income of farmers is substantially reduced. This is aggregated by the fact
that the macroregulatory means are not yet perfected. Consequently,
controlling consumption demand by both rural and urban residents is
difficult.

From this analysis, it is apparent that the tense relationship between
aggregate social demand and aggregate social supply will continue. This
requires an increase in both imports of commodities and inflowof capital,
which, in turn, callsfor an expansion of exports in order to offsetimports.
Therefore, China will be concerned with the trade balance between China
and the United States and any signs of protectionism practiced by the
United States.Thus it will be important to manage correctly the coopera
tion between China and the United States.

As China's economic reform involves a transition from a closed econ

omy to an open one, the significance of export is apparent. To a great
extent, the ability to export determines the degree to which we can open
to the outside world and pursue domestic economic development.^ To
increase exports, Chinais reshaping its foreign trade policies to encourage
exports. For example, the value-added tax is refunded to enterprises for
their exported products. Chinese scholars are also discussing intensively
the devaluation of the Chinese renminbi in terms offoreign currencies. For
a long time, price-cost relationships and relative prices among com
modities in China have been distorted. In addition, domestic prices have
long been insulated from the international market. Therefore, the ex
change rate is important to consider in restructuring the domestic price
system. However, this cannot solve the problem of trade imbalance in
China, as more than half of China'sexports are primary goods, which face
inelastic demand on the international market. So even if prices for these
primary goods are reduced in terms of foreign currency, the volume
purchased will not be raised substantially Increasing exports of China's

^Zhao,Advance Along the Road ofSocialism.
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manufactured products is hindered not by their prices but by problems of
quality, design, and the like. Protectionist barriers imposed by foreign
countries are also a factor.

Even the devaluation of the Chinese renminbi will not be ofmuch help
in restraining large imports of the capital goods and technology needed for
modernization. In short, no "Marshall-Lerner's condition" exists in China
now, so devaluation of the Chinese renminbi will not help significantly the
balance of China's foreign trade. Under such circumstances, more atten
tion will be focused on the composition of export goods rather than on
aggregate volume.

An effective way for China to go from a closed economy to an open one
lies in the optimization of the composition of export goods by adjusting
the domestic industrial structure and establishing nationwide networks
for the production of export goods. In fact, the United States is currently
undergoing a readjustment of its industry, because the scientific and
technological revolution has resulted in a rapid development of those
industrial sectors characterized by intense research and development,
intensive knowledge-technology, and intensive information-software
These high-tech industries are replacing the "sunset" industries, especially
the labor-intensive ones. Chinese leaders have already announced the
establishment of internationally oriented economic zones in China's
coastal areas, where activities such as processing, assembling, packaging,
and subcontracting with resources, capital, and technology introduced
from abroad can be carried out. This would make full use of the rich

resources ofexperienced labor, the advanced processing and manufactur
ing capabilities, and the favorable transportation facilities found there This
plan is of great significance for economic reform in China. Since the
industrial structures of China and the United States are complementary in
many respects (unlike the United States andJapan, which are competitive),
economic cooperation between China and the United States certainly has
a bright future. China intends to cooperate with Western Europe, Eastern
Europe, and Japan, but the United States may be in a particularly advan
tageous position in this respect.

The Problem ofForeign Exchange

The imbalance of foreign exchange still remains the major problem
facing foreign investors. The ultimate motive of American investors is
often no more than to tap the Chinese market, that is, to sell their products
locally and repatriate their profits. However, the Chinese want to utilize
and absorb U.S. capital, technology, and managerial experience so they can
export and earn foreign exchange. This problem can be avoided either by
foreign investors establishing export-oriented enterprises or by the state
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providing support and assistance for enterprise with foreign investment.
For example, the twenty-two articles of the "Provisions of the State Council
for the Encouragement of Foreign Investment" promulgated in October
1986 provide that preferential treatment shall be rendered to two catego
ries of enterprises in China established with foreign capital. The first
category is the export-oriented enterprises, that is, enterprises whose
products are mainly for export. They have a surplus of foreign exchange.
The second category refers to the technology enterprises, that is, produc
tive enterprises that provide advanced technologies, engage in the devel
opment of new products, or contribute to the upgrading and replacement
of out-of-date products in order to increase foreign exchange through
export or by substituting for imports. Preferential treatment means that
such services as the supply of water, electricity, telecommunication, and
transportation shall be offered to the above-mentioned enterprises with
firstpriority and that they shall be charged the same as Chinese enterprises.
In addition, these enterprises are eligible for lower land-use fees.

What should be particularly mentioned here is that these enterprises
have been permitted to sell their foreign exchange for renminbi at higher
than officii exchange rates and to sell their products quoted inforeign
currency in China. In fact, the implementation of the aforementioned
measure had already started in many places such as Guangdong, Fujian,
Shanghai, and Tianjin in 1987. It can be believed that along with the
deepening of the reform, foreign exchange control will inevitably be
loosened. A case in point is that beginning in 1988, foreign trade corpora
tions in provinces and municipalities have been permitted to adopt the
responsibility system, under which they will be able to retain more foreign
exchange and havemore sayin disposing it. Therefore, it can be predicted
that in the future a foreign exchange market will appear under the
supervision and control of the state,which will be a great convenience for
foreign investors. In aword, Americaninvestorswill surely be successfulif
they fiilly understand these two strategic plans, that is, the adjustment of
industrid structures and the development of export-oriented enterprises
in coastal areas.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that China's economic reform is
a great social experiment, which will exert an impact not only on the
development of China but on the rest of the world as well. China is the
largest developing country in the world, while the United States is the most
advanced country, with great economic strength. As opportunities for
mutual economic cooperation are substantial, it will be a great contribu
tion to the world economy if such potential is fully tapped.
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4. An Overview of
U.S. Economic Prospects and
Some Implications for China

C. FRED BERGSTEN and MARCUS NOLAND

During the 1980s the United States has experienced a historically
unprecedented deterioration of its trade and governmentbudget balance
to become the world's largest debtor. The necessity of reducing these
"twin deficits" will be the central feature of U.S. economic policy well into
the 1990s. This will entail reductions in the government budget deficit and
increasesin net exports on the order of 5 to 6 percent ofthe grossnational
product (GNP).

In this chapter we will examine the likely scenarios for medium-run
macroeconomic adjustment in the United States. We will then identify
particular sectors in which much of the necessary increases in net exports
willmost likely occur. Finally, we willsketchout someimplications of this
process for trade between China and the United States.

Medium-Run Prospects
for the U.S. Economy

It iswidely held that the combination ofexpansionaryfiscal policyand
tight monetary policywill typicallylead to a rise in interest rates, inducing
capital inflows, an exchange-rate appreciation, and a loss of competitive
ness. The relative composition of domestic output will shift from the
tradables sector to the nontradables sector, and the trade balance will
deteriorate.

This simple Mundell-Fleming view of the world does a respectable job
of describing the U.S. macroeconomic experience during 1981-84. Be
cause of large tax cuts and expenditure increases, the federal government
budget deficit ballooned to over 1200 billion in the early 1980s. In the
absence of large compensatory reductions in private and local govern
ment expenditures, real interest rates rose, the currency appreciated, and
the excess of domestic demand over domestic production was satisfied by

63
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the importation of goods from abroad. The growth of the U.S. trade deficit
mirrored the deterioration of the federal government budget position.

The deterioration in the trade account was exacerbated by faster
growth in the United States than in the other industrialized countries. As a
result of this "growth gap," the U.S. demand for imports grew at a more
rapid rate than foreigners' demand for U.S. exports. This effect was
reinforced by the Third World debt crisis, which slowed growth in the
demand for imports in many developing countries, especially in Latin
America, amajor U.S. export market. The differential gro\^ rates athome
and abroad contributed to widening the trade deficit and increasing the
need for capital inflows.

The impact of this growing reliance on foreign borrowingcould be
seen further in the current account. Although the United States had
accumulated merchandise trade deficits since 1975, surpluses on service
transactions and net investment income had kept the broader measure of
external balance, the current account, in approximate balance. However,
as the buildup of foreign financial claims and their associated dividend and
interest income steadily reduced this surplus, the current account also
went into deficit in 1982.

The putative success of the Reagan administration "supply-side eco
nomics"was caused in part by the extraordinary willingnessof foreigners
toinvest inAmericanfinancial assets atrelatively low rei rates ofreturn. In
Japan,capital controls had kept a huge pool of savings bottled up within
the domestic economy. With the initiationin December1980of a major
program of capital market liberalization, savings began flowing abroad,
seeking higher rates of return and portfolio diversification. Net finanrial
investment abroad grew from «8.4billion in 1980to 8117.6 billionin 1986,
with the preponderance of this investment going to the United States.*

Similarly, the period of the US. fiscal expansion coincided with the
nadir of the debt crisis of the lessdeveloped countries (LDCs). Becauseof
skepticism about their governments' willingness or ability to fulfill out
standingfinancial claims, residentsofsomeLDCs attempted to shiftpart of
their portfolios out ofdomestic currency-denominated assets, lea^g to
the phenomenon of "capital flight" and the inflowof billions of dollars into
the United States.^Thus the coincidence ofcapital market liberalization in
Japan and capital flight from the LDCsallowed the United States to borrow

^Masahiro Kawai andHirohiko Okumura, "Japan's Portfolio Investment inForeign Securities,"
paper presented to the United States-Japan Consultative Group on International Monetary
Affairs,Washington, D.C., October 2-3,1987, Table 4.

^Donald R, Lessard andJohnWilliamson, CapitalFlightand Third (Washington,
D.C.: Institute for International Economics, 1987).
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money from foreigners at more attractive rates of return than might
otherwise have been the case. The warning signals of fiscal overexpansion
resulted—large increases in interest rates were muted, and the govern
ment was under less pressure to alter the macroeconomic policy mix.
Indeed, we now know the "miracle" of "supply-side" economics: the
foreigners supplied much of the goods and most of the money.

Thus over the period 1984—87 domestic demand grew at a strong 4
percent a year. Unfortunately, real output only grew by around 3 percent a
year,and the shortfall was made up by imports. Moreover, the growth was
spread unevenly through the economy, with most of the gains concen
trated in the relativelysheltered service sector. Employment grew at a 2.6
percent annual rate, but employment actually fell in the manufacturing
sector, which was hit hard by the exchange-rate appreciation. At the end of
the day, the Reagan fiscal expansion had bought strong growth, but at the
cost of rapidly mounting trade and budget deficits.

The increase in the U.S. foreign debt was so enormous that in four years
the United States, which had the largest net foreign investments in 1983,
became the world's largest debtor, with a net external debt of over $400
billion in 1987—more than the next three largest debtors (Canada, Brazil,
and Mexico) combined (see Figure 1). Even under an optimistic scenario,
this figure will probably rise to $750 billion before leveling off, and the
actual number is likely to be closer to $1 trillion.^ Because of this rapid
buildup in the stock of foreign debt, net investment income flowsare likely
to remain negative well beyond the 1990s. Consequently, the adjustment
of the trade balance necessary to restore the U.S. current account to a
sustainable equilibrium will be even larger to compensate for the deficit
on net investment income.

This rapid growth in the stock of debt is key to understanding the
events from 1985 on and into the future. With the buildup ofdebt, foreign
investors became increasingly concerned about the real effective value of
their dollar-denominated assets and the share of dollar assets in their

portfolios. It became increasingly obvious to market participants that a
substantial currency devaluation would be necessary to generate the
increase in net exports needed to finance the payments on the external
debt and return the current account to a more sustainable position.
However, with the decline in the dollar, the rate of return in the lender's
currency on dollar-denominated assets would fall in the absence of
compensatory widening differentials in nominal rates of return. Thus,

'The four scenarios developed in Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, WorldFinancialMarkets
(November-December 1987):11, foreign debt at the end of 1995 ranging between $900
billion and $2.5 trillion.
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without a rise in U.S. interest rates, there would be continual downward
pressure on the dollar.

In the absence of widening interest rate differentials, the steady
depreciation in the dollar since early 1985 reduced the relative rate of
return on dollar-denominated assets.Japanese insurance companies alone
recorded losses of over $13billion on U.S. government securities in 1987.
(Actual losses were reportedly even larger.) Not surprisingly, private
investors reacted bydiversifyingportfolios awayfrom dollar-denominated
assets. The net inflow of private financial investment in the United States
fell dramatically in1987, forcing foreign centralbanks to intervene heavily
to prevent a collapse of the dollar. Altogether, they reportedly bought
about $140 billion ofdollar-denominated assets, thereby financing a large
share of the US. current account deficit.^ The absence ofprivate investors
willing to purchase dollar-denominated assets has left the United States
dependent onthewillingness offoreign central banks tosupport thedollar
at its current level without interest rate increases in the United States.
Their willingness andcapacity tocontinue doing this isbynomeans clear.

As an illustration, duringthe lastperiod ofsharpdeclines in the dollar
in 1977-78, the US. externalfinancing requirementwasaboutdoublethe
mz^nimde ofthecurrent account deficit because ofasizable netoutflowof
private funds. Any suchoccurrence on a similar scale today would mean
the United States would have to borrow $300 billion in a year from foreign
central banks, clearly an impossible task.

Thus the overriding objective of US. international economic policy
well into the 1990s will be the reduction of the huge federal government
budget and trade deficits. The magnitude of this adjustment will be
considerable Arecent statement by thirty-three prominent international
economists (includingtwo NobelPrizewinners) fromthirteen countries
called for the United States to reduce its current account deficit by
$100-150 billion.5 In light of the widening deficit on net investment
income, reaching this target would entail an improvement in the trade
balance on the order of $200 billion. Moreover, because exchange-rate
depreciation increases the dollar value ofa given volume of imports, the
required adjustment in terms ofvolume would be even greater, perhaps
$250 billion, or around 5 to 6 percent of the GNP.

This adjustment couldbe accomplished in threeways. Thefirst would

••Statement byPierre Longuetin, presidentoftheSwiss National Bank, reported inih&Joumal
of Commerce (February 22,1988);74.
®This analysis iscontained iiiResolving theGlobcilEconomicCrisis:AfterWullStreet. Special
Report no. 6,Washington, D.C., 1987, released bytheInstitute for International Economics
and eight research centers in other countries.
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be through an autonomous decrease in consumption. While there is some
evidence that the U.S. savings rate may increase (perhaps because of a
desire by consumers to restore target wealth levels eroded in the October
19,1987, stock market crash), as a matter of policy it would be unwise to
rely on an autonomous decline in consumption.

A second possibility would be to cut private investment. This would
accompany an increase of U.S. interest rates as part of a program to induce
foreign lending and support the dollar. Such an approach is extremely
shortsighted however, as more investment would he needed to sustain
growth, especiallyexport growth.Already, some of the most competitive
U.S. export industries (forest products and chemicals, to name two) are
running at near or lull capacity. More investment, not less, is needed in
these sectors.

The third, and in our view, most desirable solution is a steady and
substantial reduction in the federal deficit on the order of $150-200
billion. As the structural budget and current account deficits are now
about equal ( $150-160 billion each), the goal should be to cut both
deficits by $30-40 billionaimually overthenext four to five years.^ Ifthey
were reduced in tandem, the increasein net exports would offsetthe drag
caused by fiscal contraction, and the United States could move toward a
position of macroeconomic balance without a recession.

Over the course of the current economic expansion, as noted above,
real domestic demand in the UnitedStateshas grown by about 4 percent
per year, while real output (the GNP) has grown by about 3 percent. The
difference represents the steady growth (until 1987) in the trade deficit.
Theonlywayto reduce the tradedeficit is to reversethisrelationship. The
growthin domesticexpenditureswillhave to be slowerthanthegrowthin
domestic output, to make room for a substantialshift to net exports.

Asit now stands, the Reagan administration, using optimistic assump
tions about economic growth and the level of interest rates, has forecast
that the budget deficit will fall to $130 billion in FY1989 and continue to
decline thereafter. (The Gramm-Rudman target for 1989 is $139 billion;
hence the Reagan administrationprojection would meet the target. The
administration's forecasted deficits remain above the Gramm-Rudman
targets for subsequent years, however.) In contrast, the Congressional
Budget Office (CEO), using assumptions closer to the mainstream consen
sus, has projected that the deficit will actually widen in FY1989 to $179

^These cutsshouldbe calculated andimplemented in termsofstructural, not actual, budget
deficits. In terms ofcapitalinflows needed to finance the current account,aweakereconomy
could implya reduced need for foreignsavings, even thoughthe actualbudget deficit might
fall more slowly than otherwise, or even increase.
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billion, well above the Gramm-Rudman trigger. In fact, the CBO projects
that the federal government budget deficit will not fallbelow $150billion
before 1993.

A number of researchers have analyzed the effects of a U.S. federal
budget deficit reduction on the current account. Helkie and Hooper
report simulation results for a U.S. fiscal contraction for the Federal
Reserve Board's multicountry model (MCM) and for aweighted average of
nine other large macromodels.^ According to the MCM, holding real
domestic and foreign income growth and exchange rates constant, a
sustained federal deficit reduction equal to 1 percent of the baseline GNP
yields an improvement in the U.S. current account deficit of $41 billion
relative to the baseline projection at a five-yearhorizon.® For the forecast-
error-weighted average of the nine macromodels, this figure is $20 billion,
with individual model estimates ranging from $5 billion to $47 billion. In
comparison, results from a vector autoregressive (VAR) model indicate
that a Gramm-Rudman-type fiscal contraction would lead to a $19billion
improvement over the baseline projection, well within the range of
estimates generated by the large macromodels.^

As an alternative, several well-known economists (most notably Martin
Feldstein and Rudiger Dornbusch) have called for substantial further
declines in the dollar, on the order of 20 to 40 percent. While additional
exchange-rate depreciation may be part of the adjustment program, it
would be unwise to rely solely on further depreciation to balance the
external accounts. As the "Group of 33" economists noted, "Currency
depreciation that is not accompanied by strong action to slow down
domestic demand simply paves the way to further currency depreciation.
A further sharp fall in the dollar—by increasing inflation in America and
the threat of recession elsewhere, and further undermining confidence in
the world's key currency—could lead to financial crisis and a serious
world recession."!®

These analyses suggest that unless Gramm-Rudman or some other
deficit reduction plan is vigorously pursued, the US. federal government
budget will remain large. In the absence of autonomous declines in
expenditure, this necessitatescontinued financial inflows from abroadand

"William L.Helkie and Peter Hooper, "AnEmpirical Analysisof the External Deficit, 1980-
1986," in External Deficits and the Dollar, ed. Ralph C. Bryant et al. (Washington, D.C.:
Brookings Institution, 1988).

sibid.. Table 2-16.

^Marcus Noland, "Determinants of the U.S. Current Account" (Washington, D.C.:Institute for
International Economics, unpublished paper, 1987).

^^Resolving the Global Crisis, p. 13.
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puts tremendous pressure on monetary policy. Monetary authorities will
need to run a tight fiscal policy to keep interest rates high and the
exchange rate stable The risk is that theywill tighten too much and cause a
recession. However, if monetary policy is kept too loose in an attempt to
avoid a recession, the likely outcomes are inflation and an exchange-rate
overshoot."

Thus, sustained action to reduce the federal budget deficit is essential.
This would permit a gradual easing of monetary policy and a shift toward
macroeconomic balance while maintaining full employment. Unfortu
nately, recent efforts at deficit reduction, including the November 1987
"budget summit," have not been credible. These cuts have reduced the
deficit from what it otherwise would have been; they do not cut the deficit
from what it was the previous year. It is likely that serious action on the
budget will be left to the incoming administration and Congress in 1989.

The Impact on Trade

The external sector counterpart to the reduction of excess domestic
demand would be an expansion of net exports. To some extent this has
already begun to occur. Exports in constant dollar terms rose 12 percent in
1987, as much as the four previous years combined (see Figure 2). Import
volume grew at 5 percent in 1987. However, the prices ofgoods making up
around 25 percent of U.S. imports (mostly natural resource commodities)
are denominated in dollars; looking at the narrower category of manufac
tures in which exchange rate changes would increase the relative price of
imports, the volume rose only 3 percent in 1987. The trade balance in
nominal terms fell slightly in the fourth quarter of 1987.

Nevertheless, without a recession, import volumes will probably not
fall dramatically. Thus, as Figure 2 starkly shows, with import volumes over
60 percent higher than exports in 1987, a tremendous increase in exports
will be required to close the trade gap.

It is sometimes questioned whether the United States possesses the
underlying "competitiveness" to accomplish this task. Concerns about
losses of international "competitiveness" are probably exaggerated, how
ever. During the period 1984-87, labor productivity in manufacturing
grew at over 4 percent a year, indicating the fundamentally sound state of
the traded goods sector. Further indication ofU.S. competitive strength is
that in the period before the dollar appreciation priced U.S. firms out of
world markets, the United States achieved impressive gains in world trade.

"The full implications of this scenario are cogently laid out in Stephen Marris, Deficits and
the Dollar, Policy Analyses in International Economics 14 (revised) (Washington, D.C.:
Institute for International Economics, 1987).
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Between 1978 and 1980 American exports grew twice as fast as world
trade, and the United States recouped its market share in every industrial
sector and in every geographical market. The current account improved
substantially (excluding the direct effects of the second oil shock) and was
in surplus in 1980-81 despite a sharp rise in oil exports. Thus, given a more
reasonable exchange rate, U.S. firms should be able to compete. Neverthe
less, the question arises: where will these increases in exports come from?

One way of answering this question is to identify in which sectors the
United States exhibits comparative advantage. To this end, Balassa and
Noland calculated indices of revealed comparative advantage (RCAs) for
nineteen industries, spanning the non-oil traded goods sector. The export
RCA is defined as the ratio of the U.S. export share in a particular
commodity category to its share in total merchandise exports:

xps / xus
XRCAi = 'Xw I xw

where the subscript i indicates industry category, and the superscripts US
and W indicate US. and world exports, respectively.^^ RCA of greater
than 1.0 indicates that the country has a "revealed" comparative advantage
in that category, as its export share exceeds its overall average These RCAs,
calculated for the years 1967 and 1983, are shown in Figure 3.^^

The areas of U.S. comparative disadvantage are greatest in labor-
intensive light industries such as leather goods, textile and apparel, and
furniture Comparative advantage eroded in primary metals. Industries of
U.S. comparative advantage broadly fall into two groups: the natural
resource-based agricultural and mineral sector where the U.S. was strong
and grew stronger over the period, and the human capital-intensive
manufacturing sectors such as machinery and transportation equipment.
However, future growth in exports is likely to be greater in the latter
category, iffor no other reason than the higher income elasticity ofdemand
for manufactures.^^

To examine the determinants ofthe U.S. pattern of specializationwithin
manufactures more closely, Balassa and Noland estimated an econometric

^^Theexport figures for the world were devised by summing the relevant export category for
the world's thirty-eight largest manufactures exporting countries.

^^BelaBalassa and Marcus Noland,in the WorldEconomy (Washington, D.C.:Institute
for International Economics, 1988).

^^Agricultural trade liberalization is on the agenda for the Uruguay Round, and significant
liberalization could lead to greater US. exports. For an analysis of this see Dale E. Hathaway,
Agriculture and the GATT:Reuniting the Rules, Policy Analyses in International Economics
20 (Washington, D.C.: Institute for International Economics, 1987).
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model in which an index ofindustry net exports was regressed on industry
factor intensity variables. Factors included in the model were unskilled
labor; physical capital, alternatively defined in stock and flow terms;
human capital (returns to labor in excess of the unskilled wage); and
research and development (R&D). Each was expressed as a share of value
added. The model was estimated for 167 manufacturing industries for
1967, 1971, 1975, 1979, and 1983. The results are presented in Table 1.
(Variable definitions and the details of estimation are described in the
Appendix.)

As shown in Table 1, the United States had a comparative advantage
in human capital-intensive and physical capital-intensive manufactured
goods in 1967, while it had a strong disadvantage in unskilled labor-
intensive products. The situation changed little in subsequent years.
Adding the R&D variable does not alter these conclusions, and for the most
part the factor intensity variables remain statistically significant. The R&D
variable is highly significant and shows the continued U.S. comparative
advantage in products intensive in R&D.

In light of the strong correlation between U.S. specialization and
human capital and R&D intensity, it is of interest to take a closer look at
high-technology products. For purposes of analysis, these have been
defined as products where the ratio ofresearch and development expendi
tures to the value of output exceeded 3.5 percent in the mid-1970s.
Altogether there are nineteen such product categories; their export RCAs
are displayed in Figure 4.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the United States maintained a revealed
comparative advantage in all these products throughout the sample pe
riod—^with the exception of calculating machines, where a major change
apparently took place in the classification of the data. Otherwise the RCAs
are high, with four of these products (aircraft, aircraft engines, office
machinery, and steam engines and turbines) occupying the first four
positions of the RCA ranking for the 167 industry sample in 1983.^^
Overall, the average ranking of the high-technology products (excluding
the case of calculating machines mentioned above) rose steadily from 57
in 1967, to 49 in 1971, to 42 in 1975, to 33 in 1979, and to 27 in 1983. The
increases in the RCAs depicted in Figure 4 and the steady rise in the
average RCA ranking of the high-technology products over the sample
period indicate the increasing specialization of U.S. trade in the high-
technology product area.

In addition, the United States has a strong comparative advantage in

^^Office machinery includes photocopying machines; steam engines and turbines includes
the engines and turbines used in large electricity-generating power plants.
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Table 1

The Determinants of U.S. Comparative Advantage

Year N Constant Labor PFlow PStock Heap R&D

1967 158 - 5.542 1.598 5.868 0.140

-4.590)" (3876)" (3.067)"
1967 158 173.926 -7.143 -0.158 4.098 0.136

(3.638> - 5.306)" (-0.673) (1861)"
1971 162 -6.329 1.549 5.719 0.154

-4.979)" (3.263)" (3.002)"
1971 162 135.729 -7.869 0.212 4.404 0.152

(2.596> -5.402> (0824) (2.000)"
1975 162 - 5.263 1.611 5.252 0.156

-4.304)" (4.176)" (2.905)"
1975 162 126.542 -6.857 0.323 4.063 0.161

(2.993)" -5.158> (1.645)" (1.998)"
1979 162 -4.521 1.284 3.432 0.125

-3836)" (3.996)" (2.115)"
1979 162 84.707 -5.791 0.495 2.639 0.145

(2.293)" -4.638)" (1851)" (1.515)
1983 163 -4.950 0.635 4.442 0.112

-4.243)" (1.862)" (2.624)"
1983 163 4.556 -5.566 0.667 4.469 0.146

(0.113) -4.604)" (2.327)" (2.518)"
1967 158 -5.098 1.318 5.153 9.642 0.147

-4.196)" (3.010)" (2.666)" (2.032)"
1967 158 146.051 -6.418 -0.160 3.660 9.657 0.143

(3.051)" —4.694)" (-0.683) (1.663)" (2.040)"
1971 162 -5.891 1.279 5.009 9.496 0.160

-4.590)" (2.540)" (2.623)" (1.679)"
1971 162 108.917 -7.162 0.210 3.963 9.481 0.157

(2.040)<= -4.775)" (0.836) (1.803)" (1.671)"
1975 162 -4.858 1.363 4.597 8.750 0.162

-4.665)" (2.372)" (2.494)" (1.515)
1975 162 101.846 -6.206 0.381 3.657 8.732 0.168

(1.644) -4.572)" (1.454) (1.672)" (1.515)
1979 162 -3.938 0.937 2.517 11.940 0.149

-3.312)" (2.758)" (1.531) (2.727)"
1979 162 49.833 -4.859 0.496 2.071 11.971 0.169

(1.303) -3812)" (2.050)" (1.187) (2856)"
1983 163 -4.406 0.307 3.592 11.306 0.129

-3.678)" (0816) (2.076)" (2.174)"
1983 163 -28.457 -4.691 0.668 3.946 11.350 0.164

(-0.663) -3.729)" (2.564)" (2.233)" (2.318)"

Note: T statistic in parentheses; the superscript a indicates a coefficient estimate significantly
different from zero at the 1 percent level in a two-tail test; h indicates significance at the 5
percent level; c at the 10 percent level.
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Legend: Dependent variable is net export index.
N is number of observations. Less than 167 due to missing data.
Labor is unskilled wage share of value added.
PFlow is nonwage share of value added.
PStock is capital stock share of value added.
Heap is wages in excess of the unskilled wage share of value added.
R&D is research and development expenditures as share of output,

is adjusted coefficient of determination.

Source: Bela Balassaand Marcus Noland,in the WorldEconomy (Washington, D.C.:
Institute for International Economics, 1988).

many areas of services trade, such as financial services, information
services, and consulting, which are human capital-intensive in produc
tion. Consequently, the service area is likely to remain an important
contributor to net exports, especially if significant trade liberalization in
this area is negotiated under the Uruguay Round. (Though it should be
pointed out that the U.S. services balance may deteriorate sharply because
of the large negative swing in net investment income, as noted above.)

In summary, a reduction in the U.S. current account deficit will require
an increase of net exports on the order of $250 billion in volume terms. A
substantial share of this will undoubtedly come through an increase in the
volume ofexports. Three sectors—agriculture, high-technology manufac
tures, and services—have been identified as likely areas for this growth to
occur. What remains is to sketch out the implications of this scenario for
China.

Implications for China

Given the great differences in the pattern of factor endowments
between the United States and China, one would expect the pattern of
trade between the two countries to be dominated by interindustry trade.
China would export labor-intensive manufactures to the United States in
exchange for high-technology goods and services. The United States, with
its large and affluent consumer market, is potentially a huge market for
Chinese exports, and in fact, the United States runs a bilateral trade deficit
with China. However, overall U.S. import volume growth is slowing and
may even become negative as part of the macroeconomic adjustment.
Thus the prospects for increased China-US. trade must be analyzed in the
context of the large increase in U.S. net exports that is likely to occur over
the medium run.

In this light, increased Chinese exports to the United States face two

i^Marcus Noland, "A Note on Comparative Advantage in Services" (Washington, D.C.:
Institute for International Economics, unpublished paper, 1988).
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major potential obstacles: recession and protection. A recession in the
United States would seriously reduce its demand for Chinese exports. As
discussed earlier, a continuing threat of recession will exist in the United
States as long as the federal budget deficit remains unsustainably high.
Failure to reduce the deficit could lead to a recession by forcing the
authorities to tighten monetary policy and raise interest rates in an effort
to defend the dollar. However, cutting the budget too precipitously could
also trigger a recession. A third possibility is for the structural budget
deficit to come down slowly, enabling monetary authorities to avoid a
currency crisis. Economic growth would slow, and both the actual budget
deficit and the trade deficit would remain high. Investment would fall, and
the economy would enter a period of slow growth and moderate cyclical
activity. The recent macroeconomic data showing that growth in the
fourth quarter of 1987 was almost entirely due to an increase in invento
ries point to this possibility.

Moreover, in die absence of concerted efforts to reduce the trade and
budget deficits through macroeconomic policy, there is a serious possi
bility that the Congress would attempt to use protectionist trade policy to
lower the trade deficit. Barriers against Chinese exports would be in
creased. As it now stands, most Chinese exports to the United States
consist of textiles and apparel, which are covered under the Multi-Fiber
Agreement (MFA). While China may be able to negotiate increases in the
bilateral quotas in the future, the MFA remains fundamentally a means of
restricting trade, not promoting it.

Second, certain provisions of the trade bill currently under considera
tion in the Congress could have a considerable negative impact on trade
with the United States. Under the rubric of unfair trade practices, one
provision would extend antisubsidy codes to nonmarket economies.
Because subsidies are impossible to measure in nonmarket economies, the
bill would define as a subsidized price anything lower than the American
price, or the average price of imports of the same goods into the United
States. This provision would effectively eliminate the Chinese cost advan
tage in sectors of comparative advantage Again, while it is not certain
(and is even unlikely) that such legislation will be enacted this year,
it provides an indication of potential protectionist threats to Chinese
exports.

Conversely, the Chinese economic modernization and the normaliza
tion of trade relations within the GATT(General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) framework present U.S. exporters with a large potential market. In

^^Another approach to protecting US. industries from import surgeswould be to simply use a
discriminatory standard for nonmarket economies in market disruption provisions.
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this regard, the depreciation of the U.S. dollar means that U.S. exporters
should be increasingly competitive with third-country suppliers in China,
especially in capital equipment, high technology, and associated services
as noted earlier.

Finally, there may be some important third-country effects associated
with the U.S. adjustment. First, U.S. pressure on the East Asian newly
industrializing countries (NICs) to revalue their currencies should in
crease Chinese price competitiveness vis-a-vis these countries.

Second, as part of the global adjustment process, Japan and the Asian
NICs are likely to experience reductions in their external surpluses. As a
consequence, they are expected to expand domestic demand to offset the
drag from the external sector. These shifts may be accompanied by
increases in imports, providing new opportunities for China. One would
expect that Chinese exports to Japan will grow more rapidly over the
medium run than Chinese exports to the United States.

Conclusion

The most profound and enduring legacy of the Reagan period is its
conversion of the United States from the world's largest creditor to the
world's largest debtor. The associated macroeconomic imbalances have
contributed to the possibilities of recession and renewed protection.
Either outcome would have a serious negative impact on trade between
China and the United States.

Reversing this situation will require a sustained reduction in the U.S.
government budget deficit of $150-160 billion as part of a program to
restore macroeconomic balance. The external counterpart of the budget
reduction will be a reduction of the trade deficit of $150-200 billion, or 5
to 6 percent of GNP in terms of volume.

Such a transformation probably will entail significant increases in U.S.
export market shares, especially in the area ofsophisticated manufactures.
Consequently, the United States may become an increasingly important
supplier of capital goods imports to the Chinese market, consistent with
China's plans for economic modernization.

Prospects for Chinese exports to the United States hinge on the
avoidance of a recession and protection in the United States. However, the
Chinese position may be strengthened by currency appreciation by the
NICs, which would increase Chinese price competitiveness in the U.S. and
other third countries' markets.

Finally, as part of the global adjustment process, other countries in Asia,
most notably Japan, are likely to pursue policies of domestic demand
expansion. This could mean enhanced export opportunities for China,
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with exports to these markets growing more rapidly than those to the
United States.

Appendix

The net export index has been defined as net exports divided by the
sum of exports and imports for a particular industry as follows:

NXi =
Xi - Mi

X: + M,

where M refers to imports. Because this index is defined over the range
[ —1,1], ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation will not be appropriate, as
it could lead to fitted values of the dependent variable outside its defined
range In fact, because the residuals are truncated at the values -1 and 1,
they are heteroscedastic.

One way of addressing this problem is to redefine the dependent
variable so that it takes values between —oo to oo. Acustomary way of doing
so is to use a logistic transformation of the variable:

NXi = (NXi + 1) / 2

NXADJi = ln(NXi/l-NXi).

The regressions have been estimated using both the unadjusted (NX) and
adjusted (NXADJ) measures as dependent variables. The results were
virtually identical. The estimates reported in Table 1 have been obtained
using the theoretically preferable adjusted index. The data used to con
struct these variables originated from the GATT trade tapes.

In constructing the explanatory variables, factor intensity has been
defined as that factor's share of value added. The share specification has
been adopted because it yields an unambiguous ranking of industries by
factor intensity in the multifactor model and has a straightforward inter
pretation in terms of the multifactor Heckscher-Ohlin model.

The unskilled labor share has been defined as follows:

LABORi^ = (W}j ^)/VAij

where W is the industry unskilled wage, Lj is full-time employment in the
industry, and VAj is value added. The unskilled wage is defined on an
industry-by-industry basis because differences in market structure, union
power, and so on, will cause the remuneration ofunskilled workers to vary
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across industries. In turn, the human capital share is defined as wage
payments in excess of those attributed as returns to unskilled labor:

HCAPi = (Wi - WSj) •Li / VAi

In some previous studies, two measures of human capital intensity
were used. One was the wage differential measure described above, and
the other was the share of technical and administrative workers. In this

study, the wage differential approach has been adopted for a variety of
reasons. First, this measure is economically more appealing based on
market information rather than on an arbitrary classification of occupa
tions. Second, the wage differential approach coincides with the share of
value-added specification, while the skill index does not.

Physical capital intensity has been defined in both stock and flowterms.
The flow measure is the nonwage share of value added, while the stock
measure is defined as the ratio of the physical capital stock to value added.
While under certain conditions (perfectly competitive markets, no uncer
tainty) the two measures will yield identical industry rankings, in practice
they do not. The flow measure contains a risk premium that varies across
industries. In turn, the valuation of capital stocks at historical rather than
replacement cost makes this measure susceptible to distortion, especially
during periods of prolonged inflation. Because neither approach is clearly
superior a priori, both have been used.

Research and development intensity has been defined as the share of
research and development expenditures in output value. This definition is
not exactly comparable to the share of value-added definition used for the
other factor intensity variables, but data are only available in this form.

One objection to the specification of the explanatory variables is that
the components of value added may fluctuate over the business cycle and
lead to shifts in the factor intensity rankings. However, this problem arises
only if the cyclical effects have differential impact across industries. If
factor shares fluctuate equiproportionately across industries, the param
eter estimates will be unaffected. At any rate, averages across several
periods have been used to eliminate the business cycle effects.

The regressions have been specified with the research and develop
ment variable both included and excluded. The latter is more consistent

with the factor-based Heckscher-Ohlin theory and avoids double counting,
as R&Dexpenditures are already included in the remuneration of physical
and human capital. This may explain the collinearity between the R&D
variables and the physical and human capital variables, which reduces the
statistical significance of the latter variables in several of the regressions.
This is particularly true for the correlation between the human capital
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variable and the R&D variable, which largely represents investment in
human capital in the form of scientists and engineers.

The regressions have been estimated using White's heteroscedastic-
consistent covariance matrix estimator, which yields a consistent estimate
of the covariance matrix (permitting proper inferences to be drawn) even
in the presence of heteroscedastic disturbances,

Data on value added, employment, and wages have been obtained from
the Census Bureau, Census ofManufactures, various issues. The unskilled
wage data (annual earnings of full-time workers aged 18 to 19) originated
in the Bureau ofLabor Statistics Bulletin 20i\,AnnualEarnings andEm
ployment Patterns ofPrivate Non-Agricultural Employees, 1973-1975,
1979, Tables A-3, B-3, and C-3.

The research and development data have been taken from the Federal
Trade Commission, StatisticalReport: AnnualLine ofBusiness 1974 and
1975, both in September 1981; and 1976, in May 1982. These data are
preferable to the widely used National Science Foundation data on two
counts. They are far more disaggregated (approximately four-digit SIC
versus two-digit SIC for the NSF data), and in contrast to the NSF figures,
which are calculated using raw data classified by firm, the FTCfigures are
constructed using raw data classified by plant—hence yield a more
acciuate indication of research and development expenditures in different
product classes for multiproduct firms.

The data for value added, wages, and employment have been averaged
for the period 1973-75. The data on research and development expendi
tures have been averaged over the midsample period, 1974-76, which
were the only years available

COMMENTS

Commenting on the Bergsten-Nolandpaper. Ye Gang first notes that "the
pndiiring legacy of the Reagan administration—the conversion of the
United States from the world's largest creditor country to the largest
debtor—is the result of maintaining a faster growth, under the influence of
'supply-side economics,' at the cost of running huge budget and trade

^®Halbert White, "A Heteroskedastic Consistent Covariance Matrix Estimator and a Direct
Test for Heteroskedasticity," Econometrica 47(1980):817-38.
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deficits." The "growth gap" idea is the key to understanding the dilemma
the United States faces. Asubstantial reduction in the federal budget deficit
or another 20 to 40 percent drop in the value of the dollar might bring the
current account into balance, but at the risk of a recession in the United
States and elsewhere.

But YeGang notes that a recession in the United States or further moves
toward protectionism would harm China's export performance. As China
pursues its open policy, it cannot isolate itself in a world of interdepen
dence, so it is concerned about the possibility ofrecession and protection
ism in the United States.

Professor Ye hopes that his foreign colleagues can understand that if a
recession and protectionism were to develop in the United States, China
could have trouble with its balance ofpayments and could even encounter
a debt crisis, which would be harmful for the rest of the world as well as
for China.



5. Protectionism: A Curse for
Both China and the United States

ZHANGJIAUN

Sino-U.S. trade relations began in 1972, with President Nixon's "ice
breaking" first visit to China. As a resultof jointefforts, the annual growth
rate ofSino-U.S. tradeduringthepastfifteen yearsaveraged 20percent, the
highest growth in China's foreign trade with any country. Bilateral trade
value in 1986 reached US$7.3 billion, making the United States China's
third largesttrade partner, behindJapanandHongKong. Chinais nowthe
sixteenth largest trading partner of the United States. In 1986, trade with
the United States accounted for more than a fifth of China's exports and
about 10 percent of China's imports.

But increases in bilateral trade have been far too small, relative to the
potential trade volume The US. protectionist policy is the main obstacle
inhibiting thefuturedevelopment ofbilateral trade. In lightofmany years
ofhuge trade deficits, the US. government hasenforceda greatnumberof
protectionist rules,and new, more restrictivetrade legislation iscurrently
being considered in the US. Congress.

AmongChina'sexport products, textiles are the most important. Over
the past years, textiles have constituted about 50 percent of Chinese
exports to the United States. The strictly protectionist policy toward
textile imports followed by the US. government for decadeshas not only
harmed both the Chineseand US. economies and the economic coopera
tion of the two countries, but has threatened their political relations as
well. The long-runmutual interests of the two countries require that US.
policymakersscrap protectionism and resolve the dispute between China
and the United States over textiles.

U.S. Protectionist Policy
Toward Textile Imports

In the case of textiles and apparel, the United States has the most
protectionist policy in the industrialized world. In the late 1950s the
United States sought "departure" from the General Agreement on Tariffs

84
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and Trade (GATT) principles promoting free trade. It maintained that
"abrupt, massive" increases in textile imports did not allowsufficienttime
for American manufacturers to adjust to new market conditions, and thus
caused so-called market disruption in the United States. The United States
was successful in winning support for special restrictive trade rules for
textiles. The Short-Term Arrangement Regarding International Trade in
Cotton Textiles, and the Long-Term Arrangement were concluded in 1961
and 1962, respectively. Contrary to the GATT most-favored-nation rules,
these arrangements, signed by nearly fifty countries, allowed import
controls that discriminated against particular countries. These controls
were intended to be applied only when imports caused an actual threat of
market disruption. And it was hoped that appropriate restrictions would
follow an agreement between importers and the exporting countries
affected.

Under these agreements, quota limitations—also illegal under the
GATT—couldbe imposed on textiles. But the limits were not to be lower
than the actual percentage share of the market held by the exporting
countries. Moreover; at least a 5 percent annual growth in the level of
imports to the country sufferingthe trade restrictions was permitted.

The Multilateral Fiber Arrangement (MFA) is currently the main
international agreement governing textile and apparel trade. The growing
use of synthetic fibers, such as polyesters and acrylic, together with the
global economic problems of the early 1970s, prompted the first MFA in
1973, renewed in 1978, 1981, and 1986. MFA quotas are established by
bilateral agreements negotiated every three to five years with major
suppliers. These agreements set annual limits for specific textile and
apparel products. Eachagreement typicallyprovides for annual growth in
these limits. The United States may allow the supplying country to carry
forward into the next year a portion of the unused quota from the previous
year and to "borrow" a part of next year's quota for the current year.
Countries may also switch a certain share of one product category's quota
amount to another category. In 1984, two-thirds of U.S. textile and apparel
imports were covered by some type of quantitative restriction.^

Ironically, the first multilateral textile trade agreement was called the
Short-Term Arrangement; this "temporary" protection has now lasted
twenty-sevenyears.Andthe original agreement, intended to alloworderly
adjustment in the cotton trade, has since grown into a protectionist
monster covering over a hundred fiber products. Rather than promoting
liberalization and market adjustment, the MFA has become a permanent

^US. International Trade Commission, "Memorandum to the Committee on Finance of the
US. Senate on S. 680," August 1985.
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instrument of trade restriction, encouraging U.S. textile producers to seek
more and more protection.

Despite the tighter trade restrictions and GATT exemptions allowed
under the MFA, the United States has violated the agreement on a number
of occasions. For example, in August 1984, the United States unilaterally
changed its rules for determining the country of origin of textile imports.
According to the White House, this action was necessary to prevent the
circumvention ofimport quotas and restrictions. The new rules seek to do
this by redefining what constitutes "country of origin" for textile products
bound for the United States. However, the origin is difficult to ascertain,
especially in the Pacific area, because textile products are often produced
in stages by processors in different countries. The old interpretation takes
this complex production process into account; the new interpretation
does not. As a result, contrary to the established international practice, the
new regulations have further restricted the imports of foreign textiles to
the United States. The Textile Surveillance Body (TSB), set up by the MFA
to monitor treaty compliance, found the United States in violation of the
agreement. The United States has done nothing to correct the violation.

Despite its original purpose, the MFA has not led to trade liberalization;
it has instead strengthened the forces of trade protectionism in the United
States.

In addition to the MFA quotas, the U.S. textile and apparel industries are
protected by tariffs levied on all imports from all suppliers except Israel,
whether the supplier is subject to quota restrictions or not. The discussion
of U.S. protectionist policy in textile imports often ignores these substan
tial tariffs. The average tariff for most imported goods is about 5 percent.
Bycontrast, the average textile and apparel tariffreaches about 20 percent.
Overall, the United States currently has a protectionist textile and apparel
system with over 1,300 tariffs and quotas.^

The Chinese textile exports to the United States had suffered discrimi
native treatment in the form of high tariffs until the Sino-US. trade
agreement took effect in February 1980. Subsequently, all Chinese textile
and apparel products exported to the United States were subject to the
restriction under the textile agreement between China and the United
States, signed in January 1981. According to the agreement, whenever the
U.S. charges of alleged threat of "market disruption" are made, it may
consult with China about proposed new controls. In 1982, Chinese textile
and apparel products subject to quota control increased from the eight
categories originally specified in the agreement to fifteen categories.

^Robert F. Holden, article on Senate U.S.-China trade caucus, Wireless File, U.S. Information
Agency, November 23,1987.
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Moreover, the United States tried to rush China to conclude a more
restrictive agreement even before the expiration of the old agreement.
When both parties failed to conclude a new agreement, the United States
unilaterally imposed additional restrictions against Chinese textiles on
January 13,1983. The categories covered by the restrictions amounted to
thirty-two, and quota levels were required to decrease by 16 to 45 percent.

After hard bargaining, the second Sino-US. textile agreement, much
tighter than the previous one, was concluded on July 30,1983. Hence 70
percent of textiles and 80 percent of apparel exported by China were
covered by quota. Although China was unsatisfied with the agreement, it
hoped that no new barriers would be erected by the United States in the
future However, within six months after the agreement took effect, the
United States asked to consult with China seven times for new restrictions.

Consequently, 85 percent of Chinese textile exports to the United States
were subject to controls.

Other protectionist moves taken by the United States, for example, the
antidumping duties and the regulations on country of origin, have also
threatened and harmed Sino-US. trade A far more restrictive legislation,
known as the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act, or Jenkins Bill,
was passed by the Congress in 1985. The bill, which would require a
further decrease in the import levels of currently restricted textile and
apparel products from twelve major foreign suppliers, has prompted
China and other countries and areas to protest. In vetoing the legislation.
President Reagan labeled it pure protectionism.

Although the U.S. House ofRepresentatives failed to override President
Reagan's veto of the Jenkins Bill on August 6,1986, the United States did
succeed in including tough new provisions in the renewed MFA. The new
agreement, which took effect on August 1, 1986, following strong U.S.
pressure, extends coverage beyond cotton, wool, and synthetic fibers to all
natural fibers including ramie, linen, and silk. In addition, it allows the
importing countries to impose quotas for two years rather than a single
year as before. Thus the agreement is generally more protectionist than the
old MFA and represents a retreat from the gradual liberalization of textile
trade. In the summer of 1986, the U.S. Customs Service also rescinded the
duty-free rule for textile import shipments under US$250, thus further
affecting Chinese exports to the United States.

In 1987, the U.S. Congress once again was considering a new law to
restrain imports. The House and Senate approved new textile and apparel
legislation that would dramatically restrict textile trade. These bills would
freeze 1987 imports under each category oftextiles, apparel, and footwear
products from all sources at current levels. Total future imports of about
185 categories of textiles and apparel would be limited to a 1 percent
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annual increase, starting at the 1986 level. Imports of nonrubber footwear
covered by those bills would be held at 1986 levels forever. Not sur
prisingly, the proposed bills are facing strong opposition from all export
ing countries. As many U.S. government officials and representatives of
business have pointed out, passage of the textile bills of1987 would violate
the MFA and article 19 of GATT and abrogate most if not all bilateral
agreements.

The third Sino-U.S. agreement on textile trade was signed in late
December 1987. According to the statement of the U.S. trade negotiator,
the new four-year agreement will further sharply curtail the growth rate of
China's textile and apparel exports to the United States, reducing it to 3
percent from the previous 19 percent. The categories subject to quotas
amounted to over 100. Many of them have never been restricted before

The Lame Excuse

The United States adopts a protectionist policy on the grounds that the
growing imports of textiles have caused market disruption in the United
States, and have led to the decline of the U.S. textile industry and the loss of
jobs. However, this argument is refuted by the facts.

First, there has not been a so-called market disruption in the United
States. The American textile and apparel industry has been in sound
economic shape. As the largest textile producer in the world, the U.S.
textile industry enjoys a number of advantages, compared with its coun
terparts in other industrialized countries: cheap and abundant raw mate
rials,a high levelof specialization,increasing capital formation, and higher
productivity.

As Table 1 shows, U.S. textile and apparel production has experienced
stable growth during most of the years since 1972.During 1972-84, the
growth of shipments in the textile industry averaged 5.3percent annually.
The valueof apparel shipments more than doubled in 1986compared with
1972, almost without any downturn for sixteen years. Textile production
declined in 1975 and 1982, when the United States underwent the two
most severe recessions since World War II. This demonstrated that, like
other U.S. industries, the ups and downs of textile and apparel production
are infliuencedby the business cycle rather than by the volume of imports.

Over the past two years (1986—87), the U.S. textile and apparel
industry has been working at maximum output, and production is at near-
record levels. From 1985 to 1986 total textile production rose by 4
percent, and U.S. mill consumption of cotton, wool, and other fabrics used
to make apparel topped previous records. Moreover, industry profits have
soared. Total industry profits rose 46 percent in 1986.Capacityutilization
in textile mills was above 90 percent in 1987, compared with about 81
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Table 1

U.S. Textile and Apparel Production:
Value of Shipments in Millions of Constant U.S. Dollars

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Textile

Apparel

28,064

27,809

31,073

30,084

32,789

30,632

31,064

31,430

36,389

34,759

40,550 42,281

40,245 42,742

45,053

43,030

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985^ 1986"

Textile

Apparel

47,160

45,782

50,120

49,823

47,515

53,388

53,358

55,375

55,489

57,578

53,020 55,141

57,461 59,162

®Estimated.

Source: US. Department of Commerce; US. Industrial Outlook, 1987, pp. 41-1-2; 42-1-2.

percent for U.S. manufacturing as a whole Many plants now work twenty-
four hours a day,seven days a week and continue to add capacity. Ironically,
some plants have serious problems finding enough manpower to run
operations at full capacity. It is reported that unemployment in North and
South Carolina, two of the leading textile-producing states, is below the
national average.

Therefore, there is no need to increase protection for the U.S. textile
industry. It is clear that the U.S. textile industry does not face destruction
by imports. In light of the boom in the U.S. textile industry, rather than
seeking to limit the growth of textile imports to just 1percent per year, the
United States should be considering a reduction of textile controls.

Secondly, there is no logical link between textile imports and unem
ployment in the U.S. textile industry. U.S. government officials and some
congressmen blame the increase in imports for job losses and thus justify
more protectionist barriers to textile and apparel imports. For example,
they argue that doubling textile and apparel imports between 1980 and
1984 was responsible for the loss of some 300,000 American textile
industry jobs during that period. However, this argument is groundless
as well.

Table 2 shows the job losses experienced by the industry between
1980 and 1982 at the time of the sharp downturn in domestic demand
during the 1980-82 recession. Even at that time the unemployment rate in
the industry (9.6 percent) was below the national average (10.8 percent).
There is no reason to attribute job losses to imports. Actually, the greatest
increase in imports occurred after 1982, when the U.S. economy recovered
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Table 2

Relation of Import Growth to Unemployment

Import Growth Percentage Change
Period Annual Rate in Employment

1980-82 10.2 -20.7

1982-84 30.9 + 32.1

Source: US. Department of Commerce and Department of Labor.

and the demand for textiles and apparel was great. The annual growth rate
of imports during 1982-84 reached 30.9 percent, while the employment
increased instead of dropped. According to the U.S. Department of Com
merce, the foreign textile imports to the United States grew by 17 percent
in 1986, while the employment of the industry posted a gain of 1 percent,
with an hourly wage increase of 3 percent. So there is no interrelation
between textile imports and job losses in the U.S. textile industry.

The failure of the U.S. textile industry to rehire all the 300,000 workers
laid off during the recession can be explained by improved productivity,
not increased imports. Diverse technological changes are taking place in
the textile and apparel industry. Changes include the installation of faster,
more efficient machines, advanced auxiliary equipment for machine clean
ing or materials handling, and computers for data processing and finishing.
Production methods have improved significantly over the last decade with
the introduction of advanced technology, such as robotics and computer-
aided design and manufacturing. Mills have made large capital expendi
tures on modern machinery to enhance productivity and competitiveness.
The textile and apparel industry increased capital outlays more than 28
percent in 1984 or US$1.78 billion and maintained that percent increase
during 1985-86. The result was the elimination of obsolete facilities and
operations and a reduction in the number of companies; the industry
employs fewer workers but produces a greater volume of higher-quality
products that are competitive in the marketplace. Between 1982 and 1984,
the output ofbroadcloth from U.S. mills actually increased by 11.7percent,
for instance, while employment in that sector dropped by 2.8 percent.^
According to some estimates, by the end of the current decade, mills may
require one-third fewer workers than they did in the 1970s.'̂ Thus the

5"A Second Look at the Need for Textile Import Legislation," Retail Industry Trade Action
Coalition (RITAC), August 1985.

^"The Dependency of the US. Economy on the Fiber/Textile/Apparel Industrial Complex," a
study prepared by Economic Consulting Services, Inc., for the American Textile Manufactur
ing Institute, November 12,1981, p. 2.
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evidence points strongly to increased efficiency as the major cause of
lower total industry employment.

Another factor leading to job losses in the industry is the trend toward
overseas production. Although improved technology has increased pro
ductivity in the U.S. apparel industry, it has not closed the price gap
sufficiently between domestic and foreign producers. Ahigh proportion of
apparel is now produced in low-wage countries either by American-owned
plants or American-selected contractors. U.S. firms also are using overseas
processing under item 807 of the U.S. tariff code to increase competitive
ness. This stipulation permits domestically cut material to be shipped for
sewing to countries with lower labor costs and then reimported. Duty is
paid only on the value-added portion of the commodity, and that value is
modest because ofthe low-cost foreign labor used in the sewing operation.
Many companies, therefore, shifted production abroad and cut back the
output of domestic plants, contributing to shrinking domestic textile
job rolls.

Thirdly, the decline of the textile industry should not be attributed to
the growth of foreign imports. It is a historical trend in all developed
countries.

The history of world trade indicates that textiles are closely associated
with the stage of a country's economic development. Newly industrializing
countries and regions historically have turned to textile production to
spur economic growth because this requires lower-skilled labor, less
capital investment, and less sophisticated equipment than other industries.
Inevitably, as a country or region is industrialized, a stepped-up demand
for labor leads to higher wages, making its textile industry vulnerable to
competition from new emerging nations. This has been the pattern since
the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in British textile production in
the late eighteenth century. The industry spread to other parts of Europe as
the British moved on to produce such higher-valued goods as steel and
locomotives. The U.S. industrial revolution also beganwith textile plants in
New England. As heavy industry grew in the Northeast, textile production
shifted to the Southern states, especially to the Carolinas. The decline of
the U.S. textile industry took place as early as the pre-WorldWar II years. In
the U.S. national income without capital consumption adjustment by
industry, textile mill products accounted for 7.7 percent of manufacturing
in 1930 and only 2.4 percent in 1984. Within the same period, apparel and
other textile products dropped from 7.7 percent to 3.0 percent. The share
of textile and apparel workers in total manufacturing employment also
dipped conspicuously.

Since the end of World War II, worldwide production of textiles and
clothing invariably has been shifting to the newly developing countries
and regions, from the United States and Europe, and recently even from
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Japan. As far as the United States is concerned, it has been undergoing a
great change in industrial structures in the past twentyyears. While the U.S.
economy shifts toward high technology and service industries, many old-
line, labor-intensive industries are declining. Artificially imposed restric
tions on textile imports and protection for the declining industrywill only
delay the adjustment of the economic structure and retard economic
growth in the United States.

Since the textile job losses are due to structural change and the
modernization of the textile industry in the United States, as noted above,
unemployment in that industry is not at all permanent. Most displaced
textile workers have always been offered jobs in other plants. Moreover,
unlike auto or steel workers, low-wage textile workers seldom lose much
income when they shift to another job. According to the investigations
made by the Federal Reserve Bank in Atlanta, although North Carolina, the
industry's largest employer in the country, lost 16,500 textile jobs and
4,500 apparel jobs from June 1984 to June 1985, the number of unem
ployed workers actually fell by nearly 21,000 over that period. In South
Carolina, where the unemployment rate also ranks below the national
average, 10,400 textile jobs and 3,600 apparel jobs were lost statewide
over the year, while the total number of unemployed workers dipped by
nearly 7,000. The burgeoning employment increases in the services and
construction sectors in the two states more than offset the negative figures
registered by textile and apparel firms.^

Nothing could be more ridiculous than to assert that the U.S. market
was "disrupted" by the textile imports from China. During the U.S.-China
negotiation on the second textile agreement in 1982, the U.S. government
officials and media alleged that the "fast growth" of China's textile exports
to the United States was the largest contributor to the decline ofU.S. textile
production, plant closings, and job losses. In fact, China started to renew
textile trade with the United States only recently, almost from zero,
contributing a tiny share in total U.S. textile imports. According to U.S.
statistics, China supplied only 6 percent of America's textile and apparel
imports in 1981, while China's imports of cotton and synthetic fibers from
the United States accounted for US$940 million, twice the value of the U.S.
textile imports from China. Now China exports only about one billion
dollars of textiles per year to the United States, and most of them are "gray
goods" (basic cloth and fibers), which are turned into finished apparel in
the United States and benefit the U.S. manufacturers. In short, the facts
make it clear that Chinese textile exports have been a healthy factor in
Sino-U.S. trade.

^Economic Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, November 1985, p. 36.
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Adverse Effects of U.S. Protectionism

on the United States and China

The historical record of protectionism is clear. It protects jobs in one
part of American industry at the cost of jobs elsewhere, while forcing all
Americans to pay higher prices for goods. It also harms China's economy
and thus endangers further development of Sino-U.S. economic relations.

As U.S. sources have proved, protectionist measures designed to help
the textile industry have not kept employment in it from shrinking
drastically. In the decade after the United States signed the multilateral
restraint agreement in 1962, employment in the textile and apparel
industry rose 9 percent. But the aggregate figures hid massive job losses in
the Northeast, as textile firms reduced labor costs by moving south and
west. Between I960 and 1970, textile employment in New England
declined 34 percent, while increasing 19 percent in the South. Then
between 1973 and 1984, as the industry increasingly automated, total
employment fell 28 percent to 722,000—20 percent below its 1961level.^
Even if some textile and apparel jobs were saved, many, and probably more,
jobs were lost in retailing, agriculture, and other export-related industries.

Trade protection hits the U.S. consumer's pocketbook because any
form of import protection, be it tariffs or quotas, has two immediate
effects: the volume of imports falls and the price of imports rises. Con
sumers respond by switching some or all of their purchases to the
domestic product. This increase in demand for the domestic product,
coupled with reduced competition from imports, permits domestic pro
ducers to raise their prices. The protection of the U.S. textile industry for
twenty-seven years has forced U.S. consumers to pay tens of billions of
dollars for higher-priced textile products. A number of studies made by
American scholars tried to quantify these costs. Some estimates of the total
cost at wholesale prices oftariffs and quotas on textile and apparel imports
run as high as US$27 billion a year in 1984 dollars.^ Gary Hufbauer and
Howard Rosen of the Institute for International Economics in Washington,
D.C., also calculated that American consumers are subsidizing jobs in the
textile industry at a cost of US$42,0,00per job (the average wage in the
United States is $12,000).® The cost to the consumers at retail could be as

^Fortune, May 11,1987, p. 128.

^Gary Clydy Hufbauer, Diane T. Berliner, and Kimberly Ann Elliott, "Trade Protection in the
United States: 31 Case Studies" (Washington, D.C.: Institute for International Economics,
1986), p. 148.

^Fortune, May 11,1987, p. 126.
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high as $54 billion a year. Although they use a variety of methodologies,
these studies all arrive at the same conclusion: the costs of textile and

apparel protection far exceed the supposed benefits.
Thus any additional import restrictions on textiles and apparel would

do nothing to help the U.S. textile industry. All they would do is allow
manufacturers to exploit an undersupplied domestic market by hiking
prices, which hurts the interest of American consumers. The study by
William Cline of the Institute for International Economics estimates that

the elimination of existing tariffs and quotas would cut domestically
produced apparel prices by 1.9 percent and prices for imports by 34.6
percent. Conversely, the passage of the proposed new trade restrictions
could double the current consumer costs of protection.

Protectionism will also delay the process of modernization of the
American textile industry. It merely forestalls necessary adjustments to
market changes and hinders the restructuring of the U.S. economyfrom the
declining old-line industries into such internationally competitive sectors
as high-technology industries. As a result, the resources are wasted on the
production of goods in the United States that could be more efficiently
produced abroad, while capital and labor are diverted from more efficient
sectors of the U.S. economy. The artificially imposed protection for a
declining industry would only hurt the entire U.S. economy.

Under the bilateral agreement, the gradual growth of China's textUe
exports to the United States should be considered a favorable factor for the
development of bilateral trade rather than a reason for unilateral restric
tions imposed by the United States. China's expanded exports to the United
States would mean increased imports from the United States by China.
Because of currency restrictions, any imports into China hinge on China's
export capacity. Relying on foreign exchange earnings generated from
Chinese exports to the United States, China is able to import high-
technology products from the United States. Any US. restrictions on
Chinese textiles thus will lower the ability of China to purchase more
American goods.

The U.S. protectionist policy has caused severe harm to China's econ
omy. As a result of implementing the new rules of "country of origin" for
textile products, around 100,000 jobs were lost in the southern provinces
of China, and textile exports decreased by US$300 million in 1984.

An escalation of U.S. control of textile imports would prompt its trade
partners to retaliate against U.S. exports, especially against agricultural
products. For example, when the U.S. declared unilateral restrictions on
Chinese textiles in late 1982, the Chinese government responded by
suspending approval of new contracts on cotton, synthetic fibers, wheat,
and soybean imports from the United States in 1983. China was the largest
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buyer of US. wheat then, importing an averageof 7 million tons per year
from the United States.The volume of the agricultural trade far exceeded
that of the textile trade. If China turned to other suppliers of agricultural
products, it could seriouslyharm American farmers. On the daywhen the
Chinese government declared its cutoffdecision, the prices of grainand
soybeans plummeted at the Chicago Board of Trade Unfortunately, US.
Commerce Secretary Baldridge stated that, despite China's cutoff of US.
farm purchases, the United States should insist on its restrictive policy
toward Chinese textiles. Mainlybecause of the stubborn US.attitude and
theconsequentChinese retaliation, 1983wastheworstyearsincenormal
ization in terms of Sino-US. trade with the total volume declining.

The expansion of Sino-US. economic and trade relations serves the
interests of the two countries. Besides agricultural products, China im
ports from the UnitedStatesa great number of industrialmaterials, such as
pulp, logs, chemicals, fabric, and so on, as well as various types of
equipment. This contributes to the increase of American exports and
employment and to the decreaseof the US. tradedeficit. TheUnited States
had better take the long view in understanding and handling this issue It
would be unwise ofUS. policymakersto protect the immediateinterests of
a particular industry at the cost ofweakeningor giving up its foothold in
the massive Chinese market.

This is a critical moment for Sino-US. trade. The U.S. government faces
pressures from Congress to tighten textile trade This state of affairs
warrants China's concern about the pending new textile legislation. If the
billispassed, thebilateraltextileagreements willbe abrogated andoverall
trade between China and the United States will decline Moreover, the
price of severeprotectionist policytodaycould be aworld recessionand
possibly another depression. The resulting damage would swamp any
gains to the protected industry. The US. Congressshouldavoid such self-
destructive economic policies.RogerW. Sullivan, president of the National
Council for US.-ChinaTrade, recently noted, "The just-closed Thirteenth
Congressof CCP demonstrated that the policiesof the Chineseleadership
toward reform and opening have been consistent. The US. policymakers
should formulate a new China trade policy."'

^Renmin Ribao, December 1,1987.
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COMMENTS

Nai-Ruenn Chen comments:

Protectionism became one of the issues heatedly discussed at the
conference, thanks largely to Professor Zhang's stimulating paper. The
discussion, however, focused primarily on US. policy toward textile
imports and on the application ofU.S. trade lawto imports from rhina No
reference was made to the data showing rapid gro\i^and an increasing
diversification ofChina's exports to the United States inrecent years. These
data clearlydo not lend support to ProfessorZhang'scontention about the
inhibitive effect of the U.S. textile policy on Sino-American trade. Neither
was there any mention of China's protectionistpolicies, which severely
restrict U.S. exports to China. The followingobservations expand on and
balance Professor Zhang's assessments.

Since the resumption of trade between the two countries in 1972,
China's exports to the United States have grown every year with the
exception of 1983. During 1981—87, these exports increased from $2.1
billion to $6.9 billion, with an average annual growthrate of 22 percent.^
They totaled $4.1 billion in the first six months of 1988, an increase of
another 19 percent over the same period in 1987. These figures clearly
demonstrate that theUS. marketisrelatively openandthatChinese export
marketing efforts have been increasingly successful.

In the textile field,where bilateral quotaagreements haveexisted since
1980,Chineseexports haveshownhigher than average growth rates. US.
purchases of Chinese textiles and apparel increased from $734 million in
1981to $2,764 million in 1987,with an averagegrowth rate of more than
27percent per year.Thisrate ishigher than that ofanyother majorforeign
supplier. In terms of volume, China has become the largest exporter of
textiles and apparel to the United States. These figures reflect China's
ability to expand textile exports to the United States despite quota
agreements.

Whilethe share of textiles and apparel in Chineseexports to the United
States has declined recently (from 46 percent in 1986 to 40 percent in
1987), this decline reflects China's improving ability to compete in other
marketsectors. Chineseexports havebecome more diverse, with agradual
decrease in the concentration ofexports in the clothingsector and rapid
growth in exports of light industrial manufactures and small appliances.
China's exports of toys and sporting goods to the United States, for
example, increased from $152 million, or 7 percent of total exports, in

^All trade data are from various US. Department of Commerce sources.
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1981 to $1,192 million, or 17 percent of the total, in 1987. The value of
telecommunications equipmentexportswasonly $3-5 million in1981, but
rocketed to $250 million in 1987. The value of electrical machinery
imports soared from $2.9 million to $157 million during thesame period.

While China's exports to the United States have expanded rapidly in
recent years, U.S. sales to China have experiencedverylittle growth. U.S.
exports to China totaled $3.6 billion in 1981, anddeclined to $2.9 billion
in 1982 and $2.2billion in 1983.Export volume recovered to $3billion in
1984, reached a peak of $3.85 billion in 1985, and then declined to $3.1
billion in 1986. The volume rose to $3.5 billion in 1987, and totaled $2.3
billion in the first six months of1988. The sluggish growth in U.S. exports to
Chinahasbeen due largely to Chinese government eflforts to control trade
and limit foreign exchange expenditures. China maintains a complex
system of administrative and market controls that hasgreatly restricted
trade ManyofChina'strade regulations and governmentdirectives are not
available to foreign business people. Stringent andunpredictable controls
on foreign exchange resourceshave greatly hinderedforeign commercial
activities in China. Access to the Chinese service market is especially
restrictive The restrictions placed on U.S. service firms stand in sharp
contrast to the treatment granted Chineseenterprises undertaking service
activities in the United States; Chinese enterprises in service industries in
the United States are treated in the same manner as US. companies.

Every nation practices varying degrees of protectionism. In recent
years, however, the United States hasmade major eflforts throughbilateral
and multilateral negotiations to promote an open and fair trading system.
The American market is among the most open in the world. Since 1979,
China has achieved significant results in economic reform and in greater
integrationwith the world economic system. But access to the Chinese
market remains highly restricted. To assessthe impact ofprotectionism on
U.S.-China trade, one needs to look at the issues surrounding restricted
entry to both markets.
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6. U.S. and PRC Global Trade Patterns

NICHOLAS R LARDY

In the mid-1980s both the People's Republic of China and the United
States find themselves in substantial balance-of-trade disequilibria. As
shown in Table 1 the United States, beginning in 1982, and China, begin
ning in 1985,began to incur substantialdeficitsin their current accounts.
In both cases the deterioration in the trade account began several years
prior to the emergenceofthecurrent accountdeficit. Butin thecaseofthe
United States, until the trade deficit grew quite large, earnings from
previouslyaccumulatedUnitedStatesinvestments abroadkept thecurrent
account from showing a deficit. In the Chinese case there were large
earnings from services as well as remittances that initially masked the
trade deficit.

Because the United States comprises such a large share of total world
trade and because its deficit is unprecedented in absolute size, it has been
theobjectofintensescrutinyandanalysis. Incontrast,China's substantially
smaller deficit has had a modest effect on the world trade and financial
system and has virtually escaped notice.

Yetin 1985 China's trade deficit, relative to its export earnings, equaled
that of the United States. China's trade deficit that year of US114.9 billion
was almost 60 percent of China's merchandise exports.^ Similarly the U.S.
merchandise deficit of 124.4 billion dollars was almost 60 percent of U.S.
merchandise exports.^These ratios were the highest in the world among
major trading countries.

iData on China's trade deficit and export earnings cited here are those gathered by the
CustomsServiceand reported by the ChineseStateStatistical Bureau, ChineseStatistical
Abstract 1987 (in Chinese) (Peking; State Statistical Publishing House, 1987), p. 89. In
contrast, the data cited in Table1are the firstbalance-of-payments data ever releasedby the
People's Republic ofChina. Theyare basedon datafromtheCustoms Service, but have been
readjusted in accordance with standard international practices. The current account in
cludes the balanceon trade in goodsaswell asnet incomefromservicesand net unrequited
transfers. Figures throughout refer to U.S. dollars.

^Economic Report of the President (Washington, D.C.: US. Government Printing Office,
1987), p. 358.
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Table 1

United States and Chinese Current Account Positions 1982-86
(USSbillions)

Year United States China

1982 -9.131 5.674
1983 -46.604 4.240
1984 —106.466 2.030
1985 -116.393 -11.417
1986 -141.352 -7.034

SovRCxs: Beijing Review 36 (1987);28; Economic Report of the President 1987, p. 358;
Economic Report ofthe President 1988, p. 364.

At one level both the United States and China exhibit a similar excess

demand for imports relative to export earnings. But this similarity is
superficial, and the policy problems faced by the two governments are
quite different. Moreover,while the US.deficit has captured the attention
of the world financial markets and world financial press, it is far more
sustainable than the Chinese current account deficit. In short, for reasons
outlined below China is under far more short-term pressure to reduce its
deficit than is the United States. Finally, the policies that will lead to a
reduction in the current account deficit in the UnitedStatesare,for reasons
explained below, fundamentally different from those in China

China's Entry into the World Economy

In the Maoistera China pursued policies of quasiautarky and finanrial
self-relianceParticularlyduring the 1960stotal trade turnover languished
below the peak levelreached in 1959. Not until after the opening to the
United States and the establishment of diplomatic relations with Japan,
both in 1972, did trade turnover in real terms surpass the previous peak
level of 1959. On the financial side, in the first halfof the 1960s China ran a
balance-of-trade surpluswith theSoviet Unionto be ableto repaythe loans
and credits the Soviets extended in the 1950s. By 1965 these loans were
entirely repaid,andfor the next decade Chinacarefully eschewedforeign
borrowing.

Although there was some growth of foreign trade prior to Mao'sdeath
in 1976, itwasmodest. China's foreign tradeturnoverin1976, according to
China's Ministry of Foreign Trade, was 13.4 billion dollars. On that basis
China ranked only thirty-fourth among the trading countries of the world.
Moreover, despite almost three decades of rapid economic growth after
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Table 2

China's Foreign Trade Turnover

Year US$billions

1976 13.44
1977 14.80

1978 20.64

1979 29.33
1980 37.82

1981 44.02

1982 41.64

1983 43.62
1984 53.54
1985 69.61
1986 73.80

1987 82.70

Note: Data for 1976-80 are those released through the Ministry
of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade; for 1981-87, through
the Chinese Customs Administration.

Source: State Statistical Bureau, Chinese Statistical Yearbook
and Annual Statistical Communique, various years.

1949, particularly the rapid expansion of the manufacturing sector, China's
share of total world trade was only 0.7 percent—about half of China's 1.5
percent share in the closing decade of the Qing Dynasty when China was
overwhelmingly agrarian and modern industry scarcely existed.^ Similarly
in 1976 external debt, except for modest short-term trade credits, was
minuscule.

It would be difficult to imagine a more profound transformation than
that which occurred in China's external trade and financial relations over

the next decade As shown in Table 2 total trade turnover (imports and
exports combined) grew by leaps and bounds to reach almost 80 billion
dollars by 1987. By 1985 China's rank in the world trading system reached
fifteenth, and China's share of world trade had risen to 2.2 percent.^

Financial self-reliance also was abandoned in this decade as China

^Huang Xiang, "An Elevated Role for China in Global Economy," unpublished manuscript,
1987, p. 2. Robert E Demberger, "The Role of the Foreigner in China's Economic Develop
ment, 1840—1949," in China's Modem Economy in Historical Perspective, ed. Dwight H.
Perkins (Stanford, Ca.: Stanford University Press, 1975), p. 27.

'^China'spercent share of world trade has been calculated on the basis of the data on Chinese
trade in Table 2 and world trade data from World Bank, World Development Report 1987
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 220-21. Because China had a huge trade
deficit, its share of world exports was substantially lower than 2.2 percent.
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Table 3
China's External Public Debt

Year USSBillions, Year-End

1982 3.703

1983 3.384
1984 4.324

1985 7.020

1986 12.286

Note: Includes the external medium- and long-term debt of
China, including its political subdivisions and state-owned en
terprises. Figures include only debt with a maturity exceeding
one year.

Source: "Information Memorandum October 16,1987," released
by the Government of the People's Republic of China in
conjunction with the public offering of DM300 million
6 percent Bearer Bonds of 1987/1992.

began to borrow heavily abroad and to seek direct foreign investment.
Beginning in 1982 China, through such entities as the China International
Trust and Investment Company (CITIC), the Bank of China, and several
provincial investment companies, began to borrow in Japan, Hong Kong,
Germany, and elsewhere. In addition to the sale of bonds and jSoating rate
notes on world financial markets following China's entry into the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1980, China began to
borrow from these agencies, particularly the soft-loan window of the Bank:
the International Development Association (IDA).Bythe mid-1980s China
had become the largest borrower from the Bank and the IDA. Finally a
substantial flow of funds was made assailable through the official de
velopment assistance programs of Japan and several Western European
countries.

The resulting growth of external public debt is reflected in Table 3.
Total medium- and long-term external public debt more than tripled from
3.7 to 12.3 billion U.S. dollars between year-end 1982 and year-end 1986.
Unfortunately, these data are not complete and may substantially under
state China's external public debt. The IMF toward the end of 1986, for
example, projected China's external public debt at more than twice the
level reflected in the official data shown in Table 3.^ As will be discussed

further, considerable uncertainty still exists regarding the size of China's
total external obligations with some estimates placing total debt at year-
end 1987 at about 33 billion U.S. dollars, much of it short-term.

^International Monetary Fund, November 1986.
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From Import Substitution
Toward Export Promotion

China's substantial trade expansion in the past decade is remarkable. It
signifies a substantial initial success in transforming domestic economic
development strategy away from the import substitution strategy.^ The
former takes as its basic long-term objective the creation of the capability
to produce domestically most if not all ofthe manufactured goods initially
acquired on international markets. That objective is achieved through
high import tariffs, which protect domestic industries against foreign
competition; through an overvalued exchange rate, which is thought
necessary to reduce the domestic cost of acquiring capital goods and
necessary intermediate inputs from the internationad market, but which
inevitably also undermines the incentives for domestic firms to sell on the
international market; and through import licensing and foreign exchange
controls, frequently including multiple exchange rates, which attempt to
mitigate the effects of the overvaluation of the domestic currency in the
foreign exchange market.

The best contemporary exemplars of this approach to development
are countries in Latin America where tariff protection of domestic indus
tries, which began under the guise of supporting infant manufacturing
industries that would ultimately become competitive in international
markets, has led to increased inefficiency in production and a long-term
inability to compete internationally except with enormous subsidies. The
contrary pattern of export promotion is more characteristic of the rapidly
modernizing countries of East Asia, notably Taiwan after about I960,
South Korea, and of course. Hong Kong.

In many respects China's economic policies in recent years have moved
away from import substitution toward export promotion. These include
reforms of the foreign trade bureaucracy and a substantial devaluation of
the Chinese currency, the yuan.

The Foreign Trade System

In the early 1950s the Chinese borrowed the Soviet-style foreign trade
system. The key feature, of course, was that foreign trade became a
monopoly of the state carried out by foreign trade corporations organized
under the direction of the Ministry of Foreign Trade. The corporations

^This section is based in part on Nicholas R Lardy, China's Entry into the World Economy:
Implicationsfor Northeast Asia and the United States (New York:The Asia Society, 1987;
Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1987).
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were organized along product lines parallel to the industrial production
ministries. They alsowere organized vertically with head officesin Peking
and branches in most of the provincial capitals. The key economic feature
of the system was the complete insulation of domestic firms from the
international market. Domestic firms could not sell directly on the inter
national market, nor were they subject to competition from foreign firms.
The system of foreign trade corporations also worked in reverse to
firustrate the access of foreign firms to the domestic Chinese market. Rather
than being able to sell their products directly to factories that would utilize
the goods, the "end-users," foreigners were forced to work through the
foreign trade corporations. By 1979 China's foreign trade was almost
entirely under the direct control of ten national import and export
corporations under the Ministry of Foreign Trade.

Beginning in the early 1980s this centralized, vertically controlled
system began to erode as individual provinces, major municipalities, and
industrial ministries were able to set up their own trading entities,
undermining the monopoly power of the Ministry of Foreign Trade for
many product lines. By the mid-1980s literally hundreds of these new
corporations were regularly entering into export and import transactions,
and the number of trading corporations was expected to expand to about
one thousand.

Simultaneously, the number of export and import commodities under
the exclusive control of the Ministry's trade corporations shrank consider
ably. By the mid-1980s they reportedly had the exclusive control of only
seven import commodities: steel, fertilizer, rubber, timber, tobacco, poly
ester fiber, and grain; and they controlled sixteen export commodities,
including rice, soybeans, peanuts, frozen pork, cotton, cotton yarn, cotton
grey goods, drawn work, tea, tobacco, crude oil, refined petroleum
products, and coal. All other commodities could be bought or sold by the
roughly 600 trading corporations organized by the various industrial
ministries, provinces, and major municipalities.

In addition, there were sweeping changes in the control of foreign
exchange. Under the traditional system the foreign exchange proceeds
from exports were retained entirely within the foreign trade corporation
system. Earnings from international sales were used to finance imports via
a system of implicit foreign exchange rationing. Domestic producers of
export goods did not gain any foreign exchange nor any explicit right to
use foreign exchange to purchase imports. Access to imported goods was
controlled bureaucratically, and users did not have to pay for imports with
foreign exchange This insulation between the domestic and foreign
markets has led some foreign observers to characterize the foreign trade
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corporations as establishing an airlock between domestic and foreign
markets.

When the reforms were introduced, firms selling goods in the inter
national market were allowed to retain a fixed share of their export
earnings in foreign exchange, thus establishing an explicit potential
command over foreign goods. Under the present system only three-
quarters of the foreign exchange earnings are controlled by the foreign
trade corporations. The remaining quarter is divided between the enter
prise and the local government. Thus for the first time firms have a direct
incentive to sell on the international market.

Exchange Rate Policy

like other centrally planned economies, China adopted an admin
istratively set foreign exchange rate The Bankof China assumed complete
control of the country's foreign exchange transactions. The actual ex
change rate was not very important, since after China's entry into the
Korean War in 1950, the United States and other Western industrialized
countries imposed an embargo on trade with China, and thus the great
bulk of China's trade was carried out on a bilateral barter basis with other

centrally planned economies.
By the 1960s, after the break with Moscow, trade with market-oriented

economies increased significantly; but because all trade was under the
monopoly control of the foreign trade corporations of the Ministry of
Foreign Trade, the exchange rate was not a major determinant of trade
decisions. Domestic producers of export goods sold them to the appropri
ate foreign trade corporation at the same price as goods sold in the
domestic market, so these firmswere not affected by either the level of or
changes in the exchange rate. Similarly, imported goods prices in the
domestic market were not affected by the exchange rate because the
foreign trade corporations followed a practice of setting the price of
imports at the same level as comparable domestically produced goods.
Thus changes in the exchange rate could not affect the prices of exports
and imports and thus would have no direct effect on their volume. Imports
were determined by shortfalls between planned needs and planned do
mestic output, and exports were regarded primarily as a means to finance
the planned level of imports.

After foreign trade decisionmaking began to be decentralized in the
late 1970s, the exchange rate between the Chinese yuan and foreign
currencies began to play a significant role in foreign trade decisions. Since
that time the Bank of China has systematically devalued the yuan vis-a-vis
the U.S. dollar. Bymid-1986 the value ofthe yuan was less than half the level
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of 1979. Most of the drop occurred in 1985 and 1986, a period when the
value of the dollar against many other currencies was also falling substan
tially. Thus the yuan has fallen even more against the Japanese yen, the
deutsch mark, and currencies of other major industrial countries.

When the reform of China's foreign trade system began in the late
1970s, the exchange rate was 1.55 yuan to the dollar. In 1979 and 1980, as
the exchange rate remained almost constant, China's imports began to run
significantly ahead of exports, and a number of steps were taken in an
attempt to alleviate the trade deficit. Among the most significant changes
was the introduction in 1981 of an internal settlement rate, a new exchange
rate offered by the Bank of China to Chinese trading organizations, which
in effect substantially devalued the Chinese domestic currency. Imme
diately prior to the introduction of the internal rate, firms that sold
products on the international market received only 1.5 units of domestic
currency for each dollar's worth of international sales. With the new
internal rate they were credited with 2.8 yuan or 87 percent more units of
domestic currency than previously. The internal settlement system was
thus designed to provide substantially greater incentives for Chinese firms
to export. But the official rate, which fell in value much more slowly, also
was maintained so that foreign tourists traveling in China or Chinese
citizens cashing in remittances received from their relatives abroad did
not receive the benefit of the domestic currency devaluation. Similarly, the
internal settlement rate made imported goods more expensive in China
because beginning in 1981 importers had to pay the Bank ofChina 2.8 units
of domestic currency for each dollar's worth of imports. Obviously, in
theory, the net effect of the internal settlement rate should have been to
increase the volume of exports relative to the volume of imports.

In practice it appears that the demand for imported goods was price
inelastic. If potential importers had the authority to act on their own or
they could obtain approval to bring products into China, in many cases
they were prepared to pay seemingly unlimited amounts of domestic
currency to buy a dollar's worth of imports. In part that reflected the easy
access to domestic credit—the so-called soft budget constraint. Many
firms could borrow almost unlimited amounts of domestic currency from
the People's Bank and use the proceeds to purchase dollars from the Bank
of China. Because most firms were able to pass along the costs of borrow
ing or were in no way penalized if higher interest payments cut into their
profits, the demand for foreign exchange was not effectively curtailed by
the higher internal settlement rate Thus, traditional bureaucratic mecha
nisms were used to control the trade deficit, and in 1982 and 1983 a trade
surplus was reestablished.

But in 1984 and 1985, when trade controls were relaxed somewhat, an
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even larger deficit emerged. This time, unlike in 1979 and 1981, as the
deficit emerged in 1984 and expanded in 1985 the value of the domestic
currency was steadily devalued. In early 1985 the rate stood at 2.8 yuan to
the dollar.

In the first months of 1986 the deficit continued at an unabated pace A
further sharp devaluation took place in earlyJuly when the Bankof China
lowered the value of the domestic currency by about 15.8 percent. By
mid-1986 the exchange rate stood at 3.70, and the value of the yuan in
terms of the U.S. dollar was then about 40 percent of what it had been in
1980. Despite this drastic devaluation, such administrative means as a
prohibition on the further import of automobiles and certain types of
consumer durables are still critical to efforts to reduce the trade deficit.

In addition to devaluing substantially the value of the domestic cur
rency, the Chinese have reduced the number of commodities subject to
export taxes. For most goods that are sold at established international
prices in competitive markets, exporters are unable to pass along the cost
of the export tariff to international buyers; those buyers would be able to
purchase the goods more cheaply from other sources if they were faced
with the international price plus the export tariff. In fully competitive
markets the producer would have to lower the price ofits goods by the full
amount of the export tax. Thus the export tariff cuts into the earnings of
the exporter and reduces the incentive to try to sell on the world market.
In the spring of 1986 the Chinese reduced the number of commodities
subject to export tariffs in an attempt to stimulate world market sales. The
process continued in 1987with the elimination ofthe export tariffon coal.

Comparative Advantage Trade Versus
Continued Self-Reliance

While China has reorganized its foreign trade apparatus, undertaken
substantial changes in its exchange rate system, and curtailed export taxes
on some goods in order to promote the growth of exports, the transition
from import substitution to export promotion is still partial. The partial
nature of the transition is reflected in the persistent articulation of a long-
term strategy of self-sufficiency, the absence of a commitment to making
the yuan convertible, and the failure to realign the domestic price struc
ture to be more congruent with international prices.

Although China's highest political leaders frequently reiterate their
support of what has come to be called the "open door policy," they have
not necessarily fully understood the necessity of transforming their atti
tude toward international trade. That attitude is perhaps reflected in
Premier Zhao Ziyang's report to China's National People's Congress, in the
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Spring of1986,on the Seventh Five-Year Plan(1986-90). On international
economic issues he began by recounting the successes achieved under the
open door policy and spoke of the need to become more competitive in
international markets. But strikingly he also called for China to "make
every effort to produce at home whatever we can" and "to expand
production of import substitutes and to increase the proportion of goods
produced at home,"words that could have been spoken by MaoZedong in
the period of most extreme autarky and self-reliance.Perhaps the emphasis
on import substitution and self-reliance does not reflect the true thinking
of China's reformist leadership, but is simply a concession to those
elements within the Chinese leadership who oppose China's opening
policy. But whether these formulations represent a dominant or minority
view, they are troubling because they leave no room for the pursuit of
a long-term trade strategy based on China's underlying comparative
advantage.

Similarly, there is a seeming reluctance on the part of the Bank of China
to make a commitment to eventual convertibility of the yuan, which is
almost certainly a prerequisite to China's long-term integration into the
world economy. In certain respects there is an implicit recognition that
convertibility is desirable in the long-term. When the internal settlement
rate was introduced in 1981, the Chinese went to great pains to deny that
the new system effectively had introduced a multiple exchange-rate
system, generally regarded as a step away from convertibility and inconsis
tent with the charter of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade But
when asked, Chinese officials in the Ministry of Foreign Economic Rela
tions and Trade deny that the post-1980 devaluations of the domestic
currency represent an attempt to move toward a freely convertible yuan.

Finally, price reform has barely begun to alter the discrepancies
between domestic and international prices. Unprocessed agricultural
commodities, raw materials, and minerals are substantially underpriced on
the domestic market, leading to large financial profits (but not necessarily
economic profits) when these goods are exported. But because manufac
tured goods are frequently overpriced on the domestic market, their
export sometimes entails large financial losses. Comparable problems
exist on the import side. The net result is that decentralized trade based on
profit-maximizing enterprise behavior may not be economically rational."^

The partial shift toward a strategy of export promotion may be borne

•^This problem is explored in greater detail in Nicholas R. Lardy, "Dilemmas in the Pattern of
Resource Allocation in China, 1978-1985," in Remaking the Economic Institutions of
Socialism: China andEasternEurope, ed. Victor Nee and David Stark (Stanford, Ca.:Stanford
University Press, 1989).
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Table 4

China's Manufactured Goods Exports, 1981-87

Year US^Billions

1981 11.7

1982 12.3

1983 12.6

1984 14.2

1985 13.5
1986 19.7

1987 25.0

Sources: State Statistical Bureau, Chinese Trade andPriceStatis
tics 1952-1983 (in Chinese) (Peking: Chinese Statisti
cal Publishing House, 1984), p. 461; Chinese Statistical
Abstract1987 (in Chinese) (Peking: Chinese Statistical
Publishing House, 1987), p. 89; "1987—aYearof Stable
Economic Growth," BeijingReview 2 (1988):28.

out in the pattern of China's exports. At least for the first half of the 1980s,
China was not very successful in expanding its exports of manufactured
goods. As can be seen in Table 4, between 1980 and 1985 China's exports
of manufactured goods increased only by about 15 percent. This is far
below the average annual growth of manufactured goods exports of 8
percent achieved by developing countries over the same period.®Because
China's total exports were growing more rapidly,the share of manufactures
in China's exports fell from more than 53 percent to under 50 percent. In
other developing countries the share of manufactured goods in total
exports doubled. As China's long-term comparative advantage almost
certainly lies in labor-intensive manufactures, the pattern ofthe first halfof
the 1980s does not appear to reflect the result of a fiilly successful
transition to decentralized export growth.

This interpretation is borne out by examination of the sources of
export growth during this period. Much of the growth of China's exports
came from the sale of raw materials and other homogenous products. The
best examples are petroleum and gold. China's exports of petroleum were
on a plateau of13-15 million metric tons annually in 1979-83. But in 1984
and 1985, as petroleum production increased, China stepped up its
exports dramatically. More than 80 percent of China's increased produc
tion was sold on the international market. In 1985 China sold 30 million
metric tons ofcrude oil and 6 million tons of refined products and earned

®"Developing Countries' Exports," TheEconomist, October 3,1987, p. 115.
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over US$6 billion. The increase in crude and refined product sales on the
international market in 1984 and 1985 accounts for a large share ofChina's
export growth in those years.

In 1986 China boosted its export earnings through the sale of non-
monetary gold on the London metal market. These data are not reported
directly by the Chinese Customs Administration, but Western estimates
suggest sales of about a billion dollars.

In short, in 1984 and 1985 as imports soared and there was intense
pressure to sell more goods on the international market, the initial
response was primarily to sell metals and raw material. Because these
products are sold directly through China's centrally run foreign trade
corporations, the growth ofthese exports does not really reflect the results
of the policy shift toward export promotion discussed above. Rather it
seems more typical of a state-directed trading system of a centrally
planned economy.

However, in 1986 and particularly in 1987 there was a large surge of
manufactured goods exports. As shown in Table 4, manufactured goods
exports rose by 11.5 billion dollars—more than 80 percent in two years, a
quantum leap over the expansion of the previous four years. Although a
detailed analysis of this growth lies beyond the scope of this chapter, a few
preliminary comments and judgments can be made First, the bulk of the
increase is in textiles and apparel. Textile and garment exports reached $8
billion in 1987, up about 30 percent or $2 billion in one year alone While
this may be consistent with a pattern of comparative advantage, it doesn't
appear to be the result of decentralized trading. Exports of textiles and
garments are still mainly handled by the China National Textile Import and
Export Corporation (CNTIEC).

Second, this pace of export growth is not sustainable because of
increased protectionism in the EECand the United States. For example, the
new bilateral textile agreement between China and the United States
restricts China's exports to 3 percent annual growth during 1988-92, a
small portion of the 19 percent growth rate of recent years. China's
projection of textile exports of $10 billion by 1990—only a 25 percent
increase over the next two years—appears to reflect a downward adjust
ment of the past growth.

The fate of Shanghai in exporting may be indicative of the difficulties
China faces in developing a more export-oriented economy. By most
accounts industry in Shanghai is the most productive in China. Despite
decades ofneglect by central government planners and an extremely small
level of investment, Shanghai's industry has grown surprisingly rapidly, in
large part because the municipality has been far more successful than most
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Table 5

Shanghai Exports, 1979-1987

Year USSBillions

Percentage of
National Exports

1979 3.675 26.9
1980 4.266 23.3

1981 3.807 17.3
1982 3.605 16.1

1983 3.648 16.4

1984 3.590 14.7

1985 3.301 12.7

1986 3.582 12.9

Note: Trade data are those compiled by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and
Trade.

Sources: Shanghai Municipal Statistical Bureau, Shanghai Statistical Yearbook 1983 (in
Chinese) (Shanghai:ShanghaiStatisticalPublishingHouse,1984),p. 265;Ministryof
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, Almanac of China's Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade 1985, p. 216;1986, pp. 720, 966; 1987, pp. 242, 329.

Other regions in technological innovation.^ The firms in the municipality
are also famous for the high quality of their goods, sensitivity to demands
ofconsumers, and so forth—all characteristics that should lead to success
on the international as well as domestic market.

Yet in recent years as reform has evolved in the foreign trade sector,
Shanghai has not been able to capitalize on its position, and its relative
importance as a producer of goods for export has eroded. As shown in
Table 5, exports through the port of Shanghai actually stagnated in value
terms between 1979 and 1986. Because ofthe rapid growth ofChina's total
exports, Shanghai's share of national exports has plunged by half—from
more than one-quarter of national exports in 1979 to about 13 percent in
1986.10 That trend would appear to call into question China's currently

^ThomasG.Rawski, "Chinese ManagementCapabilities:Industrial Technology," unpublished
manuscript, 1983.

lOData on the goods produced in Shanghaithat are exported are lessplentiful than those on
exports through the port. But the limited data that do exist bear out the failure of Shanghai-
produced goods to maintain their role in recent years. In 1983 Shanghai-produced exports
were US^2.85billion. By1987 that figure had increased only to US S3billion, an increase of
only 5 percent. 1984 Chinese Economic Yearbook (in Chinese) (Hong Kong: Economic
Management Publishing House, 1984), p. VI-82. In the same period China's total exports
grew by more than 75 percent.
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much-touted policy of relying on coastal regions to generate export
growth. At least through 1986 Shanghai was unable to participate in
China's rapidly growing trade

In part Shanghai's difficulties in developing as a more dynamic ex
porter may stem from the disparity between domestic and world market
prices. Shanghai industry produces a higher share of light manufactured
consumer goods that, as explained above, are relatively overpriced. Thus
in 1985, one bureau in Shanghai actually lost 28 million yuan on export
sales of $40 million.ii In other words, when the dollar earnings were
converted to domestic currency at the exchange rate of 2.90 yuan per
dollar, the yuan earnings fell 28 million yuan short of the cost of the goods
in the domestic market. Because of falling local financial revenues, it has
become increasingly difficult for the Shanghai government to subsidize
these losses on exports. Thus, what should be a dynamic exporting city
languishes.

The Outlook for Chinese Trade

China's foreign trade faces several short-term problems. First, the large
deficits of 1984 and 1985 have been curtailed largely through massive
recentralization of control of foreign trade. The central government has
pushed exports and rigidly controlled the growth and even curtailed the
absolute level of imports, largely through administrative intervention. A
basis for proceeding with decentralized trading does not seem to exist.
Prices have not been reformed, and the depreciation of the yuan does not
appear to have significantly curtailed the demand for foreign exchange
That in turn is related to the unprecedented growth of bank lending and
thus the money supply in recent years. In short, domestic monetary and
price reform must precede needed further foreign trade reforms.

Equally critical, China faces two major problems in its external debt.
The first is currency risk, the possibility of a rise in the cost ofrepayment of
the debt as a result of exchange rate changes. Most of the medium- and
long-term bonds sold abroad in 1982-87 were denominated in yen.
Because China receives payment for most ofits exports in dollars while its
debt is denominated in yen, the rapid appreciation of the yen since early
1985 has increased China's debt burden. Calculated in dollars at year-end
1986 exchange rates, the increase is almost 30 percent.^^

"Wang Zhenfeng, Yue Yaoxing, and Du Gongpiao (Shanghai College of Finance and Eco
nomics, World Economy Department), "Price Reform and Foreign Trade Development" (in

International Economics 1 (1987):16.

^^Zhang Enhua, 'Ten Snag in Bond Issues Abroad," China Daily, September 7,1987.
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The second problem is that an imbalanced maturity structure of its
debt may subject China to acute short-term debt problems. According to
some foreign estimates, China has more than $15 billion in short-term
(maturity of a year or less) debt.^^Unlessnegotiations are opened soon to
roll over most of this debt, a serious foreign exchange shortage may exist in
1988-89. Even if the short-term debt is rolled over, China is exposed to
interest rate risk—the possibility that the interest rate on the new loans
exceeds that on the earlier loans.

These debt problems stem from the previous period of decentral
ization when many localized enterprises appear to have contracted
short-term debt without the approval or even knowledge of the State
Administration for Exchange Control. According to one report, more than
1,700 Chinese entities (enterprises, institutions, and financial organiza
tions) had borrowed abroad by 1987.^^In response to the apparent lack of
information, the State Administration for Exchange Control initiated its
first registration of China's external debt in 1987 in order to acquire
fiill and recent information about the magnitude of China's external
indebtedness.^^

Outlook for the U.S. Trade Deficit

If the analysis above is correct, one might anticipate even more drastic
administrative intervention to alleviate a foreign exchange crisis in 1988
or 1989. By contrast the large U.S. trade deficit, which at 171 billion U.S.
dollars set a fifth consecutive record in 1987, will require action of a
different sort. In large part this difference is due to the integration of the
United States into the world capital market—a process that has only begun
for the case of China.

The U.S. trade deficit in recent years stems both from the faster growth
of the U.S. economy in relation to our major trading partners and the large
U.S. government budgetary deficit. As the latter grew in the early to
mid-1980s, the United States became increasingly dependent on foreign
capital to finance the deficit. But the purchase of dollar-denominated U.S.
government bonds requires dollars; thus to finance the U.S. domestic
deficit, foreigners first had to sell their domestic currencies to purchase
U.S. dollars. By early 1985 these purchases had pushed the value of the
dollar up by about 40 percent compared with half a decade earlier.

Although the value of the dollar began to fall after February 1985, the

i^Private western commercial bank estimate

^^TianYing,"ChinaSetsRegulationsfor Foreign LoanControl,"ChinaDaily, August27,1987.

15"Registration of External Beijing Review (January 18-24,1988):40.
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U.S. trade deficit continues to rise This is the result ofseveral factors. First,
the U.S. economy continued to grow relatively rapidly compared with the
rest of the world, inevitably drawing in more imported goods. Second, a
delay between a change in the exchange rate and an improvement in the
trade balance is inevitable Not only do quantities of imports and exports
adjust with a lag but the conventional trade figuresare reported in current
dollars.So,for example,even after the quantity ofimports begins to fall, the
value of imports will continue to rise because it will take more dollars to
purchase each unit of imports. Finally, although the value of the dollar fell
significantly vis-a-vis the yen and several European currencies, the fall in
the value of the dollar against the currencies of Taiwan, HongI^ng, and
SouthKorea—all major exporters to the US. market—initiallywasfarless.
While some estimates based on a limited sample of industrialized states
showed the value of the dollar falling by 40 percent or more, other
calculations designed to reflect more closely the actual pattern of U.S.
trade, particularly the growing importance of trade with Asia outside of
Japan,showed the value of the dollar declining by 10percent or less.Forall
these reasons, the U.S. trade deficit rose in 1986 and again in 1987.

Butone major new development in 1987isoffundamentalimportance
to predicting the future course of the U.S. trade deficit. In 1987 private
financialmarkets were no longer willing to finance the U.S. current account
deficit. Almost all of the deficit was financed by official intervention in
foreign exchange markets by central banks. West Germany, Japan, and
Taiwan, for example, added tens of billions of dollars to their official
foreign exchange holdings. In effect they were lending the foreign ex
change that privateparticipants in the market were no longerwilling to
supply. The main motive of these central banks, of course, was to stem the
further appreciation of their currencies vis-a-vis the dollar.

However, if private foreign investors continue to be unwilling to
finance the U.S. deficit, this strategywillnot work in the longer term.Given
the massivevolume ofprivate foreign exchange transactions,the interven
tion of central banks, even on a large scale, cannot have more than a
temporary effect on exchange rates. Without coordinated central hank
policy on interest rates, it will be difficult if not impossible to prevent a
substantialfurther depreciation of the U.S. dollar ifprivate participants in
the market remain unwilling to increase their holdings of U.S. dollar-
denominated assets. This judgment is based on the view that the United
StatesFederal Reserve, in an election year, will be unwilling to raise US.
interest rates in order to prevent a fiirther depreciation of the dollar.
Indeed, the reverse is more likely. The Federal Reserveis likely to loosen
monetary policy,thus lowering interest rates, at the firstsign of a recession
in the U.S. economy. In short, facedwith a trade-offbetween its apparent
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obligation to stabilize the value of the dollar in foreign exchange markets
and the desire to sustain the level of domestic output and employment,
policy will almost certainly favor the latter at the expense of the former. In
short, while foreign governments may prefer that the U.S. current account
deficit be solved by a combination of the now lower dollar and a US.
recession, the U.S. is not likely to embark voluntarily on such a course.

The preferred course of action for the U.S. is to reduce its budgetary
deficit gradually in order to reduce domestic demand, so that resources
are freed to meet the increased foreign demand that is arising because of
the depreciation of the dollar. Because U.S. industry is already operating at
levels close to capacity, in the short run prices would tend to rise if
domestic demand was not reduced through a combination ofless govern
ment spending and less consumer demand. Such a price rise, of course,
would tend to undermine the effect of dollar depreciation. The apparent
continued strength of consumer spending, even in the wake of October's
financial panic, suggests the increased importance ofreducing the govern
ment budgetary deficit in order to ensure that the depreciation of the
dollar is effective in reducing the deficit on the current account.

In short, unlike the Chinese case, curing the US. current account deficit
does not require substantially increased direct U.S. government interven
tion in international trade. Because U.S. capital markets are highly inte
grated with world capital markets, even a declining U.S. deficit must be
financed by increases in foreign holdings of dollar-denominated financial
assets. This course will not be open to the Chinese for some time because
of the incipient nature of China's domestic capital markets and the incon
vertibility ofthe domestic currency. For the U.S., ifprivate foreign investors
are willing to increase their holdings of US. dollar-denominated assets as
the trade deficit falls, perhaps no further depreciation of the dollar is re
quired. But the likelihood of this occurring will be substantially increased
if the US. government budgetary deficit is gradually reduced, reducing
domestic demand and thus facilitating the expenditure-switching effect of
dollar depreciation. If private foreign investors are not willing to increase
their holdings of dollar-denominated assets as the US. trade deficit de
clines, then ftirther depreciation of the dollar seems almost inevitable.
Foreign central bank intervention on the scale of1987 is not sustainable in
the absence of U.S. interest-rate policy that is geared solely to sustaining
the value of the dollar in international financial markets. This is an

extremely unlikely course, particularly in an election year when sustaining
the level of output and employment in the domestic economy is almost
certain to take precedence in Federal Reserve policy formulation.
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COMMENTS

In his observations on Professor Nicholas Lardy's paper, Professor Wang
Yaotian comments that he agrees with much in the paper, but he takes
issue with Professor Lardy's point that multilateral balance in China's
foreign trade is sufficient. Professor Wang thinks that China cannot have a
satisfactory balance-of-payments performance unless it has balanced trade
with its major trading partner, the United States. He states that "in the long
run, the steady and rapid development of Sino-U.S. trade cannot be
maintained with the continuous large deficit on the Chinese side." Profes
sor Wang also argues that China's recent debt management experience
indicates that no international debt crisis is likely for China.



7. China's Open-Door Policy and
Trade Problems with the United States

WU JDOAN and TANG SHAOYUN

After the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China in December 1978, the first step in the
reform of China's economic system was taken by nxaMng an important
breakthrough in the villages. The reform was the adoption of a respon
sibility system in production by individual families. This system con
formed well with the level of production in villagesat the present stage.
The reform thus greatly stirred up the peasants' productive zeal, which led
shortly to considerable changes in the stagnant economy in the villages.
According to the data supplied by the World Bank, in the period of
1980-84, the total value of China'sagricultural production rose at a rate of
10 percent a year, which was much higher than the rate of increase in the
previous years in China and also exceeded the average annual rate of
increase of 3 9 percent in the developing countries as a whole.^ The
success of the reform in the villages provides us with valuable experience,
proves the necessity and importance of the reform, and strengthens our
faith and determination in carrying it out.

In October 1984, the Third Plenary Session of the Twelfth Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China made a strategic decision to
shift the main object of the reform from villages to cities. The central
theme of the reform is to strengthen the vitality of state enterprises,
especially that of large and medium-sized enterprises. Although we are
faced with great difficulties in the course of reconstructing the system and
the road ofprogress is by no means smooth and even, the achievements we
have made are rich and huge.

During the economic reforms of the last ten years, our national
economy showed unprecedented large-scale developments. Main indica
tors of the development ofour national economy rose rapidly, as shown in
Table 1. As the table shows in the period 1953-85, the total value of our

^WorldBank, WorldDevelopmentReport 1986 (Chinese Edition), p. 156.
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Table 1

Main Indicators of China's National Economy®

Average Annual Rates
Indicators 1952 1965 1978 1980 1984 1985 of Growth (%)

(billion yuan) 1953-85 1979-85 1981-85

Total social

product 101.5 269.5 684.6 853.1 1314.7 1630.9 8.4 10.3 H.O

Value of industrial

and agricultural
production 81.0 223.5 563.4 707.7 1083.2 1333.6 8.6 10.0 11.1

Value of agricul
tural production 46.1 83 3 156.7 218.0 379.0 458.0 4.7 10.1 11.7

Value of industrial

production 34.9 140.2 406.7 489.7 704.2 875.6 11.0 10.1 10.8

National income 58.9 138.7 301.0 368.8 563.0 682.2 6.6 8.8 9 7

National income per

capita(yuan) 88*' 194 315 376 547 656

Total value of imports and exports Average Annual Rates
(US$billions) of Growth (% )

1952 1965 1978 1980 1984 1985 1953-85 1979-85 1981-85

1.94 4.25 20.64 37.82 53.55 69.61 11.5 19.0 13.0

»The values of indicators are calculated in current prices, the rates of growth in constant
prices.

*>1951.

Sources: Statistical Bureau of China,1986AlmanacofStatistics ofChina, pp. 25,27,52;1985
Almanac ofStatistics ofChina (in Chinese), p. 508.

agriculturaland industrial production increased by 8.4 percent per year,
and in 1981-85 rose to 11 percent per year. Duringthe sameperiods,the
growth rate of our nationalincome increasedfrom 6.6 to 9.7 percent per
year and the national income per capita increased from 88 yuan in 1951to
315yuan in 1978 and 656 yuan in 1985.Compared with other countries,
China's rate of economic development is outstanding, as shown in Table 2.

The Twelfth National Congress of the Communist Party of China put
forward the strategic target ofChina's economic construction asfoUows: in
the period from 1981 to 2000, the value of annual production of our
industry and agriculture should increase fourfold, from 710billionyuan to
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Table 2

International Comparison of the
Ratesof Development of NationalEconomy

(average annual rate of increase, %)

Value of Domestic

Product

Country 1965-73 1973-J

China 7.8 6.6

India 3.9 4.1

Brazil 9.8 4.4

South

Korea 10.0 7.2

Japan 9.8 4.3
West

Germany 4.6 2.0

United

States 3.2 2.3

Gross National Product per Capita

1965-73 1973-80 1984^ 1985'^

China

Developing
countries

5.0

4.1

Market-

economy

industrialized 3.7

countries

3.8

3.2

2.1

''Estimates.

•'Forecasts.

Source: World Bank, World DevelopmentReport1986, pp. 154,182-83.

12.8 9.6

3.3 2.4

3.9 2.4

2800 billion yuan, and national income per capita should increase from
US$300 to US$800 (according to the value of the US. dollar in 1980).
These targets canbe realized, ifwe exert ourselves vigorously.

To carryout our openpolicy andenlarge our internationd exchange
and cooperation in economic and technological fields are important
aspects ofour economic reform. "The Decisions ofthe Central Committee
of the Communist Party ofChina on theReform oftheEconomic System"
pointsout:"We treat theopenpolicyasthelong-term basic national policy,
as a strategic measure to speed up our socialist modernization construc
tion." After World War II, because ofthe immense enhancement ofthe level
of science and technology and productive forces, especially great im
provements in transportation and communications, national economies
have become closely connected,mutually supplemented and influenced,
through theexchange ofgoods, flow offunds, andexchange ofmanpower
andtechnology, andthe intemalization ofproductionhasbeenquickened.
Under these conditions, any country's economic growth and economic
modernization(especiallywith aviewto attaininganadvancedlevelinthe
world) cannot proceed in isolation or turn away from the international
division of labor and international intercourse and cooperation. Conse
quently, to enliven economic activities internally andthrowthedooropen
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externally are the keys to the realizationof a fourfold increase in the total
value of our industrial and agricultural production as well as of our
modernization program.

Since the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China, the activities in accordance with the open
policy have developed rapidly and achieved rich results in the economic
fields as follows:

1. Development of foreign trade In the period 1979-85, the total value
of China'scommodity imports increased 19percent annually. In 1986, the
total value of imports and exports amounted to US$73.83 billion.

2. Absorption of foreign ftmds, including loans and direct investment.
During 1979-85, the foreign funds China used amounted to US$21.78
billion,including US $15,727 billionin foreignloansand US $6.06billionin
direct investment by foreign companies in China. In 1985, of the total
foreign funds actually put to use in China, American capital amounted to
US$381.64 million, of which loans amounted to US$24.45 million and
direct investment and other items amounted to US$357.19 million. In

1986, the total amount of foreign capital actually put to use in China
amounted to US$6.99 billion, representing an increase of 56.6 percent
over 1985.

3. Establishment of four Special Economic Zones, including Sheng-
zhen and three other zones, several economically and technologically
developing areas, as well as fourteen open cities along the seacoast.

4. Broadening the scale of economic and technological exchange and
cooperation with other countries. In 1979—83, nearly 600 items of
advanced foreign technology were introduced, and in 1984,another 1,000
items were introduced.

5. Acceptance ofor participation in contracts ofoverseas engineering
projects or cooperation in supplying services. In 1979, seven such con
tracts were signed. In 1984, 740 contracts were signed for undertaking
engineering projects and cooperation in supplying services with a total
amount of US$1,737 million.

6. Development of international tourism. Alongwith carrying out the
open policy andforeign trade, tourism hasalsodeveloped rapidly. In 1986,
China accepted 22.82 million tourists^ from 170 countries and areas, an
increase of 28 percent over last year, and the total foreign exchange
earnings from tourism amounted to US$1.53 billion, an increase of 28.9
percent over last year.^

^Including the number of individuals making repeated visits.

^"Almanac of China's Economy, 1985"; Statistical Almanac ofChina, 1986\ People's Daily,
February 21,1987.
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China's Developing Foreign Trade

Foreign trade is an important component of a country's economic
activities and serves as a basis for its economic relations with other

countries. Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China, a
number of factors—including the "leftist" influence and the narrow and
one-sided interpretation of the concepts of "independence," "autonomy,"
and "self-reliance"; the economic blockade and embargo of China by the
main capitalist countries in the early fifties; and the Soviet Union's one
sided abrogation ofthe economic contracts that it signed with China in the
early 1960s—resulted in the large-scale reduction of China's economic
and trade relations with foreign countries, especiallywith the Soviet Union
and some Eastern European countries. Nevertheless, China's import-
export trade as a whole has grown rapidly. In the years 1953-85, it grew at
an average of 11.5percent per year. In 1979-85, it rose at an average of 19
percent per year (see Table 3), reflecting the adoption of our open policy
in the early 1980s, while world commodity trade developed slowly in the
same period as a result of the economic recession in the main capitalist
countries.

As a result of the rapid increase in the import-export trade of China in
recent years, her position in international trade has risen noticeably. The
total value ofher exports rose from US$553 million in 1950 to US$22,197
billion in 1983, and her share in the total value of world exports rose from
0.91 percent in 1950 to 1.23 percent in 1983 (See Table 4).

In the past several decades, China's foreign trade developed rapidly,and
the rate of expansion of her foreign trade was faster than the increase of her
total social product. Of course, compared to smaller countries and dis
tricts or export-oriented economies such as South Korea, Singapore, the
United Kingdom, West Germany, and Japan, the percentage of China's
foreign trade in her economy is relatively low—even lower than the
United States, Brazil, and others. This means that China still lags somewhat
behind these countries in the level of economic development and the
degree of opening to the external world. Nevertheless, with the continual
pursuit of reforms and the open policy and with the rise of a productive
workforce, by the year 2000 Chinawill not only realize the target ofraising
its total foreign trade fourfold, that is, from about US$40 billion in 1981 to
$160 billion in 2000, but also will keep the rate of increase of the total
value of its foreign trade higher than the rate ofexpansion of its total social
product. Thus, its foreign trade as a percentage of the national economy
will rise appreciably.
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Table 3

Growth of the Total Value of China's Import-Export Trade

Increase by % as Compared with Preceding Year

Total Value of Total Value Total Value

Year Imports-Exports of Imports of Exports

1951 72.7 105.5 37.1

1955 29.3 34.7 23.2

I960 -13.1 -7.9 17.9

1965 22.6 30.7 16.3
1970 13.8 27.5 2.5

1975 1.2 -1.7 4.5

1978 39.4 51.0 28.4

1980 28.9 24.7 33.8

1981 6.8 -0.3 14.3
1982 -2.7 -10.3 4.4

1983 3.6 6.0 1.7

1984 31.8 47.9 17.8

1985 30.0 54.1 4.7

Average Annual Rate of Growth

1953-85 11.5 11.6 13.0

1979-85 19.0 21.4 16.7

1981-85 13.0 15.9 8.4

Sources: 1984 Almanac of China's Foreign Economic Relations and Trade; Statistical
Almanac ofChina, 1986.

Table 4

Percentage and Rank of China's Exports
in the Total Export Trade of the World

Total Value of China's Exports China's Percentage in China's

Year (US^Billion) Total World's Exports Rank

1950 0.552 0.91 28

I960 1.856 1.44 17

1965 2.228 1.99 18

1970 2.260 0.72 30

1976 6.855 0.69 34

1980 18.272 0.92 28

1981 20.893 1.06 21

1982 21.819 1.18 18

1983 22.147 1.23 16

Source: 1984 Almanac ofChina's ForeignEconomic Relations and Trade, IV-5, IV-6.
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Since the founding of the People's Republic of China more than thirty
years ago, the commodity structure of our exports has undergone consid
erable change largely because of the development of production and the
rise in the level of science and technology In 1953, primary products
accounted for 79.1percent of the total value of our exports; this dropped
to 45.6 percent by 1984. In the same period, the share of industrial
manufactures in the total value of our exports rose from 20.6 percent to
54.4percent.^ This shows that through long-range efforts, the composi
tion of our exports has changed from one dominated by primary products
to one in which primary products and industrial manufactures each take
roughly half of the total amount. However, primary product exports are
still composed mainly of petroleum, coal, food, and raw materials. The
industrial manufactures are mainly textile products and other labor-
intensive products of light industries (constituting 31.8 percent of the
total exports in 1983). Products ofheavyindustries and chemical products
constitute a smaller percentage (22 percent in 1983). This situation is
strikingly different from that of the industrialized countries. In order to
alter substantially the disadvantageous position of developing countries
such as China in the present international division of labor and interna
tional trade, these countries must develop the exportation of technologi
cally intensive products of the heavy and chemical industries.

In the course of opening to the outside world and developing foreign
trade, China constantly met with trade deficits. The deficit amounted to
US $14.9 billion in 1985 and US$12.0 billion in 1986. (This is mainly
because of trade with the industrialized countries.) Thus, in order to alter
the present unfavorablesituation,speed up the development ofour foreign
trade, and fulfillthe splendid target of realizing the fourfold increase in the
total value ofour import-export trade by the end of this century, we should
continue to organize and enlarge the export of mineral products, textiles,
products of light industries, fine arts, agricultural products, and less
technologically intensified machinery and equipment. In addition, we
should carry out two kinds ofchange in our export trade step-by-step. One
is a shift from relying on primary products to finished products, and the
other is a shift from roughly processed goods to highly refined products.
Because manufactured products already constitute almost one-half ofour
total exports, we should place our emphasis more on realizing the second
shift. It is hoped that in the course of developing economic and trade
relations and promoting technological interchangeswith China, the indus
trialized countries will cooperate with us to carry out these changes
successfully.

"^Almanac of China's Foreign EconomicRelationsand Trade, 1984, WI-9; Almanac of
China's Economy, 1985, III-44.
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Sino-American Trade Prospects

The signing of the Shanghai Communique of 1972 brought about the
restoration of trade relations between China and the United States, which
had been broken for twenty years. OnJanuary 1,1979, diplomatic relations
were formally established between China and the United States. In July of
the same year, the Agreement on Trade Relations Between China and the
United States was signed, under which the most-favored-nation treatment
was mutually granted. This brought economic and trade relations be
tween these two nations into a new era, and bilateral trade has increased
rapidly since then. According to Chinese statistics, in 1985 the total value
of commodity trade between China and the United States reached US $7.44
billion, a little more than twenty-eight times that of 1973 and more than
three times that of 1979. These rates of increase were higher than the rates
ofincrease in China's total imports and exports during the same periods. In
1973, trade between China and the United States constituted only 2.4
percent of China's total value of import and export trade, and in 1981, the
percentage rose to 14.6 percent. In recent years, the percentage has
fluctuated around 10 percent.

However, at present the total value of Sino-U.S. trade is rather smaU,
given the size of these two large countries, and is not compatible with the
needs arising from their development. Sino-U.S. trade has constituted a
very small share of total U.S. foreign trade, amounting to only 1.16percent
in 1981, and rising slightly to 1.29 percent in 1985.^ More rapid develop
ment of this trade will require joint effort and cooperative action on both
sides to solve specific problems.

First, stabilizing bilateral political relations between China and the
United States is the basic guarantee for continuous and rapid development
of trade between these two countries.

Second, with respect to the recent trade balance between China and
the United States, China has continuously incurred a trade deficit. In
1979-85, China's trade deficits totaled US$14,499 billion. This poses a
serious threat to the further development of bilateral trade between the
two countries. "To feed imports with exports" is a basic principle in the
development of our foreign trade. In the long run, the stable and rapid
development of Sino-U.S. trade cannot be maintained on the basis of
China's continuous large excess of imports. American business capital

'Calculated from International Monetary Fund, "International Financial Statistics," Decem
ber 1986, pp. 74-75.
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should be encouraged to cooperate extensively with Chinese capital to
promote China's production, establish joint ventures, and link these
investment activities with technological transfers, in order to raise the
technological level ofproduction in China's exportsin particular.

Lastly, the American policy of protectionism is one of the largest
impediments to thesmooth development ofthetrade between China and
the United States. In recent years, American foreign trade successively
showed large deficits: trade deficits and budgetary deficits are the main
economic problems currently faced by the U.S. government. Conse
quently, tradeprotectionism has gained wide support in theUnited States
in recent years. Chinese textiles andotherproducts have beensubject to
increasing restrictions onthe American market. Inaddition, because ofthe
comparatively low costs of Chinese products, theUS. government often
resorted to the antidumping legislation to raise the import duties on
Chinese products, which ledto a decrease in Chinese exports to the US.
market.

Ifit ispossible tosolve theabove problems adequately, thepotential for
the development of trade between China and the United States will be
great. The history ofthelast few years shows thatChina's open policy isa
right and proper policy. Our reform and open policy, together with the
prosperity anddevelopment ofour economy, have laid a solid foundation
for us to continue to develop and enlarge our economic relations with
other countries. In the course of their own economic development and
exchange, China and the United States have each shown their relative
advantages and needs. It isoursincere hope aswell as ourfirm belief that
on the basis of equality andmutual help, the economic cooperation and
exchange between the two countries will bestrengthened and developed
in order to make long-run contributions to the everlasting prosperity and
development of the international economyas a whole

COMMENTS

In his comments on the paper by Professor Wu and Mr. Tang, Professor
Wang Yaotian notes that although total trade between China and the
United States has increased substantially since 1979, it still accounts for
only 1.29 percent of the total value of US. foreign trade. He notes that
China needs to import large quantities of equipment involving high
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technology and that export restrictions of the Coordinating Committee
for Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM), "dominated by the United
States," limit the imports of such products. He also notes that China does
not receive most-favored-nation treatment from the United States because
ofapolicythat originated in response to theproblemofthe emigration of
Jews from the USSR; thispolicy thusaffects China quiteunfairly. Heurges
that the United States modify this policy, at least insofar as China is
concerned.

Denis Simon comments:

In theJune 29,1987, issueofPeople'sDaily, there appearedan article
regarding American competitiveness. The article struck my attention
because it madea numberofpoints about the lossof U.S. competitiveness
and about U.S. trade problems that I think apply to both China and the
United States. Specifically, the article stated, "While protectionism has
safeguarded theprofits ofenterprises andemployment forthetimebeing,
this practice has lessened the opportunity for American industry to
enhance its competitive ability and is also unfavorable to transferring
technology and capital to industries of better competitive ability. There
fore, the industrial structure has become stagnant, and flexibility and
adaptability are poor." The article goes on to cite three things that the
United States must do to restore its competitiveness: (1) boost labor
productivity, (2) lower production costs, and(3) improve thedesign and
quality of its products.

I mention this article because it appears to me that the papers pre
sented up to this point in our conferenceseem,in part, to missthe point.
The trade problems faced by China and the United States are primarily
internal in origin rather than external. Moreover, I would argue that the
solutions to the problems are also to be found primarily on the internal
side rather than entirely on the external side. The persistent failureof the
cheaper dollar to improve significantly the US. trade balance, which I
might add has been a surprise to most economists, raises fundamental
questions about the appropriate solution for our competitiveness dif
ficulties.

The reality is that most of the problems are structural in nature; that is,
they derive from the structural characteristics of our respective econo
mies. On the US. side, while it is true that factoryproductivity is rising
manufacturing costs are dropping,and administrative costshavedeclined,
manyof the gains maybe an illusion. Many of the productivity gains, for
example,were achievedby closingplants and winning union concessions.
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Inaddition, manyofthegains incomparative cost thatU.S. firms have made,
againstJapan, forexample, canbe tracedto the riseoftheyenandcouldbe
wiped out ifthe dollar rebounds.Just as the gainsduring the lastfewyears
of China's modernization can be said to have been the "easy" ones, so can
the same be said of much of the U.S. industrial sector. Based on some
current projections, Canada,France,Norway, Belgium, and WestGermany
will eventually surpass the United States in employee productivity. In
effect, the cheaperdollarin the UnitedStates or the cheaperyuanin China
will have the same effect—theywill makeboth countries relativelypoorer,
perhapswithout making their products truly competitive on a long-term
basis. Acheaper dollar maycurtail important changes underway, making
industry complacent.

The bottom line is that both countries, China and the United States,
need drastic internal changes.Thispoint is relevant for ProfessorPerkins's
paper on reform as well as those by ProfessorLardy and by ProfessorWu
and Mr. Tang. Reform is important because it promises to bring a new
marketing outlook, a better trainedand more productivework-force, and
improvementsinproduct qualityand reliability aswell asproduct design.
As manyof us have argued in the past, and I think the discussion of trade
will bear out, it is not the quantity of growth that matters, but the quality
and composition of growth that are critical.

With all due deference to the economists at the conference, I think the
answers to the tradeproblemsofboth countriesare to befoundnot,forthe
mostpart, in the economicsliterature, but in the literatureon manufactur
ing management, strategic management, business policy, R&D manage
ment, and organizational behavior. We are now entering a world where
terms such as the "globalization" of markets are commonplace Foreign
companies, in this case mainly from Japan, have been able to respond
successfullyto the new requirements of this changing international econ
omy. Foreign firms have been successful at holding down their prices
through good management as much as through exchange-rate manipula
tion. I would argue diat it ishere that we should begin to place our focus.
This is not to surest that we can ignore the external environment or
larger macroeconomic factors. I am only offering a corrective to what I
believe has been a too one-sided discussion.

One last point—and this mainlyapplies to the Lardy paper. While it is
true that the trade deficit is a significant problem, I think we should go
further in tryingto understandsomeofits more complexfeatures. While
some maysuggestthat the total US. share ofworld exports has declined,I
would argue diat this observation may be somewhat misleading. If you
include in the data the non-US.-derived exports of U.S.-based multina
tional firms, the trade data look somewhat more balanced. If I am correct.
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about 25-30 percent of the total imbalance in U.S. trade is due to the
exports of U.S. firms who manufacture overseas either in the form of
components or finished products. In Taiwan, for example,1believe RCA.
wasthesecondlargest exporter—mainly to theUnited States. IBMJapan is
the largest exporter of computers from Japan. Videotapes sold under
names such as GE,Kodak, Memorex, etc. are all produced in Koreafor US.
companies. Asians, on the other hand, are producing more in the United
States. Soon,Japanwillno longer exportcarsto theUnited States; theywill
all be madeinJapanese-owned factories in the United States. Companies
such as Tatung from Taiwan and Samsung from South Korea also have
plants in the United States. The key point, however, is that we are
contributing to our own problems. Until we make the necessary invest
ments in management training, capital equipment, and technological
modernizationand R&D, the off-shore investmentoption isnot an answer
to the long-term competitiveness problem. Rather, it is a short-term
response that onlypromises to bringmore costs thanbenefits in the long
run.Moreover, forthosethat thinktheanswer liesin theexpansion ofhigh
technology or service industries, 1think we also need to think twice about
this proposed solution. Manufacturing matters—as a recent book sug
gests. Without an efficient and productive manufacturing base, service
industries will not prosper. This is indeed a sobering thought, with
implications for China as well as the United States.
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8. Issues in U.S.-PRC Trade:
An American Perspective

NAI-RUENN CHEN

U.S. trade with the People's Republic of China resumed in 1972 after a
twenty-yearhiatus. In 1978—79, at the same time that U.S.-PRC diplomatic
relations were established, bilateral trade began to expand rapidly. Two-
waytrade increasedfromUS $1.2 billionin1978to US $10.4 billionin 1987.
The United States is China's third largest trading partner, behind Hong
Kong and Japan. China ranks twelfth among U.S. suppliers and is the
eighteenth largest market for U.S. goods.

Recent Trends in

U.S.-PRC Trade and Investment

Since 1972, U.S. exports to China have experienced ups and downs
caused largelyby the fluctuations in Americanagriculturalsalesto China.
The share of agricultural products, not including forest products, in total
US.exports to China declined from more than 50 percent in 1978-82 to
12 percent in 1987. U.S. imports from China have grown every year except
one and have been dominated by textile and petroleum products. U.S.
imports of Chinese goods as a percentage of total trade with China
increased from 27.5 percent in 1979 to 66 percent in 1987.Asa result, the
United States had a deficit of $3.4 billion in 1987, compared to a surplus of
$1.07 billion in 1979.^

In response to China's open economic policies, U.S. firms began to
invest in China in 1979. Since then, US. firms have signed over 300
investment contracts with China, totaling US$3.1billion in capital commit
ments. The United States is China's second largest foreign investment
partner, behind Hong Kong. China is also interested in pursuing invest
ments in the United States; however, the limited supply offoreign exchange

^The figures on US.-China trade cited in this section are those of the US. Department of
Commerce
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has prevented the Chinese from undertaking large investment projects
abroad. The joint ventures so far establishedin the UnitedStatesgenerally
havebeen small-scale andprimarilyinelectronicsmanufacturing, machine
tools, timber, fishing, food processing, and restaurants.

U.S. trade with and investment in China are still modest. In 1987, U.S.
Chinatrade constituted only 1.6percent ofU.S. total trade,compared to 2.1
and 5.4percent, respectively, for U.S. trade with HongKong and Taiwan.
The present US. investment in China accounts for only 1 percent of U.S.
investment in Asia, while the comparable figures are about 13 and 3
percent, respectively, for Hong Kbng and Taiwan.However, China'sgross
national product is about three and a half times those of Hong Kbng and
Taiwan combined. These figures together suggest that substantial room
exists for expansion in U.S.-China trade and investment relations.

Divergent Objectives and Trade Issues

China's modernization program promises to enhance U.S.-China com
merce The United States ojBfers many high-technology products, capital
goods, and technical and managerial services that are advanced, competi
tive, and needed in China. The United States also provides a potentially
large market for Chinesegoods.Also, the Chinesemodernization program
will require large amounts of foreign capital, which American investors
might provide

U.S.-China commercial relations have been restrained by a wide range
of trade issues. The two countries have different institutions, values, and
expectations. Their economic and trade policy objectives sometimes
conflict. As a result, their perceptions of the bilateral trade relationship
frequently are different.

The United Statesmaintains a basicallyfree trading system.Toprotect
national security, however, the Export Administration Act autitiorizes
the president to impose controls on the export of strategic and high-
technology products and technical data.^U.S. lawsalsoprovide safeguards
against unfair trade practices and market disruption from increasing
imports. These American laws run counter to some of the key objectives of
China's economic modernization and foreign trade policies. For China, the
importation of high-technology products is a top national priority. How
ever, many of these products are under U.S. and multilateral export
controls. To pay for imports, China needs to generate adequate export

2The US. Export Administration Act also authorizes the president to impose controls on
goodsandtechnicaldataofUS. originto furtherUS. foreign policyobjectives andsafeguard
key commodities that are in short supply.
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earnings. But a number of important Chinese export commodities, espe
cially textiles, are import-sensitive in the United States.

The conflict between U.S. and Chinese economic and trade policy
objectives has been considerably sharpened by recent changes in both
economies and in the global marketplace. The large trade deficit that the
United States suffershas created tremendous pressure on Congress and the
Reagan administration to protect U.S. producers, especially textile manu
facturers. The United States also seeks to reduce trade barriers and
promote U.S. competitiveness abroad.

In 1984 China's foreign trade reforms resulted in a sudden reversal of
its positive trade balance and a rapid decline in its foreign exchange
reserves.^ The problem was aggravated by reduced export earnings
because of the decline in world oil prices. The Chinese government
reacted by reducing imports, especially those of low-priority items and by
promoting exports, especially light manufactures.

China appears to be adopting a development strategy in the coastal
areas that was prevalent inJapan, Taiwan, South Korea, and other EastAsian
economies in the past."^ This strategy depends heavilyon overseassalesfor
growth. If recent U.S. experiences with the newly industrializing econo
mies are any guide, U.S.-PRC trade frictions could grow as China moves
toward implementing the export-led coastal development strategy.

The United States and China also differ in their expectations of
investment. American firms invest in China to gain access to that market or
to achievelower production costs. China,however, turns to foreigncapital
primarily to supplement domestic financial sources for economic modern
ization and to obtain greater access to advanced technology, management
skills, and international distribution channels. Profitability, while impor
tant to Chinese enterprises participating in the joint ventures, maynot be
an overriding consideration of Chinese policymakers.^

Divergent economic objectives have led to trade frictions between the
two countries, especially since the normalization of diplomatic relations.
In the following sections, we will discuss the main issues that have been
prominent in the U.S.-China trade relationship and that are likely to
become significant in the years ahead. These issues are related to US.
exports, U.S. imports, the balance of trade, and U.S. investment in China.

5"TheTug-ofWar Solution," China TradeReport 25 Qune 1987):!,3.
'̂ "Zhao Ziyang on the Coastal Development Strategy," People's Daily (overseas edition),
January 23,1988, p. 1.

^See Jerome Alan Cohen and StuartJ.Valentine, "Foreign Direct Investment in the People's
Republic of China: Progress, Problems and Proposals," prepared for the Roundtable on
Foreign Direct Investment in the People's Republic of China, Beijing, May 25-26, 1987.
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U.S. Exports to China

Bilateral issues pertinent to U.S. exports to China have arisen mostly in
two broad areas: the transfer of U.S. technology to China and the access of
U.S. products and serviced to the Chinese domestic market. The technol
ogy transfer issues center on the U.S. export-control policy toward China
and on the protection of U.S. intellectual property rights in China. The
market access issues stem largely from the Chinese system of administra
tive and market control, which has severely limited the entry of U.S. firms
into China's market.

US Export-Control Policy Toward China

US. export-control policy toward China was once the most conten
tious trade issue, threatening overall bilateral relations. Since 1983 the U.S.
government has gradually and significantly liberalized its export-control
policy toward China and has greatly simplified export-control procedures.
Now China can acquire more easily the high-technology products it wants
from the United States. Therefore, U.S. export-control policy is no longer a
major irritant in bilateral relations. The Chinese, however, continue to
express concern about export licensing delays.<^ They also believe that
review ofChinese export applications by the Coordinating Committee for
Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM) is not consistent with the U.S.
stated policy of treating China as a friendly, nonallied country."^

To see how far U.S. export-control policy toward China has evolved,
one need only look at the different "country groups" to which China has
been assigned.® For export-control purposes, foreign countries (except
Canada) are grouped by letter to indicate the general levels of restrictive-
ness. For a briefperiod after 1949, China was placed in country group Y, to
which all Warsaw Pact countries also belonged. During the Korean War,

^In US.Embassy of the PRC,"AListof Major Trade Issues of Concern," attachment to Charge
D'Affaires Tang Shubei's letter of July 15, 1987, to key administration and Congressional
leaders, it states that "the speed of relaxation falls behind that of the increase in technological
sophistication and the need to improve overall bilateral relations."

headquartered in Paris,COCOM was set up in 1949 by the UnitedStates,Japan,and most
NATO countries to coordinate export-control policies toward communist countries in the
interest of mutual security. Because China is included on the list of communist destinations,
Chinese license applications that exceed specified minimal levels are subject to multilateral
review in COCOM after unilateral US. government review.

®For detailed discussions of changes in U.S. export-control policy toward China, see Madelyn
C. Ross, "Export Controls: Where China Fits In," China Business Review 11(3) (May-June
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China was moved into group Z, a total embargo category, where it
remained for about twenty years. Shortly after the lifting ofthe embargo on
trade with China in 1971, the United States transferred China back to Y
status, allowing for sales of nonstrategic goods similar to those allowable
for Warsaw Pact countries. As relations between the United States and

China developed following normalization, it became increasingly inap
propriate for the United States to lump China and the Soviet Union
together in the same country group. OnApril 25,1980, Chinawas placed in
a separate group of its own, group P, which was created to maintain the
same level ofrestrictiveness as group Y,but to allow some differentiation in
favor of China. Although exports to China continued to be subject to the
same formal validated license requirements as those to Warsaw Pact
countries, China was eligible for the first time to buy "dual-use" products,
that is, those with potential military as well as civilian applications.

In June 1981, the Reagan administration announced that for high-
technology exports to China there would be "a presumption of approval
for products with technical levels twice those previously approved."^ But
this so-called two-times policy was not clearly defined and did not
uniformly accomplish the stated objective of allowing products of signifi
cantly higher technical levels to be exported to China. The Chinese
continued to complain about the limits of their P status. The controversy
over U.S. export controls heightened in 1982 and in the spring of1983, and
it became a crucial issue in the bilateral relationship.

Prompted by U.S. interest in improving relations with China and
mounting pressure from American exporters, in May 1983 the administra
tion transferred China to country group V. This category covers "free
world" countries outside ofNorth and South America, ranging from NATO
allies to India and Yugoslavia, and the change represented a major political
breakthrough in U.S. export-control policy toward China. To speed up the
processing of license applications, the U.S. government took additional
steps in November 1983 by creating a system of green, yellow, and red
"technology zones" to be used in the evaluation of U.S. export license
applications for China. items that met "green zone" technical specifica
tions would be approved expeditiously. Green zones were created for

1984):58-62; and "China and the United States' Export Controls System," ColumbiaJournal
ofWorld Business 21(1) (Spring 1986):27-33.

^ITA news release no. 81-118.

^®Items in the green zone, the least technologically advanced of the three zones, would have a
presumption ofapproval. Items in the yellow, or intermediate, zone would be reviewed more
closely on a case-by-case basis, while red-zone items, which had direct military applications,
would have a strong presumption of denial.
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seven high-technology product categories, which covered 75 percent of
all export license applications for China at that time^^

When the U.S. export controls were gradually liberalized, the U.S.
government began to consult with its COCOMallies about easing controls
on high-technology exports to China. In December 1985, COCOM an
nounced that an additional twenty categories would become eligible for
green-zone review. This brought to twenty-seven the types oftechnologies
that would receive expedited treatment. In 1986, another three categorieis
were added to the list, for a total of thirty categories receiving liberalized
treatment by the United States.

This briefaccount reveals a fundamental change in the U.S. technology-
transfer policy toward China—from two decades of total embargo to
gradual and significant enhancement in the technical levels of products
allowed for export. The United States intends to work with its COCOM
allies to further liberalize high-technology exports to China.

Protection of U.S. Intellectual Property Rights

As the United States has progressively eased its export-control restric
tions and streamlined procedures, it becomes increasingly important for
the Chinese to provide adequate protection for intellectual property, that
is, trademarked goods, patented inventions, and copyrightedworks aswell
as trade secrets. Intellectual property represents a huge investment by U.S.
firms in research and development and is the key to these firms' competi
tiveness at home and abroad. Without adequate protection of intellectual
property, American businesses will not be willing to bring their technol
ogy into China.

When diplomatic relations were established between the United States
and China in 1979, the Chinese were in the process of reevaluating their
laws and policies on industrial and intellectual property.^^ xhe U.S.-China
Agreement on Trade Relations signed in that year requires that both
parties seek to ensure the protection of patents, trademarks, and copy
rights for legal and natural citizens of the other. Since 1979, China has
made considerable progress in establishing a regimen for the protection of

^^These seven product categories were computers, computerized instruments, micro-
circuits, electronic instruments, recording equipment, semiconductor production, and
oscilloscopes.

*2For a discussion of the developments in China's treatment of intellectual property since
1950, see US. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, "Recent Developments in China's
Treatment of Intellectual Property," by Michael Kirk and David Denny in China Under the
FourModernizations, pt. 2 (Washington, D.C.: US. Government Printing Office, December
30,1982), pp. 290-315.
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intellectual property. An improved law on trademarks was adopted on
August 23, 1982. On March 12, 1984, China enacted a patent law that
became effectiveon April1,1985, affording protection ofpatent rights for
the firsttime Severalmore lawsenacted since 1985alsocontain provisions
for protection.^5 In addition, China has joined several international con
ventions and organizations for the protection of intellectual property.!^

While China has done much to develop a system for protecting
intellectual property, deficiencies remain in several areas.^^ ofparticular
concern to U.S. companies is the lack of adequate and effective protection
for chemical formulas and copyrighted works, including computer soft
ware. The Chinese patent law does not provide protection for phar
maceuticals and substances produced by means of chemical processes,
such as agricultural chemicals.

The Chinese have drafted a copyright law. Until the law is enacted and
put into effect, U.S. publications have no copyright protection in China.
Recently, a number of American authors and publishers have reported
unauthorized Chinese translations of scientific, technical, and medical
publications.

The United States is also concerned about extensive unauthorized
copying of computer programs. Likeother products, such as books, sound
recordings, and motion pictures, a computer program is subject to
widespread and unauthorized duplication. Atpresent, Chinese lawsdo not
provide specific protection for computer software. Therefore, the U.S.
government has urged China to expedite the enactment ofa copyright law
that would explicitly provide protection for computer software.

Access of U.S. Products and Services to the Chinese Market

The entry of U.S. firms into the Chinese market is hindered by a
complex system of administrative and market controls that China has put
in place to keep both exports and imports in line with trade policy and
balance-of-payment objectives. Included under the system of administra
tive controls is the use ofembargoes to restrict the import ofcertain goods
that are deemed to be detrimental to Chinesepolitical, economic, cultural.

^^These laws are The Law on Foreign Economic Contracts (March1985),the Regulations on
the Administration ofTechnology Import Contracts(May 1985),and the GeneralPrinciples
of Civil Law (April 1986).

'̂̂ In 1980Chinajoinedthe World Intellectual PropertyOrganization. On March 19,1985,
Chinaadhered to the ParisConventionfor the Protection of IndustrialProperty.
*5Recent developments in the Chinese system of intellectual property protection are
discussed in Jamie P. Horsley, "Protecting Intellectual Property," China Business Review
13(6) (November-December 1986):17-22.
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and moral interests.!*^China also has banned imports for strictly economic
reasons. For example, the importation of production lines for televisions,
tape recorders, washing machines, and air conditioners is not allowed
during the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-90These production lines
were imported in excessive quantities in earlier years. Another form of
administrative control is the implementation of import plans. The State
Planning Commission, working through the Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade (MOFERT), ensures that imports of a number of
essential commodities are strictly controlled. All other commodities are
regulated by the indicative targets where some leeway may be allowed.

One increasingly important element of the control system is an import-
licensing regime. In January 1984 when the new system began, twenty-six
items required a license. By June 1987, the list had grown to forty-five
items, affecting about one-third of China's imports. In addition to the forty-
plus items on the control list, licenses are required for all trading com
panies who wish to import noncontrolled items that are outside the scope
of their normal operations.

China also controls imports by restricting access to foreign ex
change. 20To obtain foreign exchange, Chinese organizations must comply
with a variety of internal regulations and plan guidelines. These regula
tions and guidelines are generally not available to non-Chinese.

China's market-control system relies principally on the use of "eco
nomic levers," such as tariffs, taxation, prices, and exchange rates, to
regulate imports. China adheres to the traditional use of tariffs as a means

^^International Monetary Fund, Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, An
nualReport 1986 (Washington, D.C.,1986), pp. 167-72.

^•^Office of the United States Trade Representative, Department of Agriculture, and Depart
ment of Commerce, 1987 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers
(Washington, D.C., 1987), p. 71.

^®Fair Trade Subcommittee of the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong, "Import
Controls in China," China Business Review 14(1) Oanuary-February 1987):42-45.

i^For a description of the import licensing system, see 1986Almanac of China's Foreign
Economic Relations and Trade (Hong Kong: China Resources Trade Consultancy Co., Ltd.,
1986), pp. 813-14.

20China exercises centralized control over its foreign exchange Two elements of the
exchange-control system act to restrict foreign-exchange access. One is the foreign-
exchange retention scheme Under this scheme, localities and enterprises may retain part of
the proceeds from export in a foreign-exchange quota account with the Bank of China. All
other foreign-exchange earnings from exports must be repatriated and surrendered to the
Bank of China and may not be used directly to offset import payments. Before using their
foreign-exchange holdings, enterprises other than the state foreign trade corporations must
seek the approval of the State Administration of Exchange Control, The Bank of China
provides foreign exchange for imports on the basis of import licenses and approval by the
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of raising revenue as well as a tool for protecting domestic industries.^i
Chinese tariffs are relatively high, especially for many industrial items of
interest to U.S. exporters. Since June 1985, China has also applied an
"import regulatory tax" to selected imports. Atpresent, the tax is applied
to fourteen commodities, including passenger vehicles, motorcycles,
color television sets, mini-electronic computers, and electronic calcula-
tors.22 In addition to tariffsand the import regulatory tax, imported goods
are subject to the consolidated industrial and commercial tax.

At present, three principal methods are used to determine the domes
tic price of imported goods: the agent price, the markup price, and the
state-determined price23 Allof these pricing methods allow China to raise
and lower prices in order to protect its domestic market. In addition,
industrial ministries have a right to request increases in import prices if
they threaten domestic industries.

In recent years,China has progressively devalued the renminbi against
major Western currencies. The RMB-to-U.S.-dollar exchange rate was
approximately 1.7yuan per U.S. dollar in 1981,which gradually declined to
2.9 yuan per U.S. dollar in 1985.^^ In July 1986, China devalued the RMB

SAEC. China also uses foreign-exchange allocations to control imports. Prior to the current
foreign-exchange crunch that began in mid-1985, foreign-exchange spendingwas allocated
by the central government to ministries or provincial governments for distribution to
appropriate industries.Sincethen, foreign exchange allocated by the central governmenthas
become more restricted.

2iThe Chinese tariffratesfallinto twocolumns: minimum andgeneral. Theminimum applies
to imports originating from countries, including the United States, with which China has
concluded trade agreements containing most-favored-nation clauses. The general tariff
applies to imports originating in countries with which China does not have such trade
agreements. Import duties are generally levied on the c.i.f. value of goods. Under the
minimumtariff, dutiableimports are subject to one ofseventeenratesrangingfrom 3percent
to 150 percent.

22The importregulatory taxisasurtaxoverandabove applicable tariffs that ranges generally
from40percent to80percent.It isusedinlieuofthetariffrateasanadditional but temporary
measure for protecting domestic production of a limited number of products.

23Under the agent price system, a product is imported at the international price plus a
commissioncharged by the foreign trade corporation (FTC) that ishandlingthe transaction.
Theend-user ofan importbearsthe riskofa changein the international price,whichisfully
passed on by the FTC. Under the markup price system, the FTCcontracts to purchase the
importfor the end-useron the basisofa markupoverthe international priceprevailing at the
date of contract, and the FTC bears the risk of subsequent price changes. Under the state-
determined price system, the state sets the domesticprices of a number of import com
moditieshavingan important bearingon the nationaleconomy—such assteel, fertilizers,and
grains—and the state assumes responsibility for all the profits and losses therefrom.

^^International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics40(7) (July1987):l60-
61.
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sharply to 3.7 yuan to the dollar. The principal objective of these devalua
tions was to stimulate exports and curb imports.

These various administrative and market controls have severely re
stricted the access of foreign goods to the Chinese market. Access to the
Chinese services market is even more restrictive The experience of U.S.
shippers illustrates the seriousness of the problem. While Chinese ship
ping organizations are free to establish subsidiaries or representative
offices in the United States, U.S. freight forwarders' operations have been
limited to setting up joint ventures with their Chinese counterparts and
U.S. vessel operators limited to establishing representative offices.

Chinese restrictions on other U.S. services include insurance, banking,
accounting, and legal services. U.S. insurance companies have been barred
from conducting business in the Chinese domestic market, although they
have been allowed to reinsure Chinese direct insurance on foreign risks.
US. banks have not been permitted to conduct branch banking activities in
China. The activities of U.S. lawyers and accountants are limited to
servicing foreign firms doing business in China. The U.S. tourism industry
also has only limited access to China's market. These restrictions stand in
marked contrast to the "national" treatment granted Chinese enterprises
undertaking service activities in the United States.

U.S. Imports from China

Two issues, the textile trade and the application of U.S. import-control
laws to products from China, have dominated bilateral discussions. It
should be noted, however, that China has also expressed serious concern
about provisions in U.S. law requiring an annual review of China's most-
favored-nation status and about its exclusion from U.S. Generalized System
of Preferences benefits.

Textile Trade

Rapidly rising U.S. imports ofChinese textiles and apparel have become
contentious issues in Sino-American trade In 1979, when diplomatic
relations were normalized, U.S. imports of Chinese textiles and apparel
totaled 231.2 million square yard equivalent (SYEs),or 5 percent of total
textile imports. By 1987, Chinese imports had grown to 1.73 billion SYEs,
accounting for 12.4 percent of the U.S. market. In terms of volume, China
now has become the largest supplier of textiles and apparel to the United
States.

China relies primarily on export earnings, especially those from tex
tiles and apparel, to finance imports. Textile and apparel exports are
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officially projected to grow 80 percent during the current five-year plan
(1986-90). The U.S. market is a target for much of this growth.

In recent years, U.S. textile imports have grown much more rapidly
than the overall domestic market. Pressure from the domestic textile

industry to limit textile and apparel imports by legislative means has
increasingly focused on Chinese exports.

In 1986, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act was approved
by Congress. This act would have resulted in a rollback of textile imports
from all the major Asian suppliers. Believing that the act was protectionist
and violated commitments under the Multilateral Fiber Arrangement
(MFA) and bilateral textile agreements. President Reagan vetoed the bill,
and that veto was sustained by Congress. This effort has been revived and
refined in the Textile and Apparel Trade Act of 1987.

The Reagan administration opposes protectionist legislation and seeks
to moderate import growth through multilateral and bilateral textile
accords. But the U.S. textile industry will certainly continue to pursue its
goal of strictly limiting the growth of textile imports.

The United States has negotiated three bilateral agreements with
China.25 The first agreement, reached in 1980, was applicable to textiles
and textile products ofcotton, wool, and manmade fibers and provided for
specific limitations on eight categories of apparel.^^ The agreement's
consultation provisions provided a mechanism for establishing limits on
nonquota categories when the increase in imports from China was found
to be disrupting or threatening to disrupt the U.S. market. During the life of
the agreement, which expired on December 31, 1982, the consultation
mechanism was invoked to restrict imports from China in nineteen
additional categories of apparel and one fabric category. This brought to
twenty-eight the total number of textile import categories limited under
negotiated or formula limits.

The 1980 agreement expired at the end of 1982. Despite four rounds of
negotiations, the United States and China had not succeeded in concluding
a new agreement. In the absence of agreed limits, the U.S. government
imposed unilateral controls on thirty-two textile and apparel categories,
beginning in January 1983. In response, China announced that it would
stop signing new contracts for delivery of U.S. grain, cotton, and synthetic
fibers.

On August 19,1983, after the seventh round ofnegotiations, the United

25For a discussion of recent developments in the US.-China textile trade, see Jerome Turtola,
"Textile Trade Tensions," China Business Review 13(5) (September-October 1986):26-31.

26These categories included cotton gloves; cotton shirts and blouses for women, girls,and
infants; woven cotton shirts for men and boys; cotton trousers; and man-made-fiber sweaters.
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States and China signed a new five-year agreement that included specific
limits in thirty-three product categories and provided for an annual
average growth rate of 3 8 percent on U.S. imports of these products alone.
The agreement also provided for a consultation mechanism for setting new
limits. China announced at the same time that it would lift its restrictions

on imports of U.S. agricultural and fiber products.
The textile problem, however, did not slip into obscurity with the

signing of the new agreement. U.S. textile industry representatives filed
suit in September 1983 for protection under the countervailing duty
provisions of the U.S. Foreign Trade Act. They charged that Chinese
financial and economic policies, including their dual exchange rate,
conferred an export subsidy on Chinese textiles sold to the United States.
The suit was withdrawn in December, and shortly thereafter the White
House announced a new textile policy defining specific criteria for judging
when foreign textile imports are disrupting the U.S. market.

The second bilateral agreement expired in December 1987, and the
new four-year agreement was signed in February 1988. The 1988 agree
ment will limit the aggregate growth ofChina's textile and apparel exports
to the United States to about 3 3 percent per year.

Application of U.S. Trade Laws to China

Although restraints on Chinese textiles are the main source ofChinese
displeasure with U.S. restrictions on imports of Chinese goods, China is
also concerned with other provisions of U.S. trade law.^^The Chinese are
especially sensitive to legislative proposals relating to antidumping, mar
ket disruption, and countervailing duty cases.

Antidumping. Among the U.S. trade remedies being applied to China,
the antidumping law has had the greatest impact on Chinese exports to the
United States. Since 1980, fifteen antidumping cases have been filed against
Chinese exports to the United States. In eleven cases, Chinese goods were
found to have been "dumped," or sold at less than fair market value. The
dumping margins on these cases ranged from 6.35 to 66.65 percent.^^

The Chinese, and to some extent U.S. industry, have complained that

2"7For a discussion of PRC import cases under US. trade laws, see Clyde D. Stoltenberg,
"Trends in PRC Import Cases Under US. Trade Laws,"ColumbiaJournal ofWorld Businesses
21(1) (Spring 1986):4l-48; Phillip D.Fletcher, "Imports from China at Issue,"ChinaBusiness
Review 13(5) (September-October 1986):22--25; and Vladimir N. Pregelj, "Normalization of
US. Commercial Relations with the People's Republic of China: United States Statutory and
Regulatory Aspects," in China Under the FourModernizations, pp. 151-71.

28The dumping margin is the amount of a customs duty that is equal to the difference
between the fair market value and the price at which the product is sold in the United States.
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the U.S. antidumping law as applied to China is not fair and predictable^^
Under the U.S. law,foreign goods are considered "dumped" if they are sold
in the United States at less than fair market value and if such sales

consequently cause or threaten material injury to a competing U.S. indus
try. Antidumping investigations are carried out by the Department of
Commerce's International Trade Administration (ITA) and by the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC). The ITAdetermines the existence
ofsales at less than fair market value, and the ITC determines whether a U.S.
industry is being or may be materially injured.^® This determination
requires a comparison between the foreign market value of imports (the
price at which they are sold in the country oforigin) and their salesprice in
the United States, adjusted for differences in the quality and type of goods
and their circumstances of sale. However, if the economy of the exporting
country is "state-controlled," home-market prices may not be regarded as
furnishing an acceptable basis for determining the foreign fair market
value In this case, the law provides that foreign market value can be
determined by reference to a market-oriented third country whose level
of economic development is deemed similar to the country under inves
tigation. In China cases, the Department of Commerce has used cost
data from "surrogates" in Paraguay, Thailand, Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Pakistan, and a few other countries to determine
fair value. China's dissatisfaction with the surrogate-country approach may
be seen in a recent statement by Han Xu, Chinese Ambassador to the
United States:

Since the U.S. determination of dumping margins is not based on the real
cost of the Chinese product, and as a surrogate is selected only after a
petition has been fOied, it is impossible for China to predict what the
arbitrary "fair value" will be Faced with the constant threat of antidumping
petitions, China's exporters are forced artificially to inflate prices. This, in
turn, unfairly restricts China's access to the U.S. market. Moreover, in
certain antidumping cases against Chinese products, the Commerce De
partment unfairly chose suppliers who were at stages of economic devel
opment by no means comparable to ours, resulting in the determination of
inflated dumping margins.^^

The Reagan administration in 1987 proposed amendments to the
antidumping law as it applies to nonmarket economies (NMEs). Instead of

29HanXu, "U.S. LawsThreaten the Future of China-US Trade,"China Business Review 13(6)
(November-December 1986):6.

^®See US. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration, United States
Antidumping/Countervailing Duty Legislation, February 1983.

3iHan Xu, op. cit.
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relying on a fair value based on costs in a surrogate, the preferred
benchmark for NME imports would have been the lowest average import
price into the United States from a market economy country. Senate
version of the bill contains a proposal (the Heinz Amendment) to allow the
use of the "averse import price" from the highest volume market econ
omy exporter to the United States as the antidumping benchmark.^^ china
objects to both the administration's and the Senate's proposals.^^ There is a
third proposal that was put forth by the US.-based Committee for Fair
Trade with China. This proposal would create a new category ofcountries
in transition from a nonmarket to a market economy called "planned
market economies." It would require that the fair value benchmark be
calculated on the basis ofproduction costs in the home market whenever
those costs were found to be market-determined.55 in the case where no

market-determined price could be found or calculated, representative
world prices would be used. This proposalwas rejected by the House Ways
and Means Committee Subcommittee on Trade.

InJuly 1987, the Senate approved a trade bill amendment, sponsored by
Senator Chic Hecht, requesting the Department ofCommerce to study the
new market orientation in China. One of the main purposes of the study
would be to determine the possible need for changes in U.S. antidumping
laws as they apply to foreign countries such as China, which are in
transition to a more market-oriented economy.
MarketDisruption. The first U.S. complaint against PRC imports was fded
in 1977 under Section 406 of the Trade Act of 1974. This statute provides a
mechanism to prevent or remedy the disruption of the U.S. market by
imports from communist countries. Under Section 406 requirements,
three conditions must be satisfied before the ITC can address the issue of

52TheNinety-Ninth Congress considered a proposal to use the average price of imports into
the United States as the fair value benchmark. China strongly objected to the proposal on the
ground that "it would severely erode China's competitive advantages in labor and raw
materials" (Han Xu, "US. Laws,").The Reagan administration testified in support of amending
the law to use the lowest import price as the benchmark.

53This standard takes the trade-weighted average price at which comparable merchandise
produced by the largest volume market economy supplier is sold in the United States.

'̂̂ U.S. Embassy of the PRC, "AList of Major Trade Issues of Concern."

35Under this proposal, in order to be classified as a "planned market economy," a country
would have to be implementing economic reforms that would eventually enable the foreign
country to operate on market principles. Other factors to be considered before a nation could
qualify for PMEcategory treatment would be the extent to which the nation (1) afforded
market access to US.goods and services; (2) provided patent and copyright protection; and
(3) was moving toward fulfilling GATT principles. See the Committee for Fair Trade with
China, "Summary of the Testimony of Edward W. Furia Before the Subcommittee on Trade,
Committee on Waysand Means, U.S. House of Representatives," February 26,1987.
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relief. First, imports of the product in question must be increasing rapidly,
either in actud terms or relative to domestic production. Second, the
domestic industry must have suiffered, or be threatened with, material
injury. And third, imports must be a significantcause of the material injury
or threat of injury. If the ITC determines in favor of the petitioner, the
president must make the final determination ofwhat relief,ifany, shouldbe
granted. The president's discretion under the law is very broad. His final
decision may rest entirely on economic or political factors outside the
scope of the investigation.

This statute (Section 406) has been applied to China on fiveoccasions.
In four ofthese cases, eitherthe ITC found no conclusive evidence that the
imports in question were causing market disruption, or the president
declined to take any remedial action against China. In the most recent
such case on imports of tungsten from China, the ITCvoted unanimously
that Chinese exports were disrupting the U.S. market. The president
decided to provide relief to the domestic industry in the form ofan orderly
marketing arrangement, which was negotiated in August 1987. Thus
Section 406 has so far not been a significant barrier to Chinese exports. To
the Chinese, however, the statute is discriminatory in that it applies only to
imports from communist countries. The Chinese are also concerned
about aproposal to amend Section 406 that would relax the current injury
and causation standards.

Countervailing Duties. The U.S. law provides that whenever a foreign
government subsidizes the production or exportation of an article, the
United States may counteract the competitive advantage that the import
has in the U.S. market because of the subsidy by levying a countervailing
duty (CVD) equal to the amount of the subsidy.

In September 1983, U.S. textile industry's dissatisfactionwith the 1983
U.S.-PRC textile agreement prompted the filing of a CVD case on Chinese
textile and apparel imports, charging that the Chinese benefited unfairly
from subsidies conferred by dual exchange rates and other government

two cases,one involvingcertain types ofcotton gloves(filedin December 1977)and the
other ceramic kitchenware and tableware (filed in May 1982), the ITC determined that the
imports in question caused no market disruption. In a third Section 406 investigation,
involving clothespins from China and filed in May 1978, the ITC recommended that the
president impose quotas. However, the president declined to grant relief because in the
meantime the ITChad begun an escape clauseinvestigationofimports ofclothespinsfrom all
sources. In the fourth case, filed in June 1982 and involving canned mushrooms from China,
the ITC's determination was evenly divided, and President Carter declined to take any
remedial action against China.

37Han Xu, "U.S. Laws."

5®U.S. Embassy of the PRC, "AList of Major Trade Issues of Concern."
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programs. Thiswas the firstattempt ever made to apply the CVD lawto a
nonmarket economy (NME) country. The case was withdrawn shortly
before the White House announcement on December 16,1983, of addi
tional textile import guidelines designed to moderate the growth of
imports. However, in 1984 in a CVD case filed againstanother nonmarket
economy country, the Commerce Department found that pervasive gov
ernment intervention made it impossible to identify and value subsidies in
the nonmarket economy context. Therefore, the department concluded
that the countervailing duty law does not apply to imports from non-
market economy countries because a subsidy within the meaning of the
TariffAct of 1930 cannot be found.

Thus far the CVD law has not been a major hindrance to Chinese
exports.Thedanger that the CVD lawposes to Chinese exporters liesnot
in itscurrent application, but in thefuturepossibilities that the lawmaybe
amended to becomeapplicable to a nonmarket economy country, or that
China's status as a nonmarket economy country, exempted from the
application of this statute, may be changed.

The Investment Climate in China

Afavorable investment climate in China is an important factor in the
improvement of Sino-American commercial relations. However, the busi
ness environment in Chinahas been criticized in recent years by foreign
investors who remain concerned about the lack of access to the domestic
market; foreign exchange control; inconvertibility of renminbi; the high
cost of many inputs, especially land, labor, housing, and office space;and
uncertainties about administrative and legalprocedures and regulations.
There has also been discontent among foreign investors about labor and
wage practices; uncertainties in the supply of raw materials and utiUty
services; an inadequate communications and transportation infrastruc-
tiure; and inefficientgovenunent bureaucracies. The single greatest disin
centive to investment in China is the Chinese policy of requiring each
foreign-invested venture to maintain its own foreign-exchange balance
This policy, coupled with the inconvertibility of renminbi, makes the
repatriation of profits in foreign ventures extremely difficult.

The concern of foreign investorswas considerablyheightened in late
1985 and early 1986 when China tightened its control over foreign-
exchangeoutlays. This led to aslowdownin foreigninvestmentapprovals
in 1986. Dissatisfaction with the Chinese investment climate became
widespread, and caught the attention of the leadership in China

In an effort to improve the investment environment in China, the
Chinese government issued new "Provisions for the Encouragement of
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Foreign Investment," on October 11, 1986. The Provisions' twenty-two
articles provide preferential treatment for foreign investment enterprises
in general and high-technology and export enterprises in particular.

The regulations published thus far have offered far less than many
investors had hoped for and have touched on only a few of the problems
encountered by foreign investors. Nonetheless, they are a step in the right
direction and demonstrate China's willingness to tackle concerns fre
quently raised by the foreign business community.

The October 1986 Provisions make clear that China continues to favor
foreign investment projects that will introduce advanced technology or
expand Chinese export capabilities. Projects that are certified to be in one
of these two categories are givenpreferential treatmentwith respect to the
supply of inputs, loans, and other facilities. This leaves foreign-invested
ventures that seek to produce mainly for the domestic Chinese market or
that provide China only with ordinary levels of technology in a less
advantageous position than those in the two favored categories.

Since June 1983, the United States and China have met in formal
negotiations six times to negotiate a bilateral investment agreement.
Significantdifferences remain on a number of issues relating to arbitration,
national treatment, standards for expropriation and compensation, and the
impact of changes in domestic law on the agreement. The United States is
not interested in an agreement that lacks basic substance. In the U.S. view, a
meaningful and effective investment agreement requires a number ofbasic
protections that would enhance the confidence level of American inves
tors in China.

Trade Imbalance

China practices a policy of trying to balance trade bilaterally and takes
the position that only through expanded exports can it finance increased
imports. This position has been promoted more forcefully in recent years
because of China's mounting trade deficit.

Related to the policy of import-export balancing is the issue of how
import and export figures are derived. Official Chinese trade statistics,
both those compiled by MOFERT and the General Administration of
Customs, differ widely ftom U.S. trade statistics. For 1987, U.S. statistics
show a total of $10.4 billion in two-way trade, compared with the Chinese
Customs estimate of $7.8 billion. U.S. data disclose a U.S. trade deficit of

$3.4 billion with China in 1987, while Chinese Customs statistics indicate a
Chinese deficit of $1.8 billion in trading with the United States.

Discrepancies in trading partner data are not uncommon, but the gap
between Chinese and U.S. statistics has widened each year since 1981.
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Experts on trade statistics from the U.S. and Chinese governments met in
the fall of 1986 to discuss the discrepancy. Both sides agreed that dif
ferences in the treatment of transshipments and the valuation of imports
on a GIF(cost, insurance, freight) basis were the principal reasons for the
discrepancy.^^ Until China and the United States make their methods of
recording transshipments correspond, reconciliation of statistical dif
ferences will not be possible Transshipments through third parties,
especially Hong Kong, represent the unique—and most important—
factor in U.S.-China trade data discrepancies.

Management of Trade Issues

Since the establishment of diplomatic relations in 1979, the United
States and China have made much progress in developing a framework for
normal economic and commercial relations. An overall trade agreement
was concluded, providing reciprocal nondiscriminatory treatment of each
country's products. This was followed by agreements in a number ofareas,
including science and technology, textiles, grain trade, aviation, nuclear
power, maritime relations, taxation, and industrial cooperation. In addi
tion, three ministerial-level joint commissions provide fora for discussing
economic, commercial, and technological issues. These coriimissions are
the Joint Commission on Science and Technology, the Joint Economic
Committee QEC), and the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade
OCCT).

The Joint Commission on Science and Technology is co-chaired by the
science advisor to the president on the U.S. side and the minister-in-charge
of the State Science and Technology Commission on the Chinese side. The
Commission has twenty-seven agreements on scientific exchange, includ
ing the highly successful Dalian Management Program, which introduces
Chinese managers and executives to modern management techniques.

The JEC is co-chaired by the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and the
Chinese Minister of Finance. It focuses on macroeconomic issues.

The JCCT is co-chaired by the U.S. Secretary ofCommerce and China's
Minister of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade. The JCCT provides a
forum for high-level consideration of bilateral trade issues and serves as a
vehicle for promoting commercial relations.

Since 1979, there have been numerous exchanges of visits by high-level

5^For a discussion ofthe reasons for the discrepancy between US. and Chinese trade statistics,
see Nai-Ruenn Chen, "US.-China Trade Data Discrepancies," China Business Review 14(4)
Ouly-August 1987):14-15.
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government officials. Frequently, trade issues also were discussed during
these visits.

Inaddition tobilateral consultations, commission meetings, and agree
ments, trade issues can be handled with the aid of multilateral arrange
ments. Since 1979 China has made significant progress in integrating its
economy with theworldtrading system. Ithasjoined theWorld Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, and the Asian Development Bank. It has
adhered to the principal multilateral conventions such as the Paris Con
vention on the protection of industrial property rights andthe 1958 New
York Convention on the recognition and enforcement offoreign arbitral
awards. Chinawas admitted totheMultilateral FiberArrangement in1983.

China isparticipating asanobserver in theUruguay Round. It isin the
process of negotiating full membership in the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), a major vehicle regulating world trade. China's
desire to join the GATT demonstrates the country's readiness toabide by
certain principles and rules that are pivotal to international trade

The establishment and expansion ofbilateral and multilateral trading
systems willbe instrumental in the effective management of tradeissues.
These systems may provide a sound framework within which trade
problems can be handled in order to promote social and economic
benefits and avoid undue stresses and dislocations in both countries.
Propermanagement oftrade issues willpermit tradeandinvestment levels
between China and the United States tomove closer totheir full potential.
Only then will the two countries beinaposition tofoster astrong, lasting
trade relationship.



9. Issues in Sino-U.S. Trade:
A Chinese Perspective

WANG XI and CHEN YAWEN*

Since the historical dialogue between the People's Republic of China
(PRC) and the United States in 1972, Sino-US. trade, growing out of
nothing, hasrapidly developed. In1987 thetotalvolume ofSino-U.S. trade
reached US$7.8 billion.' The United States has become one of China's
major trading partners. With Sino-U.S. trade growing steadily, one is
optimistic about its futuredevelopment. However, from the start,certain
unfavorable elements in Sino-U.S. trade relations have proved to be obsta
cles to the continuous expansion of trade between the two countries.

This chapter consists of three parts. The firstbriefly reviews two-way
trade before and after the thawing of Sino-U.S. relations. The second part
analyzes theexisting issues, focusing ontheChinese perspective. Thethird
part discusses means of solving the major problems and examines the
outlook for Sino-U.S. trade relations.

The Development ofSino-U.S. Trade
and Its Current Situation

After the PRC was established, trade between China and the United
Statescontinued for several years.The US. imports from mainland China
were US$106 million in 1949 and $146 million in 1950, surpassing U.S.
imports from West Germany, France, orJapan inthose years.2 The outbreak
of the KoreanWarin 1950 led to a sharp decline in two-waytrade By1954
Sino-US. trade relations had been suspended completely.

In1972 leaders ofboth countries held the historic ^alogue, bilateral
relations were resumed, and in 1979 Sino-U.S. diplomatic relations were
reestablished, opening a new era in their trade relations.

•Weare Indebted to Ms. LiuXialian, a doctoral candidate at FudanUniversity, who collected
materials for this paper.

^International Business, ]aimaiY 23,1987, p. 1.

^US. Bureauof the Census,TheStatistical History of the UnitedStates: Colonial Timesto
1970 (New York, 1976), p. 905.
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Sino-U.S. trade rose from US$2,452 billion in 1979 to $7.8 billion in
1987, an average annual increase of 15.5 percent.^ In 1987 China's total
exports stood at US$39,921 billion, $3biUion ofwhich (7.5 percent of the
total) went tothe United States. (Ifthe exports transshipped inHong Kong
are included, the United States was the second largest marketfor Chinese
exports in 1987.) In the same year China's total imports amounted to
US$43,856 billion, $4.8 billion of which came from the United States.^
Based on the total volume of imports and exports, the United States is
China's third largest tradepartner, behind Hong Kong andJapan. Sino-U.S.
trade represents slightly more than 1percent of total US. foreign trade,
making China the sixteenth-largest trading partner of the UnitedStates.'

In1979-87,thecommodity structureofSino-U.S. trade changed. Inthe
early 1980s, US. grain exports accounted for more than one-third of its
total exports to China.^ During the Sixth Five-Year Plan (FYP) period
(1981-85), Chinese purchases ofU.S. grain were gradually cut back,'̂ and
imports of manufactured goods (mainly machinery and technology)
increased.® This shift in thecommodity structure ofthis trade isstill going
on and has been reflected in the current Seventh FYP (1986-90). At the
same time the structure of China's exports to the United States also
changed. Traditional productshave beenreplaced bythosesuchasoiland
textiles, the latter rankingfirstamongChina's exports to the UnitedStates.
Other manufactured goods such astoys, sports equipment, machinery, and
electrical powerequipment have also startedto be exported to theUnited

'See Wang Daxin, "Sino-U.S. Trade Relations inRetrospect" InternationalBusinessMonthly,
December 12,1987, p. 31.

internationalBusiness, Jaaxxary 23,1987,p. 1.OnJune23,1988, US. Ambassador to China
Winston Lord said at theSino-US. Joint Session onIndustry, Trade, and Economic Develop
mentthat China's exports to the United States in 1987 amounted to 16percentofthe total
volume ofChina's exports. (Lord's figure isnot thesame as the7.5 percent provided in this
essay.) His figure about China's exports to theUnited States (US$6.29 billion) isfrom U.S.
Customs, while thefigure ofChinese Customs isUS $3 billion. Obviously, thestatistics ofUS.
Customs include China's exports tothe United States transshipped inHong Kong. In1987 the
transshipment tothe United States through Hong Kong was US $3.553 billion. Afterdeducting
the costs oftransport and insurance (usually about 8percent), this figure isexactly equal to
themargin between theChinese and U.S. statistics (US$3,293 billion). Therefore, thecause
for the discrepancy between 16 percent and 7.5 percent isthe figure ofChina's exports tothe
UnitedStates transshipped in Hong Kong.
^Wang Daxin, "Sino-US. TradeRelations," p. 31.
<^Nai-Ruenn Chen, "US.-China Trade Patterns," China Business Review, September-October
1986, p. 16.

^In 1983-85, US. grain exports toChina dropped from 20percent to2.5 percent oftotal U.S.
exports to China; see ibid.

®For example, theUS. exportsofmachinery andtransport equipment to China rosefrom 27
percentof totalU.S. exports to China in 1983 to 50.8 percentin 1985. See ibid., p. 18.
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f

States. But compared to US. exports to China, the structure of China's
exports, most ofwhich arestill labor-intensive products, has notchanged
much. China's exportsare notdiversified. As a result,rapidly risingChinese
textile exports to the UnitedStateshavebecome one ofthe sensitiveissues
affecting Sino-U.S. trade relations.

With the development of bilateral trade, two-way investment also
started. Up toSeptember 1987, directUS. investment inChina hadtotaled
US $3.1 billion,accountingfor14percent ofallforeigninvestmentinChina
andranking theUnited States asthesecondbiggest investor in thecountry
afterHongKang-Macao.^ US. investors have been involved in suchareas
as tourism, the textile industry, light industry, coal mining, offshore oil
prospecting, and the aircraft industry. In the same periodChina invested
onlyUS $80 million intheUnited States, primarily inrestaurants, electronic
manufacturing, machinery, timber, fishing, andfoodprocessing, Neither
the US. investment in China nor the Chinese investment in the United
States can be considered large.

The transfer of US. technology to China has grown rapidly since the
end of 1983 when the United States liberalized its export-control policy
toward Chinaconcerning the export ofdual-usetechnology andproducts.
Before 1983 the transfer of US. technology to China was strictly con
trolled. After the establishment of the PRCin 1949, the US. Export Control
ActplacedChina in country groupY. During the Korean War, China was
moved to Group Z, the total embargo category, and remained there for
abouttwenty years. After theembargo waslifted in1971, Chinawasmoved
back to Group Y, which allowed only the technology of nonstrategic
applications to be transferred to China. With thenormalization ofSino-U.S.
relations, the UnitedStatescreated a separate group. Group P, for Chinain
April 1980. Although the move fromGroupYto GroupPgave China some
advantages, restrictions on technology transfer to China had not been
substantively relaxed. The restrictions forPstatuswere on the same level
as Y status; that is, technology transfer to China was subject to validated
license The negative effecton Sino-U.S. trade caused by the US. control
policywasmostobviousin 1982-83: for thefirst timesincethe1979Trade
Agreement was signed, the total volume of Sino-US. trade declined in
1982." Restrictions on technology transfer became a major obstacle to

9Zhang Haoruo (viceminister ofForeign Economic Relations andTrade), "US. Investment in
China—Pastand Future,"International Business Monthly, December 1987,p. 4.
lOFrom the speechbyanofficial of theDepartment ofForeign Economic Cooperation ofthe
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade It was made at the Second National
Conference on Overseas Firms' Performance and Study on July 9, 1987. (The text of the
speech has not yet been published.)
i^Wang Daxin, "Sino-U.S. Trade Relations," p. 32.
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the development of bilateral trade.^^ The United States then moved China
to Group y which includes most countries with market economies, thus
liberalizing export controls over dual-use technology. In 1984 the total
volume of trade started to rise again, from $4,492 billion in 1983 to $6.47
billion, and reached more than $7 billion in the subsequent years of
1985-87.^^ Increases in high-tech products were especially large. For
example, U.S. exports of automatic data-processing machines to China
increased from $36 million in 1983 to $72 million in 1984.i^

China and the United States have also achieved some substantive
progress on nuclear sales and arms transfers. The China-U.S. Nuclear
Cooperation Agreement removed the legal barrier that prevented the
United States from supplying technology and equipment for China's
nuclearpower program,thus opening a majormarketfor U.S. suppliersto
the nuclear power industry. 5̂

China and the United States have also had limited trade in arms. Since
the United States liberalized its export controlon dual-use technology to
China, the sale of military-relatedtechnology to Chinahas increased from
$930 million in 1983 to $2 billion in 1985.^^

Sino-U.S. trade,investment, and technologytransferhavebeen develop
ing rapidly in recent years, but it is no secret that neither side is satisfied
with the current level of trade and investment.

Analysis of the Current Issues and
Obstacles in Sino-U.S. Trade

Two Trade "Deficits"and the Opposite ViewsConcerned

Both Chinaand the UnitedStatesclaima big deficit in two-way trade.
The different perceptions have given rise to different views about the
measures each side should take to balance the trade.

The different perceptions of trade flow arise from differences in trade

i^Thereare different viewsabout the cause of the drastic decline in Sino-US. trade in 1982-
83.Theus. government attributes thedecline to thereduction ofChina's grain imports from
theUnited States andChina's economic adjustment tocutdown theimports. See Nai-Ruenn
Chen andJeffrey Lee, China'sEconomy andForeign Trade, 1981-85(Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, September 1984), p. 34.
^^Wang Daxin, "Sino-U.S. Trade Relations," p. 32.

i^Nai-Ruenn Chen, Recent Trends in U.S. China Trade (Washington, D.C.: US. Department of
Commerce, International TradeAdministration, October 1985),p. 5.
'̂ Daniel L Spiegel and Holly H. Galbraith, "Trade and Investment inChina: Congress andthe
Process of Institution-Building," p. 15. This paper was presented at the Conference on
International Economy and Trade in Shanghai in 1987.
i^Ibid.,p. 19.
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statistics. These are basically caused by differences in the definitions and
accounting ofGIF and FOB shippingand in determining the valueofgoods
from China destined for the United States but transshipped in Japan or
Hong Kbng.^^ Both countries claim to suffer a deficit of approximately
$2-3 billion. The United States argues that rapidly rising Chinese textile
exports to the United Statesand the dumping of Chinesegoods in the US.
market are the major causesofthe US. deficit.Therefore,it urges that China
restrict its textile exports to the United States and open its market to U.S.
goods.Chinaargues that it needs to increase exports to the UnitedStatesin
order to make up for China's continuous trade deficit. The United States
gives discriminatory treatment to China; it still excludes Chinafrom the
U.S. Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), gives the most-favored-
nation (MFN) treatment only conditionally, and institutes antidumping
investigations of imports from China.Thishas restricted the expansion of
China's exports to the United States, making it difficult for China to
eliminate its deficit. Therefore, China in turn requires the United States to
abolish its trade protectionism and further open its market to Chinese
goods. Thedifferentview^s ofboth sidesconcerningthenature ofthe trade
deficit are centered on the issues in the textile trade

Disputes over Sino-U.S. Textile Trade

Textiles account for the largest percentage of China's total exports to
the United States. Of China's total textile exports in 1987, US$6.8 billion,
almost half went to the United States.^® Obviously, textile exports are
crucial to China's economy. But the United States, insisting that China's
textile exports are injuring the U.S. textile industry and disrupting the U.S.
market, has imposed restrictions. Because Professor Zhang Jialin has
discussed this matter in detail in his paper on protectionism in textiles
earlier in this volume, only summary points will be offered here. One
doubts the reasonableness of the U.S. policy on the textile trade issue for
four reasons:

1. Of the total US. trade deficit of $159 billion in January-
November 1987,^^ only $3 33 billion (2 percent) was with
China.2o This small figure could not seriously affect the total U.S.

I'^KarenGreen, "US.-China Trade Update," China Business Review, March-April 1987, p. 1.

*®See the customs statistics in International Business, January 23 and February 4, 1988.

Impressand Cultural Section, U.S. Consulate Gcne.t2l,EconomicPolicyBackground, EB-1359,
February 3,1988, p. 1.

2oibid., p. 2.
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trade deficit. It is grossly unfair to shift the pressure for balancing
U.S. trade toward China.

2. Chinese textiles occupy less than 10 percent of total U.S.
textile imports in terms of square yardage, or 7 percent in dollar
value.2i Any reduction in China's textile exports to the United
States could not substantively improve the US. trade deficit.

3. Textiles are the major source of China's foreign exchange.
Japan and the EEC have understood China's difficulties and have
relaxed their restrictions on textile imports from China. The
United States, however, in 1982-87, increased the quota catego
ries from China from 14 to 87 so that now 85 percent of China's
textile exports are under quotas.22 Consequently, Sino-U.S. trade
has been unfavorably affected because China has been forced to
cut down imports from the United States because of its shortage of
foreign exchange.23

4. China is diversifying its export product mix.^^The United
States should recognize this and grant China time to adjust its
trade structure. Meanwhile, China is adjusting its industrial struc
ture, which will help rationalize the structure of China's imports
and exports.

In late 1987 Chinaand the United Statessigned a new textile agreement
that will expire in 1991.It covers all the major items China exports to the
United States, including synthetic fibers and apparel not covered under the
previous two agreements. Under this agreement, the annual growth rate of
China's textile and apparel exports to the United States will decline from
about 19 percent to 3 percent.25 The agreement has temporarily relaxed
tensions in Sino-U.S. textile trade matters, but the pressure for protection
ism in the United States will probably grow as long as the overall U.S. trade

2iJerome Turtolu, "Textile Trade Tensions," China Business Review, September-October
1986, p. 28.

22Wu Shudong, "China's Textile Exports to the US. and U.S. Trade Protectionism," China's
Foreign Trade, September 1987, p. 10;see also "U.S. and China Agree to New Limitson Textile
Imports," in Press and Cultural Section, U.S. Consulate General, Economic Policy Back
ground, EB-1324, December 21,1987, p. 1.

23For example, in 1983 the United States imposed unilateral quotas on Chinese textiles. In
response, China cut back grain purchases from the United States.

2^Zhou Keren(press officerof the MinistryofForeignEconomicRelationsandTrade),"China
Made Good Performance in Foreign Economic Relations and Trade in 1987," International
fiwsmess, January 23,1988, p. 1.

25U.S. Consulate General, EB-1324, p. 1.
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deficit is not reduced. This trend is reflected in the protectionist legislation
recently passed in the U.S. Congress.

U.S. Trade Laws and Policies Affecting Sino-U.S. Trade

Current U.S. trade laws and policies, and trade policy discussions in the
Congress, exhibit some major features that can be detrimental to the
development of Sino-U.S. trade.

Under Section 402 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974, the U.S. Congress uni
laterally reviews emigration policies and practices of planned-economy
countries, including China, before deciding to continue their MFN status.
Although the section was originally directed against the Soviet Union, its
vague terms have affected Sino-U.S. trade. The annual review of China's
MFN status has created unstable business conditions and unnecessary
obstacles. From the legal point of view, the bilateral MFN treatment for
both China and the United States is an international commitment. U.S.

review neither accords with the equity principle of international law nor
improves Sino-U.S. trade.

The House of Representatives recently proposed an antidumping
amendment to the U.S. Trade Act of 191that would allow U.S. enter

prises to petition—before the material injury is determined—for relief
and remedial action against a nonmarket economy country (including
China), regardless of whether its exports to the United States are fair or
not.27 The amendment dogmatically stipulates that any increase in China's
exports to the United States be subject to Section 406, disregarding the
fact that China is a latecomer to the US. market. The amendment is

inappropriate in three respects. First, China is being steadily transformed
into a market-oriented system. It is presumptuous to attach a rigid label to
a changing economic system. Second, from 1980-86, although Chinese
exports to the United States accounted for less than 1 percent of all U.S.
imports, China was confronted with fifteen antidumping investigations, 5
percent of all the cases filed.^^ The disproportionately high number of
cases against China is largely because of the unfairness of the U.S. antidump
ing law as applied to China. Apart from the loss of market share resulting
from these cases, China has incurred legal fees that, in some instances.

26HanXu(Chinese Ambassador to the United States), "US.LawsThreaten the Future ofChina-
US. Trade," China Business Review, November-December 1986, p. 6.

27lbid.

2®Michael Pillsbury, "Topics for China Trade Caucus Symposium," in Memorandum for
Senators of the China Trade Caucus (US. Senate, Washington, D.C., November 19-20,
1987), p. 6.
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exceeded the total value of the sales of the merchandise involved 29 Thus

China's benefit from export trade has suffered greatly. Third, the amend
ment and the application of the U.S. antidumping law to China is contrary
to the basic principles of law: consistency, stability, predictability, and
fairness. The U.S. determination of dumping margins is not based on the
real cost of the Chinese product, but on the cost data from a selected
surrogate It is impossible for China to predict what the arbitrary "fair
value" will be. Meanwhile, to avoid antidumping petitions, China is forced
to inflate prices artificially. This, in turn, unfairly restricts China's access to
the U.S. market. Moreover, in certain antidumping cases against Chinese
products, the Department of Commerce unfairly chose surrogates whose
stages of economic development are by no means comparable to that of
China, thus leading to the determination of artificially inflated dumping
margins.

Other protectionist legislation being debated in the United States
would also have a negative effect on Sino-U.S. trade For example, a
proposal by the Ninety-Ninth Congress as applied to nonmarket econo
mies suggests that instead of relying on a fair value based on costs in a
surrogate, the average import price be used as the fair value benchmark.52
This proposal also ignores the fact that China is not a nonmarket economy.
Professor Nicholas Lardy of the University of Washington pointed out at
the U.S. Senate China Trade Caucus on U.S. trade and investment policy for
China that today about half of all China's products are being sold at market
or quasimarket prices rather than being distributed at prices fixed by the
state. It is expected that within two to three years 70 percent or more ofall
products will be sold at market or quasimarket prices. Professor Lardysaid,
"This transformation has now proceeded so far that one can legitimately
pose the question of whether or not China should continue to be desig
nated as a nonmarket economy under U.S. trade laws." He suggested that
"United States trade law and policy should be reexamined to assure that it
is congruent with this new reality."53

US. discriminative protectionism is obvious in textile trade The
United States has determined about 1,500 quota categories and signed
forty-one bilateral agreements to implement the quotas. The U.S. textile

29ibid

50Han Xu, "US. Laws Threaten."

3ilbid.

32ibid.

^^Nicholas R.Lardy, statement in the "UnitedStatesSenateChinaTradeCaucusSymposiumon
United States Trade and Investment Policy for China and Hong Kong: The Decade Ahead"
(ofijprint pp. 1, 2, 4), November 19,1987.
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producers, as U.S. Trade Representative Clayton K.Yeutter said, could be
totally relieved from the threat of excessive imports and have gained
considerable profits.^^ Despite all this, however, the U.S. Congress still
desires a new textile bill. The bill, if passed, will be a direct violation of the
Multilateral Fiber Arrangement, the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)(Article 19), and most U.S. bilateral agreements. The United
Stateswill pay a high price and lose the respect of more than ninety GATT
signatories.

China enjoys GSP privileges from all the other developed countries,
but not from the United States. The United States excludes China because

China has not acquired full membership in the GATT. This argument can
hardly hold water. China was one of the original GATT signatories. Its
membership wiUbe "restored" when conditions are appropriate Further
more, GSPis a kind of nonreciprocal trade privilege granted by developed
countries to developing countries, regardless of whether the latter are
GATT signatories. Otherwise one cannot explain why China enjoys GSP
privileges from other developed countries.

The Investment Climate in China and Related Issues

Manyforeign investors have complained about the unfavorableinvest
ment environment and high costs in China. The unfavorable investment
environment includes the imperfect "hard" environment (such as the
inadequate industrial infrastructure) and the unsound "soft" environ
ment (such as overwhelming government bureaucracies and uncertainties
about legal procedures). Investment costs are raised by several factors:
low productivity leads to high labor costs; the unavailability of qualified
raw materials in the domestic market raises costs because of imported
inputs (especially after the renminbi was devalued); and bureaucratic red
tape causes the loss of business opportunities. Afurther disincentive is the
Chinese policy of requiring foreign investment enterprises to earn their
own foreign-exchange requirements.

These problems are indeed real. They are caused by the conservative
attitudes stemming from the longstanding "closed door" policy and from
various degrees of the Left-deviationist thinking. The well-known bu
reaucracy is also one of the big evils. China is in transition from a rigidly
planned economy to a planned market economy and its macrocontrol
mechanism for the market economy has not been well established. More
over,between the central government and local governments, the coastal
port cities and the inland areas, the eastern region and the western region.

us. Consulate General, EB-1361.

35ibid.
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indeed among all localities and economic sectors, one finds diJQferences in
degrees of openness, in the rate of economic development, and in the
understanding and implementing of economic policies. As economic
reform proceeds, local areas and various economic sectors, having gained
more autonomy, have formed interest groups. These groups typically try to
persuade the government to favor their own areas or sectors. This leads to
weak macrocontrol, uncertainty, contradictions, and confusion, causing
discontent among foreign investors.

The Chinese government has taken steps to resolve these problems.
The new "Provisions for the Encouragement of Foreign Investment"
provides more preferential terms for foreign investors, including the
reduction of or exemption from the Enterprise Income Tax and the
Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax.^^The Chinese government
has addressed the foreign investors' foreign-exchange problem with such
policies as "production for import" and the establishment of the foreign-
exchange market, in addition to encouraging foreign investment enter
prises to export and to reinvest their profits. "Production for import"
encourages foreigners to invest in industrial sectors that produce goods
formerly imported. China's foreign trade companies will then use import
quotas to purchase the products manufactured by these sectors (the
payment is by foreign exchange), instead of importing from foreign
markets. Finally,the government now permits a kind of internal market for
foreign exchange. Foreign enterprises and selected Chinese enterprises in
need offoreign exchange can purchase it from those who have more than
they need, at a floating exchange rate. In Shanghai, the foreign exchange
market started to operate on September 27,1988, and it soon became very
brisk. Exchange rates quoted in this market are usually higher than that
quoted by the government. For example, the exchange rate of U.S. dollars
floats about 100 percent higher than the official rate.^^

Foreign investors still complain that the foreign-exchange market is
too small and too strictly controlled and that other measures designed to
ease the foreign-exchange problem are not quite to the point. These views
might be right, but relaxing foreign-exchange controls in China will take

October 11,1986, China's State Council promulgated "The Provisions for the Encour
agement of Foreign Investment." The municipal and provincial governments have formulated
their own implementing regulations, which contain additional preferential terms. In June
1988 the Chinese Ministry of Finance promulgated "Provisions for the Reduction and
Exemption of Enterprise Income Tax and Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax for
the Encouragement of Foreign Investment in the Coastal Economic Development Zones,"
People's Daily, June 29,1988.

^Tfiank of China, Express News of International Finance (Shanghai), no. 243 (October
11,1988).
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time because the modernization program needs large amounts of imports.
Strict controls are necessary because of the extreme shortage of foreign
exchange. It should be pointed out, however, that the foreign-exchange
controls are only temporary. When China's economy improves, its foreign-
exchange reserves increase; and when the market mechanism is fully
developed, the shortage of foreign exchange will be relieved, and controls
over foreign exchange will be relaxed. The experiences of many newly
industrialized countries prove this point.

According to an American consulting company's survey of American
executives who have started joint ventures with Chinese enterprises, 22
percent of the American executives said the recoupment of investment
had greatly exceeded their expectations; 28 percent said that it had
exceeded their expectations; 44 percent said that it had fulfilledthe target;
and 6 percent said that it had failed to reach the target. Although the
survey might not be conclusive, one can reasonably predict that, under the
general guideline of "entering the international economic arena boldly,"
the investment environment will be increasingly improved.

Issues of Trade Credits

Sino-U.S. trade volume is much lower than it should be This trade could

be increased if the United States were to provide China with adequate
export credit. The United States obviously has not done enough in this
respect, compared withJapan who, through its Overseas Economic Coop
eration Fund, has committed US$3.5 billion to aid various construction
projects in China.^^Alarge portion of the loan proceeds has been used to
purchase Japanese products and equipment. The Japanese Export-Import
Bank has also provided China with several billion dollars in trade financ
ing.^® The EEC countries have extended significant amounts of official
development assistance and export credits that haveled to rapid growth of
Sino-EEC trade.^^ By comparison, the U.S. Export-Import Bank up to now
has supplied only a small amount of fiinding, and the United States has
never provided any official development assistance. This is one of the
reasons that Sino-U.S. trade has not developed as fast as Sino-Japan trade or
Sino-EEC trade.

38The survey was conducted by A.T. Kearney Consulting Company. For the results of the
survey, see International BusinessMonthly, December1987,p. 5'Jie FangRibao (Libera
tion Daily), July 28,1988.

39Edward W. Furia, "U.S. Trade Law and Economic Policy Toward a Changing China: The
Historical Legacyand the Current Environment." It was presented to the U.S. Senate China
Trade Caucus, Committee for Fair Trade with China, November 15,1987, p. 3.

^ojbid.

^Ubid.
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Political Factors in Sino-U.S. Trade Relations

Political factors involved in Sino-U.S. trade relations are often sensitive,
especially in the case ofsuch issues as U.S.-Taiwanrelations, human rights,
and birth control policy. The Taiwan issue is affecting almost all the
important trade issues between China and the United States, such as
China's participation in the Asian Development Bank, U.S. technology
transfer to China, and Sino-U.S. arms sales. Some people will always raise
the Taiwan issue whenever the U.S. Congress reviews trade or business
issues concerning China. Other issues such as human rights, birth control
policy, and the Tibet issue are China's internal affairs, but U.S. interference
has resulted in diplomatic friction, which in turn has affected the develop
ment of bilateral trade The Five Principles for international relations
provide the best basis for shaping Sino-U.S. political relations. Improved
Sino-U.S. relations would have significant impact well beyond the eco
nomic arena. The deterioration ofrelations would benefit neither country.

Development of Sino-U.S.
Trade Relations and the Future

Despite the current problems in Sino-U.S. trade relations, solutions can
be found. Important conditions favor the further development ofSino-U.S.
trade.

1. The rate of economic growth in the Pacific-Asian region is
the highest in the world. The focus of the economic policies of
China and the United States overlap, in that the center ofgravity of
U.S. trade has gradually shifted from the Atlantic coast to the
Pacific coast. Since 1985 the total trade volume between the

United States and the Pacific-Asian region has surpassed that
between the United States and Europe. Most of the U.S. trade
deficit is from trade with the Pacific-Asian countries. Given the

expectation that the economic development ofthat region will be
the fastest in the world through the rest ofthis century, the United
States now has a heightened interest there and less so in Western
Europe and Latin America. In 1987 U.S. trade with the Pacific-Asian
region reached US$240.8 billion, or 36 percent of U.S. foreign
trade.^2

'^^when interviewed by Chinese correspondents in 1984, President Reagan said that the
United States is typically one of the Pacific Basin countries, and China is no doubt the biggest
and most important country in the Basin. See World Economic Herald, November 17,1986,
p. 1; U.S. Consulate General, EB-1359.
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Similarly, China's most important trading partners are also in
the Pacific-Asian region. China's exports to the region account for
55 percent of its total exports, and the imports from that region
account for 70 percent of its total imports.^^

2. The markets of China and the United States are the most

attractive in the world. In 1987 the total volume of U.S. trade

reached US$550 billion, 21 percent of its gross national product
(GNP).^^ The purchasing power per capita in the United States is
among the highest in the world. China has the largest population
in the world, although its per capita purchasing power is low.^^
The market in China is growing rapidly because of the moderniza
tion program. Farsighted trade policies ofboth countries will be a
blessing to their people.

3. Most commodities in Sino-U.S. trade are reciprocal to the
needs ofboth sides. Therefore, the expansion of Sino-U.S. trade has
its comparative benefits. For example, China still needs to import
agricultural products because the labor productivity is low in
China and agriculture is not evenly developed. As for natural
resource products such as fertilizer, paper pulp, and timber, China
needs to import a certain amount to balance demand and supply
as the former greatly exceeds the latter. The United States can be a
supplier of these goods. Moreover, China's modernization pro
gram needs technology and equipment from the United States.
Similarly,with the development of its economy and trade, China
will be able to supply more and more goods and labor services
that the United States needs.

The favorable development of Sino-U.S. trade relations depends on
some other factors as well. We address these now.

Economic Growth ofBoth China and the United States

The United States is the vanguard of the world economy and a
slowdown there could cause international trade to shrink. According to

^^Assistant Minister of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Shen Jueren's speech at the
opening ceremony of the Research and Training Center for the International Trade in China
and the Pacific-Asian Region; see International Business, December 19,1987, p. 1.

^'^Clayton K. Yeutter, "Far-Sighted US. Trade Policy," in Press and Cultural Section, US.
Consulate Economic Policy Background, EB-1333, January 5,1988, p. 1.

"^^According to a research report presented by the State Council's Institute of Economic
Restructuring, China'sper capita annual consumption in 1986 was 450 yuan RMB, or US$120
(the exchange rate was US$1 = RMB3.71). See "A Comparison of Consumption Levels
Between the Chinese and the Peoples of Other Countries," World Economic Herald,
September 17,1987, p. 14.
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the U.S. Department of Commerce, the U.S. economy has grown for fifty-
seven consecutive months, creating more than 13 million jobs. The
unemployment rate in the United States is 5.9 percent, the lowest in eight
years.^^ Economic growth, a major reason for the dramatic increase
of U.S.imports, can contribute to the stabilization and growth of Sino-
U.S. trade.

China's rapid economic development since economic reform was
introduced has affected its foreign trade as well. In the Sixth Five-Year Plan
(1981-85), China's annual GNP growth was 10 percent. In the Seventh
Five-Year Plan, the growth will be 7.5 percent,lower because of the larger
base and the need to prevent the economy from overheating. Foreign trade
can be expected to grow at a corresponding rate. In this foreign trade the
United States is an important buyer aswell as a supplier of high-technology
products, capital goods, and industrial raw materials for the enormous
Chinese market.

TheSpeed ofDeepening China's Economic Restructuring

At the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee, China
launched a strategic plan for economic development, involving three
steps. The first was to double the GNP of 1980 and solve the problem of
food and clothing for the Chinese people. This task has been largely
fulfilled.^® The second step is to double the GNPagain by the end of this
century, thus enabling our people to lead a fairly comfortable life.The third
step is to reach the per capita GNP level of moderately developed
countries by the middle of the next century. This will mean that moderni
zation has been basically accomplished and that the Chinese people have
begun to enjoy a relatively affluent life.The most important task at present
is to complete successfully the second step. Executing the plan for
economic development basically depends on accelerating and deepening
the process of restructuring the economy and opening more to the outside
world. China is instituting reforms in planning, investment, allocation of
materials, monetary affairs, finance, and foreign trade.

The primary method of reforming the management of foreign trade is
to introduce the contracting responsibility system into all the foreign trade

^^Clayton K. Yeutter, "Congress Can't Legislate Trade Deficit Cut," in Press and Cultural
Section, U.S. Consulate General, Economic Policy Background, EB-1231, September 18,
1987, p. 3.

^•^"The 7th FYP for National Economic and Social OcweXopmcnt"JieFangRibao, April 15,
1986, p. 1.

^®General Secretary Zhao Ziyang'sreport, "AdvanceAlongthe RoadofSocialismwith Chinese
Characteristics," presented at the Thirteenth Party National Congress. SeeJie Fang Rihao,
November 4,1987, p. 2.
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corporations. The contract involves a quota for foreign exchange to be
earned, as well as a profit-and-loss quota. In the past the management ofthe
foreign trade corporations was rigid and had no vitality. These enterprises
had no incentive to compete internationally. The new reforms are chang
ing that, but some problems have emerged because other supporting
reforms have not been instituted fully. These problems are as follows:

1. Competition among the coastal port cities has driven up the
prices of raw materials needed for manufacturing export goods,
because of the dual pricing system.

2. The existing taxation system has lowered the profits of
export-oriented enterprises and made foreign trade companies
suffer heavy losses.

3. In the special economic zones where preferential policies
apply, some enterprises have been engaged in illegal dealings, and
smuggling is common.

4. Flexible market mechanisms have not been worked out and

macrocontrols remain weak.

Because China's export capacity largely determines the volume of her
foreign trade, the reform offoreign trade management must be accelerated
and adapted to the environment ofthe world economy. Further reform will
give foreign trade enterprises full authority over management and full
responsibility for profit and loss. This will ensure better coordination
between industry and foreign trade and eventually lead to a system
whereby foreign trade corporations can act as agents for other enterprises
in the export of their commodities.

We believe that, with the formation ofa flexible market mechanism and
success in reforming the management offoreign trade, China will become
one of the most attractive markets for U.S. investors and businesses.

China's economic reform has increasingly deepened. Recently, some
important legislation has attracted wide attention. The Chinese govern
ment has permitted privately owned economic entities to exist and
develop within the limits prescribed by law.And now land ownership can
be separated from the right ofland use, permitting paid transfer of the right
to use state land.^^ This involved the amendment of the Constitution. The

National People's Congress has passed the amendment, and the State
Council has promulgated the regulations implementing the law. This law
will instill more vitality into China's economy. Its far-reaching significance
cannot be overestimated.

^9SeeihtPeople'sDaily,]\mc 29,1988; by the end of 1987 the number of private enterprises
employing more than eight employees had reached 225,000, with the total number of 3.6
million tmployccsjieFang Ribao,}\x\y 23,1988,
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The Opening of the Markets ofBoth Countries

The leaders of the two countries are well aware that Sino-U.S. trade

depends on a more open economic environment. U.S. Secretary of State
George Shultz said, "For China, for the United States, and for other nations
as well, this new Information Age will require, above all else, that we
continue to open our doors to one another. When such doors are open—
when people, goods, and ideas can flow freely between us—both Chinese
and Americans can learn from each other. Through such openness,
societies are better able to stimulate and take advantage of the inherent
dynamism and creativity of their peoples."5o General Secretary Zhao
Ziyang's report to the Thirteenth Party Congress also emphasizes that
adhering to the reform and the open policy is China's basic policy and that
the socialist market system must be a competitive and open system. In the
Seventh Five-Year Plan, the objective of the open policy, while concentrat
ing on improving export capacity in order to earn more foreign exchange,
is to further expand foreign trade, make use ofmore foreign funds, increase
technology imports, and promote other economic and technological
cooperations. The targets are as follows:

1. By 1990 the total trade volume is planned to reach US$83
billion. This is an average annual increase of 7 percent, the
annual export increase being 8.1 percent and the import increase
being 6.1 percent. The proportion of exports represented by
manufactured goods will gradually increase. Among imports,
priority will be given to software, high technology items, and key
equipment.51

2. Foreign funds will be used primarily for energy, transporta
tion, communications, and raw materials, especially for the ex
pansion and modernization of the power industry, the oil industry
and ports, and the technical reconstruction of the engineering
and electronic industries. Foreign funds will also be used to
improve the country's export capacity and the production of
import substitutes, thus generating more foreign funds.

3. Selective and systematic imports of technology and knowl
edge will continue to increase. The imports of technology will
concentrate on the technical reconstruction of existing enter
prises. Priority will be given to the imports of the technology and

50GeorgeShultz, "China and the United States: Facing the Economic Challenges of the Future,"
speech at the Dalian Management Training Center in Dalian, China, March 3, 1987, p. 5.

5i"7th FYP," p. 3.
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equipment that can contribute to improving export capacity or
developing import substitutes.

The Stabilization ofSino-US, Political Relations

Trade sanctions can be used to achieve political ends, and political
factors are often involved in Sino-US. economic relations. Despite the
differentpolitical systemsand differences over values, human rights, the
Tibet issue, and the Taiwan issue, the two countries can build up an
international political environment in favorof the smooth development of
Sino-U.S. trade if both sides can respect and understand each other's
positions and peacefullyeliminate the differences through friendly consul
tation. The development of Sino-U.S. economic relations will in turn
become one of the important factors for closer political relations between
the two countries.

TheBalance ofForeign Exchange in China and the U.S. TradeDeficit

China's imports and exports are limited by its shortage of foreign
exchange. The imports have to be controlled because of the foreign-
exchange problem. Asfor the exports, in order to earn foreign exchange,
China can only develop low-value industries and cannot help but neglect
high-value industries. Thus China's exports are not diversified, but instead
are concentrated in a few commodities. China should, on the basis of the
demands of the world market and its own strong points, "make vigorous
efforts to develop export-oriented industries and products that are com
petitive and can bring quick and high economic returns. We should also
work hard to improve the quality ofexport commodities, rationalize their
mix, and open up new markets in different parts of the world with a view to
achieving a relatively rapid and sustained growth of export trade. In
addition, we should do more to expand tourism, to increase export of
labor services and technology and to increase the amount of foreign
exchange earned from sources other than trade."52 China wants greatly to
expand its trade with the United States and other countries. But the
current protectionist tendency in the United States has put China in an
unfavorable position. China sincerely hopes that those Americans with a
vision can adopt a correct attitude toward the issue of Sino-U.S. trade
balance and play a positive, rather than a negative, role in expanding the
trade between the two countries.

Asthe U.S. trade deficit remains high, protectionism in the United States
is beginning to gain ground. The underlying causes of the high deficit are

52Zhao Ziyang's report, p. 2.
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the budget deficit of the U.S. government and the declining competitive
ness of U.S. industries. The high U.S. budget deficit made the U.S. economy
unstable, led to the increase of federal debts and high interest rates, and
attracted foreign fimdsinto the United States. It alsodrove up the valueof
the U.S. dollar, thus making U.S. commodities less competitive, which in
turn led to a high trade deficit.While the trade deficit has caused the rising
pressure of domestic protectionism, it has also made the U.S. dollar
unstable As a result, the dollar has been devalued and stock prices have
gone down. Ifforeignfunds flow out of the UnitedStates, the growth of the
U.S. economy will slow down, and U.S. trade will decline Then the whole
world economy could be affected and experience some kind of recession.
Thus the high U.S. trade deficit, if not reduced, might also affect the
expansion of Sino-US. trade.

Although all these factors are constantly changing and precise predic
tions are difficult,we are optimistic about the future of Sino-US. trade.
However, in order to promote fiirther development of trade, the two
countries must take some steps.
More Information AboutEach Other's Markets. Sino-US. trade was com
pletely suspended for a long period. The socialand political systemsof the
two countries are different, as are the backgrounds of culture and general
mentality.Asa result, China and the United Stateshavemany different ways
of doing foreign trade. For example, many Chinese exports to the United
States are transshipped through Hong Kong;some American businessmen
who have come to China do not know the right organization to do business
with. Some Chinese commodities do not conform to U.S. technical stan

dards, while some American commodities are too advanced for the
conditions of China. If the enterprises of both countries want to sell their
products in each other's markets, they should know the business customs
and market conditions in the other country. As for China, the urgent task
on hand is to train foreign trade personnel.
More Competitiveness of the Commodities of the Two Countries. Both
China and the United States need to make their commodities more

competitive. Many of the Chinese commodities are not as competitive in
the U.S. market as those from South Korea and Taiwan. Some U.S. products
(especially cars and household electrical appliances) cannot compete
with Japanese products in the Chinese market. Both sides should improve
the quality of their products and make the prices reasonable in order to fit
the conditions of the other country. It should be realized that protectionist

53The United States is optimistic about the future development of Sino-US. trade; see Nai-
Ruenn Chen, "US.-China Trade Patterns," China Business Review, September-October
1986, p. 16.
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actions are unwise. This argument is supported by the fact that the U.S.
textile industry, after being protected for more than twenty years, still
must rely on government protection. Howevei; the U.S. restrictions on
textile imports from China force China to increase the variety ofits textile
products and to raise the processing level. Both countries should greatly
improve the quality of their products so they are more competitive in the
world market.

Bilateral or Multilateral Preferential Treatments. China has applied for
restoration ofits GATTmembership. It has already joined the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the
Paris Convention. In all these organizations the United States plays an
important role. China's participation will no doubt help build a closer link
with the United States and the international economic community. China
expects the United States to extend bilateral or multilateral aids to China
for its modernization program.
Economic Cooperation in Various Forms. China and the United States
have now gained experience in various forms of economic cooperation,
including processing trade, compensation trade, reciprocal investment,
and technology transfer. Both sides can make better use of these methods
for expanding trade and increasing investment. For the past few years, the
U.S. investment in China has increased considerably. In the Shanghai area
the number of US. investments (including contractual ventures, equity
joint ventures, and solely US.-fimded enterprises) rose from fifteen in 1985
to forty-three in 1987, an increase of almost 200 percent. Among these,
equity joint ventures increased from nine to thirty-three, an increase of
more than 250 percent, and the number still keeps going up. As for the
whole country, foreign investments approved in the first six months of
1988 reached US$2021 million, 1.86 times the amount in the same period
in 1987. What is especially noticeable is the dramatic increase of enter
prises wholly owned by foreigners. The number of these enterprises and
the foreign funds agreed increased six times and twenty-three times (to
US$262 million) respectively compared with the figures in the first six
months of last year. At the same time the number ofU.S. investors in China
increased 2.3 times.^^

More Governmental and Nongovernmental Trade Contacts. China and
the United States have set up three ministerial-level joint commissions.55

^^^See the Shanghai Foreign Relations and Trade Commission, "The Table of Foreign Invest
ment Enterprises in Shanghai." The statistics are closed at the end of V)Sl JieFengRibao,]u\Y
28,1988.

55Theyare the Joint Commission on Science and Technology, the Joint Economic Committee,
and the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade
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China's International Trade Promotion Commission and the U.S. Trade and

Development Agency have also made great contributions to the promo
tion of Sino-U.S. trade. These organizations and institutions should be
better used to promote contacts and mutual understanding between the
enterprises of the two countries.

Recently, the US. Commission on Integrated Long-Term Strategy pre
sented a report to President Ronald Reagan. It predicts that by the year
2010 China's GNP will have risen to second place in world economic
output, just behind the United States and surpassing Japan.5^ Although
there are disputes over the methods used for the estimate in the report, this
prediction represents one kind of observation of the trends in the world
economy. If it proves to be true, Sino-U.S. economic relations will have had
a greater breakthrough. Although obstacles in the development ofSino-U.S.
trade remain, we are optimistic about the prospects.

COMMENTS

ZhangJialin comments:
I have three comments on issues raised in the two papers by Wang Xi

and Chen Yawen and by Nai-Ruenn Chen. First, Professor Chen stated that
trade friction between the United States and China may grow further if
China pursues an export-led growth model, because unlike the 1960s and
1970s, now the United States has large budget and trade deficits. I would
not be so pessimistic. The coastal areas of China are now adopting an
externally-oriented economic strategy, which means not only increased
exports of finished products, but increased imports of raw materials as
well. For exports, China mainly focuses on labor-intensive products,
which the United States has not produced for a long time. In this trade,
therefore, China competes primarily with other Asian exporting countries,
not with the United States. So there is no reason for the United States to

restrict these Chinese exports. Concerning the budget and trade deficits, I
agree with Professor Wang's point, that the U.S. trade deficit with China in
1987 amounted to only two percent of the total U.S. trade deficit. Hence it

56Don Oberdorfer, "China Could Place Second, Soviets Fourth Economically," Washington
Pos?, January 12,1988, p. A17.
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is unfair to attribute the huge U.S. trade imbalance to China and thus to
restrict imports from China.

Second, as I mentioned in my paper, in light of the boom in the U.S.
textile industry, the United States could be considering a reduction of,
rather than an increase in, controls on imports of textiles from China. With
capacity utilization in textile mills now above 90 percent, continuing
protection for that industry will certainly lead to a recession. People
should not forget that on the eve of the last recession (1981-82) the
capacity utilization of manufacturing in the United States was 89 percent.
It is likely that further increases in U.S. domestic textile production and
restriction of textile imports would harm the U.S. economy itself.

I fully agree with Professor Chen's remarks that China should diversify
its export products. At the same time, I hope the U.S. side could understand
that it takes time for China to reform its industry and trade structure.
Within the transition period, further restrictions of Chinese exports wiU
only delay China's structural adjustment.

Third, in addition to textile quotas, the antidumping code is a serious
obstacle to Sino-U.S. trade. Both papers elaborate on this issue. Here I want
to illustrate the problem with the experiences of Shanghai. Many of
Shanghai'sexports to the United States have been subjected to antidump
ing penalties. The U.S. determination of dumping margins is not based on
the real cost of the Chinese product, but on the production costs in
countries that are at stages of economic development by no means
comparable to China's. Enamel pots made in Shanghai and exported to the
United States provide an example. The U.S. Department of Commerce has
used the average import price of "surrogates" in the Netherlands, France,
West Germany, Sweden, Canada, and Japan, rather than Paraguay,Thailand,
Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia, as stated in Professor Chen's
paper, to determine fair value, thus substantially inflating the dumping
margin. Consequently, Shanghaiwas forced to suspend enamel pot exports
to the United States in 1986 and 1987.

As Professor Chen correctly points out in his paper, many U.S. firms
have complained that the U.S. antidumping law as applied to China is not
fair and predictable. Some U.S. government officialsand congressmen have
advanced recommendations that would make the antidumping law more
compatible with the current state of China's changing economy. Unfor
tunately, these recommendations have not been accepted by Congress.
Chinese officials have estimated that if the United States continues to

determine the cost ofChinese products by relying on surrogate prices, 80
percent of China's export products to the United States could be subject to
dumping penalties. This would severely harm Sino-U.S. trade.
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10. Technology Transfer
and China's Modernization:
An American Perspective

DENIS FRED SIMON

We are now in a period in which new technology is developing rapidly.
Scientific and technological progress, including modern management,
determines the level ofproductive forces and their growth rate. In an open
and competitive international environment, our productive forces just
cannot develop rapidly without scientific and technological progress. In
that case, our country will lag further and further behind the developed
countries, and it will not be able to stand on its own feet among the nations
of the world. (Speech by Premier LiPeng at National Science and Technol
ogy Conference, Beijing, March 10,1988)

China's efforts to become a more active participant in both regional
and global technology and economic markets promise to have important
implications for the evolving international system in the coming decades.
Beijing's "open door" to trade, foreign investment, managerial expertise,
and imported technology constitutes the primary vehicle through which
China will make its presence felt. From the perspective ofboth buying and
selling, the present open-door policy is designed to act as a catalyst for the
country's overall modernization program. Through increased exposure to
advanced country management methods, production techniques, and
technical know-how as well as the dynamics of foreign markets, the PRC's
leadership hopes that Chinese enterprises will become more productive
and efficient, thereby enabling them to offer a more competitive assort
ment ofproducts in key overseas markets and to serve a growing domestic
demand as well.

The acquisition of foreign technology, in particular, is viewed as the key
element in China's strategy for entering world markets. Technology trans
fer has become something of a compulsion among top Chinese leaders,
who see tremendous opportunities for China to leap ahead through the
application of foreign equipment and technical knowledge. This is not to
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suggest that China has abandoned its goal of greater technological self-
reliance. On the contrary, foreign technology will be used to enhance
indigenous efforts, thereby reducing the time, cost, and risk involved in
modernizing existing enterprises, developing new products, and improv
ing the quality of current products. In spite of the somewhat uneven
approach to the importation of foreign equipment and know-how since
1978, major efforts remain underway to secure access to a variety of key
product and process technologies. And while the leadership in Beijing may
be concerned about excessive expenditures offoreign exchange aswell as
problems oftechnological dependency, it has not retreated from its overall
commitment to the acquisition of foreign technology.

Heretofore, most of the advanced industrialized nations have been
supportive of China's expanded participation in the world economy and
technology markets. From the perspective of foreign firms, the lure of the
enigmatic "China market" has been a major driving factor behind this
support. While some companies may want to purchase Chinese raw
materials or utilize China as an export platform, most companies are
ultimately drawn by the PRC's potential as a market for capital equipment
and technology or as a market for consumer goods, assorted commodities,
and services. In many cases, given the PRC's almost insatiable demand for
technology, some foreign firms have been willing to "leverage" selected
aspects of their product and process know-how for greater access to the
Chinese domestic market.

The central argument of this chapter is that a substantial amount of
learning has taken place in China with respect to the importation offoreign
technology. The Chinese pattern of behavior since 1978 supports the
contention of several international relations scholars, who have asserted
that through the process of learning and the sharing of common norms,
countries will come to see greater benefits in collaboration rather than
confrontation.^ Yet, despite Chinese progress in this area, many uncertain
ties remain with regard to China's increased participation in the global
economy—arising, in most cases, from the uneven performance in the use
offoreign technology. Moreover, within a dynamic world economy, major
changes taking place in the nature of manufacturing technology and
production organization have raised many questions about where the key
sources of competitive advantage may be found for China as well as for
other emerging nations. For example, China's greatest resource, its rela
tively untapped reservoir of"inexpensive" labor, may become increasingly
irrelevant as a major asset in certain key industrial sectors—for example.

'Ernst Haas, "Why Collaborate: Issue-Linkage and International Regimes?" World Politics
(May 1980): 357-405.
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the automotive industry—in terms of establishing the country's competi
tive position.

China's Modernization and the Changing
Face of the International Economy

The 1960s and 1970s were a period of rapid growth and change in
terms of a range of international economic and technology interactions.
The face of the global economy was transformed with the emergence of
Western Europe and Japan as a counterbalance to America's previous
technologically dominant position. In addition, Grunwald and Flammin
TheGlobalFactory have noted that during this period for the firsttime the
operations of American multinational corporations (MNCs)seem to have
switched, on a fairly large scale, to overseas production of manufactured
exports for the U.S. domestic market,with Asia and LatinAmericabeing the
two largest areas of concentration.^ In most cases, US. firms sought out
production sites characterized by cheap labor as a means of competing
against the rising Japanese presence in such industries as consumer
electronics and textiles. The U.S. approach stood in sharp contrast to the
actions taken by Japan, which viewed overseas production primarily
(though not exclusively) as a means of addressing local market oppor
tunities as well as third country markets. Moreover, as O'Neill suggests in
The Technology Edge, Japanese firms were also busy investing in expen
sive, large-scale automated production equipment at home—which pro
vided Japan with higher levels of productivity, reliability and quality and
lower costs as requisite economies of scale were attained.^

Similarly, the 1980s have also been a time of significant change, espe
cially in the area of technology. Whereas it was once possible for places
such as Taiwan and South Korea to enter into the international market

through participation in low-level assembly operations and to offer rela
tively low wages, this is no longer the case. Technological advances in
transportation and communication, which were largely responsible for
the movement of U.S. industry overseas, are now enabling some of those
same industries (in whole or in part) to move back onshore As the recent
report by MIT entitled TheFuture ofTheAutomobile points out, "[T]he
advantages of low wages in the less-developed countries do not offset the
quality and coordination handicaps, the country risk, and the use of many

^Joseph Grunwald and Kenneth S.Flam, The Global Factory (Washington, D.C.: Brookings
Institution, 1985).

^Gerard K.O'Neill,TheTechnologyEdge:OpportunitiesforAmerica in WorldCompetition
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983).
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more hours of labor for most production steps."^ A similar argument can
be made for segments of the microelectronics industry,where automation
and other related changes in manufacturing—all spurred on by the
demands of greater technological complexity and precision—are making
it possible once again to fully integrate design, production, and testing in
one location.5

One could argue that what we are really talking about is the emergence
of so-called high-technology industries in the industrialized nations and
that the growing emphasis on these "advanced" industries will allow some
of the so-called traditional industries with their mature technologies to
move steadily to the developing world. While this may be an accurate
perception in some respects, current technological changes are making
selected segments of so-called traditional industries once again viable in
the advanced nations. Moreover, as Robert Reich shows in The Next
American Frontier, these traditional industries serve as the gateways to
new ones.^ Driven by technological breakthroughs, U.S. industry has
begun to take traditional sectors such as steel, chemicals, textiles, and
automobiles and restructure them toward higher-valued, more sophisti
cated businesses like specialty steel and chemicals, precision automobiles,
and so on. Part ofthe economies ofscale that GEhopes to capture is in such
basic industries as wood, plastics, and glass. The introduction into U.S.
industry of flexible system production—a system that merges the once
separate functions ofresearch and development, engineering, purchasing,
manufacturing, and distribution—will underlie the ability of American
companies to compete on a global basis at present and into the fiiture

In effect, the globalization of critical industries such as automobiles
and electronics has changed the nature of the attraction as far as overseas
production and source locations are concerned. The prerequisites for
participation in these global industries have undergone a major shift in
terms of management, technology, production, and personnel. As far as

^AlanAltschuler et al.,Future of the Automobile, Report of MIT's International Automobile
Program (Cambridge, Mass.: MITPress, 1984).

5Even in those cases where labor-intensive tasks remain, technological change and advance
have allowed those tasks to be specifically excerpted from the overall production schema
thereby diminishing to some appreciable extent the scope and level of technology transfer.
See Robert Ballance and Stuart Sinclair, Collapse and Survival: Industry Strategies in a
Changing World (London: Allen Unwin, 1983).

Robert B.Reich, TheNext American Frontier Times Books, 1983). Reich argues
that "it is far easier to move into flexible system production by upgrading manufacturing skills
and know-how and elaborating networks of suppliers, distributors, and customers already in
existence than by leaping into a totally uncharted sea of products and processes unrelated to
an industrial base of the past" (p.l30).
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technologytransferisconcerned, acountry needs to havetechnology that
is,abasictechnological infrastructure, in order to attract more technology.
At the same time, as Vernon notes in a recent article in the Harvard
Business Review, there continues to be active consideration of ways to
bring"lost"industries backto the UnitedStates."^ Andwhile itwould not be
possible or desirable to bring all U.S. industry back, these pressures are
continuing to build, and we have already begun to see a response in terms
of domestic technology development.

Today, overseas production andsourcingare no longerseenasashort-
term response to a simple wage-rate phenomenon. Corporations with
worldwide sales are no longer able to operate as multidomestic firms.
Rather, they must be global in scope and orientation, choosing tech
nologies, designing products, selectingmanufacturing locations, and es
tablishing marketing arrangements on a worldwide basis. Within this
context, the decision to locate a production facility abroad or to transfer
technology to a foreign recipient must be based on a strategic set of
considerations. While factors such as goodwill and politics are important
in thisregard,mostfirms are looking for locations wherehighvalueadded
can be obtained, where global economies of scale can be efficiently and
effectively attained, and where the local infrastructurewill help facilitate
global integrationand linkages, that is, adequateport facilities, air links,
and communicationcapacity. Andmost important,the transaction costsof
engaging in a manufacturing or technology transfer relationshipmust not
be excessive—both in terms of time and money.

Themanagerial requisitesforparticipating in suchacomplexnetwork
of economic and technological relationships have also changed. AsAber-
nathy et al., noted in their book Industrial Renaissance, "[T]he skillful
implementation of technology matters as much as does the quality of
technical design.''̂ It is possible, for example, that the requirements of
economies of scale necessitate the establishment of a fairly sophisticated
production segment in an overseas location. It is at this stage, however,
where progress on the learning curve in the past will begin to yield future
benefits for placessuch asBrazil, Singapore, Taiwan, andSouthKorea—all
of whom have achieved substantial levels of technological progress and
have become key players in the global networks of many large multina
tional firms.Thus, while Reich and others maybe correct in suggesting that
sophisticated machinery may be moved to overseas locations, a clear

•^Raymond Vemon, "Can US. Manufacturing Come Back?" HarvardBusiness Review 0uiy-
August 1986):98-106.

sWilliamJ.Abemathy, KimB.Clark, andAlan M. K2ntvowJndustrialRenaissance: Producing
a Competitive Futurefor America(NewYork: Basic Books, 1983).
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preference hierarchy exists in terms of the characteristicsofpossibleand
viablepartners. The use of more complex and precision equipment, for
example, means that the service and maintenance requirements will
increase as will various aspects related to the "software" side of the
production process—aU of which exist in sufficient quantities only in a
few locations outside ofJapan and the Western industrialized countries, hi
other words, while standardization may facilitate continued overseas
activities by foreign firms, the imperatives of closer coordination and
precision may callfor a set of managerial skills and capabilities generally
absent or in short supply in most developingcountries.

These shifts inthenatureofproduction andthesources ofcompetitive
advantage have important implications forChina because theycouldserve
to inhibit Chinese objectives ina number ofsignificant areas, particularly
with respect to the acquisition of foreign technology—whether it be
through equity-based investments or arms-length licensing agreements.
Along with the increased capital requirements associated with building
modern facilities, they constitute important barriers to entry in the
international market for countries such as China.

Technology Transfer and China's
Modernization Strategy

China's strategy for modernizing its domestic technological capabili
ties is a multifaceted one, reflecting a combination of top-down, market-
oriented, and horizontal policy initiatives. In essence, the current drive is
characterized bythestrong emphasis being given toorganizational reform
andstructural change—though it mustbeacknowledged thattheChinese
have not entirely backed away from the "bigpush" approach totechnologi
cal advance. Nonetheless, thedegree to which theleadership isprepared
to initiate fundamental change in the science and technology area is
significant. This is best reflected in the March 1985 Central Committee
Decision on"Reform oftheScience andTechnology ManagementSystem."
Thedocument issignificant because it spells out abroad array ofmodifica
tionswith regardto thefunding ofscientific andtechnological activities as
well as the treatment of technical know-how and the procedures for
managing scientific andtechnical personnel.^ It also serves tocomplement
a number of other initiatives introduced over the past few years, for
example, the "high-technology development program," the "spark plan,"
and the "torch plan"—all ofwhichare under the aegis ofthe State Science
and Technology Commission.

^See "China's S&T Development Strategy," KejiRibao, July13,1987, p. 2.
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From the perspective of technology transfer, the reforms hold particu
larsignificance. Threeoftheseinitiatives stand out.Most important isthe
growing emphasis on the technical transformation ofenterprises. Total
investment in technological transformation and equipment renewal for
stateenterprises during theSeventh FiveYear Plan willbe 276billion yuan
(RMB). While in 1986 and1987 therewasapartial slowdown in technol
ogyimports for the purposeoftransforming existing enterprises because
of foreign-exchange factors, the totalprojected amount for the Seventh
Five-Year Plan.12 This decision to give attention to the renovation and
reorganization ofexisting plants andfacilities reflects therecognition that
the "software"sideof industry, that is,plant layout,schedulingprocedures,
inventory control,andsoon,may be justasvital to increasingproductivity
as is the acquisition of large quantities offoreign equipment. Thus China
hasdeemphasized itsprevious focus onwhole plantpurchases asthemajor
form of so-called technology import—in the belief that this acquisition
vehicle did not provide adequate levels of technology transfer—and is
now stressing the acquisition of "know-how" and basic design data in its
relations with foreign companies.^^

The technical transformation of enterprises program is particularly
interesting because asubstantial portionofthefunds to support theeffort
is nowbeingallocated in the form of loans {daiqium) instead of grants
{haoquan). In addition, the centralgovernment is no longer the primary
source of fiinds; since 1981 the locus of funding has shifted to the local
governments at the provincial and municipal level as well as banks. (See
Table 1.)These twoshifts have served to place a greater degree ofoverall
responsibility andvestedinterestregarding thesuccess ofvarious projects
directly in the hands of those responsible for project implementation.

loSee Song Jian, "The Chinese Restructuring and Opening to theOutside," Zhongguo K^i
Luntan 1 (September 1985):4-7. Song is the Minister-in-Charge of theState Science and
Technology Commission.

"LiBoxi et al., ZhongguoJishu GaizaoWenti Yanjiu (Research ontheProblems ofTechnical
Transformation in China), (Shanxi: Shanxi People's Publishing House, 1985).
i2See "Excerpts oftheSeventh FiveYear Plan Released," April 14,1986, translated in
Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report-PRC (FBIS-PRC), April 8, 1986,
pp. K29-30. Monies provided for this program in the Sixth FiveYear Plan were increased
66.6% over funds contained in the Fifth FiveYearPlan, which is further testimony to the
importance attached to this effort.

^^As ameans to acquire foreign technology, China isnowstressing threeforms ofcooperation
in addition to direct foreign investment: (1) technology-trade tie-up (jimao jiehe)\ (2)
production-trade tie-up {gongtnao jiehey., and (3) one purchase and three cooperations
(yimai sanbezuo).
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Table 1

Investment in Technical Transformation and Upgrading
(in 100m RMB)

Year

Foreign Direct
Investment State Local Banks Total

1981 1.4 34.8 142.4 46.0 224.6
1982 2.7 32.9 190.1 64.0 289.7
1983 2.7 40.8 232.4 81.9 357.8
1984 2.8 58.1 277.20 103.9 442.0
1985 15.0 21.8 370.1 199.2 606.1

Total 24.6 188.4 1,212.2 495.0 1,920.2

Source: Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1987 (Beijing: State Statistical Bureau)

Because the loans must be repaid by the borrowing entity, greater pres
suresonfactory managers nowexistregarding thechoice ofsuchthings as
appropriate technology and project feasibility.

Itgoeswithoutsaying thatso-called technology imports in thepastdid
help contribute to the development of such critical industries as chemical
fertilizers and steel. Yet the fact remains that while the Chinese were able
to obtain greater quantities of the products they desired, little direct
transfer ofdesign capacity tookplace. Inmany cases, even thesimple task
ofretrofitting a basic energy-saving device on a synthetic ammonia plant
must bedonebytheoriginal supplier. Arecentarticle mintertrade(April
1987)commentingon China's import experienceswith chemicalfertilizer
projects notedthatsomeforeign firms "are skeptical aboutChinese design
capability andprogressoftheproject(s),whichwouldinevitablyaffect the
quality of the final product." The same article went on to suggest that
"someforeigners still do not trust the abilityof the Chineseand insistthat
key partsmustbe imported andthepatentedtechnology formanufactur
ing the equipment must be purchased.

Thesecond keyelement hasbeen the linkage of the economic reforms
withefforts to stimulate technological progress. '̂ Theongoing movement
toward greaterdecentralization ofdecisionmaking, although fraught with
a numberofproblems anduncertainties, promises to improve theprocess
of technology selection and may even increase demands for foreign
technology. In the past, manyfactory managers decided to eschew the

i^Hao Qi,"Watch Out, Suppliers," Intertrade(April 1987):l6-17.
15R. p. Suttmeier, "New Directions inChinese Science and Technology," inJohn Majoi; ed.,
ChinaBriefing 1985(Boulder: Westview Press, 1986), pp. 91-102.
i^One of the majoruncertaintiesis that under the decisionto decentralize control over the
operation offactories from within theMEI and theformer MMBI, the authority for approving
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potential benefits of new technology (in many cases, both product and
process technology) because of theadditional burdens that integrating a
new piece of equipment or procedure might createWith increased
autonomy and responsibility for profits and losses, as well as reduced
bureaucratic red tape, Chinese leaders hope that production units will
become more attentive to their technological opportunities as well as
theirtechnological choices and options—especiallysince thecosts, waste,
and inefficiency increasingly will have to be borne directly by the unit
itself.i8

The third area that is significant is the effort to build closer links
between the civilianand militarysectors in order to facilitate the transfer
of knowledge and capability from the latter to the former. >9 Heretofore,
China's defense sectorhasgenerally been therecipientofgreaterfinanrial
resources, larger numbers of more qualified technical personnel, and
more sophisticated equipment, instrumentation, and so on. Industries
such as electronics and nuclear affairs, for example, were primarily
"military-oriented" andcontributedlittleto the civilian economy—and in
fact,were probably a drain on limited personnel and technical resources.
Moreover, China's industrial structure was strongly biased in terms of
investment and related resource allocation by the decision to create so-
called third-line industries in the mid-1960s.2°

Since the early 1980s, thissituation hasbegun to change, primarily in
the beliefthat the technological and managerial leadership of the defense
scienceandtechnologyandindustrial basecanhelpspearhead morerapid
advances in thecivilian sector—and perhaps evenstimulate productivity
and efficiency gains in the defense sector as well. Consumer electronics

technology imports isstill retained bytheministry. Thus, while thefactory manager may have
theprerogative toseekout newandmoreefficient modes ofproduction, hedoesnothave the
necessary power to formally sign an agreement.

^•^Ge Yuehua and Li Yuming, "Why Some Industrial Enterprises AreNotEnthusiastic About
Purchasing New Technology,ShichangBao, February 18,1986, pp.1-2.
isSee, for example, "Two Factories—One with Good Economic Resultsand One with Poor
Results," HeilongjiangRibao, August 4, 1987, p. 1. See also Kazimierz Poznanski, "The
Environment for Technological Change inCentrally Planned Economies," WorldBank Staff
WorkingPapers, no. 718 (Washington, D.C., 1985).
^^See "More Than700Items ofMilitary Industrial Technology Transferred to Civilian Uses in
Shaoinxi;'JingjiRibao, September27,1986, p. 2.
20Third-line industrieswerepartofaplan tolocate key factories outside major urban centers
in order to protect them from possible military attack. Plants such as the Tianguang
Semiconductor Factory were located inoutlying areas such asGansu province Today, many
oftheseplantsare tryingto reintegratethemselves into themainstream ofChineseindustries.
For example, the Tianguang Factory has created a "sister" plant in Shaoxing outside of
Hangzhou in order to take advantage of the proximityof the coast.
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Table 2

China'sImport of Technology (1986)

Provinces No. of Contracts Value (US$maiion)

Hebei 5 3.22

Shanxi 20 20.04

Inner Mongolia 10 5.32

Liaoning 441 277.24

Jilin 139 108.90

Heilongjiang 8 5.101

Jiangsu 13 11.08

Zhejiang na na

Anhui 101 51.95

Fujian 156 59.52

Jiangxi 17 8.47

Shandong na na

Kenan na 3.91

Hubei 85 76.38

Hunan 41 35.34

Guangdong na na

Guangxi 142 19.62

Sichuan 32 22.11

Guizhou 7 4.78

Yunnan 8 9.49
Shaanxi 55 22.57

Gansu 17 25.25

Qinghai na na

Ningxia 13 7.91

Xinjiang 19 20.55

Municipalities No. of Contracts Value (US$million)

Beijing 99 200.00

Tianjin 122 92.63
Shanghai 92 93.00

Chongqing 32 14.24

Wuhan 47 33.10

Shenyang 189 35.42

Dalian 101 73.66

Harbin 32 23.24

Guangzhou 74 69.36

Xian 42 13.46

Qingdao 79 27.21

Shantou SEZ 120 88.45

Xiamen SEZ 23 12.72

^These figures are only for production and technical cooperation with Yugoslavia and
Romania. Figures for technology import in general were unavailable.
Source: Almanac of China's Economy, 1986 (Hong Kong, 1987).
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has now become a critical part of the electronics industry; nuclear
scientists are now devoting their attention, in part, to development of a
civilian nuclear energy program. Various mechanisms have been estab
lished, such as the working relationship between Tianjin municipality and
the National Defense Science, Technology and Industry Commission, to
facilitate greater civilian-military interaction. In essence, China's leader
ship appears committed to moving away from the highly compartmen
talized system it borrowed from the Soviet Union; its new model appears to
be more akin to the so-called military-industrial complex most frequently
associated with the United States.^i

These changes in both organization and emphasis—the stress on
technical transformation, the linkage between science and technology
reform and economic reform, and the effort to build closer links between
the civilian and military sector—cannot be viewed in isolation from
China's own set of specific technological priorities. The recent "White
Paper on Science and Technology" issued by the State Science and
Technology Commission identifies a number of key areas in which China
hopes to make rapid and sustained progress.22 in some cases, market-
driven forces will be largely responsible for promoting technological
advance, for example light industry; in other cases, such as microelec
tronics, strong central guidance will be maintained. Current priority fields,
which were discussed in an October 1986 issue of Liaowang include
transportation and communication, especially telecommunications; agri
culture and food processing; energy including coal, hydropower, and
various power transmission technologies; electronics, especially inte
grated circuits, computers, and software (e.g., computer-assisted design/
manufacturing/engineering [CAD/CAM/CAE]); and manufacturing tech
nologies—across the board.23 These choices reflect both the desire to
enter into new technology-based industries as well as modernize the so-
called traditional industries and the country's economic infrastructure,
with the dual goal of reducing foreign imports and expanding exports.

China's Technology Transfer Strategy

Propelled by a desire to gain expanded access to foreign technology,
the Chinese have set in motion a series of acquisition programs to support

"National Defense Requires Ail-Around Economic Growth," China Daily, April 28,1986,
p. 1.

22State Science and Technology Commission, Zhongguo Kexue Jishu Zbengce Zhinan
(Beijing: Science and Technology Publishing House, 1986).

23Li Du, "China is Technologically Paving the Way for an Economic Takeoff," Liaowang
(Overseas edition), 4l(October 13, 1986):8-9, translated in FBIS-PRC, October 28, 1986,
pp. K6-8.
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their overall modernization. According to the statistics provided by the
State Planning Commission, during the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1981-85),
China signed more than 1,300 technology import contracts with foreign
firms, worth a total value of US$9.7 billion. Of these, 127 projects were
considered "backbone" projects, meaning that they were directed at
developed or expanding high-priority sectors, for example, the Baoshan
Iron and Steel Complex, the Beijing Dongfang Chemical Plant, and the
Jiangxi Copper Plant.

Asin the past, the basic framework of the program for the Seventh Five-
Year Plan has been laid out in a list of 3,000 key items designated by the
former State Economic Commission (now incorporated into the State
Planning Commission) for purchase during the 1986-88 time period. As
noted, these items place in the forefront the importation of technologies to
support the technical transformation of enterprises—with the State Plan
ning Commission (SPC) being the lead organization in this effort. Most of
the focus is on the importation of know-how, with emphasis on tech
nologies in the electronics and machinery area.^^ While technology
imports are not confined to this list of 3,000 items, the list does appear to
contain the priority items.

The decision to place the locus of authority in the hands of the SPC
apparently occurred after a number of serious concerns arose within the
Chinese bureaucracy, especially between the former State Economic
Commission (SEC) and the State Science and Technology Commission
(SSTC), regarding which organization should have the leading role and
what die goals of technology import should be. A debate emerged during
1986-87 over whether sufficient attention has been given to the "indige-
nization" of foreign technology and equipment, with the SSTC taking a
somewhat critical view of the SEC for "overemphasizing" equipment
acquisition and neglecting assimilation and the SEC suggesting that the
SSTC had done a poor job directing the research and development (R&D)
sector toward capturing the full benefits of technology imports.25 The
essence of the problem was stated in succinct fashion by Wu Fengzhou,
director of the Technology Import and Export Department at the Ministry
of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT):

24Still, in 1986, out of a total of 744 technology-import contracts valued at US$4.45 billion,
44% of the total number of contracts and 82% of the total expenditures went for hardware as
opposed to software. Ironically, since reaching a peak in 1983—84, the percentage of fiinds
spent on technology software has been steadily decreasing from 49.6% to 18.6% in 1986.
25Fora discussion of these and other related problems see YangQingquan, "Strongly Develop
Lateral Associations to Quicken Absorption and Assimilation of Foreign Technology," Keyan
Guanli 2(April 1987):l4-18, 45.
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[E]mphasis [has] been unduly given to developing production capability,
which has resulted in neglect of importing technology regarding the
production process, design or manufacture, and production management.
Thishas alsocaused an excessivelylarge share of imported equipment and
even led to the abnormal situation where enterprises can maintain produc
tion only by importing raw material, components, and spare parts from
abroad.

In August 1987, at a major conference on technology import work held
at Dalian, an ej0fort was made to resolve this dispute, with the result that the
SEC appears to have assumed the lead position regarding a significant
proportion of the foreign technology acquisition-related activities.^^ How
ever, the recent decision to incorporate the SEC into the State Planning
Commission raises a number of questions regarding where the locus of
oversight will be for the technical transformation program.

Information related to China's technology imports during 1986 pro
vides much insight into the characteristics of the current acquisition
program.28 in 1986, China signed 744 contracts worth US$4.45 billion, a
10 percent increase in the number of contracts and a 50 percent increase
in the value of contracts over 1985.^^ Almost 40 percent (290) of these
projects were approved by local authorities (as opposed to MOFERT),
reflecting what appears to be the general tendency toward greater de
centralization ofdecisionmaking.^® Energy-related projects accounted for
the largest percentage (US$2.9 billion), which is consistent with the
continued concern with infrastructure development. More than 60 per
cent of the projects were financed with foreign loans. Western Europe
continued to be the major source of technology transfers in terms of
overall value, accounting for 47.9 percent; France was the largest supplier
(US$1.5billion),Japan was second (US$790 million), and the United States
third (US$660 million).

Perhaps as interesting was the rapid increase in technology-import
agreements with the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc nations. In 1986,
contracts worth a total ofUS$810 million (18.2 percent ofoverall value of
technology imports) were signed with these countries; the largest per
centage were with the USSR (US$510 million) and East Germany (US$160

26Wu Fengzhou, "China's Import and Export of Technologyin 1986,"Almanac ofChina's
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (Hong Kong:China Resources, Inc., 1987), p. 52.

2'7"Switch New Technology on to Full Power,"China Daily, August 12,1987, p. 1.

28"China's 1986 Tech-Import," China Market

'^^Renmin Ribao, January 19,1987, p. 1.

Almanac ofChina'sForeign EconomicRelations and Trade (Hong Kong:China
Resources Advertising Company, 1987), pp. 50-52.
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million). In most cases, these deals were conducted on the basis of
countertrade agreements arranged at both the national and local level.
Enterprises wishing to import foreign know-how and equipment but
lacking in foreign exchange may look to these types of arrangements,
especially if their respective ministry or industrial bureau has a coun
tertrade credit for acquisition of needed equipment. A good example
would be the ShanghaiBeer Factory,which after importing a beer-bottling
line from Western Europe acquired a similar line from Bulgaria through a
countertrade arrangement from the Ministry of Light Industry. The beer
factory made the decision to import the line from Bulgaria when it could
not get the needed foreign-exchange allocation through normal channels.

Overall, the salience of the so-called 3,000 projects list can be seen in
recent Chinese assessments of the impact of those technologies imported
under this program during the last three years of the Sixth FiveYearPlan.
According to one assessment, in the cities ofBeijing,Shanghai,and Tianjin,
for each yuan spent to import technology, there has been between 2.5 and
12.8yuan generated in output value and 0.5 and 0.8 yuan in taxes given to
the government—allowing the investments to be paid back in two to three
years.51 According to a second evaluation, which was made in late 1986,
"[T]he 3,000 projects have enabled some Chinese industries and products
to leap-frog technically, significantly narrowing the gap with the advanced
nations. Tenpercent of the products of the machinery industry today reach
international standards of the late 1970s and early 1980s. In electronics,
the manufacturing of color TVsets, videocassette recorders, tape record
ers, and copiers has grown and matured. More than 30 percent of [our]
electronic products are now on par with the best of the world in the late
1970s and early 1980s, up from 15 percent in 1982."52 While perhaps
somewhat overoptimistic in its tone, the assessment reveals the critical
value that such a program could have ifproperly supported and managed,
especially since, as the source suggests, "These projects require limited
outlays, have a short construction period, pay off quickly, and yield good
economic results.

Since 1979, we have seen the emergence of a large number ofChinese
organizations doing business overseas as well as the proliferation of local
foreign trade entities within the country at large. Each of the production
ministries aswell as many of the provincial and municipal governments has
its own import-export arm, parts of which are responsible for foreign

5iYang Qingquan, op. cit.

52jiang Shaogao, "3,000 pieces of Technology Imported in Three Years," Renmin Ribao
(overseas edition), December 4,1986, p. 3.

33ibid.
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technology acquisition. A good example is the Shenzhen ScientificEquip
ment Export Service Corporation, whose main function is to provide
relevant Chinese organizations with information and data on the latest
developments in international science and technology. Chinese organiza
tions have also begun to proliferate in Hong Kong,each one seeking to take
advantage to Hong Kong's special access to the West. No fewer than fifteen
provinces and several of the key municipal governments have formally
registered firms in the soon-to-be-former British colony.^^

These types of formal organizations only begin to scratch the surface.
One must also consider China's efforts to attract foreign firms to establish
equity-based investments in the country. Since 1979, over 6,150 contracts
have been approved for foreign investment; 2,300 have involved equity
joint ventures, 3,700 are contractual joint ventures, 120 include joint
exploration, and 120 are 100 percent wholly foreign-owned projects. The
total foreign investment committed surpassed US $4.6 billion by the end of
1985, although only US $4.6 billion has been used. So far. Hong Kongfirms
account for about 80 percent of all investments, with the United States
second andJapan third. Chinese leaders see foreign investment as a means
to more easily bring about the transfer of key production and managerial
know-how to Chinese industry—though both Chinese and foreign ob
servers acknowledge that many questions remain about the effectiveness
ofmany existing joint ventures for acquiring technology. China has put an
entire legal infrastructure in place to encourage investment by companies
from abroad. In addition, four Special Economic Zones were created in
South China for purposes of not merely constructing export platforms or
generating employment, but more importantly, providing a vehicle for
technology transfer.

A series of regulations regarding technology transfer has also been
introduced.55 For example, a patent law was announced in April 1985, in
large part to alleviate foreign concerns about violations against the
integrity of their technology and know-how. At the same time, regulations
also have been introduced that, while designed to maximize Chinese
access to core technologies, aim to limit the amount of control foreign
firms can retain over the application of technology once it has been
transferred to a Chinese counterpart. Announced in May 1985 by the State
Council (May 24,1985), the rules restrict the use of so-called restrictive
business practices by foreign firms in China, such as limiting the geo
graphic export of products manufactured with imported technology. On

^^Business China, September 12,1985.

55SeeMinistry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, Technology Transfer to China: A
Comprehensive Guide (Hong Kong: Economic Information and Agency, 1986).
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August 26,1985, the State Council also promulgated another set of meas
ures designed to institutionalize the procedures by which technology-
import projects are reviewed in order to better ensure that proposals are
adequately evaluated before final approval is granted. This latter pro
nouncement, which was revised in December 1987, can be viewed as part
of the overall reassertion of control of the technology-import review
process under which a "certificate ofapproval" must be obtained from the
Ministry ofForeign Economic Relations and Trade before a contract can be
implemented.

Acquisition mechanisms have also been created at the enterprise level
with the establishment of so-called technology introduction or import
departments. In many cases, these departments were created on an ad hoc
basis to handle the process of technology import. Subsequently, they have
been formally institutionalized and are now a permanent part of the Chi
nese enterprise. Their primary value is that they constitute a critical mass
ofindividuals responsible for all facets ofan import-related project. Enter
prises are now responsible for preparing in-depth feasibility studies not
only to justify the need for the purchase, but also to indicate their capabili
ties and resources for effectively implementing the new technology.

Critical Issues in China's

Technology Acquisition System

It is clear that China has begun to benefit substantially from the
growing presence of foreign technology in the local economy (see the
following section). In the electrical appliance area, for example, product
quality and designs have been greatly improved. a good example is the
Yingkou Washing Machine Factory in Liaoning Province, which after
extensive cooperation with aJapanese firm—including the completion of
two large-scale technical upgradings and the setting up of twenty-two
computerized production lines—now produces seven models of washing
machines. In addition, according to one study of imported technology
and equipment that have been put into operation in Beijing, Shanghai, and
Tianjin, each yuan in investment in imported technology has increased
output value by 2.5 to 2.8 yuan.59

^^Christopher Oechsli, "New Rules for Technology Imports," China Business Review (July-
August 1988):35-36.

3'7"Technology: A Boon to Industry," China Daily, May6,1987, p. 3.

3®"Factory Uses Foreign Technology,"Beijing Review, September 15,1986, p. 29.

^^Wang Xiaodong, "Results and Prospects for China's Technology Imports," Liaowang
(overseas edition), January 5, 1987, pp. 13-14, translated in Joint Publication Research
Service QPBS), JPRS-CEA-87-014, February 26,1987, pp. 53-54.
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Nonetheless, in spite of the large-scale mobilization of organizational
and personnel resources aimed at the acquisition of foreign technology,
the Chinese have encountered a number of serious problems regarding
this important effort. Many of these problems were spelled out in a
revealing series of three articles published in the overseas edition of
Liaowang in May 1986.^® Written by CaoJiarui, a former MOFERT official
responsible for overseeing China's technology-import program, the arti
cles point to a plethora of difficulties, many of which have limited the
impact of foreign technology transfers to the PRC or at least led to a
significant waste of scarce financial and technical resources.

Among the problems cited by Cao, four stand out. First, there is the
problem of insufficient coordination among the various organizations
responsible for different facets of China's technology-import program.
ChLia's bureaucracy continues tobeplagued by competition and parochi
alism, which make themselves felt not only at the national level, but also in
the relations between the central government and the provinces and key
municipalities. At times, for example, relations between Shanghai and
Beijing have tended to be more competitive than cooperative, leading
to inefficiency, delays, and congestion in administration. A second and
related problem deals with the consequences of decentralization vis-a
vis the decision-making process for technology imports. While the cen
tral government has granted various localities certain levels of financial
decision-making autonomy regarding technology imports (a US$5.0 mil
lion threshold has been set similar in thrust to the foreign investment levels
of autonomy), this autonomy still can be and has been circumscribed in a
number of ways by Beijing.Thus, on some occasions, local authorities have
gone too far afield from Beijing's dictates in rendering decisions on
projects, while at other times, they have lacked the authority to move ahead
on important and highly desirable projects. Foreign corporate executives
often find it difficult, ifnot impossible, to locate the finalsource of authority
to approve a project, let alone sort out the intricacies of bureaucratic
competition and rivalry.

A third problem cited by Cao has to do with the excessive duplication
of technology and equipment imports. One area where the problem has
been extensive has been the import of color television production lines.
Estimates suggest that China has imported more than a hundred color TV
lines, giving China a production capacity far exceeding the projected
demand. Given current difficulties with quality control and product

^^CaoJiarui, "The Present Condition of and Problems in China's Technological Imports" (pts.
1-3), Liaowang (overseas edition), May 5,1987, pp. 14-15; May 12,1987, pp. 18-19; and
May 19,1987, pp. 12-13.
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design, most of the excess production cannot be exported. The severity of
the duplication problem is exacerbated by the jurisdictional sensitivities
of units that belong to different administrative hierarchies. Few organiza
tions are willing to share items such as imported computers, many of
which tend to be seriously underutilized.

According to one source, "[I]t is hard to tell the quantity, types, and
nature of technology China has imported since 1979."^^ The severity of the
situation also appears to be a result of poor organizational coordination.
This same source suggests that "the management system for technol
ogy import lacks overall control and planned guidance . . . There are
nearly one hundred departments that have the right of examination and
approval. . . . And after local autonomy was expanded, the various super
visory departments lost control of various trades." Even though technol
ogy imports have drastically increased since 1978, a technology-import
information management system has not been created, thus precluding
the exchange of information and data among potential buyers.

The fourth problem highlighted by Cao deals with the issue of poor
assimilation capabilities. Much attention has been focused on the acquisi
tion of technology, including the problems of export controls and the
Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM),
which seemingly prevented China from purchasing the technologies it
desired and needed. With the significant relaxation of restrictions on
technology exports to China that took place in December 1985, an
appreciable number of China'sproblems in that context have disappeared.
What is clear, however, is that with much of the attention focused on
acquisition problems, in many cases Chinese officials and enterprise
managers did not pay adequate attention to the problems of technology
absorption.

In some instances, Chinese purchasers, fearful of buying obsolete
technologies, have sought state-of-the-art items, only to find that they
lack the expertise, maintenance and service capabilities, and supporting
infrastructure to utilize fully the imported technology or equipment. In
other cases, purchasers of technology have been apprehensive that their
foreign-exchange holdings might be gobbled up, and thus they havesought
to spend their foreign currency as soon as possible. Under such pressures,
they have frequently failed to conduct adequate feasibility studies or to
evaluate technological alternatives carefully. Moreover, as Cao notes,
"China's current technological imports reflect the will of the high-level
government departments or officials rather than the market reality or

^^Zhang Liang, "Redundant Technological Imports," Intertrade, March 1987, pp. 30-31.
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latent needs."^^ Thus, heretofore, there has been little incentive or direct
pressure to be successful or effective at assimilating foreign technology.

The two new pieces of legislation regarding technology transfer
mentioned above were apparently formulated for the purpose of stan
dardizing existing technology-import procedures, tightening up control
over the import process, and ensuring more careful evaluation of specific
acquisition proposals."^^ They are part of an overall Chinese effort to add
more discipline to the acquisition process and thereby improve the
prospects for effective and efficient application of imported technology.
The major provisions of the technology-import contract regulations in
clude the following: (a) prohibitions on the use of so-called restrictive
business practicesby foreign firms wishing to sell technology to China;^^
(b) requirements concerning the levels and appropriateness of the im
ported technology,for example, it must meet one of eight criteria asfar as
its contribution to economic modernization is concerned; (c) the need for
guaranteesby the foreign supplier that the technology isnot defectiveand
will allow the recipient to meet its stated objectives; (d) provisions
limiting the term of the contract to ten years; and (e) stipulations that
MOFERT or its stated representative must review and approve the con
tract. While the regulations still leave many questions unanswered—for
example, what obligations does the foreign firm incur by virtue of its
acceptance of the "guarantee" clause—they still go a long way, especially
from the Chinese perspective, toward resolving some of the inconsisten
cies in PRC technology-import practices across the board.

Similarly, the procedures for "examination and approval of technology-
import contracts" represent an attempt to clarify the decision-making
criteria and review process for potential Chinese recipients as well as
foreign-technology suppliers. Under these regulations, technology-import
contracts must meet a host of supplementary criteria (in addition to those
spelled out in the May 1985 provisions) in order to be approved by PRC
government officials. For example, there is a quality guarantee not only
for the technology itself, but iso for the products manufactured with
the technology. This raises a number of critical questions for foreign-
technology suppliers, since strict limits havebeen placed on their control
over the various inputs and the source of those inputs to be used in the

^^CaoJianii, "China'sTechnologicalImports: Present Statusand Problems"(pt. 2\Liaowang
(overseas edition), May 12,1986, p. 19.

^^See China Daily, June 19,1985, p. 2.

'̂̂ The new regulations specifically limit the inclusion of nine such clauses, including any
restrictions on the freedom of the buyers/licensees to buy raw materials or components from
sources other than the technology supplier;restrictions on the recipient'sfreedom to further
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production process. The procedures also stress the use of the concept of
"reasonableness" in assessing various provisions of the technology-import
contract, for example, price and payment methods should be "reasonable"
While this may provide room for negotiation and flexible interpretation,
it also leaves much to the discretionary judgment of the Chinese bu
reaucracy—a situation that could leave many firms uncomfortable

The reasons for this discomfort are plentiful. What has surfaced over
the lastseveralyearsis that farfrom being acommandeconomyoperating
in a coherent, well-coordinatedfashion, Chinaisa country where bargain
ing, negotiation, and internal competition tend to have a greater influence
on decisionmaking than dictates from the central government in Beijing.
Chinese managers interested in acquiring foreign technology must often
proceed through a maze of bureaucratic obstacles and negotiations in
order to obtain the needed foreign exchange, raw materials, and infrastruc
ture support to implement a project. As a result, the decision-making
process regarding technology import must not be viewed in terms of the
purposeful actor model that suggests the imageof a systemfullymobilized
to get the best deal from the foreign supplier and to take the most efficient
route to effective assimilation.

Rathei; the technology-import process in China tends to be charac
terized by great uncertainties and lack of clarity regarding the criteria for
project selection and choice of recipient. Moreover, the process can be
radically uneven in terms of cross-provincial treatment and frequently
leaves the proposed Chinese counterpart to the foreign supplier just as
frustrated and confounded as the foreign firm itself as the process of
project approval proceeds through the multiple steps of review in the
bureaucracy. Unfortunately, even though decentralization has proceeded
to a great extent in terms of general economic decision-making, in reality
most of the autonomy oflocal managerswith regard to technology-import
decisions remains circumscribed by higher officials who, through their
control over foreign exchange, maintain continued authority over the
factory's "external" economic and technology relations. This is not to
suggest there are not "successes" or that the process is alwaysso cumber
some; things do work and are improving. Rather, the key point is that the
problems of mixed signals and lack of predictability can be just as
pervasive to those within the system as to those outside of it looking ia

develop and improve the acquired technology; unreasonable restrictions on markets that can
be serviced by the recipient's products that employ the imported technology, and so on.
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Technology Transfer and
Giina's Impact on the World Economy

On the positive side, the gradual integration of the Chinese economy
with the world's major market economies—stimulated and supported in
large part by the transfer and more ejBfective use of foreign technology—
could serve to make China increasingly interdependent with important
segments of the global economy Given China's factor endowments, the
Chinese economy could eventually become an important site for the
production of some key labor-intensive components or products, a sup
plier of key natural resources and minerals, or even a source of R & D
support for foreign corporations.^^ xhe evolution of Sino-Japanese, Sino-
Westem European, and Sino-American economic and technology relations
could take on long-term significance in this context. For example, China
could conceivably become, if it has not already, the next battleground for
the playing out of U.S.-Japan competition—^with the PRC being the key
element as partner or market in this competition.^^

From the Chinese perspective, the availability of foreign technology
has become the quid pro quo for entrance into the PRCdomestic market.
More specifically, Chinese officials are on record as indicating that those
foreign firms that are more forthcoming on technology transfer will be
granted greater access to the local market.^"^ This policy lies at the heart of
the new foreign investment regulations announced in October 1986.And,
in the future—to an extent that is even more the case than is so at

present—technology transfer will become the "cement" holding China's
relations with the West together. From the Western perspective, the
steadily growing links between China and rest of the world remain, in large
part, designed to make present and future Chinese leaders more aware of
the real and potential benefits to be derived from behaving in a responsible
and pragmatic fashion in the years ahead.

In the commercial area, in particular, while the promise of the China
market has remained largely unfulfilled and major sales have been slow to
develop and difficult to finalize, the Chinese penchant for wanting to link
up with the West continues to be strong.^® Given this fact, and assuming

^^See Denis Fred Simon and Christopher Engholm, The China Venture: Corporate America
Encounters the People's Republic of China (Chicago: Scott Foresman, Inc., forthcoming).

'̂ ^Masaki Yabuuchi, "Japanese Technology Transfer and China's Technological Reform,"China
Newsletter, November-December 1986, pp. 10-12.

'^T'or a list of the provisions see "Provisions of the State Council for the Encouragement of
Foreign Investment, October 11,1986," China Trade Quarterly l(4)(December 1986):66-
67.

'̂ ^Gail Bronson, "The LongMsicch"Forbes, December 15,1986, pp. 182-85.
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that further progress is made in overcoming present absorption lim
itations, in all likelihood China will steadily increase its demands for
manufacturing know-how and managerialexpertise from the West. Oppor
tunities for the licensing of technology, co-production agreements, joint
ventures, and assorted training programs may grow beyond present levels
as China attempts to improve in a drastic fashion the qudity and mar
ketability of its products. In the process of linking up with the West, as
Chinaexpands its reliance on Western standards, measurements, designs,
spare parts, and managerial procedures, it will become extremely difficult
and costly for the Chinese to extricate themselves from the network of
relationships they havedeveloped with the industrializedworld—though
it must be acknowledged that no real guarantees exist to prevent China
from bearingsuch economic costs in order to promote what theyperceive
to be more imperative political considerations.

At the same time, and perhaps more important, Chinese progress in
particular facets of its modernization program could prove both politically
and economically unsettling to selected industrial constituencies in the
West and regional economy of East Asia. According to the development
strategy articulated by Beijing in the recently announced Seventh Five-Year
Plan, the Chinese hope to finance a large proportion of their technology
and equipment acquisitions through rapid and sustained expansion of
exports. In spite of recent controls on overall imports of goods and
equipment, China's leaders recognize that export growth and not import
cuts are the key to more rapid and sustained modernization. While
petroleum maybecome amajor source of these export earnings in the long
term, the recent decline in the world price of oil as well as a number of
other factorshaveled the Chineseto focus more on consumer goods,light
industrial products, and selected capital goods as the core of their export
drive. As China's industrial base improves and its products become more
desirable in foreign markets, the Chinese economy could gradually, albeit
steadily, prove to be an important source of economic competition to the
various sectors in the Association of Southeast AsianNations (ASEAN) and
the newly industrialized countries (NICs) as well as selected parts of the
U.S., Western European, and Japanese economies.

In areas such as textiles, machine tools, and light industrial products,
for example,the Chinesehavealreadybegun to makesubstantialprogress.
During the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1980-85), the textiles industry was a
principal source of foreign exchange, earning US$17.2 billion in foreign
exchange; the volume of textiles exports increased 64 percent—averag
ing an increase of over 10percent easy year.^9 in 1986, textiles replaced oil

"^^"Textiles Earned $17.2Billion in Foreign Exchange in the Past FiveYears," Renmin Ribao
(overseas edition), December 20,1985, p. 3.
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as the largest export, reaching US $6.5billion—equal to about one-quarter
of total export earnings.^o in Shanghai, China's leading area of textile
exports, the 462 factories in that city's textiles industry have been a main
target for the municipality's technology-import and technical transforma
tion programs. Through the contribution of foreign technology (since the
1970s the Ministry of Textiles Industry has imported advanced technology
valued at more than US$2.0 billion), China has been able to significantly
upgrade the quality of its textile products and move into higher value-
added segments of the industry.^i por example, in 1984 China imported
high-speed spinning equipment for polyester yarns with an annual capa
city of 20,000 tons from Barmer,Maschinen Fabrik AG of West Germany.52

New organizational amalgams have already appeared in order to better
coordinate the technological modernization and promotion of exports in
the textiles industry. A series of industrial associations has been formed to
establish a union among spinning and weaving, printing and dyeing,
tailoring, and exporting groups. Similarly, new efforts are being made to
link research with production, such as in the case of the Changzhou
Chemical Research Institute, which linked up with a number of local
enterprises to create new and improved products and processes.53 Ac
cording to one commentator in the January 1985 issue of Guoji Maoyi,
raising the quality and style of Chinese textiles is imperative because (1)
about 75 percent of the markets served by PRC clothing exports are in the
Western developed nations; (2) the prevailing consumption patterns in
the United States require greater attention to quality, new designs, and
more fashionable products; (3) the technological capacity to meet these
requirements is now in place in China and needs to be utilized; and (4)
higher-quality products tend to yield greater returns and more foreign-
exchange earnings. 54

China's recent technological progress in industries such as textiles
should not be taken to portend an inevitable clash between China's
modernization p/ogram and the economic prosperity of the West or East
Asia. Structurally, particularly with respect to the situation in East Asia,
while a combination of growing protectionism and competition may

50"Shanghai Poised to Upgrade Textile Industry," China Daily, August 21,1987, p. 2.

5ilt also manufactured a growing number of its own textile machinery. Deng Zhongyuan,
"More than 600 Typesof New Textile Machines Produced in FiveYears,January
23,1986, p. 2.

52Personal communication from Detlef Rehn.

53WangJie and Fang Xing, "Developmental Institutes Should Integrate Science Research,
Production, Foreign Trade and Operations," Kexuexue Yu Kexue Jishu Guanli 8(August
1986):36-39.

"^^Guoji Maoyi, January 1985, p. XX.
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impose limits on easily achievable market shares in Western countries, the
current ejfforts by the Asian NICs to move away from their labor-intensive,
light-industrial orientation could provide some relief for China. 55 Re-
latedly, some interesting complementarities could develop among these
countries, such as the evolving relationship between South Korea and the
PRC.56 Nonetheless, should these countries encounter problems in their
programs to move into more skill-intensive, technologically sophisticated
product lines, the presence of Chinese products could bring about an
intense economic rivalry with strong political overtones.

From a political perspective, China has reiterated its intention to
maintain its independence in the realm of foreign policy, avoiding any
movement that would bring it too close to either superpower or make it
excessively dependent on any one nation. One hallmark of China's open
door since 1978 has been its willingness and desire to engage simultane
ously in political, economic, and technological relations with many na
tions, including those of the Eastern bloc, the Third World, and the West.
Beijing continues to see itself as a leader and protector of the Third
World—a role that could conceivably bring it into growing conflict with
the United States and other Western nations on a host of global economic
and technological issues.

Beijing's efforts to ease tensions with the Soviet Union, reflected in the
recent signing ofan economic and technical cooperation agreement with
the USSR, also raise some potentially sensitive issues.5"7 Along with Western
concerns about the possible diversion of US., Japanese, or Western Euro
pean technology to the USSR (and possibly North Korea), questions may
emerge about how viable the strategy of"interdependence" really is under
circumstances of renewed Sino-Soviet cooperation.58r is clear that there
are at least three major stumbling blocks (KampucheaA^ietnam, the Sino-
Soviet border, and Afghanistan) to overcome as well as a number of other
problems to confront before technological relations can even begin to
approach the level of the 1950s. Yet Chinese concerns about foreign-
exchange spending, a slowdown in the economic reforms, or their dissatis
faction with the self-perceived paucity of technology transfers from the
West could lead them to turn increasingly to the Communist bloc if they

55jon ^otoviO%Asia'sMiracleEconomies (Tokyo: Lotus Press, 1986). See also Lawrence Lau,
ed,, Models ofDevelopment: A ComparativeStudy ofEconomic Growth in South Korea and
Taiwan (San Francisco: ICS Press, 1986).

56See Denis Fred Simon, "Taiwan's Political Economy and the Evolving Links Between the
PRC,Hong Kong, and Taiwan,"AEIForeign Policy and Defence Review 6(3X1986):42-5I.
^^"LiaowangArticle on PRC-USSR Commission Work," in FBIS-PRC, April 8,1986, pp. CI-3.

5®"SuperpowerTriangle,"Far Eastern Economic Review (April 4,1985):I7-I8.
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cannot get what they want from Western countries on the terms they
like.59 This is not to suggest that the USSR is prepared to give the PRC
everything it wants. For example, the Soviets are reportedly unwilling to
provide China with the technology for a number of facilities.^®

In a sense, China's growing participation in the world economy,
engendered through its technology-transfer relationships, will force the
leadership to confront a fundamental dilemma. Chinese leaders will be
faced with the increasingly difficult task of trying to balance the tradeoffs
between maintaining their "independence" of action, reaping the benefits
that come from closer economic and technological integration with the
advanced industrialized nations, and trying to make credible their claims
to represent the developing world in their dealings with the superpowers
and within various international organizations. What promises to com
pound the difficulty in achieving an acceptable balance is that the de
centralization of decisionmaking in the country has fostered the more
visible articulation of local interests. This has been a particular problem in
the case of China's telecommunications equipment and technology im
ports, with each of the local posts and telecommunications bureaus
asserting its prerogatives to deal with foreign firms in the face ofthe efforts
of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) to create a
nationally integrated network with common standards and compatible
equipment. As such, no longer can Beijing speak as the monolithic
authority in China (if it ever did); local interests and capabilities must be
taken into account.

The penchant for wanting to import technology has also run up against
concerns from within a number of economic circles in China in regard
to protection of domestic industries.^! Even though reducing foreign-
exchange spending has been a main motivating factor in the clampdown
on imports, the excessive influx of foreign products ranging from auto
mobiles to integrated circuits and microcomputers has caused apprehen
sion about the ability of various domestic sectors to grow in the face of
competition from foreign products. Out of this apprehension have come
the roots of a typical import substitution policy.^^

59Duringthe joint commission meeting, both sides agreed to cooperate in the refurbishing of
seventeen industrial plants in China originally built by the USSR along with the construction
of seven new plants.

^^Interviews in Beijing and Harbin, July-August 1987.
"Industry to be Self-Reliant,"China Daily, March 31,1987, p. 1.

^^"Ministry AddsFifteen Items to Import Licensing List," China Daily, March5,1986, p. 3.
For a discussion of the impact on integrated-circuit imports see China Daily, Business
Weekly, July 26,1987, p. 1.
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The Chinese have also gone to excessive extremes with respect to their
policy regarding television production. Anxious to meet growing domes
tic demand for televisions, but also seriously committed to establishing a
presence in the world television market, the Chinese imported over 100
production lines for the manufacture of black-and-white and color televi
sions, as they have curtailed the import of TVs from abroad.*^^ Under the
long-term trade agreement with Japan, for example, fourteen of the
twenty-four complete plants imported were television production plants.
Estimatessuggest that once all of the plants come on-line, annually China
will have over a 90-million-set capacity. Significant improvements have
already taken place in the basic quality of Chinese-manufactured TVs; the
mean time before failure (MTBF) has steadily increased to 15,000 hours.
However, even in those cases involving joint ventures such as the Fujian-
Hitachipartnership in Fujian, the cost structure and the overall quality of
the sets still preclude export in many cases, let alone allow the Chinese to
sell the sets at a competitive price*^^

In many respects, what the Chinese are facing is a twofold problem. On
the one hand, they are coming up against the constraints within their own
system. Previously mentioned assimilation problems combined with a
host of factors associated with low labor productivity, poor quality control,
and inejffective management make it difficult to produce a package of
competitive exports at this time—except in product areas that are the
object of intense competition and protectionism. On the other hand, the
various efforts by the Chinese to attract foreign know-how and expertise
that could help overcome many of these problems have been slow to
materialize because of continuing questions about China's investment
climate, its commitment to protect proprietary information, and a series of
related issues.^^ in reality, there are many other attractive investment
alternatives to China where the local skill levels, managerial capabilities,
and the investment environment are all less problematic.

China's concerns about gaining unencumbered access to foreign tech
nology are focused mainly on the United States and Japan—though in
recent months there does appear to be a growing emphasis on Western
Europe.^^ In the case of the former,since 1982 the United Stateshas been
criticized by Chinese leaders for its maintenance ofexport controls on the

"International Symposium on Technology Transfer," ChinaDaily, October28,1986,p. 1.
^^"Fujian and Hitachi Work to Save Joint Venture," South China Morning Post, Business
Section, August 26,1986, pp. 1-2.

65"Why AreWe Here?" FarEasternEconomicReview (August 14,1986):103. Foradiscussion
of the problems experienced by American Motors Corporation of the United States see
"AMCsTroubles in China,"New YorkTimes, April 11,1986, p. Dl.

66West Germanyhas become China's premier supplier of technology. See "In Good Faith,"
Intertrade, July 1987, pp. 16-17.
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sale ofadvanced technology to the PRC. China's leadership has viewed the
problems as "government-derived," with the implicit assumption that if
and when a substantial relaxation in export controls were to occur,
American firms would be ready, willing, and able to arrive in China with
technology and know-how in their arms for the taking. Yet, as evidenced in
an editorial in the April 20,1987, edition ofBeijing Review, even though
there has been a steady relaxation in controls on the sale of advanced
technology to the PRC,the Chinese continue to criticize U.S. policy.^^The
real problem is that many American firms remain unconvinced about the
widely heralded China market—and thus do not want to offer their
technology. Moreover, among other firms there has emerged a sense of
"techno-nationalism"; future concerns remain about "creating another
Japan," thus in some instances further inhibiting the pace and extent to
which technology transfers will be forthcoming.^®

China's problems withJapan appear to be even more serious, especially
in view of the fact that Sino-Japanese trade, which totaled US$13.86 billion
in 1986 was almost three times as large as Sino-U.S. trade (US$5.99
billionThe PRC's trade deficit with Japan, which reached about
US$5.13 billion, was more than three times the size of its deficit with the
United States (US$1.06 billion). China has criticized the Japanese for being
unwilling to transfer any advanced technology; it claims that Japan is only
interested in selling products to the Chinese market. Similarly, until this
year, Japan's level of direct investment in China was one of the lowest—a
surprising state of affairs given the vast network of trade and aid relations
established between the two nations. It has only been after the imposition
of various trade barriers by the Chinese and the appreciation of the yen
that Japanese firms have begun to seriously consider making appreciable
equity investments in China. Japan, having achieved its own development
through effective use of foreign technology and worried about the rise of
South Korea and Taiwan on its doorstep, is also cautious about making a
mistake and providing the Chinese with capabilities that could be a source
of regret at some time in the future.

Prospects and Conclusions

In the long run, the major political forces in the world will all direct their
attention to the next century. They will be involved in a new round of trial
of strength against the background of "coexistence of two major systems

^•^"On US. Technology Transfer,"Beijing Review, April 20,1987, p. 4.

^Robert Reich, "The Rise of Techno-Nationalism," May1987,pp. 63-69.

^9See Dick Nanto and Hong Nack Kim,"Sino-Japanese Economic Relations," in US.Congress,
Joint Economic Committee, China's Economy Looks Toward the Year 2000 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 21,1986), pp. 453-71.
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and competition between various economic modes" and around the two
basic issues of world peace and development. They will mainly concen
trate on developing their respective comprehensive strength. In this
competition, economic development and technological progress will play
a vitally important role. Those who can score points in these fields will be
able to play a greater role in the international arena next century."^®

In many respects, China's desire to establish its presence in the world
economy through the use of imported technologies is occurring at an
unfavorable time. First, as both the recent example of the ill-fated Fujitsu-
Fairchild agreement and the Toshiba technology diversion case indicate,
national security concerns along with concerns about unauthorized sales
of technology have created a mentality of control in the United States and
some other countries that has spilled over into China's own quest to gain
greater access to advanced know-how and equipment. While gradually
changing, this is still a problem for China. The recent Sino-American
confrontation over China's alleged sale ofSilkworm missiles is also relevant
in this context, the main result being that the United States will not be
forthcoming on technology transfers when it believes that its national
security interests are not being served by Chinese behavior."^!

Second, increasing global competition has made some firms shy about
releasing their technology to potential competitors. Nor at the present
time do these firms see China as playing an important role in this dynamic
competitive situation. Ifa fiirm is looking for a high value-added production
site and a steady and secure value stream, it will not find it easily in China.
As suggested earlier, the impactofdesign andcost-reduction efforts byU.S.
manufacturing firms, in particular, has been that while labor costs are
important, they are no longer the major cost factor; material and compo
nent procurement have become more critical. Therefore, the decision to
locate offshore is being viewed from a radically different perspective than
in the past.

Third, rising protectionism in the West has raised questions about the
viability of a strategy designed to rely on exports as a major source of
growth, especially when the targeted markets are already crowded with
exporters such asJapan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Neither the
United States nor the EEC is prepared to absorb large quantities of
American goods. And fourth, as noted, because of the introduction of
technological changes such as greater automation into such industries as
automobiles and electronics, the need to seek out low-cost labor manufac
turing sites by the MNCs has begun to decline. Moreover, the financial and

•7®Huang Tingwei and Wang Ling, "The International Situation in Retrospect and Prospect,"
Liaowang (overseas edition), January 11,1988, pp. 24-25.

York Times, March 15, 1987, p. 1. See also Washington Post, April 14, 1987, p. 11.
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technological barriers for new entrants into such industries as micro
electronics are steadily increasing as the pace of technical change further
accelerates and the cost of building new,modern facilitiesrapidly climbs.

Yet, while these factors have combined with the PRC's internal con
straints to help slow down Beijing'saccess to technology and equipment as
well as diminish some of the significance of China's own progress, they
have not stopped it. Along with the progressmade in the textilesindustry,
the Chinese have been responding to current changes in global tech
nologies by investing in and expanding research into such fields as
microelectronics, biotechnology, new materials, and robotics. Much ofthe
information Chinese organizations gather about developments in these
fields comes from an extensive network of information-collection organi
zations that are part of certain large enterprises, corporations, and minis
tries. China's Ministry of Machine-Building and Electronics Industry, for
example, has an active information-collection effort underway that swal
lowsup data about electronics from Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and
Singapore, as well as the industrialized world.

From the perspective of foreign firms, there clearly remains an enig
matic quality to the Chinese economy as they attempt to determine when
and how the PRC will make its presence felt in the international economy.
Multinational firmscontemplating business relationships with the PRCfor
reasons other than direct salesin the local market are mainlytrying to plug
into the most technologically dynamic sectors of the PRC economy.
Obviously, in the short term, China is most likely to make its presence felt
in the lower end of the technological spectrum as far as the international
division of labor is concerned. Through a combination of technological
push and market-led innovation and renovation, however, a number of
Chineseenterprises will increasingly possess the tools to offera competi
tive group of products for export. The greater attention being paid to
standards by the central government and its efforts to impose strict
requirements for meeting these standards is part of the "push" side of the
equation. In addition, the recent decision by the central government to
provide direct and indirect subsidies as well as assistance to those factories
that are successful in meeting export requirements will further enhance
the prospects for China to establish a presence in select market niches.

On the "pull" side, one of most exciting developments is the emer
gence of a number of small and medium-size, high-technologycompanies
(mm ban gongsi) that are collectively owned, such as the Stone Group
Corporation {Sitong Gongsi\ founded in May 1984 by ten engineers
who resigned from their institutes in the Chinese Academy of Sciences
and several other organizations.^^ After starting with an investment of

72"Schoiars Succeed with China'sIBM," China Daily February 17,1987, p. 3.
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20,000 yuan (US$5,400), the company now has an estimated sales volume
of 200-300 million yuan (US$54-80 million) with over 500 employees.
Its major achievement is a series of high-speed, Chinese language word
processors (MS 2400 series) that are compatible with IBM personal
computers. Stone engineers developed the software and Mitsui of Japan
provided the hardware for the unit.'^^ xhe company has adopted a very
aggressive market posture; it maintains more than a hundred outlets
throughout China and has an extensive advertising program. Along with
emphasizing customer satisfaction and service, the Stone Corporation has
also stressed worker satisfaction as well. In order to maintain high
productivity, employees are paid two to three times average salaries.

What makes the Stone Corporation so interesting, however, is that it
operates basically as an independent entity, outside the normal bureau
cratic channels. Ironically, the more successful Stone has become, the
more rumors have circulated that it would be taken over by the govern
ment. So far, this has not come to pass. Stone's strength is in technological
innovation—an area upon which government has had a stifling effect in the
past. It takes its profits from component sales and pumps the money into
R&D. The company's success has prompted one Japanese firm (Mitsui) to
enter into a joint venture with it to produce multilanguage word proces
sors, 70 percent of which will be sold in China through Stone marketing
channels and 30 percent ofwhich will be sold abroad by Mitsui. This is
the first time a Chinese company has contributed technology as its equity
in a joint venture

Stone's rapid growth and market power may be more than just an
aberration. When looked at in conjunction with the formation ofthe larger
computer conglomerates, it may illustrate an important point about the
Chinese system, namely that the locus of technological dynamism has
shifted away from the traditional centers of activity. Stone's management
practices reflect a great respect for persons with strong technical creden
tials; unlike the situation in many other enterprises, technical people are
prized, not subject to ostracism. Similarly,Stone's marketing practices also
reflect a sensitivity to end-user needs and requirements, which also seems
to represent a marked departure from previous practice Like high-
technology companies in the West, Stone exhibits a degree of flexibility
and responsiveness that has been absent in China's planned economy. Of
course. Stone has its weaknesses. Acknowledging this, however, the Stone
experience may help point China's reformist leadership in the right

"73"China's IBM—Stone's Ambition," Beijing Review, February 23,1987, pp. 6-8.

• '̂̂ "Computer Company Launches Joint Venture," China Daily, Business Weekly, June 22,
1987, p. 1.
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direction, that is, away from excessive government interference on the
economic and technological affairs of its R & D units and enterprises.

Of course, numerous problems will continue to plague the Chinese
system. While China may continue to attract foreign investors, the reality is
that the contributions of foreign investment will remain unimpressive
unless significant changes occur in the incentive structures for foreign
firms to source components and develop subcontractors. As such, the
value of this mechanism as a vehicle for technology transfer will be
somewhat limited. The biggest gains will be in terms of the experience that
Chinese workers obtain from being employed in a work environment
where quality control, discipline, productivity concerns, and the like are
strongly emphasized. This will leave the Chinese frustrated, especially as
they feel they have gone a long way toward adapting to the needs of the
foreign business community. Similarly, the SEZswill continue to experi
ence difficulties too, mainly because expectations have been set too high
and they are not structured to serve the functions offacilitating technology
transfer. The experience of export-processing zones in Taiwan and South
Korea reveals that it takes time for the diffusion of technology within and
from the zones to occur. Without much greater opportunities for free
labor mobility, especially with respect to engineers and technical person
nel, the most viable mechanism for the movement of technology and know-
how out of these projects and into the larger economy may be absent. And
foreign-exchange controls are likely to place some real limits on China's
ability to buy large quantities of technology, though ifpredictions about a
greater Chinese willingness to borrow in international finance markets do
come true, this situation might change somewhat.

Foreign technology will continue to provide the linkage through
which China interacts with the world economy. As key buyers in the
international market for technology, the Chinese promise to become more
selective as their level of sophistication and their ability to do comparative
shopping improve. Working with such organizations as the World Bank and
the United Nations Development Program, they have learned about the
critical value ofsuch tools as feasibility studies and market surveys. This all
suggests that substantial learning has taken place and that gaining con
tinued and perhaps expanded access to foreign technology on more
beneficial terms is likely to remain a high-priority item on the agenda of
Chinese leaders.

Accordingly, the question about the probable impact of all of this
technology flowing into China also will remain a prominent one. There
fore, whether China will overcome its present liabilities and limitations
through reform and restructuring becomes more than just an academic
question. In the final analysis, it will be the interface with the international
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market along with the interaction between foreign buyers and Chinese
firms that will provide the greatest source of technology transfer. Yung
Whee Rhee et al., in a study entitledAorta's CompetitiveEdge, suggest that
this sustained contact with foreign firms in the international marketplace
served to improve the understanding of foreign market structures and
characteristics among Korean firms."^^ This went a long way toward
strengthening the ability of these firms to survive and prosper in these
markets. And while nothing can substitute for a good overall economic and
technology strategy, for instance as inJapan, to support an export drive, the
reality is that the more the Chinese leam about the intricacies of foreign
markets (as well as markets within their own country) and plug into a
dynamic "learning curve," the better they will be able to compete

On a more provocative level, two additional interesting possibilities
stand out. First, China could become an attractive partner as a source of
R&Dand technology to foreign firms, thereby helping the PRCto bypass its
research-production problems. This has already begun to happen in the
computer software industry, where Chinese technicians have gone from
merely inputting information onto computer tapes to actually developing
new software packages with several Japanese firms.

The second possibility is even more provocative Through the upgrad
ing of Chinese skills that comes about as a result of ongoing technology
transfers, foreign firms can create the basis for a partnership with China to
enter into heretofore difficult and complex third-country markets. For
example, automobiles and airplanes being produced in China in coopera
tion with American companies could perhaps be sold more easily in a
socialist country or in Third World markets if they were made in the PRC
rather than in the United States, especially if American firms could guaran
tee the quality of the products. In this regard, China could serve as an
"intermediate production zone," whereby "alliances" with U.S. companies
could be created for mutual benefit. American industry would gain
expanded market access, and the Chinese would gain valuable experience
and time in selling to markets in which they could gradually get up to
speed vis-a-vis the economies of scale and quality levels needed to
eventually address Western markets. The short-term benefits to be gained
from this experience could assist China in becoming better prepared to
compete while reducing the immediate pressures to crack the U.S. and
Western Europe markets. Payment could be in countertrade or partial
foreign exchange. While there would be many problems to iron out, the
full range of possibilities seems unlimited and is well worth considering.

•^^Yung Whee Rhee, Bruce Ross-Larson, and Garry Pursell, Korea's Competitive Edge
(Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984).



11. Prospective U.S. Investment in
China's Special Economic Zones
and Open Coastal Cities

CHEN BAOSEN

In 1984, at a seminar on China's offshore oil prospects at an American
university, the speaker—a government economist—held that the pros
pects for China's offshore oil exploration efforts were still uncertain.
Success in these efforts can greatly strengthen the Sino-American eco
nomic relationship. Four years have elapsed since then. Although there
havebeen no major oil discoveries yet, Sino-American economic and trade
ties havestrengthened remarkably. This development is inseparablefrom
China's open-door policy, the preferential treatment offered to foreign
capital, and the cooperation extended by the American government and
American companies. Cooperation between China and the United States is
by no means limited to oil exploration.

The Establishment of

Special Economic Zones

The Chinese government'scoastal areaspolicy has led to the establish
ment of four Special Economic Zones in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shantou in
Guangdong Province and in Xiamen in Fujian Province In 1984, fourteen
coastal cities (Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyun-
gang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ningbo, Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhan-
jiang, and Beihai) and Hainan Island were opened, where economic and
technological development areas have been constructed. In 1985, the
Yangtze River Delta, the PearlRiver Delta, and the Minnan triangle were
opened to the outside world. In 1988, the Chinese government again
announced that an across-the-board experiment with the open-door
policy and economic reform will be conducted in the Pearl River Delta and

'Alldatacited are from the Ministry ofForeign Relations andTrade sources, published and
unpublished.
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the Minnan triangle. Meanwhile, the government has decided that Hainan
Island will become a province and China's largest Special Economic Zone
These important decisions have made China's coastal areas ideal places for
cooperation with foreign investors, offering American entrepreneurs the
best opportunities for direct investment in China. These efforts have been
appreciated by some American friends, but they are not understood by
many more. Studies of these efforts will be helpful for the promotion of
Sino-American economic and technical cooperation.

The Chinese government has set up the Special Economic Zones and
open cities by using the experience of other countries. They are the
components of a strategic policy that was created in view of China's reality
and the new international situation.

China's coastal areas, with a population of nearly 200 million people,
have solid industrial-agricultural bases; comparatively developed com
modity economies; higher scientific, cultural, and educational levels;
convenient transportation, quick access to information, and broad, tradi
tional connections with the outside world. But these advantages have not
yet been brought into full play. This is the result of both the blockade of
coastal areas by foreign countries and the Chinese government's evalua
tion of probabilities ofwar and peace. After 1979, the Chinese government
worked out the policies ofeconomic reform and of opening to the outside
world based on domestic and international developments. Consequently,
the Special Economic Zones and coastal open cities have come to the
forefront of China's modernization.

The plan is that each will play the following three roles:
1. A show window of newforeign capital investment. China's mod

ernization needs foreign capital and sophisticated technology. But on the
whole, the investment environment of the inland areas is not on a par with
that of the coastal areas; that of the small cities lags behind the big cities,
and that ofthe northern coastal cities is not as good as the southern coastal
cities. In southern China, Guangdong and Fujian provinces—homes of the
overseas Chinese—are endowed with favorable conditions for absorbing
foreign capital. The Chinese government fully realized that to improve the
investment environment for foreign capital in China as a whole within a
short period was beyond our national strength. However, it is possible to
do this in the four Special Economic Zones, fourteen coastal cities, and
three deltas. A related ejffort is to build thirteen economic and technologi
cal development areas in twelve open cities and to construct pioneering
areas with good infrastructures in areas of several square kilometers. With
their geographies and traditional advantages and government preferential
policies, the Special Economic Zones and open cities will be at the
forefront of introducing foreign capital and high technology. Meanwhile,
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they will become show windows of China'sopen policy and the bridge to
inland areas for experience in absorbing foreign capital.

2. Apioneer of economic reform. The purpose of China's economic
reform is to transform the rigid planned product economy to a less rigidly
planned commodity economy, so that the market will play a bigger role.
But China's reform is a kind of exploration with no ready-made pattern to
follow. Therefore, it is essential to be cautious in taking every step. But
bigger steps can be taken in the SpecialEconomicZonesand open coastal
cities. Their successes can be spread quickly to the entire country, while
setbacks can be avoided.

China's economic reform and the policy of opening to the outside
world will be pushed along a sequence of Special Economic Zones: from
open coastal cities to open coastal economic areas to inland areas.This is
to meet the need for reform and to attract foreign funds and introduce new
technology. Therefore, the Special Economic Zones are not only the
forerunners in opening to the outside world, but they are also the
laboratories for China's economic reform.

3. An area that leads the way to higher incomes. Asshow windows of
the open-door policy and pioneers of economic reform, the economic
growth rate of SpecialEconomic Zones and open coastal cities and areas
will surpassthat of the hinterland.On our visitto Baoan Countyunder the
jurisdictionof the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, we sawa picture of
economic takeoffin Buji town. With a population of 14,700, it prospered
after orders for processing imported materials streamed in from Hong
Kong. Beingshort ofhands,it hashired 47,000laborersfrom outside. The
per capita net income jumped up from 139 7 RMB yuan in 1979 to 3,004
RMB yuan in 1987, the annual average growth rate being 46.7 percent.
Another town named Shajing has a population of 24,000. Most of the
residents are engaged in processing industries and in cultivationand stock
breeding in cooperation with foreign partners. In 1979, its per capita net
income was 146 RMB yuan,while in 1987 that figure increased to 1,244
RMB yuan, the average annual growth rate being 30.7 percent. In the
goldenPearlRiver Deltatheseare not isolatedexamples. In the lightofthis
development, the Guangdongprovincial government is set to achieve the
targetofquadruplingtheper capitagrossnationalproduct (GNP)by1995,
five years ahead of schedule.

Special EconomicZonesand open cities can boost the development of
inland areas. For instance, under heavy processing orders, Baoan County
(population 230,000) has hired 220,000 laborers from twenty-one prov
inces. These outsiders, who are mostly contract workers, will return to
their home areas after several years, bringing new technology and money.
If each one of them saves 3,000 yuan a year, the total will amount to 660
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million yuan. According to the Baoan post office, the total remittance from
the county in one month amounted to 120 million yuan. The prosperity of
the Special Economic Zones and open areas is promoting the prosperity of
the inland areas. In addition, the joint management by the enterprises in
the Special Economic Zones and their counterparts in the inland areas is
playing an important role in the economic development of the inland.

Special Economic Zones and open coastal cities have provided excel
lent opportunities for direct investment to all friendly countries, including
the United States. We believe that it will be good for the United States to
seize these opportunities. Beginning in the 1970s, the growth of American
economic activities in the western part of the country and the rapid
expansion of the Asian-Pacific region have reinforced the economic ties
between the United States and the countries in the Pacific rim. The

importance of this region has long been recognized by American political
leaders. In 1975, President Gerald Ford made a speech about "Pacific
Oceanism," declaring that the United States was a Pacific country and
expressing the need to establish an Asian Economic Cooperation Organi
zation. In 1984, President Ronald Reagan said that the United States was a
genuine Pacific Rim country and that he believed the Pacific Rim repre
sented the fiiture of the world. In recent years, the growth rate ofdirect U.S.
investment in Asia has far outstripped its investment in Canada and Latin
America. American investors are shifting their priority to Asia.

But the Asian-Pacific region is fiill of fierce competition. The U.S.
position in Asiais under challenge from Japan and South Korea. Therefore,
the United States has to select an investment area to strengthen its
competitiveness. China's Special Economic Zones and open coastal cities
are ideal places for American investment for several reasons:

First, the political situation in China is stable and its relevant policies
are being carried out with consistency. The opening up of Special Eco
nomic Zones and open cities and areas is not an expedient measure but a
strategic step in a national policy adopted by the Chinese government for
the realization of the Four Modernizations. Some foreign friends worry
that China's open policy can be changed with a change of leadership.
However,during the eight years since the proclamation of the open policy,
the open areas have been continuously expanding, and the preferential
treatment is becoming more generous. This proves that the Chinese
government is serious. Moreover, our practice shows that this policy is
successfiil, and the people give it their full support. No reverse of this
policy would ever happen in China. Foreign investment in China will be
safe and profitable.

Second, China has abundant cheap labor resources for investors. For
example, the monthly pay ofHong Kong and Singapore workers is 3.75 to 5
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times that in Guangzhou, the pay in Taiwan is 2.9 to 3.8 times, and in South
Korea it is 2 to 2.6 times. AJapanese businessman said in Guangdong that
the cost for processing a particular product is 6 RMB yuan inJapan, 3 yuan
in Taiwan, 2.5 yuan in South Korea, 2.5 yuan in Thailand, and 1.5 yuan in
mainland China. As South Korea and Taiwan are both appreciating their
currencies, the cheap labor cost in mainland China is all the more alluring.
At the present time, because of high labor costs, U.S. products lack
competitiveness in many conventional industries. Completely automated
factories without workers stiU take time to realize. Therefore, to shift the
manufacturing of traditional products to developing countries, especially
to China, will be conducive to the transformation of the industrial struc
ture in the United States. Taking advantage of China's cheap labor, in
vestment in China will certainly boost the market competitiveness of
American firms both in the world and in Asia.

Moreover, ventures in China have easy access to rich resources. China's
Special Economic Zones and open cities and areas stretch across more
than 10,000 kilometers, from 40 degrees to 18 degrees north latitude, over
the temperate, subtropical, and tropical zones. This territory abounds in
natural resources that cater to the needs of foreign-owned enterprises,
joint ventures, and co-operative enterprises. In agriculture, both cultiva
tion and stock breeding have great potential. In mining, the titanium in
Hainan Island and rare earth metals in the inland areas are needed for high
tech development. The prospect of energy industries is also promising.
There is plenty of room to develop metallurgy and processing industries
by relying on the vast hinterland.

Third, China's one billion population is a big market. Following the
economic growth in the coastal areas, the market is being transformed
from a potential one to one with real purchasing power. Direct foreign
investment in coastal areas will be helpful in creating a market with real
purchasing power, one that can buy imported commodities. The post-war
U.S. experience shows that the prerequisite to greater exports ofAmerican
commodities and capital is the development of the economy of friendly
countries. After the Second World War, it would have been impossible for
West Germany and Japan to quickly rebuild their industry and agriculture
without American economic assistance However, without the rehabilita
tion of West Germany and Japan the years of big US. exports to these
nations would never hav^e taken place. The export ofAmerican capital and
technology benefitedJapan and West Germany, as well as the United States
itself. However, the domestic markets of these two countries are small, and
while their economies expand, they have to scramble to compete for
markets with the United States. Here lies the root of the present economic
imbalance in the Western countries and the large American trade deficit.
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But China is in a vastly different situation. It has a big domestic demand.
Therefore, China on the whole will not become an export-oriented
country to threaten the American market. At present, the Chinese govern
ment demands that the coastal cities each develop an export-oriented
economy, with two objectives in mind. First, the government wants to
balance foreign exchange receipts and expenditures, and second, to send
Chinese products into the international market for examination, in order
to improve quality, raise economic efficiency, lower costs and upgrade
production and technology in inland areas. Only in this way can China's
export products catch up with the standards of world markets and thus
expedite the realization ofher Four Modernizations. The export ofcapital
and technology to China from the United States will certainly benefit both
countries.

Direct U.S. Investment in China

The promulgation of China's open policy received a quick response
from American business. In the early years, offshore oil was most attractive
to American investors.. In the wake of the broadening of open areas and the
improvement of various policies, American investment in other fields
increased and flowed into wider areas. Although mainland China opened
its door later than other developing countries in Asia, the momentum of
investment in China from many countries including the United States is by
no means weak. The following is a brief analysis of American direct
investment in China:

1. American investment in China, when compared with other develop
ing areas in East and Southeast Asia,has reached a high level at a relatively
fast growth rate By the end of 1986, the stock of American direct
investment in Asian-Pacific developing areas was as follows: Indonesia
ranked first with US$4.31 billion. Hong Kong second with $3 58 billion,
Singapore third with $2.29 billion, Malaysia fourth with $1.07 billion,
Thailand fifth with $1.05 billion, Taiwan sixth with $0.86 billion and South
Korea seventh with $0.7 billion. By the end of 1986, American direct
investment in mainland China totaled $1.25 billion. This amount was less

than in Singapore, but higher than in Malaysia. In view of China's advan
tages in its vast territory, abundant manpower, and natural resources, there
is still much room for American investment.

Astriking fact ofAmerican investment in China is that its growth rate in
recent years is faster than that in other Asian countries (see Table 1).

The high growth rate ofAmerican direct investment in mainland China
is in part a characteristic of the initial investment stage. The prospect for
further significant growth is promising if the Chinese government pursues
the correct policies.
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Table 1

Total Amount and Growth Rate of American Direct Investment

in Asian-Pacific Countries and Regions
(US^billion)

Total Total Growth Total Growth

Countries Investment, Investment, Rate Investment, Rate

and Regions 1984 1985 (%) 1986 (%)

Indonesia 4.093 4.087 -0.15 4.305 + 5.3

Hong Kong 3.253 3.124 -4.00 3.580 + 14.5

Singapore 1.932 1.897 -1.8 2.291 + 20.8

Malaysia 1.101 1.217 + 10.5 1.074 -11.8

Thailand 1.081 1.022 -5.5 1.048 + 2.5

Taiwan 0.736 0.757 + 2.8 0.860 + 13.6

South Korea 0.716 0.757 + 5.7 0.792 + 4.6

PRC 0.565 0.922 + 63.1 1.248 + 35.4

Sources: Exceptthoseof the PRC, figures are fromSurvey of CurrentBusiness, 1985,1986,
1987.

By the end of May 1987, China had approved 8,332 foreign-funded
enterprises, including offshpre oil exploration. By the end of 1986, the
contract valueofforeigninvestments(excluding offshore oil exploration)
was as follows: the Hong Kong and Macao region ranked first with
approximately US $4.59billion,the UnitedStateswassecondwith roughly
$1.25 billion, and Japan was third with around $1.15 billion. As com
patriots, Hong Kong and Macao entrepreneurs would like to make a
contribution to the Four Modernizations of their motherland. However, in

terms of economic strength, the United States has an incomparable
advantageover Hong Kong and Macao. US. investment potential in China
can outstrip many other countries and regions.

2. The U.S. direct investment started with the big cities and can be
extended to the whole ofChina. Its investment in Special Economic Zones
and open cities has just begun. The first city is Beijing, China'scapital. In
April1980,the Chinesegovernment approved the establishmentofthe first
Sino-American joint venture, the GreatWall Hotel.Bythe end of1986, the
United States had financed 234 ventures (excluding co-exploration of oil
and items of compensation trade). These ventures are located in fifty-seven
cities and fourteen counties in coastal and inland areas.

Because of historical reasons and the investment environment, Ameri
can direct investment started largely with Beijing, Wuhan, Shanghai,and
Tianjin. Today, Americaninvestments in big cities still account for a large
proportion of the whole. By the end of 1986,Shanghai had signed thirty-
four contracts of American invested enterprises worth $600.3 million.
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Beijing thirty-four contracts worth $245.9 million, and Tianjim twenty-
two contracts worth 153.4 million.However, the largest single item is the
Antaibao open-cut coal mine in Suoxian County, Shanxi Province. Its
investment amounts to $340 million and of course is not situated in a

big city.
In 1984, the Chinese government announced the opening of the

fourteen coastal cities and three open districts. This was followed by
American investment in these cities. However,starting in 1984, the growth
rate ofinvestment increased markedly not only insmil and medium-sized
coastal cities, but also in cities in the hinterland. By the end of 1986, there
were 130 U.S.-financed enterprises, totaling $762.3 million, in coastal
areas, and 104 U.S.-financed enterprises, totaling $779.6million, in inland
areas. The dijfference in number is small. It shows that American inves

tors are interested in the various regions of China with their different
advantages.

In addition to private firms,the U.S. government has actively responded
to the new open areas. For example, the American government has
appropriated $500,000 to American consulting companies through the
International Development Administration for the study of marketing
strategy and land utilization in the Tianjin Economic and Technological
Development District. The bid winner, American United Planning Com
pany, has made important proposals after investigation. Such planning is
definitely beneficial to promoting economic and technologic^ coopera
tion between the two countries. It shows that the United States is optimis
tic about the expansion of direct investment in China's open areas.

At present, American firms' direct involvement in China takes the
following five forms: joint ventures, co-operative enterprises, solely US.-
owned enterprises, co-development projects, and compensation trade
Co-development projects are largely found in offshore oil exploration.

The China-US. compensation trade is on a limited scale, and its role is
insignificant. Joint ventures, cooperative enterprises, and US.-owned en
terprises have great potential. From 1980 to 1986,206 joint ventures were
established, with a total agreed U.S. investment of $572 million, averaging
$2.8 million per enterprise. There were twenty-two cooperative enter
prises, involving $962 million or $43.8 million per enterprise. Wholly
owned U.S. enterprises came to six. The investment amounted to $6.27
million, averaging $1.05 million per enterprise The joint ventures are the
most in number, but their size is small. The coperative enterprises are
fewer in number, but they have a greater amount of investment per
enterprise, and they are typically big. Wholly owned U.S. enterprises are
fewer in number and smaller in scale

3. American investment in China was concentrated in the oil industry
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Table 2

Distribution ofAmerican Direct Investment
in Various Industries, 1980—86

Industry
Number of

Projects
Amount of Investment

According to Contract

Services

(including hotels)
45

(24)
$636,510,000
616,950,000

Energy (excluding ojBfshore
oil exploration)
Coal

Oil exploration service

15

(1)
(13)

375,660,000
344,010,000

28,640,000

Electronics, communications,
and bioengineering 42 54,000,000

Chemicals 5 7,940,000

Stock breeding
and fisheries 9 17,270,000

Mechanical and

electrical products 21 6,079,000

Construction and

construction materials 14 24,450,000

Textiles, food, and
light industries 74 182,920,000

Miscellaneous items 9 182,890,000

Total 234 1,487,719,000

and services at the beginning andhasgradually expanded to other fields.
Offshore oil drilling is a co-development item. This chapter will not
explore it in detail. However, we wouldlike to analyze the distribution of
American investment in various kinds ofenterprises (see Table 2).

Figuresshowthat in terms ofindustry,Americaninvestment in services
ranks first; energy second (excluding offshore oil exploration; textiles,
food, and light industries third; mechanical and electricalproducts fourth;
andelectronics, communications, andbioengineering fifth (someofthese
items are high-tech).

In services the biggest proportion goes to hotels, with twenty-four
contracts having beensigned, totaling nearly $620 million. Among them.
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fourteen are joint ventures, with a total investment of $201 million, and
ten are co-operative enterprises with $409 million. Theaverage is $25.7
million, the largest being $100 million.

American entrepreneurs focus theirinvestment onhotel projects. That
shows their belief in China's abundant travel resources, which are attrac
tive to foreign tourists. These projects involve high returns and relatively
lowrisks. Moreover, travel service earnsforeign exchange directly, which
malfps it easier to balance foreign exchange receipts and expenditures.A
large amount of U.S. investment in tourism is conducive to the develop
ment ofChina's travel service However, because tourism is a big attraction
forthedevelopment ofall foreign investors, enough hotels have beenbuilt
in a number ofbigcities. It is expected that foreign investment in hotel
projects will soon decline.

American companies are deeply interested in energy development,
especially oilexploration. The reason isknown to all. But after thesharp
decline of oil prices in 1985, interest in this field decreased. China's
offshore oil drilling has not yielded any major discoveries, so future
investments in this area are not likely to be large.

American investment in seventy-four projects in textiles, food, and
other light industries totals more than $180 million. Most ofthese are small
or medium-sized enterprises.

American investment in electronics, communications, and bioengi-
neering totals forty-two items with aninvestment of$54 million, averaging
$1.29 million each. The scale is small in these cases as well.

In October 1986, the Chinese government promulgated the stipula
tions for encouraging foreign investment (the "Twenty-TWo Articles"),
announcing thatpreferential treatment is to be given to export-oriented
enterprises and enterprises involving high technology. This policy will
helpabsorb foreign capital into the above two types of enterprises.

Since export-oriented enterprises and technically advanced enter
prises are not necessarily large in scale, and items thatneedlarge invest
ments such as energy projects and hotels have reached a low ebb, the
growth rate ofAmerican investment inChina in terms ofmoney might be
slowing in the near term.

Americaninvestment in Chinais expected to gainmomentum over the
longer term.

4. Foreign investments in Chinahave earned goodeconomicreturns.
A Chinese government investigation has concluded that foreign invest
ments aretypically earning good returns. InMay 1987, ahigh official from
the State EconomicCommission reported that by the end of 1986,3,120
foreign enterprises had been inoperation and most ofthem had achieved
goodresults. Most of the manufacturing enterprises in cities like Tianjin,
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Shanghai, Dalian, and Shenzhen have been profitable and have balanced
their foreign exchange receipts and expenditures. Many have earned a
surplus of foreign currency. Some have achieved a profit margin of 25
percent of sales, and the rate of return on investment has reached 32.4
percent. The structure of investment has also improved; the number of
high-tech enterprises and export-oriented enterprises that are encour
aged by the state has increased markedly. Another study of 70 foreign-
owned manufacturing enterprises concluded that 94 percent of the
foreign investors hadreached or surpassed their returns target, and two-
thirds of them had achieved a balance or surplus offoreign exchange A
United Nations official recently pointed out thatviewed from any angle,
China, in opening to theoutside world and attracting foreign capital, was
themost successful ofallthedeveloping countries, thatherpace was fast,
and that there were no other major countries that could have achieved
such success in such a short period.^

Theabove evaluation also applies to Sino-American jointventures and
co-operative enterprises. Recently, I made someinvestigations in Tianjin,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Zhuhjai, and gained thesame impres
sion in those cities.

For example, the Guangzhou M.C. Packaging Ltd. enterprise in the
Guangzhou economic and technological development area is a modelof
the jointventure thathasbeenestablished inashortperiodandhasearned
quick returns. Its contract was signed in March 1985, with 35 percent
foreign capital from Hong Kong and the United States, totaling $26.8
million. Construction of the project started in September 1985. The
enterprise went intooperation in May 1986 andwascompletely builtby
November 1986. Completion of the main structures took only eight
months. The year 1987 was the test-run period. In May it produced in
excess of the designed capacityand turned out products worth 0.18billion
RMB yuan, 0.15 billion yuan of which were exported to earn US$30
million. As a result there was a surplus offoreign exchange The pop-top
cansproduced in thisfactoryare exported to HongKong, Macao, Taiwan,
andMiddle Eastern andFar Eastern countries. Their quality andmaterials
consumption have reached advanced standards. The factory has been
"qualified" by the Coca-Cola Company, certifying that allCoca-Cola facto
ries over the world are permitted to use the products of the factory.
Foreign investors are impressed with the speedof thefactory's construc
tion andwith the company's economic performance. It was expected to
lose money in thefirst two to three years; it actually made aprofit ofyuan

'See Zhu Rongji's speech attheNational Conference ofForeign Investment and Management
ofEnterprises, mJinjiGonhzuo Tongxun (Correspondence ofEconomic Work) 16(1987).
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RMB 18,370 inthefirst year. The president oftheBall Company, oneofthe
foreign partners, said that the performance of the Chinese side was
exemplary. The success ofGuangzhou M.C. Packaging Ltd. has strength
ened our confidence in Sino-Americanjoint-venture undertakings.

We also visited afloat glass factory intheShekou industrial zoneJointly
run by Chinese, U.S., and Thai partners, its total investment amounts to
US$100 million. Constructionbegan in 1985 and required two years for
completion. The first test run was successful. Half ofits products will be
exported, and half will be sold in the domestic market. In this way, its
foreign-exchange receipts and expenditures can bebalanced. Although no
profitwas made inthe trial production period ofone year, it is sure tomake
money later. The American manager isconfident about the future ofthis
factory. When asked about the advantages of investing in the Shekou
industrial zone, he said that the zone is run efficiently, there are few
bureaucratic problems, labor costs are low, and it isnear Hong Kong and
Macao. It is easy to import equipment and materials. This American
manager, from PPG ofPittsburgh, is pleased with the cooperation offered
by the Chinese side

The Sino-American joint venture Shanghai Foxboro Corp. LMT is a
model for introducing advanced technology profitably. The company
manufactures process controlequipment. The contractwas signed inApril
1982, andbusiness startedinApril 1983. In thefollowing year, it operated
in theblack. In 1986, profits increased by60 percent and in 1987 by 40
percent. Sales reached 40,000,000 RMB yuan in1987. Technology transfer
hasnarrowedthequalitygapbetweenitschiefproductsandthosemeeting
advanced world standards to a matter of two to four years. The factory also
helps itsChinese partners learn Western management skills. The American
sideissatisfiedwiththeperformance ofthecorporation andacknowledges
that the venture is successful.

More successful examples can be foundin other places. Thus there is
much evidence that American direct investment in China can benefit both
countries.

Removing Obstacles

The momentum of American direct investment in China has been
encouraging. But many people inAmerican business circles donotrealize
thatChina's SpecialEconomic Zones andopencities aremostattractive for
investment. Many large American companies still take a wait-and-see
approach. Some ofthem didinvest butonly inthemanner ofasoaring kite
reaching out to probe the climate How canwe remove the obstacles to
more American direct investment? Solving this problem is essentially a
Chinese responsibility since China is the host country.
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China's investment environment is underdeveloped, and the faulty
market mechanism is not adaptable to international markets. Because of
theformer, thesupply ofwatei; electricity, andgas aswellastransportation
and communications is inadequate in many cities. The rigidity of the
economic structure givesrise to bureaucracy, lackofresponsibility, ineffi
ciency, and slackness of the legal system. All these factors are detrimental
to attractingforeign investment. The Chinese government is fully aware
that it must remove these obstacles, and effective measures have been
taken. China welcomes investors from all friendly nations and regions.
Naturally we hope American entrepreneurswill emerge as strong com
petitors in China's Special Economic Zones, open cities, and some other
places. Until now the Chinese officials involved in foreign investment
whom I have contacted have been well impressed by American friends.
They report that most American entrepreneurs tend to have strategic
insight and takethe interest of the whole into account. Theydid not fuss
about trifles andsolved problems inareasonable way. They hadarigorous
work style and advanced management skills.

Intheinterestofbothsides, American directinvestment shall stepinto
a new stage Therefore, we must sum up our positive and negative
experience, remove obstacles on the Chinese side, and boost American
competitiveness in order to push forward Sino-American cooperation. 1
believe thefollowing points arethekeytosolving theremainingproblems.

1. Ifenterprises are to be managedby internationalstandards,we must
reduce government intervention and improvethe market mechanism.

Toattract more Americancapital,we must create an environment that
permits Americanentrepreneurs to managethe enterprises in accordance
with international practices. Thus government intervention should be
reduced, the market mechanism perfected, and labor markets, money
markets, and commodity markets developed and improved. In recent
years, the Special Economic Zones andopencitieshave made progress in
simplifying procedures for the approval of foreign investments. Many
cities have established service centers for foreign investors, providing
customs house services,commodity inspection, tax collection,and bank
ingservices, aswellaslegal services, transportation, andmaterials supply,
all under one roof. The construction of infrastructures has also been
expedited. Factories can be built and put into production in six months.
But the routine operation of foreign-funded enterprises is still beset with
government intervention and faulty markets. Some of the joint ventures
complain thatalthough theyhave autonomy inpurchasing, producing, and
marketing as well as in personnel and financial affairs and in disposing
of property, they do not have a good market environment in which
to exercise this autonomy. The Chinese manager of a successfiil Sino-
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American joint venture complained thatalthough hewas entrusted with
personnel administration, hecould notdohis jobwell, because anyone he
fired couldhardly find a new job. This is a social problem. On the other
hand,the men he wanted to promote were often refused byhissuperiors,
and the men he did not want were put into his factory. Allthese troubles
are caused by an imperfect labor market and excessive government in
tervention.

Another problemis the money market. Amanager ofa Sino-American
joint venture complained ofinsufficient access to short-term loans.

Overdraft accounts and mortgageloansdo not exist here Evenifyou
want to borrow money by mortgaging assets, there isno appraisal agency
available Foreign banks canoffer overdraft accounts, butenterprises with
foreign equity can only open accounts in the Bank ofChina. The joint
ventures are bound hand and foot. As noted earlier, some China-made raw
matprials are poor in quality but high in price. However, importing raw
materials is constrainedby foreign-exchange controls. This is an illustra
tion of the imperfection of commodity markets.

Ofcourse, perfection of the market mechanism in China cannot be
realized in a short period. But it canandought to be realized soonin the
Special Economic Zones and open cities. In pioneering areas like the
shfnThpn and Shekou industrial zones there are fewer difficulties in this
respect. But the situation isdifferent in the economic and technological
development areas in the northern provinces. Managers there complain
that sincethey mustrelyon citiesdominatedby the oldeconomicsystem
for theirdevelopment, theyare in thegripofa crisis inwhich thewinnei;
either theoldsystem or thenew one, has notbeendecided yet. Insome of
these areas, ajointventure has toorganize asmall group ofpeople totackle
theoldsystem. They must know theway todealwith bureaucracy and have
access to all the ri^t people and agencies, otherwise normal production
and operation will be interrupted. This is a problem that should be
addressed earnestly.

2. Improving the quality of Chinese personnel, especially people in
leading positions, is one of the keys to the success of a jointventure

To allow foreign businessmen to runa joint venture isa good idea for
introducing advanced management experience. But thequality ofleading
managers on the Chinese side isalso important for thesuccess ofa joint
venmre. Good performance in joint ventures canbe achieved in thelong
run only if the Chinese cadres become familiar with production and the
other relevant aspects of the management process. The subsidiaries of
successful American multinational corporations usually employ native
managers who know the local conditions. This practice of American
multinational corporations is also appropriate for China.
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Ideally, economic cooperation between China and the United States
should be extended from training Chinese managers in production and
operations to training them in marketing abroad in competition with
world market. At present, a number of enterprises are jointly owned but
not jointlymanaged. Executiveson the Chineseside take care ofproduc
tion only,while foreign managersare in charge of purchasing and market
ing. Under these circumstances, Chinese executives are unable to learn the
whole process from sourcing to marketing. However, a joint venture will
not succeed if the Chinese executives are unfamiliar with the entire

process.

3. Balancing foreign-exchange receipts and expenditures should be a
target for foreign-funded enterprises.

Chinais a developingcountry.Its foreign-exchange shortagewill be a
long-term difficulty. The introductionofforeign capital andforeign loans
has helped develop the economy and has added to foreign-exchange
reserves. But if used inappropriately, they can also produce negative
effects.Manycountries in Eastern Europe and LatinAmericahaveused too
many foreign loans, and are unable to earn enough foreign exchange to
service these loans. The result was a debt crisis.

Chinahashada similarexperience up to apoint. Foreign exchangewas
invested in new production lines in an unplanned way. Becauseof the lack
ofinternational marketchannelsandmarketing know-how, theproductsof
these production lines could only be sold in domestic markets. Further
more, the needed imported components and accessories will be in short
supply once the foreign exchange is drained, and production will be
suspended.

Someforeign investorsdo not understand why Chinastressesexport-
oriented enterprises. They ask for expansion of the domestic market for
products manufactured by joint ventures. They must realize that China's
purchasing power in the world market is very limited, and it faces a
continuing shortage of foreign exchange

The Chinese government has adopted a series of measures to solve
its foreign-exchange problem. They include establishment of foreign-
exchange redistribution centers through which enterprises can help
supplyeach other's foreign exchange needs.Anotherwayis to permit units
with foreign exchange to use that foreign exchange to buy import
substituteproducts produced byforeign-funded enterprises. Also foreign
exchange is conserved when China-made auto parts are bartered for
foreign autopartsChinacannotproduce. Inaddition, China ispressing to
raisethe proportion ofChina-made parts andmaterialsin locallyproduced
goods. This is not meant to protect the backward. It places a demand on
Chinese producers to catch up with the world's advanced standards in a
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definite time period in order to achieve a foothold in the world market.
4. The importing of advanced technology is one of the targets of

China's open policy, and fiirther cooperation between China and the
United States is needed in this respect.

The export of technology often accompanies direct foreign invest
ment. It assists the economic development of the recipient country.
This has been proved by post-war practices. Western Europe, Japan, and
other newly industrialized countries have expedited their modernization
through technology transfer from the United States.To achieve the aim of
the Four Modernizations, China will have to develop its own technology,
but at the same time, it will import technology from developed countries
to shorten the realization of the modernization program. All friendly
countries are willing to cooperate. The United States can also make its
contribution.

One problem is a matter of digestion. Because new technology is
developing so fast, a new technology often comes out before the previous
one is digested. For a country with a weak technological base such as
China, indigestion might occur. Moreover, the mastering of new technol
ogy often requires more than one factory. Sometimes the cooperation of
raw material industries and components factories is needed. Thus the
effective importation of technology involves the technological capabilities
ofChina's basic industries and requires an overall arrangement by the state
in working out industrial, pricing, and distribution policies.

The other problem lies in the technology transfer policy of the United
States. Although the restriction on technology transfer to China has been
relaxed and a more cooperative attitude has been shown on the US. side
recently, China is still the only country in the W group that is under the
examination of the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Con
trols (COCOM) and U.S. national security review. China does not really
enjoy the treatment given to "V" group countries. This is unfair. The
attitude ofthe U.S. side reflects a problem of mutual trust. It puts the United
States in a disadvantageous position in the technology-export competition
in the world. We hope that more efforts will be made on the U.S. side to
improve this situation.

The above-mentioned obstacles in connection with direct U.S. invest

ment in China can be removed step-by-step because the increase ofdirect
U.S. investment is in accord with the basic interests ofboth countries. The
economic reform and open policy are unshakable national guidelines, and
the Chinese government is committed to consistently improving the
investment environment. At the beginning of 1988, General Secretary
Zhao Ziyang said, "The coastal areas and relevant provinces and cities must
conduct a general survey immediately to determine the problems in the
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4,000 foreign-invested enterprises that have already been put into opera
tion. Do not indulge in idle talk. The relevant policies must be imple
mented in all enterprises. We must let foreign investors know with our
deeds that in 1988 China's investment environment will be improved
markedly."^ This announcement shows the determination of the Chinese
leadership. During my recent visit to some coastal cities, I saw that the
local authorities were taking serious actions to implement the Twenty-Two
Articles. Take Fujian Province as an example In 1986, of the 227 joint
ventures, 202 were in the red. The total loss amounted to 90 million RMB
yuan, while the total profit was only 20 million RMByuan. The net loss was
more than 60 million RMB yuan. In 1987, one enterprise after another
adopted measures to solve their problems. Asa result, Xiamen City earned
aprofit of 60 million RMB yuan in 1987.The net profit of the province came
to 1000 million RMByuan. This situation is very encouraging. We believe
that the U.S. government and business community will respond positively
to the determined efibrts ofthe Chinese government to provide awelcome
environment in China for American direct investment.

2SeeZhao Ziyang's speech when he received the participants of the Symposium on Foreign
Imcsxm&at, People's Daily, January 15,1988.



12. Foreign Investments and Joint
Ventures: An American Perspective

RICHARD H. HOLTON

Advancing the state of science and technology in China is now firmly
recognized as one of the four modernizations being pursued by the
leadership of the new China. Although a policy of relying only on indige
nous improvements in science and technology might have been adopted,
for almost a fiill decade the policy has been to accelerate the process by
supplementing internal scientific and technological advances with im
ported knowledge and capabilities, since China appeared to be lagging so
far behind the industrialized nations of the world.

Modern technology might be imported by foreign firms licensing
Chinese enterprises to produce certain products or use certain processes,
thus avoiding any equity involvement of foreign firms.At the opposite end
of the spectrum, the Chinese might have permitted and encouraged
foreign foms to set up wholly owned subsidiaries in China, thus with the
technology being applied in China but by foreign-owned establishments.
The equity joint venture, in which typically the enterprise is owned partly
by the state and partly by a foreign corporation, is a third vehicle, one with
a number of advantages when compared with the other two approaches.

In this chapter first I will discuss the relative attractiveness of the equity
joint venture as a vehicle for the transfer of technology. Then I will argue
that the joint venture should best be viewed as a means of importing
considerably more than technology and that technology probably re
ceives undue emphasis in China's use of international joint ventures. I will
then comment on the types of problems that Americans, and presumably
other foreigners as well, find most common as they attempt to establish
and then operate joint ventures in China. Closing observations examine
the prospects for the international joint venture becoming a less trouble
some vehicle for foreign investment in China.

224
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Licensing, Wholly Owned Subsidiaries,
andJoint Ventures

Although we will focus primarily on licensing, wholly owned subsidi
aries, and joint ventures as means of importing technology, we should
recognize at the outset that two simpler means of importing technology
are available and commonly used. One of these is for the Chinese enter
prise to buy foreign equipment that is more advanced, in one dimension or
another, than anything available on the Chinese market. This can be an
acceptable means of importing technology if the problem of training
workers to use the new equipment is properly handled. In too many
instances, however, the equipment is either unused or underutilized
because operators have not been trained to use it properly. Foreign visitors
to Chinese plants have remarked on this in interviews, and reports of the
problem have been published as well.^

This experience supports a hypothesis that has been suggested by
several businessmen and scholars with whom I have discussed this subject.
The hypothesis is that the Chinese tend to overemphasize the physical
equipment associated with technology and to underemphasize the intan
gible, knowledge-intensive aspects of the transfer of technology. One
American selling computers in China observed that the Chinese with
whom he dealt typically did not want to pay for a service contract or for
anything other than the "bare bones" equipment. The idea that a service
itself might be worth something seems difficult for some Chinese to
accept. But the infatuation with tangible evidence ofadvanced technology
can turn into an embarrassment if a Chinese manager must confess to
foreign visitors that no one in his unit knows how to operate the equip
ment. The reluctance of the Chinese to hire consultants may reflect the
same inclination. Consulting services can sometimes be sold if they are
carefully camouflaged in a contract involving tangible equipment as well,
but even this is said to be difficult. Although Americans often laugh at
themselves for overreliance on consultants, the judicious use ofconsulting
talent can be productive. In any case, a fuller appreciation of the impor
tance ofknowing enough about a piece of equipment not only to be able to
operate it but to maintain it and, for that matter, to devise means of
improving it appears to be greatly needed in many Chinese enterprises.

One version of countertrade has been used in China that avoids this

problem. In the case of product buy-back arrangements, the foreign

^Richard Baum, "APolitical Perspective on China's Four Modernizations," ColumbiaJournal
ofWorldBusiness (Summer 1979):33-36; "For Chinese, AMismatch ofJob Skills,'W(Mt; York
Times, December 27,1987, p. 1.
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company selling the manufacturing equipment to the Chinese enterprise
has a vested interest in ensuring that the equipment is properly used, since
the foreign company is receiving payment in full or in part in the form of
the equipment's output. Thus one Shanghai shirt factory bought modern
sewing machines and related garment manufacturing equipment from a
Japanese firm. The Japanese company agreed to be paid not in cash but by
product, namely shirts. Because theJapanese firm wanted to make sure the
shirts would fetch a satisfactory price, the firm carefully trained the
Chinese workers on the new equipment.

Licensing, wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign corporations, and
international joint ventures all have advantages and disadvantages as
vehicles for the transfer of technology.^ Viewed from the Chinese perspec
tive, licensing a product or a production process from a foreign firm means
that the information embodied in the license is transferred, while the
Chinese licensee retains fiill control. There may be limits on the Chinese
licensee's freedom to do certain things; that is, the licensing agreement
may stipulate that goods produced under the license will not be exported,
for example, or it may stipulate the price at which the product will be sold.
But on the whole, the licensee has control over the product produced
under the license.

The licensor typically receives a "front end" payment, a royalty ex
pressed as a percentage of new sales of the product in question, or a fixed
amount per unit produced and sold, or some combination of these. Profits
after payment of the royalties stay with the licensee, so the licensee
enjoys 100 percent of the benefits deriving from reductions in operating
expenses.

The licensing arrangement can also have the advantage of permitting
the licensee to learn enough about the technology involved so that the
licensee can eventually "walk away" from and begin competing with the
original licensor. The Japanese were successful in using the licensing
device to import technology in the post-World War II years. Over time
they were able to build up their technological base, so in many instances
they could compete on their own in international markets, no longer
depending on foreign licensors.

Whether or not licensing is a satisfactory means oftransferring technol
ogy depends on several factors. Licensing can oiffer an efficient transfer
mechanism if (1) the process or product being licensed is relatively
simple, (2) the licensee's physical plant is readily adaptable to the new
process or product, (3) the technical capabilities of the management and

^David J. Teece, "Transaction Cost Economics and the Multinational Journal of
Economic Behavior and Organization 1 (1986):21-45; V Terpstra,/wrmw?ft'o««/Afor^et-
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operating staff are advanced sufficiently to learn the new technology and
(4) the licensor cooperates fully in providing both written and personal
instruction to the licensee's staff. If these conditions are met, that is, if a
good "fit" exists between the technology being transferred and the
capabilities of the licensee, then licensing can be satisfactory as a vehicle
for the transfer of technology.

However, one can easily imagine that in the case of China the prospec
tive licensee may realize that one or more of these conditions for success
ful licensing is absent. Especially if the licensee perceives that the gap
between the foreign technology and the capabilities of his people and
equipment is great, then the manager is likely to conclude that his unit will
not be able to implement successfully the body of information, such as
written instructions, drawings, and so on, that comes with a "bare bones"
license. If equipment modification or totally new equipment is needed,
and if the licensee's staff requires any significant amount of face-to face
instruction, then a deeper involvement by the licensor is called for. Under
these circumstances the licensee is likely to press for a joint venture
arrangement. The reasoning is that the foreign partner is more likely to
ensure that the new technology is fully operative in the Chinese enterprise
if the foreigner has a significant equity stake in the enterprise.

For the licensor, the licensing technique can be attractive for several
reasons. If the licensee is able to accommodate the licensed technology
readily, then the licensor in effect is using the licensee's management,
capital equipment, market knowledge, and knowledge of the working
environment to exploit whatever markets are served by the licensee The
licensor is thus able to sell into a market without an investment of

managerial time and money. The royalty income can be considered
virtually a return on the teclmology alone.

But the licensing vehicle does have disadvantages from the standpoint
of the licensor. He may have difficulty verifying that the licensee is
producing the product, or using the licensed process, as the licensor
would like For example, if a licensed consumer good is being produced,
the licensor has a vested interest in the quality control standards that are
applied. Carefully designed controls stipulated in the licensing agreement
can ease this problem, but it can be difficult.

The licensing arrangement can have at least two other important
disadvantagesfrom the standpoint of the licensor. One disadvantageis that
the market for information is often grosslyimperfect because the buyer of
information cannot evaluate the information satisfactorily until he has the

ing 3d ed. (Chicago: Dryden Press, 1983), ch. 10; Franklin Root, Entry Strategies for
International Markets (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1987).
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information in hand to evaluate.^ But once he has the information, he will
not be willing to pay a price for it. Knowing this, the seller of the
information, in this case the licensor, is unwilling to divulge everything the
buyer of the information, the prospective licensee, needs and wants to
know So the buyer will bid less than the seller thinks the information is
worth. Beyond this, even if the buyer knows the information, he might
often question whether he can implement the information as ejSfectively
and as profitably as the licensor might, given that the licensor has had
experience with the product or process in other markets, while he has not.

In the context of the present discussion, the licensing vehicle has yet
another disadvantage in the eyes of the licensor. The foreign company
typically would like to learn more about China as a market and as a place to
produce. If the foreign company merely licenses a Chinese unit to produce
the product or use the process, the foreigner learns little about the Chinese
scene. Here, too, circumstances will push the foreigner toward something
other than the licensing approach to the transfer of technology.

Finally,licensing runs the risk, for the foreigner, of leading to the loss of
the technology. Once the Chinese licensee becomes familiar with the
process and the product, the unit might choose to drop the licensor and
start producing on its own. It might employ methods that are sufficiently
different from those involved in the license so that no violation of the

licensing agreement occurs, or it might assume that the former licensor
will be deterred from pursuing legal action simply because of the great
complexities and expense of seeking legal redress across international
boundaries and systems.

Let us consider the option at the other end of the ownership spectrum,
namely the wholly owned subsidiary of the foreign corporation. Permit
ting wholly owned subsidiaries ofmultinational corporations to operate in
China might have certain advantages from the Chinese point ofview. First,
the multinational corporation (MNC) making a 100 percent investment
presumably would thereby be entering with a firmer sense ofcommitment
than it would with a joint venture or a licensing arrangement. Second, the
wholly owned subsidiary probably means more Chinese access to foreign
management and foreign capital. If the enterprise in question might
involve developing exports, the MNC's knowledge of foreign markets
would be useful. In addition, the total inflow of capital and managerial
knowledge might be greater if wholly owned subsidiaries were permitted,
because so many MNCs have a strong preference for this type of subsidiary.
Finally, the negotiating time could be less in setting up a wholly owned

^David J. Teece, "The Market of Know-How and the Efficient International Transfer of
Technology" Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 458
(1981):81-96.
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subsidiary than a joint venture because presumably decision-making
authority would rest with the subsidiary and not have to be divided
between two joint-venture partners.

One can readily imagine the Chinese objections to wholly owned
subsidiaries of MNCs. Clearly they are cases of private property in a
socialized state priding itself on public ownership of at least the major
means of production. And state control might easily be compromised if the
ownership of the enterprise is in foreign hands. There might also be the
question of how much would be left behind, in terms ofphysical assets as
well as skills and knowledge, if the MNCwere to decide to leave China. The
fact that the MNC probably would want to repatriate all or most of its
profits, thus adversely affecting foreign exchange reserves, might also be a
consideration.

For the MNC, the advantages and disadvantages of operating through
wholly owned subsidiaries are well known. With a wholly owned subsidi
ary the MNC has firmer control over quality standards and can be less
concerned about losing technological know-how to local competitors. Life
is simplified by not having to share decision making with a local partner.
This type of vehicle also provides a good opportunity to learn about the
market and the operating conditions in the country. However, the wholly
owned subsidiary requires more resources, both human and financial, than
a joint venture or a simple licensing agreement. And in some settings the
wholly owned subsidiary's greater visibility as a manifestation of a foreign
presence can lead to troublesome political vulnerability for the MNC.

Against this background we can readily see the advantages and disad
vantages of the joint venture from the viewpoint of both the Chinese and
the foreign-based MNC. For the Chinese, the joint venture is preferred over
straight licensing because it is more likely to warrant a serious commit
ment by the foreigner, with more cooperation in the transfer oftechnology,
capital, managerial skills, market knowledge, and the like. But there are the
disadvantages of shared decision making, possible disagreements over
profit repatriation, flows of new technology, and other aspects ofmanage
ment. For the foreigner, the joint venture is a means ofdeveloping goodwill
on the part of the Chinese authorities; and one can draw on the talents and
physical assets of the Chinese partner. There can still be the concern about
losing the technology that is involved, and of course the shared decision
making is at least as great a concern for the foreigner as it is for the Chinese.

Joint Ventures and the
Development of Management Skills

Straight licensing arrangements between foreign and Chinese firms are
common, as are joint ventures. Quantifying their importance is probably
impossible, but fortunately not critical for our purposes. Suffice to say that
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the joint-venture vehicle is a common one, especially in those cases where
the foreign firm wants to leam about the nature of the China market.

The joint venture can indeed provide a means for importing modem
technology. But I wish to underscore that the Chinese would be well
advised to look on the foreign joint venture as a means of importing not
just technology but a whole set ofmanagement skills and techniques. And
the management methods might often improve the competitive status of
the Chinese unit more than the technology involved.

To put the matter of technology transfer via the joint venture in proper
perspective, let us first assume that one objective ofChinese development
policy is to improve the performance of Chinese enterprises so that they
can compete internationally. This means that the ideal enterprise would be
able to sell on the domestic market successfiilly in competitionwith freely
imported (i.e., no tariJBf or nontariflfbarriers) foreign substitutes. The ideal
enterprise also would be able to export successfully into world markets, in
competition, again, with products produced elsewhere. In order for this to
happen, Chinese enterprises must be able to exploit whatever compara
tive advantage they can develop.

A firm can be a successful competitor on either domestic or foreign
markets, or both, because of some sustainable competitive advantage. This
competitive advantage might be in any of several forms, such as superior
marketing capability, superior financial management, superior production
management, or superior personnel management.^ The competitive ad
vantage might stem from low-cost sources of raw materials, labor, compo
nents, or energy. These do not constitute an exhaustive list of the possible
sources of competitive advantage. The point is that the use of modern
technology in the production process is but one part of the entire picture

With this view of the possible sources of competitive advantage in
mind, one can see that the Chinese enterprise might be able to compete
internationally even with mediocre technical capabilities, if there are
ojffsetting competitive advantages that the enterprise enjoys. Indeed, one
commonly finds that some Chinese enterprises are currently competing
successfully in international markets even when they are using what
elsewhere might be considered out-of-date technology. The garment
industry might be a case in point.

Given that bases other than modern technology can provide an enter
prise with a competitive advantage in international markets, it would seem
advisable for the Chinese authorities to look on the international joint
venture not only as a means ofdeveloping modern technology but also as a
means of developing other competitive advantages. Thus the totality of

^Michael E. Porter, Competitive Advantage (New York: Free Press, 1985).
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modern management methods, not just technological superiority, should
be kept in mind as the joint venture effort is pursued.

One problem with applying this approach to joint ventures is that the
tendency to focus on the tangible evidence of modern management—
namely, the production equipment, rather than the less tangible manage
ment methods such as inventory control or quality control—must be
overcome. This can prove difficult. It is much less demanding intellectually
to install a new piece of equipment than to establish and operate a
successful inventory control system.

This tendency to focus on the equipment might even be detrimental to
the total modernization of management. If management uses the absence
of modern equipment as an excuse for poor operating results, other
opportunities for improving management might be foregone One mid-
level manager from a large Chinese enterprise when asked by his col
leagues why the enterprise was not performing more satisfactorily, said
that the problems raised would all be solved "as soon as we get our
computer." One suspects that many management improvements in the
enterprise may have been implemented independently of the contem
plated computer system, but the absence of the computer system was
simply a crutch being used to explain poor performance in other aspects
of the organization.

Finally, if we are correct that competitive advantage rests on much
more than the technology employed, then we must recognize that even if
an enterprise does have up-to-date technology in place in the production
process, poor management of the other variables might leave the enter
prise with such poor overall performance that it cannot compete with
foreign products either in the domestic or in the foreign markets.

In sum, it is the totality of the management process, not just the
technological component, that should be brought into China through the
joint venture. Poor management can swamp the advantages of a particular
technology, since the technology is but one of many sources of competi
tive advantage. Ifwe recognize that the ability of an enterprise to compete
both domestically and internationally turns on several dimensions of
management competence in addition to technological capability, we can
move on to distinguish, in a crude way, three levels of effectiveness of the
transfer of technology.

The first level of effectiveness is found in the case of the new modern

equipment being installed, with operators trained not only to utilize the
equipment during normal production but to maintain and possibly repair
the equipment as well. This level of effectiveness of the transfer of
technology demands that the personnel know enough about the way the
equipment or process operates so that the equipment can be maintained
satisfactorily over time.
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The second levelofeffectiveness is encounteredwhen not only the first
level is achieved, but the personnel leam enough about the necessary
scientific and mechanical principles so that they can develop technologi
cal advances leading to improved equipment, not just its maintenance
Clearly this calls for broader education if a seedbed for technological
growth is to be established.

A third level of effectiveness can perhaps be identified, including not
only the transfer of the technology itself but also sufficient supplemental
managerial competence so that the full benefits of the technology can be
harvested. Thus the technological capability is supplemented with mod
ern marketing, cost control, financialmanagement, and related managerial
capabilities. One can say that the potentialities of the technology are not
fiilly realized unless the totality of the managerial task is performed well.

Conflicts in Establishing and Operating
Sino-AmericanJoint Ventures

American firms that have stepped into the Chinese scene to establish
and operate joint ventures have encountered a number ofobstacles.^ Our
interviews with American managers of Sino-American joint ventures have
yielded many problems, some of which are more readily resolved than
others. I present them here in summary form, with no attempt at rank
ordering.

In this discussion I will focus not just on the superficial manifestations
of the problems, but on the underlying causes of the difficulties as well.
Presumably an understanding of the latter is essential ifwe are to improve
the probability of successful joint ventures being established.

First I will discuss some of the problems that arise during the negotia
tions leading to the joint-venture agreement. We can then examine some of
the difficulties that arise once the joint venture is operating. Throughout
this paper, I am assuming that the joint venture is of the simplest sort, with
one Chinese enterprise as one partner and one American company as the
other, each with a large interest. We need not concern ourselves with
which party has the majority interest or whether the equity is evenly
divided between the two.

The first problem worth noting is a fundamental difference in objec
tives of the two parties. Often the American company wants to gain a
foothold in China to develop the domestic market, whereas the Chinese
partner wants to maximize exports in order to earn foreign exchange In
recent years many industries worldwide have had excess capacity, so

^W. H. Davidson,"Creating and ManagingJoint Ventures in China,"California Management
Review (Summer I987):77-94.
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typically foreign firms are not eager to establish yet another export
platform. Consequently, the American partner wants to export a small
percentage of production, while the Chinese partner wants to maximize
this percentage. Thus negotiations just on this one question can be
contentious.^

In some instances, American firms have avoided this problem because
they were explicitly invited to produce products needed in the local
market. This appears to have been the case with at least one of the
pharmaceutical companies. But even if the export target question may
have been minimized when the joint venture was first formed, the current
concern about the nation's foreign exchange situation has caused the
Chinese to press such companies to develop exports at least sufficient to
offset the foreign exchange cost of their imported raw materials.

Anunderlying difficultythat has accounted for problems in negotiating
Sino-American joint ventures stems from the enormous differences in the
backgrounds of the two parties. Briefly put, because of these different
backgrounds, the two sides have quite different views of the world.
Perhaps equally important, each side knows little about what the other
side's view of the world is. One can imagine two parties negotiating when
they both have different viewsof the world but each side knowswhat the
other's view ofthe world is; but if the two views are different and each side
is ignorant of the principal features of the other's view of the world, the
problem is compounded.

One consequence of this difficulty is found in the Chinese view of the
risk the American side is taking in coming into China. Myown speculation
about this matter runs as follows. The Chinese team comes from a

background of managing in a planned economy. In that economic and
social system, bankruptcy was unknown and success, or at least survival,
was assured. Although the ground rules have now changed a bit and
bankruptcy is possible, it is still rare, and the Chinese team's presumptions
about the prospects of failure are surely biased toward expectations that
profits in the joint venture are assured, especially given the vaunted
competence of the prospective American partner. The American team, on
the other hand, well knows that foreign operations can be fraught with risk,
especially when one is stepping into a setting as unknown as that encoun
tered by the American manager in China."^

One unfortunate consequence of this may be that the Chinese push so
hard in the negotiations that the foreigner finds that all the benefits of the
venture go to the Chinese, with little if anything left for the foreigner, at

^Parker Hannifin in China (A), Harvard BusinessSchool Case 9-683-022,1982.

"^Lucian Pye, ChineseCommercialNegotiatingStyle Monica, Calif.: Rand Corp., 1982).
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least given the magnitude of the risks. Consequently the joint-venture
ejffort is not consummated, or if it is, the foreigner is reluctant to go
forward enthusiastically.

The Chinese view of this might be tempered by at least two considera
tions. First, the Chinese are still keenly aware of their having been
exploited by foreigners, from the days of the Opium Wars through the
treaty port days. Therefore deep suspicions are understandable. In addi
tion, they know that they have been isolated from the rest of the world for
so many years after liberation in 1949 that they are relatively unschooled
in the ways of the modem world, so the need for caution is great.

Second, the Chinese negotiators may feel under pressure to strike a
deal that is unquestionably more beneficial for the Chinese than for the
Americans because of their concern about the authorities to whom they
report. Given that the rewards for the individual who helps establish a
profitable venture are minimal, while punishment for one who makes a
mistake is substantial, the concern about downside risk is greater than the
interest in the upside potential.

Understandably, one might entertain a related hypothesis about the
Chinese tendency, often reported by Americans involved in joint-venture
negotiations, to press hard for concessions of all sorts. It may be that what
we might call a "merchant mentality" is dominating in these negotiations,
as distinct from a "partnership mentality." To put the matter sharply,
consider the merchant in a Middle Eastern bazaar. My caricature of this
individual pictures him looking on each prospective customer asawalking
pocketbook, one that will come by the merchant's stand only once, evei;
and the merchant's objective is to dip into that pocketbook as deeply as
possible Contrast this with the case in which the individual realizes that
there is to be a continuing relationship with the opposite party, and that
one might expect a series ofsituations marked by much "give and take" In
this latter case, the negotiator might be inclined to recognize thatwhen the
initial deal is struck, one should not push so hard as to exhaust any feeling
of goodwill on the part of the other party.

One suspects that too often in the case of the Chinese joint-venture
negotiations with foreigners, the Chinese employ the merchant approach
rather than the partner approach. If the foreigner agrees to the deal but
sees himself as having been "driven to the wall," he is saying, in effect, that
there is little to be gained in setting up the joint venture If that is the case,
then the foreigner is not inclined to be helpful later on in the relationship
when the joint venture is underway and some assistance not anticipated in
the agreement is needed. In the parlance of negotiating, it might be wise
for both sides to "leave some money on the table," that is, not push to get
everything out of the deal for oneself. If both sides leave the negotiating
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table feeling good about the deal, then both are more likely to put in the
extra effort later on to ensure that the enterprise succeeds. If one side has
employed what I am here calling the merchant mentality, pushing hard for
every advantage, the other party is not likely to work assiduously for the
good of the new venture.

One of the underlying cultural differences that, once recognized, can
add to our understanding of the negotiating scene concerns what the
economists term "opportunity costs." The opportunity cost of any particu
lar activity iswhatever isgivenup because the next most attractive activity
was not undertaken. Thus the opportunity cost of a game of Ping-Pong is
whatever enjoyment the individual has forsaken because he or she was not
reading a book or engaging in some other activity. In the context of our
present discussion, for the American firm the opportunity cost of setting
up a joint venture in China is whatever income stream is forsaken because
the time and money spent in setting up the joint venture were not used in
another way, for example, in setting up a wholly owned subsidiary in
another country. The American management team or their superiors are
often asking, "Is this the best way to use our talent and money?" If it is not,
they are saying that they are not covering their opportunity cost.

Although I have not explored this question in depth with Chinese
managers, I suspect that commonly they have an inadequate appreciation
of the Americans' concern about opportunity costs. The Chinese negotia
tors need to recognize that the prospective American partner not only
wants to establish a profitable enterprise; he wants that enterprise to
return at least as large an income stream as could be earned if the same
resources were used elsewhere.

That the concept of opportunity cost is insufficiently recognized
among Chinese managers is, I think, the explanation of a curious reaction
encountered by the American faculty teaching in the management devel
opment program of the National Center for Industrial Science and Tech
nology Management Development in Dalian. When we proffered the
observation so common among Americans, namely, "Time is money," the
Chinese managers were greatly amused; they had never heard the expres
sion or anything similar to it. To say "time is money" is to say that if one
weren't spending one's time doingX, one could make some money at F, or
at least do something with an alternative reward. Perhaps in the Chinese
enterprise the alternative to AT is only to do nothing, in which case "time is
money" makes no sense.

The "time is money" saying is bom of a system in which labor is
relatively scarce. It is not true in a system in which labor is redundant, as
may well be the case in China. This difference helps explain why Ameri
cans typically become so impatient with the long negotiating process
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when attempting to set up joint ventures in China and why the Chinese are
puzzled about the Americans always being in such a rush.

Another conflict that clouds the negotiating scene when Sino-American
joint ventures are under discussion arises because of the contrast between
the American enterprise and its Chinese counterpart when these are
viewed as decision-making units. The American manager dealing with his
Chinese counterpart needs to recognize that the Chinese enterprise is not
a decision-making unit. It is probably more accurate to conceive of the
Chinese enterprise as a semiautonomous unit of the government, linked to
the government through a labyrinth of agencies with varying degrees of
authority over the enterprise. The enterprise is thus but a part of the
bureaucracy, and decision making is diffused through many different
offices, which are outside the enterprise itself.

That the Chinese enterprise is not a self-contained decision-making
unit is manifested in a variety of ways. The American negotiating team
commonly is impressed by the large number of Chinese on the other side
of the table. The large number is explained by the fact that all the interested
agencies who share in the decision making want to be represented. One
often hears of the Chinese negotiators saying about one proposal or
another, "I wonder what the authorities will think," indicating clearly that
"the authorities" have a major role in the decision-making process. In some
cases negotiations have ceased while the Chinese traveled to Beijing to
brief their superiors and to receive guidance. Finally, the lack of decision-
making authority in the management of the enterprise is reflected in the
comment, common among Chinese managers, that the manager has "too
many mothers-in-law."

TTiis is not to say that this problem is entirely absent when we turn the
question around. The Chinese managers report that they are sometimes
puzzled about whether the Americans they are dealing with have full
authority to commit their companies. Commonly the American team must
gain approval from their superiors, of course, in the same manner as the
Chinese. However, there can be little question that as a rule more people
and interests are involved in the decision making on the Chinese side than
on the American side. So typically the Americans find the decision-making
process on the Chinese side excruciatingly slow and complex.

A major problem area in Sino-American joint-venture negotiations
concerns the management of the labor force. The American manager is
accustomed to viewing labor as a variable cost, that is, he can vary the labor
input roughly with variations in the demand for his product. Within limits,
he can lengthen or shorten the work week for his workers, and he can lay
off workers temporarily or dismiss them completely. He can dismiss
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workers who are not performing satisfactorily, again within certain limits.
The American manager is well advised to recognize that in China the
enterprise is, by contrast, a key unit in a giant social welfare system, and
that the worker's unit has an implied responsibility for the welfare of the
worker. Under these circumstances, labor is in effect an overhead cost that
must be covered regardless of fluctuations in demand.

A common method of handling the labor-force problem in Sino-
American joint ventures involves the joint venture contracting with the
Chinese partner for the labor force, that is, the workers continue to be
recognized as employees of the Chinese joint-venture partner, although
they in fact work for the joint venture. The joint venture pays a total sum to
the Chinese partner in exchange for the labor; the joint-venture enterprise
does not pay the employees directly. Thus the total labor package must be
negotiated between the two partners.

What bothers the American managers on this point is that they must
pay such a premium over the going wage. The Chinese have often insisted
that the Chinese counterparts ofany expatriate American managers be on
the payroll at a charge rate that approximates the salary an Americanwould
receive for that position in the U.S. The labor charges paid by the joint
venture, however, do not go directly to the workers or Chinese managers;
those labor charges go to the Chinese partner, who then pays only the
normal wages and salaries to the workers. The Chinese partner pockets the
difference. In effect, this becomes income to the state.

In at least a few instances the American team has arranged to put the
workers in the joint venture directly on the payroll of the joint-venture
enterprise; they are not seconded from the Chinese partner's operation.
WTien this occurs, it is much easier for the joint-venture management to
institute an effective system of individual rewards for goodwork. Limits on
hiring and firing may still exist—these conditions are more liberal in the
Special Economic Zones—but at least more flexibility is enjoyed than if the
workers are still employees of the joint-venture partner.

Another hurdle commonly encountered in negotiating Sino-American
joint ventures concerns the valuation of the technology that is transferred
and the valuation of the land or building, or both, contributed by the
Chinese partner. The valuation of the technology is even more ambiguous
in the present context than it might be in the United States or Western
Europe, since the uncertainties surrounding expectations about a future
profit stream are typically greater in China than in other settings. As noted
earlier, American managers have commonly observed that the Chinese
appear to have difficulty recognizing that an intangible item such as tech
nology can have a value. An alternative view is that it does have a value, but
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all knowledge, including technical knowledge, is a public good and there
fore a free good. In any case, putting a value on the technology contributed
by the American partner is often a stumbling block in negotiations.

Paralleling this is the problem ofevaluating the real estate contributed
by the Chinese partner. Because there is virtually no real estate market in
China, it is futile to look for sale prices on comparable property. In some
instances the Chinese have looked at values of property in New York and
Tokyo and attempted to apply these to outlying properties in China. One
solution to the dilemma ofvaluing the technology and the real estate is to
decide that the value of the technology is just equal to the value of the real
estate.

Once the joint-venture agreement has been successfully negotiated
and operations are actually getting under way, additional problems have
often been encountered. Again we can briefly describe some of these,
without suggesting any rank ordering.

One of the more common problems concerns the Chinese attitude
toward what the American considers a legal contractual agreement. Al
though some American managers have found that their Chinese counter
parts abide by the joint-venture agreement in full detail, many others say
that they find the Chinese wish to modify the agreement whenever some
part of the commitment proves to be inconvenient. One respondent was
particularly irked by his suppliers' casual attitudes about supply contracts.

The Americans need to recognize that the legal trappings of American
business have been, until recently, virtually unknown in post-liberation
China. Business has been conducted on the basis of trust, which is built up
over a long period oftime. Personal relationships, solidified over time, have
led to this trust, which in turn has substituted for the legal contract. At the
same time the system has been loose enough so that, for example, late or
partial delivery is accommodated, if not expected. As in most less-
developed countries, managers have become accustomed to operating in a
"make do" environment, that is, the manager has become used to adjusting
to a less than flawless performance by all the parties with whom he deals,
whether these are workers, suppliers, customers, or government agencies.
The American manager who steps into this scene and expects a disciplined
performance from everyone with whom he comes in contact is certain to
be disappointed.

One American manager noted that the Chinese preference for aflexible
interpretation of contracts can work to the advantage of the foreign
partner; given the uncertainty in the environment, the foreign partner
himselfwill find that circumstances from time to time will make it diJG&cult

for him to meet the terms ofan agreement, and he himselfwill want to seek
relief from its language.
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Under these circumstances the American should be prepared to be
flexible, even with an agreement in hand. He should keep in mind the
reported incident ofthe American arguing with his Chinese counterpart in
a joint venture, with the Chinese partner finally exclaiming, "If you keep
bringing up that agreement, we'll never get anything done!"

Infrastructure problems are a source of constant frustration for most
American managers in Sino-American joint ventures. The frailties of the
telephone system are especially maddening for anyone spoiled by the
quality of telephone service in the United States. One respondent noted
that he had to have far more people in the purchasing Amction than he had
originally planned because "they are always on the train." Because the
telephone service is so difficult and unreliable, the Chinese preference for
doing business face to face is reinforced, and so purchasing agents must
spend much time traveling to make their contacts with prospective
suppliers.

Transportation uncertainties can be equally troublesome. In one in
stance the railroad's refusal to accept a shipment of less than a certain
tonnage was the cause of increased operating costs.

The unreliability ofsupply leads to the joint venture adopting a policy
ofhigher average inventory levels than would be suitable in marketswhere
transportation and communication systems are more advanced. The
uncertainties of the Chinese scene are such that the "just in time"
inventory-management system made famous by the Japanese would be
risky indeed. The Chinese are accustomed to operating with large inven
tory levels even between individual work stations in the plant. It has been
suggested that while the Japanese use their "just in time" inventory-
management system, the Chinese employ a "just in case" system.®While
this approach to an inventory policy might be justified pardy by delivery
uncertainties, in the recent past it has been the result, at least in part, ofthe
low cost of capital recognized by the individual enterprise. Absent the
concept ofinterest, consistent with the tenets ofMarxist economics, there
is no need to economize on capital and hence no reason to minimize
investments in inventory. This causes the Chinese manager to be relaxed
about inventory levels. The American manager, training Chinese replace
ments for his temporary American team, must modify this logic. Now that
evenwholly Chinese enterprises increasingly are financed with bank loans
rather than just grants from their supervisory bureaus, interest costs are
entering into more inventory-investment decisions. But the interest rates
are reportedly low, so the problem of overinvestment in inventory no

®This term has been suggested by Professor William Fischer of the University of North
Carolina.
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doubt Stillexists. American managers operating in China must expect to
train their Chinese counterparts in modern inventory-management prac^
tice, but in most instances this will still mean higher inventory levels than
they are accustomed to in the United States.

Another common operating problem encountered by American man
agers concerns the quality and reliability of suppliers. Production plans
based on the presumption of local supplies havecommonly been thwarted
because local supplies of the required quality have not been available. In
some instances supplies of acceptable quality have been possible, but
quality-control problems have been troublesome. In many cases the joint-
venture enterprise has devoted considerable time and effort to the devel
opment of satisfactory local supply sources, with success. One respondent
was convinced that one of the best contributions foreign joint ventures
can make in China is the development ofsatisfactorysources ofsupply. His
view was that prospective Chinese suppliers are prepared to learn how to
produce to the standards required by Western firms. In at least some cases,
however, finding or developing local supply sources that can meet the
prices at which the products are available on the world market can be
difficult. It is clearly a mistake to assume that because of low labor costs
China is necessarily a source of low-cost inputs.

American managers generally agree that Chinese workers are quick to
leam the technical requirements of the job, whether they are trained in
Chinaor in the U.S. But instillinggood work habits such as reporting for
work promptly apparently requires diligent and persistent attention.

In at least some instances the American managers of Sino-American
joint ventures havefound it difficultto get the Chinese managers to accept
responsibility for decision making. The American manager should realize
that the Chinesemanaging director of a manufacturing unit until recently
has not been the manager of a full-scale company in the American scene,
but instead might be thought of as a plant manager, responsible for
production only. Financial management, marketing, product design, and
the like were outside his purview. Even improvements in production
methods, inventory control, and the like typicallywere not initiated by the
managing director. Changes in these areas were most likely initiated by
someone above the unit. Thus, in most cases, the manager was not
expected to bring any imagination to the job. Accepting responsibility for
managing change is a new phenomenon for most Chinese managers, and
they will have to be coached in this new skill.

One Sino-American joint-venture manager reported an annoying expe
rience that might or might not be encountered in other units. After a
manager had gained some experience with the foreigners in the joint
venture, he was removed from the joint venture and assigned to other
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activitiesunder the Chinese partner. Althoughreasons were proffered for
the move, the American manager was convinced that the joint venture was
simply being used as a training school by the Chinese partner.

A final problem, and a major one, that Sino-American joint ventures
have encountered concerns foreign exchange. The Chinese authorities are
understandably interested in maintaining a satisfactory level of foreign
exchange reserves. So when reserves are under pressure, as they com
monly are because of imports, particularly of capital goods, they are
reluctant to let profits be repatriated. Repatriation of profits cannot be
guaranteed in the original joint-venture agreement because the Bank of
China, which has the ultimateauthority in this matter,is not aparty to that
agreement.Jointventures arealso underpressureto earnsufficient foreign
exchange to cover their import requirements as well. In short, the
authorities are leaning on all joint ventures to generate enough foreign
exchange to cover alltheirownrequirements offoreign exchange needed
both for imports and for profit repatriation.

Forsomejointventures, exportsales aresuchthatthisisnot aproblem.
Others are considering establishing related operations simply for the
purposeofgenerating exportsandhenceforeign exchange. Analternative
means for obtaining foreign exchange is to buy it from such units as the
tourist hotels,whose foreignexchange receipts consistentlyexceed their
foreign exchange requirements. This informal foreign exchange market is
legal.

Thenet oftheforeign exchangeproblemfor theforeign investor isthat
an element of extra risk attends the joint-venture investment because of
this uncertainty.

The Outlook for Joint Ventures as a
Vehicle for Foreign Investment in China

Conversations with American attorneys whose advice is sought by
companies considering investment in China indicate that investment
interest is distinctly limited. Not only is the Chinese market developing
much more slowly than was anticipated in the heady days of the early
1980s, but also the publicity about the difficulties encountered by AMC-
Jeep and others has cooled the earlier enthusiasm. However, my own
impression, verifiedby some other observers, is that the American press
hasgiven morepublicity to theproblems thanto thesuccesses among the
Sino-American joint ventures. Perhaps the companies that are enjoying
satisfactory experiencesin Chinaare keeping quiet so theywillnot attract
new competition.

The limited interest in investment in China is unfortunate. Economic
development andmodernization in Chinaare consequently advancing at a
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slower rate than would otherwise be possible. To accelerate foreign
investmentthe authoritiesin Chinamust try to see the world asthe foreign
investor, or the prospective foreign investor, sees it. The Chinese must
realize that the multinational corporation has other places to apply its
talentandfinancial andmanagerial resources. Ineffect, China iscompeting
with other investment opportunities. If China is to attract the MNCs, it
must be more attractive than the competing alternatives.

The Chinesehave indeed been concerned about providing an alluring
investmentclimate. In October of1986sometwenty-two new regulations
were promulgated to ease some of the difficulties the foreign joint
ventures were encountering.^ These regulations appear to have been at
least moderately effective, but still there is no great flood of interest in
China on the part of foreign investors.

China is eager to modernize. The joint venture with foreign interests is
considered an attractive vehicle for accelerating the implementation of
modem technology in Chinese industry. We have argued here that China
should avoid undue emphasis on the technology acquired through joint
ventures. The international joint venture should be looked on as a means
of developing new areas in which China has a comparative advantage
in world markets, including its domestic market. Because comparative
advantage is based on more than technology, the Chinese should attempt
to let the international joint ventures introduce modern management
methods across the full spectmm of management functions, not just the
technological components. To date, foreign managers operating joint
ventures in China have faced many obstacles as they have attempted to
launch modern enterprises. The Chinese authorities have moved to im
prove the environment of foreign investment by minimizing these obsta
cles, but much remains to be done. At present, in too many instances the
advantages of operating in China are perceived by foreigners as being
swamped by the disadvantages. Until these disadvantages are overcome,
foreign investment in China through international joint ventures will
increase, no doubt, but at a rate that might be optimal for the firm but less
than optimal for China.

^"Provisionsof the State Council of the People's Republic of China for the Encouragement of
Foreign Investment," China Daily, October 14,1986, p. 2.
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COMMENTS

YeGang comments:
With regard to Professor Holton's paper on Sino-U.S. joint ventures, I

wish to present two sets of observations based on interviews with foreign
managers in international joint ventures in Shanghai. The survey was
jointly conducted by foreign professors and us early last year (see China
Business Review, March-April 1988).

First, an appropriate appraisal of U.S. investment in China requires
comparisons with Sino-European,Sino-Japanese and Shanghai—Hong Kong
joint ventures investigated in the survey.

The comparative features of the U.S.-China ventures are asfollows: (1)
the largest ventures, in terms of investment, are by Western European
firms, while the smallest are by Japan and Hong Kong firms; the US. joint
ventures are between these two extremes; (2) many U.S.-China ventures
are technologically advanced, while Japan-China and Hong Kong-China
ventures are, to a large extent, export-oriented; (3) in more than 60
percent of the U.S.-Chinaand Western Europe-China ventures, the foreign
partners have their own resident managers in Shanghai, while many
managers sent by Hong Kang and Japanese partners stay in China on
business for only several days a month, and some firms do not even send
their own managers; (4) regarding investment motivations, apart from
their common interest in establishing long-term economic relations with
China, both the US.and Western European partners desire to obtain a good
share of China's domestic market, while Hong Kong andJapanese partners
focus on China's low labor cost. These crude comparisons tell us that in
some respects the U.S.-China ventures meet China's needs better, but in
other respects they did not do as well as the other joint ventures. They are
far from bringing all their development potential into full play.This is not
in proportion to the U.S. economic strength, nor in accordance with what
the United States wished. An appropriate assessment of the progress and
the room for improvement will help us see the strong points and weak
points so as to make united efforts to develop our cooperation.

Second, there are many things for both sides to do to promote
investment. I fully agree that the slow progress and small scale of U.S.-China
joint ventures have their causes on both sides. I agree with Professor
Holton that the contradictions in U.S.-China joint ventures arise from
differences in objectives, backgrounds, and cultures. Both sides must
strive to improve on the present situation.

At this conference, many American scholars have noted the problems
on the Chinese side. The above-mentioned survey also lists a number of
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specific problems in China's investment environment. These have to be
solved, and I will not reiterate them here I do, however, want to suggest
how U.S.-China ventures might improve their operations, and, especially
the perception of both sides.

First, both parties in the jointventure shouldtry to see things dynam
ically, not statically. Many American scholars have, in their writings,
mentioned variousproblems.Theseproblems do exist,but quite a few of
themhave beensolved; someweresolved longago, somearebeingsolved.
We do wish that the American scholars would focus more attention on
recent developments.

Second, both parties should be less conservative and have more risk-
taking spirit. In the surveymentioned, the enterpriseswith US. partners
were well behind other countries both in number and in scale. Consider
ing its economic strength and tradition, the United States ought to have
done much better than other countries. This shows that many US. busi
nessmen lackfar-sightedness.Ifthe present situation continues, one would
expect the United States to losetheadvantages ofinvesting inChina, justas
certain of its industrieshavelostcompetitiveadvantage to other countries
thathave more risk-taking spirit.I don't thinkUS. entrepreneursliketo see
this kind of thing happen.

Third, US.-China ventures should not only utilize American advan
tages, but also the advantages of the local community. A successful
overseas enterprise needs to combine both its own advantagesand those of
the community where it operates. This is a conclusion drawn by many
foreign economists. However, some investors (including American in
vestors) onlyconsider theirowninterest, with the least regard to China's
interest. Forinstance, somejointventuresimportnot onlymachinery and
equipment, but also raw materials, even packagingmaterials, while local
resources are underutilized.

Fourth, American investors should pay attention to favorable special
conditions and not link all the problems to China's overall institutional
reforms. Most Westerners, when discussing China's investment environ
ment,mainly referto itsoverall economicinstitutional reforms, leaving the
impression that if its economic reforms are not completed, Chinacannot
afford to promote its foreign economic ties. But in fact, since the promul
gationof the "Provisions for the Encouragementof Foreign Investment" in
October 1986, China has repeatedly promised to createfavorable special
conditions to enhance foreign economic relations, especially to absorb
foreign capital. It provides more preferential terms for foreign invested
enterprises so that they can do their business in accordance with interna
tional practice Up to date we have already adopted a series of practical
measures in such realmsas foreign exchangeregulation, material supply.
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and labor employment. I wish myAmerican colleagues would note these
favorable special conditions,which will help investors in making invest
ment decisions. But unfortunately, these favorable conditions attract little
attention.

Zhen Shaolian comments:

In their papers,both Professor Holtonand Professor Simon affirm that
in the past ten years China's open policy and the policy of importing
technology and capital have played a positive role in the country's eco
nomic growth. Professor Holton analyzes the conflicts and obstacles that
deter the developmentof Sino-U.S. joint ventures. Hisanalysis is valuable,
but he argues that "atpresent, in too many instances the advantages of
operating joint ventures in China are perceived by foreigners as being
swamped by the disadvantages." This might reflect the opinionof only a
few "foreigners." In fact, the number of joint ventures has been increasing
with the improvement of the investment climate in recent years. This
shows that "advantages" are surpassing "disadvantages," rather than the
other way round.

In his paper. Professor Simon notes several problemsin China's tech
nology acquisition system, such as insufficient coordination among the
various organizations responsible for China's technology import program,
low efficiency, excessive duplication of technology and equipment im
ports, andpoor assimilation capabilities. Therefore, hesays, "Thedecision-
making processregarding technology importmustnot be viewedin terms
of the purposeful actor model" because of the existence of the above-
mentioned problems. These problems do exist, but the Chinese govern
ment ismaking efforts to solvethem.Inhisanalysis ofthe impactofChina's
technology import on the world economy, Simon maintains that "China's
recent technological progress in industriessuch as textiles shouldnot be
taken to portend an inevitable clash between China's modernization
programand the economicprosperityoftheWest or East Asia." Atthesame
time, however, he says, "In a sense, China's growingparticipation in the
world economy, engendered through its technology transfer relation
ships, will leavethe leadership confronted with a fundamental dilemma."
He refers to the dilemma that China is trying to make credible its claims to
represent the developingworld, while at the same time dealingwith the
superpowers andworking withinvarious international organizations. The
situation he mentions does not exist, is reality. As everyone knows, China
pursues the Five Principles in its foreign relations. It does not, as Simon
says, "[continue] to see itselfasa leaderandprotector oftheThirdWorld."



13. Legal Status of Foreign
Equity Enterprises in China

DONG SJflZHONG

In 1979, China beganitspolicyto reform its economy andto openup
to the outside world. Theimportant objectives of the open policy are to
introduce foreign capital and to import advanced technology, while
enhancing economic and academic exchanges with foreign countries,
corporations, and individuals.

The investmentofcapitalin aforeigncountry in joint-ventureformisa
common type of international economic cooperation. It is not only
practiced betweendeveloped countries, buthasalso become increasingly
popular between developed and developing countries. The main features
of it are joint investment, joint management, joint bearing of risks, and
joint sharing of profits.

The legal status of foreign-equity enterprises is guaranteed by the
Chinese Constitution, the lawof the People's Republic ofChinaandJoint
Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment, and otherpertinent laws
andregulations. TheConstitution of China states: "All foreign enterprises
andother foreign economicorganizations in China shall abideby the law
of the People's Republic of China; their lawful rights and interests are
protected by the law of the People's Republic of China." The law on
Chinese-foreign jointventures, too, clearly states: "The Chinese govern
ment protects, by the legislation in force, the resources invested by a
foreign participantin a jointventureandtheprofits due to himpursuantto
the agreements, contracts, and articles of association authorized by the
Chinesegovernment, as well as his other lawful rights and interests."

The Constitution of China provides that: "The People's Republic of
China permits foreign enterprises and other economic organizations or
individuals to investin China, to carry out allkinds ofeconomiccoopera
tionwith Chinese enterprises or other economic organizations according
to the provisions of the law of the People'sRepublicof China." Hence, the
state declares in its basic law that not only joint ventures with Chinese and
foreign investments are permitted, but other typesofforeign investment
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are also permitted to exist in China. Ajoint venture is a company with
limited liability. The liability ofeach partner is limited to the registered
capital in the joint venture The investors will notbear the liability borne
by the venture itself.

The joint venture is a Chinese legal person,which means that besides
what the law otherwise provides, the enterprise has all the civil rights that
canbeused byChinese state-ownedenterprises. At present, aseries oflaws
and regulations relate to aU aspects of jointventures, as follows:

1. In thefield ofoperations: Chinese-foreign joint ventures by law are
given greater decision-making power in theproduction and prociurement
of raw materials and the marketing of products than are state-owned
enterprises. The production plans ofChinese state-owned enterprises are
fixed and established directly by the state. Only after the national plan is
carried outcan the production ofproducts outside the plan bepermitted
according to thedemand ofthemarket. Chinese jointventures candecide
theirownproduction plans within thescopeoftheirarticles ofassociation
provided thattheyaresubmitted to therelevant department oftheChinese
goverrunent for the record. The Chinese government will notimpose any
mandatory plan on the Chinese-foreign jointventures.

Chinese law tolerates the expression of will in the operation of
enterprises bybothparties. They canprescribe theprocedures ofopera
tion and management as well as the procedure ofdecision making inthe
negotiation ofthe joint-venture contractandin thedrafting ofthearticles
of association. The joint venture can itself determine the system of
employment of personnel and the standards for salaries, wages, and
bonuses.1 The ChineseJoint Venture Law has two mandatory rules for the
management of Chinese-foreign joint ventures:

(1) The chairman ofthe board ofdirectors ofthe Chinese-foreign joint
venture shallbe appointedby the Chinese partner.^

(2) In handling important problems, such as the revision of the
articlesofassociationof the joint venture, the termination or transferofthe
registered capital ofthejointventure, and themerger ofthejoint venture
with other economic organizations, aunanimous decision byall members
ofthe board ofdirectors present at the meeting is required.^ This fully
protects theforeign investors, especialiy those in a minority position, as
well as the Chinese partner.

2. In the area of labor employment: For a period of time, Chinese

'See Article 15 ofRegulations by the State CouncU for Encouraging Foreign Investment.
^See Article 6ofthe Law ofthe People's Republic ofChina on Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures,
and Article 34 ofthe Rules for Implementation ofthe Law onChinese-ForeignJoint Ventures.
'SeeArticle 36 ofthe Rules for Implementationofthe Law on Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures.
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enterprises employed toomanyworkers and staffmembers. Itwas difficult
to fireworkers whose workwas unsatisfactory. Now the labor-employment
system isundergoing a transformation. Thelawpermits jointventures to
recruit their workers and staffmembers through examination and to select
the better ones among the participants in the examination. In order to
recruitcompetent professional personnel, jointventures have theright to
recruit personnel outside the province or municipality where the joint
venture is located. The discharge of workers is permitted.

Inorderto promote reform and give first consideration to areas with
minority nationalities, border regions, old liberated areas, and eco
nomically less-developed areas, the government encourages professional
personnel to work in these areas. If a professional person applies for
resignation and wants togo toone ofthese areas, the enterprise where he
or sheisworkingshould approve This priority canalso be enjoyed byjoint
ventures; that is, joint ventures that need professional personnel can
recruit them in state-owned enterprises if the personnel offer to resign.
The enterprise should then approve the resignation. In this way joint
ventures have the same priority in labor employment as the above-
mentioned areas.

3. In thepurchasingofrawmaterialsand themarketingofproducts:
Jointventures can, with theirownforeign exchange, purchase raw mate
rials in the world market as well as in the domestic market. For purchasing
in the domestic market, four channels can be used:

(1) Those matprials under planned distribution will be brought into
the supply planofthedepartments incharge ofjointventures and supplied
by the material and commercial departments or production enterprises
according to contracts.

(2) Those handled by the material andcommercial departments can
be purchased from those departments.

(3) Those freely circulating on the market can be purchased from
production enterprises or commissionagencies.

(4) Those export items handled byforeign trade corporations canbe
purchased from the appropriate foreign trade corporations.^

The fiurst channel is for materials that are controlled by the state
mandatory plan. If the joint venture has been approved by its superior
department, the joint venture can have the same right as the state-owned
enterprises, and itsmaterial supply can beguaranteed. The materials inthe
second channel are the products produced in accordance with the state
guidance plan by the factories that have completed the state mandatory
plan. Joint ventures have the same right as state-owned enterprises in

'̂ See Article 58 of the Rulesfor Implementation of the Lawon Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures.
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purchasing, but theymustenter into contracts withsellers or producers.
The government does not guarantee thesupply ofthematerials through
the second, third, and fourth chamiels. Certain products that are used
directly in production for export must be purchasedat the international
market prices provided bytheState Administration ofForeign Exchange
Control(SAFEC) or theforeign tradedepartment. Thepricesforcoalused
as fuel and gas for motor vehicles that are needed for mannfarmring
products tobesold domestically and thefees chargedforwater, electricity,
gas, heat, transportation, services, engineering, consultation services, and
advertisingwill be the same for joint ventures as for state-owned enter
prises. They can be paid in remninbi.5

Asfor marketing, Chinese law establishes four channels for the sales of
each of the four types of materialsin China. For instance, for those items
underplanned distribution, the departments in charge of joint ventures
will bring them into the distribution plan of the materials administration
departments, which sellthem to designated users according to plan. For
productsof a jointventure that Chinese foreign tradecompanies need to
import, the joint venture may sell them to Chinese foreign trade com
panies andbepaid inforeign currency. For those products handled bythe
material and commercial departments, the material and commercial de
partments willpurchase by order givento the joint venture Productionin
excessof the planor outsidethe plan can be soldby the jointventureas
it wishes.

Jointventureshave the right to decide the price of theirproductsfor
export and to apply for export licenses. The price of products for the
domestic market will bedecided inaccordancewith the price provided by
the state^

4. Regarding taxation: Chinese taxlawgives preferential treatment to
investment incertain areas. Foreign investment inenterprises thatexport
products and enterprises thataretechnologically advanced enjoy prefer
ential tax treatment. Enterprises with export products must meet the
following conditions: (1)manufacturing products for export, (2) export
more than50percentoftotal aimual production byvalue, and (3) achieve
foreign exchange balance in the year. Technologically advanced enter
prises must meetthefollowing conditions: (1) use advanced andpractica
ble technology, processing methods, and equipment that are on the list
encouraged by the state and needed badly in China; (2) manufacture

'See Article 65oftheRules for Implementationofthe Law onChinese-ForeignJoint Ventures.
®See Article 66ofthe Rules for Implementation ofthe LawonChinese-ForeignJoint Ventures,
and the procedures ofthe Ministry ofForeign Economic Relations and Trade for foreign-
invested enterprises' application for andgrantof importandexport licenses.
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products newly developed; (3) produce products thataremuch better in
quality or infunction than the same products from local origin; and (4)
producegoods that can replace imports or can be exported^ By going
through the procedure of application, reviewing, and confirmation, the
above two types of foreign-invested enterprises can enjoy longer tax
holidays and a longerperiod of tax reduction, and product-export enter
prises canenjoy a 50percent reduction in theincome taxrate®

Investments in the special economiczones andin thefourteencoastal
cities enjoy some preferential tax treatment. The tax rate in the special
economic zones is lower than that of the fourteen coastal cities. The tax
rate in the coastal cities is lower than that in the general areas. And even the
rateinthedeveloping zones ofthecoastal cities islower than thatoftheold
urban areas of the coastal cities.

The rights offoreign investors inChina aremore than those enjoyed by
state-owned enterprises with certain exceptions. Foreign investment
proposals must bescreened, the scope ofthe foreign investment must be
approved, and the foreign investment project is expected to maintain a
balance in its foreign exchange transactions.

In most countries, foreign investment proposals must follow certain
procedures. They should be reviewed bytheinstitutions specially estab
lished by the authorities of the hostcountry. The purpose of the review
procedures istofind outwhether thecontract islegal, whether itfacilitates
the expansion ofproduction of that country, whether it increases labor
productivity and exports, and whether it contributes to establishing new
production or new production technology and the protection of the
human environment.

Fa^b country establishes itsowncriteria forthereview andapproval of
foreign investment according to itsown economic development. It isthe
same inChina. According to theLawofChinese-ForeignJointVentures, the
establishment of foreign enterprises or joint ventures in China has to
follow four steps: negotiation, contractsigning, review andapproval, and
registration. Ingeneral, foreign investments arereviewed and approved by
the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT). For
enterprises involving investment below certain levels, ifnoadditional raw
fnatpriais energy resources, and transportation facilities are required and
export quotas arenotaffected, they canbereviewed and approved bythe

•^See theprocedures oftheMinistry ofForeign Economic Relations and Trade for confirma
tion and evaluation of foreign-invested enterprises manufacturing export products and
enterprises with advanced technology.

8See Articles 7, 8, and 9 of Regulations by the State Council for Encouraging Foreign
Investment.
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governments of provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions or
their authorized local agencies.

The scope of allowable foreign investment projects is generally pro
vided by law. In China the scope includes many industries, such as energy,
building materials, chemistry and metallurgy,machinery, instruments and
meters, equipment for offshore oil exploitation, electronics, computers,
telecommunications, light industry,textiles, the food industry,agriculture,
tourism, and services. Local government can also design their own plans
for development in accordance with local conditions, designating key
projects appropriate for foreign investment.^

Maintaining a balance of foreign exchange receipts and expenditures
in joint ventures is required by law and is a precondition for foreign
investment. The government of a developing country cannot subsidize
foreign exchange for the joint ventures that cannot keep their foreign
exchange in balance. Only if the joint ventures themselves earn enough
foreign currency can they pay the profit of foreign investors and salaries
and wages of foreign workers and staff members.

To help foreign-equity enterprises achieve a balance between receipts
and expenditures of foreign exchange, the government permits a set of
practices. For example, the enterprise can sell to a local enterprise for
foreign exchange if the products sold are substitutes for imports; the
enterprise can purchase domestic goods for renminbi and export them; or
the imbalance might be solved by the Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade if the joint-venture contract approved by the au
thorities provided that the products would be for domestic marketing.^^

In case a foreign partner involved in two or more joint ventures runs
into a foreign exchange deficit in one enterprise and has a surplus in
another, the balance can be pooled, subject to the approval of foreign
exchange control authorities and the agreement of the Chinese partners.

Finally, foreign-equity enterprises can trade foreign exchange among
themselves under the supervision of SAFEC.^^

Achieving a balance of foreign exchange has alwaysbeen an upsetting
problem to foreign investors and is one of the obstacles to the flow of

^SeeArticle 3 of the Rulesfor Implementation of the Lawon Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures.
The WenhuiDaily of Shanghaireported on March 6,1988, that the municipal government
announced ninety foreign-invested projects for machinery and electronics, instruments and
meters, chemical industry, medicine, light industry, textiles, building materials, and so on.

^®See Article 75 of the Rules for Implementation of the Law on Chinese-Foreign Joint
Ventures,and regulations by the State Council for the balance offoreign exchange ofChinese-
foreign joint ventures.

"See Article 14 of Regulations by the State Council for EncouragingForeign Investment.
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foreign capital into China. While undergoing rapid economic develop
ment, China lacks foreign currency and has not yet reached the stage
where foreignexchangecan be completelyuncontrolled.Ifthe balanceof
foreign exchangeisnot maintained at thenational level, thewholenational
economy could be harmed.

To help solve the problem of achieving balance in foreign exchange
transactions of foreign-equity enterprises in China, the government en
actedseveralregulations. TheRegulations on Balance ofForeignExchange
for Chinese-ForeignJoint Venturesis the most basicdocument. Ruleswere
later formulated to cover such matters as foreign-equity enterprises selling
"import substitution" products domestically for foreign exchange,!^ re
view and approval methods,^' and specific products that could be con
sidered import substitution goods. And MOFERT has promulgated
regulations that permit foreign-equity enterprises to receive foreign ex
change by buying domestic products for export.'^

To solve the foreign-equity enterprises problem of lack of capital,
especially the temporary lack of foreign currency, the Chinese People's
BankpromulgatedInterimProceduresforLoans ofRenminbiwith Foreign

i^The conditions for substitution for import are as follows:
1. Theproductsmanufactured by jointventuresandco-operative enterpriseswithadvanced
technologyare badlyneeded on the domesticmarketandare put intoproductionforonlya
short time, and the enterprises have temporary difficulties in maintaining the balance of
foreign exchange in the process of domestic manufacture.
2. Theproducts manufactured by jointventuresandco-operative enterprisesare thosethat
are to be imported by the central and local governments at present or in the coming years.
3. Thespecification, function, anddeliverydate oftheproducts asappliedto beingincluded
in thecategoryofsubstitutionfor importand the technicalserviceandtrainingfor theuseof
the products shouldmeet the requirementsof the domesticusers andmust be appraised by
the national product appraisingcenter. It must be confirmedthat the qualityof the product
has reached that of the imported product of the same type. Usually the price of the product
should not be higher than that on the international market at the time.

i^SeeArticles 5, 6, and 7 of the procedures for substitution for import by Chinese-foreign
joint ventures and co-operative enterprises.

i^See the procedures for substitution for import of machineryand electronics by Chinese-
foreign joint ventures and co-operative enterprises.

i5Procedures of the Ministryof Foreign Economic Relationsand Tradefor foreign-invested
enterprises buyingdomesticproducts for export to maintainthe balanceofforeignexchange
provide that foreign-invested productive enterprises that have temporary difficulties in
keeping the foreign-exchange balance should apply in advance to the local provincial
departments of foreign economic relations and trade concerning the quantity of the product
theywantto buyforexport.Theamountofforeign currencyobtained throughthismethodis
limited to the amount that the enterprise needs for productive operation in the year, for
payingthe profitsof foreigninvestors, and for the liquidation of the enterprise'sdebt.
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Currency as Mortgage to Foreign-Equity Enterprises. The state also
approved Procedures for the Handling of Loans by the Bank of China to
Foreign-Equity Enterprises, providing die handling of loans for fixed assets,
fluid capital, cash, and reserve funds. The loans can be in either renminbi or
foreign currency, including the U.S. dollar, British pound, Japanese yen.
Hong Kong dollar, German mark or other convertible currencies approved
by the Bank of China.^^

Finally, regulations permit the foreign-equity enterprises, under the
supervision of foreign currency control authorities, to make up their
deficiency of foreign currency by buying the surplus of other foreign-
equity enterprises.^® Some cities have not only set up foreign currency
readjustment centers to facilitate this trading, but they have also extended
these trading facilities to state-owned enterprises, collective enterprises,
and foreign-invested enterprises, under the supervision of foreign cur
rency control authorities. The price at which these transactions take place
is negotiated between the two parties involved in a given transaction.
This gives foreign-equity enterprises more chances to maintain the bal
ance of foreign exchange and encourages foreigners to invest in China.

Such measures as these promise to continue to encourage foreign
investment in China.

COMMENTS

David R Dollar comments:

The paper by Richard Holton raises the hypothesis that Chinese policy
tends to overemphasize the physical equipment associated with technol
ogy and to underemphasize the intangibles involved in technological
development—intangibles such as human skills and knowledge. This

i^The mortgage loans can be used for fluid capital as well as for investment of fixed assets,
usually for a period of less than a year; a few loans can be for five years. At present the foreign
currencies used as mortgage are limited to the US. dollar, Japanese yen. Hong Kong dollar,
German mark, and British pound.

I'^See Articles 5 and 6 of procedures of the Bank of China for loans to foreign-invested
enterprises.

i®See Article 14 of the Regulations by the State Council for Encouraging Foreign Investment.

^^Wenhui Daily, February 11,1988, p. 1.
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approach is not at all unique to China; it is, in fact, a common approach
to industrialization seen to differing extents in virtually all developing
economies, from South Itorea to Brazil. This approach can be labeled the
capital-intensive road to industrialization and development, because its
distinctive feature is policy that (1) favors capital-intensive industries over
labor-intensive industries and (2) within each industry favors capital-
intensive techniques over labor-intensive techniques.

Concentration in capital-intensive industries and the development of
highly capital-intensive techniques is one of the distinguishing characteris
tics of advanced industrial economies like Japan and the United States. In
these countries, however, this is a market-driven phenomenon: high and
rising wages make it cost-effective to replace labor with capital. In many
developing countries, on the other hand, the policy-induced substitution
of capital for labor is not at all economical; that is, it fails to reduce costs.
The capital-intensive road to development favors capital-deepening even
when it is not economical to carry out such substitution.

Anumber ofthe difficulties with technology transfer and joint ventures
in China mentioned in the papers can be traced to this problem: that
decisions about importing foreign machinery and other inputs are often
not subjected to the simple economic test of whether the benefits justify
the costs. For instance, the excessive duplication of technology imports
discussed by Denis Simon clearly represents an accumulation of machin
ery that is not economical. Poor assimilation of technology is also the
result of attempting technology transfer for which there is not a sound
economic basis. Furthermore, some of the conflicts within joint ventures
described by Richard Holton stem from the fact that US. managers by and
large are interested in investments that are economically sound, whereas
their Chinese counterparts are often more concerned with whether a
project meets certain technical criteria.

For example, a German firm producing chemicals in a joint venture in
Tianjin wanted to concentrate on producing one or two chemicals, in
order to facilitate learning and achieve economies of scale. The Chinese
partner, on the other hand, wanted the joint venture to produce the fiill
range of chemicals that the German firm produced at home, deeming this
to be a more significant technology transfer, even though the latter
approach would result in small production runs and require a long period
before the venture would be economically viable Denis Simon notes that
there has been progress in this area and that the worst excesses, such as the
Baoshan Steelworks, are unlikely to be repeated; nevertheless, the reluc
tance to judge technology transfer and joint ventures by economic criteria
remains a problem, with much room for further improvement.

In adopting the open door policy, Chinese leaders no doubt were
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influenced in part by the impressive growth recorded by export-oriented
economies like Japan and South Korea. Both of these economies benefited
from the importation of foreign machinery and technology during their
phases of rapid industrialization. I believe, however, that the single most
important lesson we can learn from these rapid developers is that there are
important sources of productivity growth other than application of more
machinery. My own research on South Korean manufacturing industries
indicates that the use of more capital accounts for little more than 40
percent of the rapid labor productivity growth achieved there. The other
60 percent is the result of intangibles, such as more efficient organization
of production, realizing economies of scale,development of human skills,
and acquisition of knowledge on the international market. The contribu
tion of these intangibles to economic growth iswell documented in other
countries as well.

Another important lesson that we learn from the exported-oriented
developers is the importance of an appropriate exchange rate and cur
rency convertibility. What I mean by an appropriate exchange rate is one
that provides a strong incentive to exporters and also results in a realistic
price for imported machinery. The papers by Chen Baosen and Dong
Shizhong dwell at great length on the foreign exchange shortage and
limited currency convertibility in China,which are an indication that the
currency is overvalued. Most products exported by China are priced in
dollars on the world market. An overvalued currency means that work
units that export get less domestic currency for their products than they
would with a more appropriate exchange rate Furthermore, work units
that have access to foreign exchange face an artificially low price for
foreign machinery, encouraging overinvestment in such machinery.

The experiences of South Korea and other countries suggest that a
large devaluation will greatly increase the incentive to export and also
curtail the uneconomic import of machinery. 1 understand that Chinese
policymakers are worried about the so-calledvicious circle of devaluation
fueling inflation, leading to further devaluation. This is a legitimate con
cern in China given the rapid grow^ of the money supply in recent years.
The experiences of the LatinAmericancountries, however, makeclear that
the vicious circle is not avoided by maintaining an overvalued exchange
rate, but rather by conducting responsible monetary policy.China needs a
"real" devaluation: devaluation of the yuan followed by moderate mone
tary growth.

Another damaging result of the overvalued exchange rate is that it
limits foreign investment and joint ventures to those projects that earn
foreign exchange through exports. Accordingto DongShizhong, "Realiza
tion of foreign exchange balance in joint ventures is required by law," with
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few exceptions allowed. There are many potential U.S.-China joint ven
tures, however, that would be beneficial to China, but which will not lead
to exports in the near future. For instance, a U.S. firm that produces fire hose
considered investing in China but was not interested in a joint venture to
export from China. The firm had all of the capacity that it needed in the
United States to service its worldwide market, which is a very limited and
specialized one After exploring the situation, the firm was unwilling to
invest in China, despite that the fact that it perceived a large demand for its
product within China, because it had no confidence that it would be able
to convert its earnings into foreign exchange. This is a good example of a
technology import that may be beneficial to China and economically
sound, but which is very difficult to organize with the existing foreign
exchange shortage.

With a realistic exchange rate and currency convertibility, it would not
be necessary for each joint venture to be self-sufficient in foreign ex
change The logic of comparative advantage is that China should be able to
export products in which it has a cost advantage, like textiles, toys, and
appliances; earn foreign exchange; and then import technology and
machinery for other industries. The industries in which China needs
technology and machinery are typically not the same ones in which China
will be a successful exporter. Hence the requirement that each joint
venture be self-sufficient in foreign exchange is a severe restriction on
foreign investment.

This restriction is particularly harsh for U.S. firms. In the manufacturing
industries in which China exports, U.S. firms often do not make good
partners because U.S. firms have already abandoned these product lines. In
the light industries it makes more sense for China to link up with
entrepreneurs from Hong Kong—and also from South Korea and Taiwan,
which are beginning to invest in China. Entrepreneurs from these newly
industrialized countries (NICs) will be able to organize export-oriented
joint ventures in China that are profitable. Hence it is no surprise that the
statistics quoted by Chen Baosen indicate that tiny Hong Konghas invested
four times as much in China as has been invested by all U.S. companies.

Chinese policy, as noted by Dong Shizhong, favors high-tech joint
ventures with advanced economies like the U.S. and Japan. Few such
projects are economical, however, hence the disappointing results with
foreign investment from these countries. Currency convertibility would
make more high-tech projects viable, but it would be naive to think that
there could be a huge increase in high-tech investment.

What apparently is economical, is low- and medium-technology invest
ments, often on a small scale, by entrepreneurs from the NICs, especially
Hong Kong. Chinese leaders may not think ofthis as technology transfer at
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all, when a Hong Kong firm produces apparel or toys in a Guangdong
factory. Yet an important technological development is occurring. The
Hong Kong entrepreneur will take existing labor and machinery and
organize it to produce more output and higher-quality output. This results
from more efficient organization and an upgrading of human skills. These
are the intangibles that are so important in technological development.
Probably the single most important technological development that could
occur in China is the more efficient organization of existing capital and
labor. Joint ventures with the NlCs will help bring this about; but all of the
domestic reform discussed in Dwight Perkins's paper and elsewhere in this
volume will also be necessary to ensure that efficiency gains in joint
ventures will diffuse throughout Chinese industry.

In conclusion, let me come back to the theme of this conference: Sino-
U.S. economic relations. I do not see any great potential for U.S. investment
in or technology transfer to China, because few such projects will be
economical. Devaluation and currency convertibility would improve the
situation, but I reiterate that expectations should not be too high. On the
other hand, we see many successful small-scalejoint ventures from Hong
Kong; and South Korea and Taiwan might follow suit. Again, currency con
vertibility would accelerate this development. These low- and medium-
technologyjointventureswillbringimportanttechnicalbenefits to China.
They have the potential to raise the productivity of large numbers of
workers quickly It may be possible to create a few pockets of excellence
through large-scale, hi^-tech jointventureswith U.S. firms; in my opinion,
however, such pockets of excellence will never employ more than a tiny
minority of workers and are not an economical way to proceed with
industrialization.
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14. The Role of Agriculture
in U.S.-PRC Relations

ROBERT F. DERNBERGER

Although I accepted the invitation to present "The American Perspec
tive" of the present and future role of agriculture in U.S.-PRC relations, this
chapter represents only one American perspective, my own, which may or
may not reflect the consensus ofinformed business and academic circles in
the United States. Obviously, it does not represent the official position of
the U.S. government. As for my own views, I am not an expert in
agricultural economics or a specialist on world agricultural markets and
trade or on many of the wide variety ofboth political and economic factors
in each country—and in the world at large—that will determine the future
role ofagriculture in U.S.-PRC economic relations. This disclaimer is made
at the outset because of my record as a forecaster of economic relations
between the United States and China, especially the role of agriculture in
those relations.

In the late 1960s, when economic relations between the United States
and China did not exist, as part of the eiffort then being made to persuade
the U.S. government to change its policy and restore those economic
relations, I undertook a research project to forecast potential US.-China
trade if that policy change were to be made^ My forecasts for potential
Sino-American trade by 1980 ranged from Chinese exports to and imports
from the United States ofUS$504 million and US$819 million, respectively,
in my "least pessimistic" estimates or US$630 million and US$1638
million, respectively, in my "optimistic" estimates.^ I had the right sign on
the balance of trade, but I underestimated the actual Sino-American trade

^Robert F. Dernberger, "Prospects for Trade Between China and the United States," in
Alexander Eckstein, ed., China Trade Prospectus and U.S. Policy (New York;Praeger, 1971),
pp. 183-319.

2When I made these estimates, i.e., at the end of the 1960s, China's foreign trade dependency
ratio (X + M/GNP) was under 10 percent and declining, while both China's exports and
imports did not increase from 1967 to 1969.
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in 1980 by about 50 percent (see Tables 1 and 2). My "optimistic"
estimates were fairly good estimates of Sino-American nonagricultural
trade in 1980, but by failing to include an estimate for trade in agricultural
products, I failed to foresee the most dynamic and dominant portion of U.S.
exports to China. In 1980, U.S. exports of agricultural products to China
amounted to more than US$2 billion and accounted for 56.5 percent of all
U.S. exports to that country.

Nonetheless, I accepted the invitation to write this chapter because I
believed the purpose of the chapter was to survey the general trends in
Sino-American agricultural trade in the past and suggest key issues in
determining its fiiture. Not only is a point estimate for future Sino-
American agricultural trade not necessary for our purposes, but the
number and nature ofpolitical and economic factors that must be consid
ered and forecast in order to derive a point estimate, as I hope to indicate in
this paper, preclude the possibility of doing so within a reasonable range of
accuracy, even ifwe desired such a prediction. In any event, I assume I have
been asked to identify the possible major developments in the role of
agriculture in the economic relations between the United States and
China, the major factors that will influence those developments, and the
major problems these developments are likely to create over the foresee
able future, that is, in the next decade That is my purpose in this chapter.
For that purpose, the discussion is organized into two sections. First, I will
survey the history of the role of agriculture in Sino-American relations,
summarizing the statistical record and deriving the lessons to be learned
from that record, in order to identify the major determinants of the future
role of agriculture in Sino-American relations. Second, I will attempt to
evaluate the probable impact offuture changes on the major determinants
ofthe role ofagriculture in Sino-American relations: the economic factors,
the political factors, and the exogenous factors, that is, exogenous to the
agricultural trade. On the basis of this analysis, the conclusion presents
some arguments about the fiiture role of agriculture in Sino-American
economic relations.

The Role ofAgriculture
in U.S.-PRC Relations: History

The hard evidence for any forecast is what has happened in the past,
and therefore, most predictions are strongly influenced by the historical
trend. China's contemporary economic history, however, informs us that
the short-run deviations about the long-run trend can be terribly impor
tant. In the foreign-trade sector, these short-run deviations from the trend
and deflections of the trend itselfhave been the result of sporadic, but ever
present, exogenous domestic and international policy and economic
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shocks, such as the Cultural Revolution—for example the attempt to
pursue a policy of extreme economic autarky at the end of the 1960s and
the impact of the drought and oil crises in the early 1970s.5 During the
1960s, no economic relations existed between the United States and
China, and much ofthe short historical record of trade after normalization
can hardly be cited as indicative of a long-run trend. 'Vfet, a review of this
historical record cannot be ignored and does provide us with some
valuable hints about the key factors to consider in forecasting the role of
agriculture in Sino-American relations, especially the possible limits of
that role.

The Record of the Past

Historically, China's comparative advantage has always been in agri
cultural products. Some havefound that this comparative advantage has
been eroded under the pre-reform regime of autarkic policies and admin
istrative controls and that the net surplus in the balance of agricultural
trade was steadily declining over time^ In the early 1970s,over 40 percent
of China's exports were accounted for by exports of agriculturalproducts
(see Table 1). However, the most dynamicgrowth of China's exports has
occurred in the post-Mao period, that is, after 1977—this growth was
driven by exports of energy products and textiles, not by agricultural
products. Between 1977 and 1986, China's total exports increased by an
annual average rate of 17 percent, while exports of agricultural products
increased by 11.5percent; agricultural products declined from over one-
third of China's exports to about one-fifthduring this period.

In the early stages of the resumption of Sino-American trade, Chinese
exports of agricultural products to the United States accounted for 29
percent of US. imports from China; but the total US. imports from China
were only US$202 million in 1976, and US. imports of agricultural
products from China in that year were only 2 percent of China's total
exports of agricultural products. As with China's total exports, China's

^As a result of stagnant agricultural production in the early 1970s, the Chinese imported
foodstuffs, fertilizer, and plants to produce fertilizer in an attempt to easedomesticshortages
of agricultural products. The oil crisis led to a significantprice increase for fertilizer (it is an
energy-intensive product) and for food grains as well. The change in policy with regard to
imports from the West is an earlier attempt by Deng Xiaoping to implement the open-
economy policy,and he paid a heavypolitical price for this attempt when these "unexpected"
price increases created a serious import surplus in the balance of trade. Despite this earlier
unhappyexperience, it isnoteworthy that Dengimplementedthe open-economypolicywith
even greater vigor when he reemerged as the foremost member of the post-Mao leadership.

^SeeKymAnderson and RodneyTyers,"China'sEconomic Growth, Structural Transformation
and Food Trade,"Aws/mfrVawJournal ofChinese Affairs (July 1985), pp. 65-83.
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Table 1

China's Agricultural Exports to the United States
(US$millions)

China's Total Trade Trade with United States

Total Agricultural Total Agricultural
Exports Exports % Exports Exports % %

Year (A) (B) (B/A) (C) (D) (D/C) (D/B)

1969 2,200 865 39.3 — —

1970 2,260 980 43.4 — —

1971 2,640 1,160 43.9 5 — —

1972 3,440 1,470 42.7 32 16 50.0 1.2

1973 5,820 2,175 37.4 65 21 32.3 1.0

1974 6,950 2,585 37.2 115 31 27.0 1.2

1975 7,260 2,855 39.3 155 26 16.8 0.9
1976 6,860 2,670 38.9 202 55 27.2 2.1

1977 7,590 2,735 36.0 203 62 30.5 2.3
1978 9,750 3,205 32.9 324 72 22.2 2.3
1979 13,660 3,865 28.3 594 86 14.5 2.2

1980 18,270 4,664 25.5 1,059 133 12.6 2.9
1981 22,010 5,126 23.3 1,875 299 16.0 5.8

1982 22,350 5,068 22.7 2,275 170 7.5 3.4
1983 22,230 5,170 23.3 2,252 168 7.5 3.3
1984 26,140 5,479 21.0 3,065 191 6.2 3.5
1985 27,360 6,196 22.6 3,863 197 5.1 3.2
1986 30,940 7,328 23.7 4,698 200 4.3 2.7

Sources: China's total exports: To the nearest US$10 million. Statistical Yearbook ofChinOy
1986 (Hong Kong:Economic Information and Agency,1986), p. 481.Total for 1986
homZhongguo TongjiZhaiyao, 1987(Beijing: Chinese StatisticsPublishers,1987),
p. 89.

China's total agricultural exports for 1969: total for foodstuffs, oilseeds, textile
fibers, and crude animal materials from Nai-ruenn Chen, "China's Foreign Trade,
1950-74," Joint Economic Committee QEC), China: A Reassessment of the
Economy (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 647. For
1970-77: Frederic M. Surls, "Foreign Trade and China's Agriculture," in Randolph
Barker and Radha Sinha, eds.. The ChineseAgricultural Economy (Boulder, Colo.:
Westview Press, 1982), p. 188. For 1978-83: John L. Davie, "China's International
Trade and Finance,"JEC, China'sEconomyLooks Toward the Year2000 (Washing
ton, D.C.:US. Government Printing Office,1986), vol. 2, p. 331. For 1984-85: Food
and live animals chiefly for food, beverages and tobacco, vegetable oils, oilseeds,
leather, textile fibers, and animal and vegetable raw material exports from Statistical
Yearbook ofChina, 1986, p. 482. For 1986: Food and live animals chieflyfor food,
beverages and tobacco, vegetable oils, and 80 percent of nonfood raw materials (i.e,
the share of agricultural product exports in nonfood raw materials exports in
1984-85) exports itomZhongguo TongjiZhaiyao, 1987, p. 89.

China's exports to the United States for 1970-77: Martha Avery and William
Clarke, "The Sino-AmericanCommercial Relationship,"JEC,Chinese EconomyPost-
Mao (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978), p. 752. For
1978-83: John L. Davie, "China's International Trade and Finance," JEC, China's
EconomyLooks Toward the Year2000, vol. 2, p. 329. For 1984-86: U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA), China: Outlook and Situation Report, July 1987, p. 50.
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China's exports of agricultural products to the United States for 1972-77:
Foodstuffs and tobacco, textile fibers, bristles, and feather exports to the United
States from CIA,China's Economic Indicators, December 1978, p. 27. For 1978:
Foodstuffs, textile fibers, bristles, and feather exports to the United States from
Damian T. Gullo, "China's Hard Currency Export Potential and Import Capacity
Through 1985,"JEC,China Under theFour Modernizations (Washington, D.C.: US.
Government Printing Office, 1982), pt. 2, pp. 106-7. For 1979-83: USDA, China:
Outlook and Situation Report, June 1984, p. 31. For 1984-86: USDA, China:
Outlook and Situation Report, July 1987, p. 50.

exports to the United States also grew dramatically in the post-Mao period,
increasing by 42 percent a year in 1977-86. Again, as with the growth in
China's total exports, agricultural exports to the United States did not play
a significant role, accounting for less than 5 percent of total U.S. imports
from China and less than 3 percent of China's total agricultural exports.^

In general, this same trend of the declining importance of agricultural
products is observed in the statistics for China's total imports and in U.S.
exports to China (see Table 2), but the decline is not as dramatic or
consistent as on the export side. During the early 1970s, China's imports
of agricultural products accounted for about one-fourth to one-third of
China's total imports, but the absolute level of total imports and imports
of agricultural products was no higher in 1977 than in 1974. Total im
ports more than doubled between 1977 and 1981, while imports of
agricultural products increased by less than 50 percent over the same
period because of the rapid increase in domestic production.^ That rapid
increase in domestic production was obtained, in part, by a significant
increase in current inputs, imports ofchemical fertilizer increasing almost
four-fold between 1977 and 1981."^ Total imports of agriculture-related
goods (agricultural products and fertilizer) also doubled between 1977
and 1981.

As a result of the cumulative import surplus of US$4.43 billion in
1977-81, controls were reimposed over imports and the level of China's

5In order ofimportance. Hong Kong and Japan were the largest buyers of cotton from China in
the 1985-86 marketing year; the Soviet Union and Japan were the major buyers of soybeans
and coarse grains. United States Department of Agriculture, China: Situation and Outlook
Report (Washington, D.C.:US. Government Printing Ofi&ce, July 1986), pp. 42-43.

^The gross value of agricultural output increased by 31 percent between 1977 and 1981 (in
constant prices), crop cultivation by 23 5 percent; animal husbandry by 36 percent; fishery
by 8.5 percent; and sideline occupations by 67 percent. Statistical Yearbook ofChina, 1986
(Hong Kong: Economic Information and Agency, 1986), p. 130.

•^y standard weight, fertilizer use increased by 18 percent a year from 1977 to 1980 and in
effective weight, by 17 percent in 1981. Imports accounted for 20 percent of the total
fertilizer use in 1977 and 17 percent in 1980. United States Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Statistics of the People's Republic of China, 1949-82 (Washington D.C.: US.
Government Printing Office, 1984), pp. 33, 42.
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Table 2

China'sAgricultural Imports from the United States
(USImillions)

China's Total Trade

Total Agr.
Total M Related % Total Agr. % Pert. %

Year (A) (B) (B/A) (C) (C/A) (D) (D/A)

1969 1,830 800 43.7 595 32.5 205 11.2

1970 2,330 830 35.6 600 25.8 230 9.9

1971 2,220 735 33.1 535 24.1 200 9.0

1972 2,860 1015 39.7 825 28.9 190 6.6

1973 5,160 1,970 38.2 1,750 33.9 220 4.3
1974 7,620 2,565 33.7 2,345 30.8 220 2.9

1975 7,490 1,760 23.5 1,355 18.1 405 5.4

1976 6,580 1,180 17.9 950 14.4 230 3.5

1977 7,210 2,430 33.7 2,110 29.3 320 4.4

1978 10,890 3,170 29.1 2,650 24.4 520 4.8

1979 15,670 4,465 28.5 3,750 23.9 715 4.6

1980 19,550 4,785 24.5 3,609 18.5 1,176 6.0

1981 22,010 4,819 21.9 3,620 16.5 1,199 5.5

1982 19,280 5,106 26.5 3,984 20.7 1,122 5.8

1983 21,390 4,209 19.7 2,927 13.7 1,282 6.0

1984 27,410 5,168 18.9 3,502 12.8 1,666 6.1

1985 42,250 4,690 11.1 3,186 7.5 1,504 3.6

1986 42,920 3,431 8.0 2,719 6.3 712 1.7

Trade with United States

Total Agr.
RelatedTotal M % Total Agr. % Pert.

Year (E) (E/A) (F) (P/E) (P/B) (G) (G/C) (H) (H/D)

1969 —

1970 —

1971 —

1972 64 2.2 61 95.3 6.0 61 7.4

1973 740 14.3 628 84.9 31.9 628 35.9
1974 819 10.8 668 81.6 26.0 668 28.5 0 0

1975 304 4.1 80 26.3 4.6 80 5.9 0 0

1976 135 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1977 172 2.4 72 41.9 3.0 64 3.0 8 2.5

1978 865 7.9 599 69.3 18.9 560 21.1 39 7.5

1979 1,724 11.0 1,037 60.2 23.2 992 26.5 45 6.3
1980 3,755 19.2 2,427 64.6 50.7 2,277 63.1 150 12.8

1981 3,603 16.4 2,114 58.7 43.9 1,986 54.9 128 10.7

1982 2,912 15.1 1,652 56.7 32.4 1,505 37.8 147 13.1

1983 2,173 10.2 712 32.8 16.9 544 18.6 168 13.1

1984 3,004 11.0 880 29.3 17.0 613 17.5 267 16.0

1985 3,808 9.0 309 8.1 6.6 157 4.9 152 10.1

1986 3,077 7.2 153 5.0 4.5 57 2.1 96 13.5
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Sources: China's total imports: See sources for China's total exports, Table 1.
China's total imports of agriculture-related commodities: Sum of China's total

imports of agricultural products and fertilizei; this table.
China's total imports of agricultural products for 1969: Foodstuffs, rubber, and

textile fiber imports from Nai-ruenn Chen, "China's Foreign Trade, 1950-74," Joint
Economic Committee O^C), China: A Reassessment of the Economy, p. 646. For
1970-79: Frederic M. Surls, "Foreign Trade and China's Agriculture," in Barker and
Sinha, eds.. The Chinese Agricultural Economy, p. 193. For 1980-83: Foodstuffs,
textile fibers, and rubber imports from John L. Davie, "China's International Trade
and Finance,"JEC, China'sEconomyLooksToward the Year2000, vol. 2, p. 332. For
1984-85: Food and live animals chiefly for food, beverages and tobacco, rubber,
textile fibers,and vegetable oil imports fromStatistical YearbookofChina^ 1986, p.
483. For 1986: Foodstuffs, animal and vegetable oils, textile fibers, and rubber
imports from Zhongguo Tongji Zhaiyao, 1987, p. 91.

China'stotal imports of fertilizers for 1969-73: Nai-ruennChen,"China's Foreign
Trade, 1950-74," p. 646. For 1974-76: R.F. Batsavage and J.L. Davie, "China's
International Trade and Finance," JEC, Chinese Economy Post-Mao, p. 738. For
1977: John L.Davie and Dean W. Carver, "China's International Trade and Finance,"
JEC,China Under theFourModernizations, pt. 2,p. 44. For1978-83: Guanghui de
Sanshi WuNian, 1948-84 (Chinese Statistics Publishers, no place or date), p. 125.
For 1984-85: Statistical Yearbookof China, 1986, p. 483. For 1986: Zhongguo
Tongji Zhaiyao, 1987, p. 91.

Total imports from the United States for 1970-77: Same as for China's total
exports to the United States, Table 1. For 1978-83: John L.Davie, "China's Interna
tional Trade and Finance," p. 330. For 1984-86: USDA, China: Outlook and
Situation Report, July 1987, p. 49.

Total imports of agriculture-related products from the United States: Sum of
imports of agricultural products from the United States and imports of fertilizer from
the United States, this table

Total imports of agricultural products from the United States for 1972-77: CIA,
China: Economic Indicators, December 1978, p. 4l. For 1978-79: Foodstuffs,
soybeans and soybean oil, and cotton imports from the United States from Damian T.
Gullo, "China's Hard Currency Export Potential and Import Capacity Through
1985,"JEC, China Under the FourModernizations, pt. 2, pp. 104-5. For 1980-83:
USDA, China: Outlook andSituationReport, June 1984, p. 30. For 1984-86: USDA,
China: Situation and OutlookReport, July 1987, p. 49. Imports of fertilizer from the
United States for 1974-79: Damian T. Gullo, "China's Hard Currency Export
Potential and Import Capacity Through 1985," p. 105. For 1980-83: Exports of
diammonium phosphate fertilizer, concentrated superphosphate, and urea from the
United States from U.S. Dept. of Commerce, China's Economy and Foreign Trade,
1981—85, p. 48. For 1984-86: US. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Foreign Trade High
lights, 1986, p. A-180.

total imports did not increase in 1981-83. Chemical fertilizer imports
remained at the same level, while imports of agricultural products de
clined significantly; the import share ofagriculture-related products fell to
only about one-fifth ofChina's total imports in 1983. With the relaxation in
import controls, total imports doubled in 1983—85, largely because of
imports of producers' goods and consumers' durables; total imports of
agriculture-related products accounted for only one-tenth of total imports
in 1985. The rapid increase in imports saw the reemergence of a large
import surplus, and controls were reimposed over imports in 1986. When
the level of total imports did not increase, total agricultural product
imports declined by 15 percent, and fertilizer imports declined by 50
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percent. Takingthe period 1969-86 as a whole, therefore, while China's
total imports increased dramatically, imports of agricultural products
declined from one-third to less than one-tenth and fertilizer imports
declined from one-tenth to less than 2 percent of China's total imports.

Agriculture-related products in China's imports from the United States
have a more unstable record than is true of their role in China's import
trade as a whole. China's imports from the United States grew from none in
1971 to over US$800 million in 1974; U.S. exports of agricultural products
accounted for 85 percent of these imports. Then, in 1974-77, U.S. total
exports to China fell to less than US$200 million, while U.S. exports of
agricultural products to China were completely eliminated. Between 1977
and 1980, China's imports from the United States increased by an average
annual rate of 180 percent, accounting for 20 percent of China's import
trade in 1980. Two-thirds of this dramatic increase in US exports to China
was accounted for by exports of agricultural products, and these exports
from the United States accounted for over 60 percent of China's total
imports of agricultural products in 1980. U.S. exports to China have been
held below the peak level of 1980 in 1981—86, the share of China's total
imports accounted for by U.S. exports declining to only 7 percent.
However, this stable level of total U.S. exports to China hides a significant
increase in nonagricultural exports to China and an equally dramatic
decline in U.S. exports of agricultural products and fertilizer. By1986, U.S.
exports of agriculture-related products to China were only 5 percent of
total U.S. exports to China and less than 5 percent of China's total imports
of agriculture-related products.

Thus, on both the import and export side of the US.-China trade,
agricultural products and agriculture-related products in the mid-1980s
were becoming relatively insignificant. The commodity trade, however, is
not the only area where agriculture has played a role in Sino-American
economic relations. For example, in 1973, M.W. Kellogg (a U.S. company)
agreed to build eight ammonia plants in China, worth US$205 million, that
would provide feedstock for the production ofurea. These, along with five
other imported plants, began to come on line in 1975 and accounted for
approximately half of the 7-million-ton increase in fertilizer production
between 1975 and 1982.^ In November of 1978, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture signed an Agricultural Exchanges agreement with the Ministry
of Agriculture, PRC. Between then and November 1983, the two sides
exchanged a total offorty-seven delegations in such fields as animal health,
plant production and protection, and forestry and soil conservation, while
longer-term cooperative programs were initiated in improving fruit crop

®Specifics for the fertilizer plant imports from the United Statesfrom Richard E.Batsavageand
John L Davie, "China's International Trade and Finance," Joint Economic Committee, Chinese
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characteristics, sediment research, saline and alkaline soil study, and joint
tree improvement ^ Unfortunately, activities under this agreement were
suspended in November 1983 because the Chinese failed to import the
quantity of grain that was called for in the long-term agreement that was
then in effect. Activities under this exchange agreement, however, have
recently resumed. In addition, many individual states and individual
universities in the United States have exchange agreements with provinces
and universities in the PRC; some of these exchanges involve research and
commercial projects related to agriculture.

Finally,while the United States has not given foreign aid to the PRC, the
Export-Import Bank had extended three loans totaling US$120 million to
China by the fall of 1986; none were for agricultural projects, however.^®
As of mid-1985, U.S. direct equity investment in China exceeded US$750
million, mostly in oil, vehicles, hotels, and so on. Those investments
directly involved with agriculture, for example, a poultry hatchery and
feedmill (Continental), would account for less than 1 percent of the total.

In general, insofar as the record of the past is concerned, the role of
agriculture in Sino-American economic relations is to be found largely in
commodity trade; technology transfers, financial flows, and direct invest
ment in agriculture are areas with potential for the future, but they have
not been of major importance in the past.

The Lessons of the Past

The record of the past provides us with ample illustrations of the
importance that political developments, economic considerations, and
exogenous shocks have had as determinants of China's foreign trade in
general and trade with the United States in particular. The total foreign
trade of any country is basically related to domestic and international
economic forces, but the extent offoreign trade dependence is influenced
by policymakers, as is the direction oftrade. This politicalization offoreign
trade is a major phenomenon of the twentieth century, and foreign trade
policy has now become an instrument of foreign policy in international
relations. Also, especially in a country such as China with an extensive
economic administrative bureaucracy and control over foreign trade, the
commodity composition of trade is subject to policy choices. Finally,

Economy Post-Mao (Washington D.C.: US. Goveninient Printing Office, 1978), p. 739-
Output capacity of the thirteen new plants from Henry J. Groen and James A. Kilpatrick,
"China's Agricultural Production," ibid.,p. 633. Total increase in fertilizer output between
1975 and 1982 from United States Department oiK'^icnXtutc, Agricultural Statistics, p. 32.
9Joint Economic Committee, East-West Technology (Washington, D.C.:US. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1984), pp. 58-59.

*®Office of Technology Assessment, Technology Transfer to China (Washington D.C.: US.
Government Printing Office, 1987), p. 231.
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exogenous shocks, such as the price increase for petroleum in the early
1970s, are the unpredictable and random events that inevitably cause our
carefully derived forecasts to be wrong.

The economic basis oftrade would appear to be dominant in determin
ing China's total export trade Yeteven here, political factors are important.
The significant upward deflection in the growth rate of China's total
exports obviously is the result of the post-Mao leadership's rejection of
autarky in favor of the open-economy policy adopted in 1978 and the
strong political will they have shown in implementing that policy since
then. The declining share of agriculture in China's total exports is partially
explained by the decision to divert oil supplies to the export sector in
reaction to the increase in oil prices—an exogenous shock.

The role ofpolitical factors and exogenous shocks in determining the
level and commodity composition of China's total import trade is much
more pronounced. Zhou Enlai, and a rehabilitated Deng Xiaoping, met the
problem of China's agricultural shortages in the early 1970s by increasing
China's imports of foodstuffs, fertilizers, and complete fertilizer plants.
Because of the exogenous shock of the increase in the price ofpetroleum,
the costs ofthese imports increased rapidly, and a serious import surplus in
the balance of trade emerged in 1971-74. In reacting to this problem, as
they have several times since, the Chinese political leadership decided to
reimpose administrative constraints on the level of imports and cut the
level of agricultural product imports in 1975 and 1976."

The new post-Mao leadership adopted the open-economy policy in
1977, which led to the rapid increase in total imports and imports of
agricultural products in 1977-81, creating another problem of disequi
librium in the current account balance. This time the political reaction to
the problem saw the canceling ofmany contracts that had been signed for
the delivery of complete imported plants as well as the reimposition of
constraints on imports. With the significant improvement in agricultural
output, partly the result of the economic reforms (another political
factor—perhaps it could even be classified as an exogenous shock),
imports of both agricultural products and fertilizer declined and the
balance on current account improved in 1984, leading to a relaxation in
administrative controls over foreign trade once again. This move merely
unleashed a flood of nonagricultural imports in 1985, an increase in total

^̂ However, it should be noted that in the successive periods when central control over the
foreign-trade sector was reasserted, there was a perceptible move from direct administrative
controls to a greater reliance on economic levers or instruments more in keeping with the
spirit of the economic reform. See Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), "Report of the Working Party of the Trade Committee on East-West Trade,"notes by
the Secretariat on "Problems Posed by China's Possible Application to Accede to the GATT,"
April 1986, p. 10.
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imports of over 50 percent in one year, and the reimposition of controls
in 1986.

Political factors and exogenous shocks can overwhelm economic
considerations in a country's bilateral trade with another country. Sino-
American trade shows this most clearly. It was a political decision, the
decision of the Chinese to seek the normalization ofrelations with the U.S.,
that led to the resumption of Sino-American trade after 1971. While the
slow growth of Chinese exports to the United States, especially exports of
agricultural products, is explained partly by supply and demand condi
tions in the United States and the commodity composition of China's
exports, the relatively slow growth ofthose exports is partly because of the
imposition of controls on textile imports by the United States. China's
exports to the United States grew as fast as they did because the Chinese
showed considerable skill in shifting the mix of textile exports in favor of
uncontrolled categories, keeping one step ahead of the steady expansion
of categories covered by the U.S. controls.^^

While U.S. imports from China were growing slowly after the opening
of trade between these two countries, China's imports from the United
States jumped from zero in 1971 to over US$800 million in 1974 largely
because of imports of wheat, com, soybeans, and cotton, despite China's
long-term agreements with other suppliers. The Chinese leadership ob
viouslywanted to give the Americans a positive signal about the benefits to
be gained from normalizing relations with China. Unhappywith the pace of
normalization and irritated over the bilateral balance of trade heavily in
favor of the United States, among other unresolved problems, the Chinese
eliminated imports of agricultural products from the United States by
1976; China's total imports from the United States fell to less than US$200
million. When the new post-Mao leadership adopted the open-economy
policies, however, that policy change was strongly biased in favor of the
United States; the United States increased significantly its share of China's
total imports, imports ofagricultural products, and imports offertilizers in
1977-80. However, following normalization and the continued sluggish
growth of Chinese exports to the United States, the Chinese reduced their
imports from the United States in 1982, and they remained at that lower
level through 1986. Within this stagnant level of total imports from the
United States, however, imports of agricultural products and fertilizers
from the United States have been steadily reduced to insignificant levels.^^

*2SeeJoseph Pelzman, "PRC Textile Trade and Investment: Impact of the US.-PRC Bilateral
Textile Agreements," Joint Economics Committee, China'sEconomyLooks Toward the Year
2000 (Washington, D.C.: US. Government Printing Office, 1986), vol. 2, pp. 384-431.

*^Itshould be pointed out that the U.S. statistics for Sino-American trade used in this paper
include exports shipped via Hong Kong as Chinese exports to the United States; those same
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This review of the history of Sino-American trade has shown the
importance of political factors and exogenous shocks in explaining both
significant short-run deviations from the long-run trends and deflections in
that trend, although basic economic considerations may yield a first
approximation of the long-run trend. This review also shows why we
believe an attempt to provide a detailed and sophisticated quantitative
estimate of the future role ofagriculture in Sino-American relations would
not be worth much. Thus, we have chosen to present some informed
speculations about the most likely possibilities for future Sino-American
economic relations and the role of agriculture in those relations. The
above review, however, does suggest what considerations should dominate
these speculations.

The Determinants of the Future

The development of China's import and export potential will largely
depend on the continuation of the economic reform program, its impact
on the domestic economy, and the implications of these developments for
China's future foreign trade. A major consideration will be whether the
Chinese will be able to diversify the commodity composition ofexports in
order to increase the growth ofexports and alleviate the foreign-exchange
constraint. To look specifically at agricultural imports and exports, one
must assess the ability of the reform program to sustain past increases in
agricultural productivity, the demand for and the capacity of Chinese
industry to provide agricultural inputs, and the domestic demand for
agricultural products. It is important in considering these factors to
distinguish grain for human consumption, animal feed, and industrial
crops. To relate these supply and demand conditions specifically to trade
with the United States, one needs some appreciation of likely market
developments in the United States and in the economies of China's
alternative buyers and sources of supply.

Among the more important political considerations is whether the
generational transition in the leadership will reinforce support for the
process of economic reform, especially the open-economy policy, that is,
will China continue to increase the foreign-trade dependency ratio,
become more integrated into the world economic system and institutions,
and secure the requisite flow ofcapital from abroad to alleviate the foreign-
exchange constraint? With regard to potential Sino-American trade, what is
the likely course ofSino-American political relations and how will they be

exports are reported in the Chinese statistics as exports to Hong Kong.Thus, the US. statistics
show a lower U.S. export surplus and a higher level of total Sino-American trade than is
reported in the Chinese statistics.
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affected by the change in leadership in both countries? With regard to
agricultural trade, as a result of their economic reform program and their
growing involvement in the international economy, will the Chinese
leadership rid themselves of prevailing attitudes and behavior, adopting a
true appreciation of the benefits of markets and how they work? And will
they act to obtain greater gains from trade by promoting specialization
according to comparative advantage even within agricultural products
and agricultural regions of China?

Finally, there are those unexpected events or exogenous factors that
are likely to be the real determinants of the economic record for Sino-
American economic relations over the next decade or so. Could the

economic reform program encounter sluggish growth, or could the open-
economy policy lead to balance-of-payments problems and spiritual pollu
tion to the extent that a reaction and a return to a basically inward-looking
policy would take place? Will the new leadership in both the Soviet Union
and China continue their reforms and resolve their differences to recreate

a united socialist bloc and revive anti-imperialist policies? Will the Chinese
takeover of Hong Kong go so badly that the U.S. relationship with China
would become cool? Orwill a prolonged drought on the North China Plain
and a more rapid population increase than planned lead to a crisis in the
domestic supply and demand conditions for agricultural products? These
are among the exogenous events that have been suggested by others as
possibilities, although I do not believe they have a significant probability,
which is why I listed them as exogenous shocks. If they were to occur, they
obviously would have a large impact on the role of agriculture in Sino-
American relations in the future. These and a host of other unlikely events
can all be placed in the category of "other, presently unknown and
unexpected" future possibilities. However, on the basis of the develop
ments in China's foreign trade and in Sino-American economic relations
over the past four decades, we know that the probability to be assigned to
this residual category as a whole may be greater than 50 percent.

The above list provides a sketchy outline of the various factors that
should be considered in predicting the future role of agriculture in Sino-
American relations, but we cannot thoroughly examine each of these
questions. However, in what follows I present what I believe to be the most
important questions, my tentative answers to them, and the implication of
those answers for the future role ofagriculture in Sino-American relations.

Role ofAgriculture in
U.S.-PRC Relations: Future

Our review of the empirical record of the role of agriculture in Sino-
American relations in the mid-1980s would lead us to a hasty conclusion
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that the future role of agriculture would not have much significance,if any.
By 1986, agriculture product exports were less than 5 percent of China's
total exports to the United States and the latter were less than 3 percent of
China's total exports of agricultural products. Exports of agriculture and
related products were only 5 percent of total U.S. exports to China, while
the U.S. market share in China's import market was less than 3 percent for
agricultural products and only 13.5 percent in a rapidly declining import
market for fertilizer. Yet, our earlier attempt to forecast Sino-American
trade warns us to expect the unexpected. What would have to happen in
order for agriculture to become an important aspect of Sino-American
relations in the future as it once was in the past?

The Economic Issues

Whether the pace ofeconomic reform will be increased or constrained
in the fiiture and whether China will reject the open-economy policy and
turn inward are questions to be considered in the following section. In the
present discussion, however, we assume that current support for the
economic reform program and the efforts to implement those reform
policies already adopted or now being introduced wiUcontinue Howevei;
the transformation of the economic system and policy to a new system of
"socialism with Chinese characteristics" and China's more complete inte
gration into the world economy will remain as a target to be achieved well
beyond the "short-run" horizon of our forecasts in this paper.

Taking the current reform program as a given, how are the purely
economic forces likely to work themselves out in the next decade or so,
especially insofar as China's agriculture and the role of agriculture in Sino-
American relations are concerned? Reform ofthe agricultural sectorwas at
the forefront of the reform program (along with the open-economy
policy) and is widely accepted as having been very successful. This success
has contributed to the growing support for,the economic reform program
and its adoption in the urban-industrial sector at the end of1984. However,
most knowledgeable observers and the studies they have made conclude
that the impact of the economic reforms on crop production has been
captured largely in a significant outward shift in the realized production
possibilities frontier in the early 1980s. Further, they conclude that the

his meeting with a U.S. delegation, of which I was a member, Vice-Premier Yao Yilin
responded along the following lines to my question, "What will the new system of socialism
with Chinese characteristics look like when it is finally adopted, and how long will it take
before it is in place?" According to Yao, inasmuch as it will be well into the next century—
perhaps as long as fiftyyears—before their new economic system is in place, it will be up to
the next generation of leaders to determine what that system will be; the process of economic
reform is only in its initial stages, and many problems have yet to be resolved.
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high growth rate in the agricultural sector is being sustainedby growth in
noncrop agricultural activities (including services in rural towns) and in
rural industrial activity.These same observers believe that the sustained
increase in crop production in agriculture depends on a second wave of
agriculturalreform:a rationalization ofprices,with the eliminationof the
two-tier price systemfor agriculturalcrops, and the significant spread and
improved functioning of rural factor markets. Neither of these latter
objectives is likely to be achieved in the near future.

Ofcourse, rapid growth in agriculturalproduction in the past led to the
significant reductions in imports of agricultural products. Although do
mestic demand is likely to keep ahead of domestic supply in the nongrain
area,the growthofnongrainoutput willprobablybe highenough to avoid
a resurgence in the demand for the import of these commoditieson a large
scale The Chinese are encountering problems with the rate ofgrowth in
food grain production, largely because of the problem of relative prices,
and therefore, relative rates of profitability among the various crops and,
even more important, between incomes earned in crop versus noncrop
production activities. Nonetheless, even in the production of food grains,
past increases in output have already allowed for a shift in consumption
from the poorer grains (barley, millet, kaoliang, and corn) to the richer
grains(rice and wheat) and for an increase in consumption of food grains
to a level not far below that enjoyed by higher-income Chinese in other
areas of Asia, Thus, it is unlikely that the income elasticity of demand for
food grains is very high in China today, and, while some problems with
depressed areas and segments of the population continue to exist, even

*5Based on the methodology adoptedinhisPh.D. thesis,JustinYifti Lin analyzed theimpactof
the institutionalchangesintroduced by the economicreformsinagriculture, i.e., thecontract
responsibility system, and found that it contributed to about 40 percent of the increase in
output in 1979-83. Alargersharewasdue to the increase in inputs, andthe contribution of
the institutional change to increases in output was declining over time. Justin Yifii Lin,
"Measuring the Impacts of the Household Responsibility System on China's Agricultural
Production," unpublished paper. Department of Economics, University of Chicago, April
1986. In an extension of the work in his thesis, Lin utilizes a different methodology and
estimates that the contribution of this institutional change to the increase in output in 1980—
83 was 60 percent, but he makesno estimate of the trend in its contribution over time.Justin
Yifu Lin, "Household Farm, Cooperative Farm, and Efficiency: Evidence from Rural De-
Collectivization in China," Economic Growth Center, Yale University, Center Discussion
Paper No. 533, March 1987.

i^JustinYifiiLin,"Rural Factor Markets in China After the Household ResponsibilitySystem
Reform," unpublishedpaper.Agriculture and Rural Development Department, World Bank,
August 1986. See also Thomas B. Wiens, "Issues in the Structural Reform of Chinese
Agriculture,"/oMnw?/ of ComparativeEconomics11(3)(September 1987):372-85.
^^Thomas Wiens, "Issues in the Structural Reform," p. 378.
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slow and steady gains in the production of food grains should satisfy
domestic demand. This slow and steady growth in production should
allow for continued slow and steady growth in China's export capacity in
foodstuffs.

The picture is less rosy for those grains used for feed. According to
Wiens, die problem stems from the retention of the state procurement
system and low prices for livestock products (the two-tier price and
supply system) and low profitability in animal husbandry (also true in the
dairy industry This shortage offeeds has driven up their prices, further
discouraging animal husbandry. Furthermore, a regional problem exists in
regard to animal feeds; the feed production areas are in the North, while
the most intense animal product activity is in the South. The potential
demand for feed grain and, therefore, feed-grain imports could be large if
the Chinese were to promote animal husbandry and the specialization
based on comparative advantage both domestically and internationally to
a significantly greater extent—that is, the North producing feed grains for
export to Japan and the south importing feed grains to support their animal
husbandry activity. Given the current state of market development, com
mercial activities, transportation facilities, household farming by risk-
averse peasants, the economies ofscale in animal product production, and
so on, such a change is unlikely to occur in the near future. Rather, the
current pace of development in animal husbandry will probably continue,
as will the shortage of feed grain—that is, feed grains will remain a major
feature of China's agricultural product imports, but the rate of increase of
those imports will not increase significantly.

isibid.

^^Theargument that US.exports of feed grains will become a major feature of China's import
trade in the future is presented in the text as one of the possible results of an exogenous
shock—i.e, the economic reforms are successful to the extent that markets operate to satisfy
consumer demands and the increase in incomes generates demands for meat and dairy
products that are met by a significant increase in China's animal husbandry sector, requiring
inputs of animal feeds on a large scale with these inputs being obtained through imports. My
argument for slow and steady growth in the imports of feed grains is based on the observed
income elasticity of demand for meat and dairy products and the derived demand for feed
grains over the past several years as Chinese consumers' incomes increased, i.e, within the
context of the constraints imposed by the authorities to control the growth in the demand for
meat and dairy products—higher administered prices and rationing, shortages, and import
controls.

For example, assume that per capita incomes grow at the same rate realized during the early
1980s or at the lower rate needed to achieve the targeted level of per capita income by the
year 2000, providing a range to the estimates obtained; assume needed supplies are
determined by demand; and assume there are no price increases to reduce demand. Using
these assumptions, along with observed elasticities of demand, Terry Sicular has estimated
the grain requirements for direct human consumption and animal feed, concluding that
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In general, then, in the next decade or so we expect China'sdomestic
production and demand in the agricultural sector to be such that a steady
increase in the output of food grain and industrial crops (cotton) will
allow for the continuation of a slow and steady growth of exports of these
commodities, but that feed grain output will fall short of demand and the
Chinese will maintain and possibly steadily increase their imports of these
products. Domestic production of chemical fertilizers increased rather
slowly during the 1980s, but some observers believe that producers had
been forced to use too much fertilizer under the commune system and
then cut back on the use of this input after the economic reforms, thus
allowing for the reduction of imports.^® Nonetheless, when the proper
mixture of fertilizers is considered, the Chinese have an excess supply of
nitrogenous fertilizer and a shortage of other types; thus the need to
increase the domestic production and importation of phosphate and
potassium fertilizers will continue

To match these Chinese supply and demand developments with world
market developments in general and U.S. market developments in particu
lar,we assume that agricultural surpluses and soft prices will continue in
the world market. In other words, our analysis of the role of agriculture in
Sino-American economic relations is only partial, taking the global context
of these bilateral relations as given. The Chinese must compete with
alternative sources of supply to increase their agricultural exports, and the
United States is unlikely to be a significantbuyer. Asfor imports of feed
grains, the Chinese should be able to choose among several sources of
supply, but here the UnitedStatesshould be a competitive supplier. Import
supplies should be constrained only in the area of phosphate and po
tassium fertilizer. Yet,while the United States is a competitive supplier of
chemical fertilizers, cheaper transportation costs from Japan (although a
strong yen and cheap dollar mayoffsetthis advantage)and slowor evenno
growth in Chinese imports of chemical fertilizers would mean that U.S.

"China is unlikely to turn into a major grain exporter. Exports ofparticular grain varieties may
emerge,but on balance net imports will continue."Terry Sicular, "China's Grainand Meat
Economy: Recent Developments and Implications for Trade," American Journal ofAgri
cultural Economics 67(5) (December 1985):1055—62. Quote is from p. 1062. It should be
pointed out that, insofaras excess demand is met with imports, the failure to cut offexcess
demand by raisingdomestic prices is costly to the Chinesegovernment,as it must subsidize
consumers for the difference between the world price and the lower domestic price. The
subsidies made necessary by grain imports are accounted for as deductions on the revenue
side of the budget, and they are not trivial.

^®"In some regions cadre pressure led to the use of more fertilizer than was economical at
prevailing prices, and when such pressure was eased . . . reduced quantities of fertilizers
were purchased."NicholasR.Ijaxdy, Agriculture in China'sModemEconomicDevelopment
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 215.
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exports of these commoditiesto Chinaareunlikelyto growsignificantly in
the future

These general conclusions about the declining role of agriculture in
China's total trade and its minor significance in Sino-Americanrelations are
further supported by an Australian study of China's future agricultural
trade.21 Accordingto the statisticalanalysis and projections in that study,
over the past several decades the Chinese have lost their comparative
advantage in agricultural products (because of a serious deterioration in
quality of output, the growing technological gap, and higher costs of
production). Even ifthe recent rapidincrease in agricultural productivity
continues, the increase in domestic consumption will mean that China's
share of the world rice market will increase significantly on the export
side Our conclusion is more modest, that is, China's level of food grain
exports might increase, but the growth wUl be slow and steady; agri
cultural importswillconsistmainlyoffeedgrains, andhere too the growth
will be slow and steady. Unlike the Australian study,1do not expect the
Chinese to become increasingly dependent on foreign sources for their
food supply in the foreseeable fitture

All this is not to argue that agriculmre will play no role in Sino-
American relations. In traditional agriculture, the Chinese are among
the most skilledand knowledgeable peasants in the world. In order to mod
ernize that sector, however, the Chinese need to catch up to world
technology levels, increase specialization and diversification, and modern
ize their production and distribution system. The United States can make a
tremendous contribution to this effort. Improvements in hybrid seeds,
breeding stock, management systems, fertilizer, water storage and dis
tribution systems, storage facilities, dried food techniques (including
freeze-drying), marketing systems, marketing information, packaging, and
transportation methods will be useful. Such improvements could lead to
increased agricultural productivity and exports as well as a higher stan
dard of living in the countryside.

The United States is already engaged in the transfer of these tech
nologies, but these projects tend to be small-scale and carried out with
lower-level administrative and economic units in China. In terms of total
value, they do not add up to verymuch and, thus, are lost in the aggregate
statistics for Sino-American economic relations. In addition, these projects
and transfers have encountered many obstacles, and a more rapid expan
sion of this process remains constrained. These efforts are sustained
mainly by loans and grants specifically tied to these projects by inter
national institutions concerned with agricultural development in the

2iSee Anderson and Tyers, "China's Economic Growth."
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developing countries. Even though I remain somewhat pessimistic about
the rapid expansion ofthe transfer oftechnology toChinese agriculture—
especially from the United States—those transfers that do take place will
beamong the most important aspects ofSino-American agricultural rela
tions in thefuture and, ifsuccessful, canmake asignificant contribution to
the development ofChina's agricultural ou^ut and export potential.

To what extent are political factors and exogenous shocks likely
to change the rather limited role forecast for agriculture in future
Sino-American relations when only the economic factors involved are
considered?

The Political Issues

Domestic developments in the agricultural sector and China's total
agricultural tradewillhave some impact on the general stateof relations
between the United States and China, butchanges inthe political relations
between those two countries can be expected to have asignificant impact
ontheir economic relations. Inotherwords, while these developments are
interdependent, the dominant direction ofcausation may run from the
political factors to the economic relationship. The majorpolitical develop
mentsthat canbe expected to have animpact on Sino-American tradeand
the trade in agricultural products predicted are to be found in three
general areas: a change in leadership and its support for the program of
economic reform; a change in development strategy from an open-
economy policy tothat ofimport substitution; and abreak inthe policy of
"leaning tothe West" in favor of"leaning to the East." These are obviously
questions that are best answered by political scientists more knowledge
able aboutpolitical developments, decision making, and interest groups in
China. Having studied China's economic development and policies over
the past three decades, however, I have learned that the political scientists
can forecast China's political future as poorly as economists canpredict its
economic future.

The Deng leadership has devoted considerable effort over the past
decade to the development ofaconsensus and a transition ofleadership
that will assure the continuation ofthe economic reform program. How
ever, thesuccess oftheir efforts isfar from assured. Inaddition, no matfpr
how hard they try, they cannot prevent the successor generation from
taking over and making their own choices; the natural process ofaging will
lead to that result. The benefits of the economic reform program have
created strong support for itscontinuation, and few want togoback tothe
system oftheCultural Revolution or even that ofthe1950s. The problems
of inflation and corruption alone, however, could mobilize opposition
to economic reform and lead to backtracking from the gains already
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achieved.22 On the basis of the record over the past decade, I tend to be
somewhatoptimistic inthis regard, andtheassumptionmade inestimating
the role ofagriculture inSino-American economic relations inthe future is
a rather limited one It is a continuation of the presentpace of reform or
piecemeal moves forward, followed byperiods ofconsolidation and even
some retreat, basically movingintheright direction toultimately achieve a
stableandnew economicsystem—a mixedeconomicsystem—sometime
in the next century. This is, I believe, an optimistic assumption, but one
that can now be made with a probability that dominates each of the
possible alternatives.

As for the continuation of the open-economy policy in particular,
reformers who have tried to modernize China by opening the economy
and relying onthe West have always met with failure inthe past. Yet those
attempts were made when the Chinese were dealingwith the foreigner on
unequal terms. Few would argue today that the Chinese are not incontrol
of their owneconomy. The reforms have greatly increased the problems
the Chinese leaders face in maintaining this control at the local level,but
they have been able to retain considerable control inthe area offoreign
trade and foreign investment activities and are able to deal with the
foreigner from a position of strength. In fact, they have utilized their
bargaining position very well in creating the framework for China's
integration intheworld economy.23 Most developed regions ofChinahave
created strong trade ties with and solicited considerable foreign invest
mentsfromWestern business, and mostof the interiorand lessdeveloped
regions are clamoring for their share offoreign trade and investment. The
major problem faced bythe central government has been tolimit imports
and foreign borrowing by the Chinese and to stimulate foreign direct
investment in China. China's foreign trade dependencyratio iswellabove
that for other socialist and large continental economies, and it is likely to
remain so?^ While Chinahas the resources and potential market size for
maintaining a relatively self-sufficient economy, itslevel ofdevelopment.

22"ifaskedwhat worries them most about economic reforms, the majority of Chinesewill
unhesitatingly mention injSation and corruption." Chengxi Luo, "China's Economic Reforms
Face Major Consximnts" FarEastern Economic Review, January 28,1988, pp. 72-73.Luo
was asenior research fellowat the Institute ofWorldEconomyand Politics,ChineseAcademy
of SocialSciences,Beijing, untUhis retirement in July 1987.
23See Harold K. Jacobson and Michel Oksenberg, Chinaand theKeystone International
Economic Organizations, draft manuscript. University ofMichigan, September 1987.
24The Chinese Customs keeps foreign trade statistics in US. dollar values derived from
foreign prices, converting these values into yuan at the official exchange rate National
incomestatistics are computedby theStateStatistical Bureau on thebasis ofdomestic yuan
prices. Thus, using these statistics toderive China's foreign trade dependency overestimates
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technological capabilities, andpoorly developed specialization and mar
ket networks would make it costly for the Chinese to revert to a self-
sufficient development strategy. I believe they are unlikely todoso.

Finally, while not rejecting their higher dependence onforeign trade
and investment, the Chinese could decide to shift the bulk of that
dependence toward the socialist bloc of countries, as in the 1950s. Yet
these countries arealso intheprocess ofreform and, inareal sense, China
isahead ofthem in the process. Also, China needs todevelop its export
capacity and this depends on quality and productivity—that is, the
Chinese need Western technology, especially in agriculture and light
industry. China'strade with the socialist bloc as a share of total trade will
undoubtedly grow as the Chinese seek a more balanced distribution of
trading partners. Nonetheless, the economic reform program, the greater
foreign trade dependency ratio, and trade and investment relationswith
the industrialized countries of the West are all ofone piece and can be
expected to remain as major features of China's development strategy.

Obviously, there will be deviations from this predicted trend for
economic policies and Chinese relations with theWest. More important,
even if this trend is realized, is there any reason that political relations
between China and the United States could not turn sour and their
economic relationship, therefore, stagnate? Happily, Sino-American rela
tions have graduated from the stage where every difference ofopinion or
problem that arose threatened the existence of the relationship; the
relationship cannowsurvive thesearguments andconfrontations—as the
record shows. Furthermore, as far as the role of agriculture in Sino-
American economic relations isconcerned, ourprediction isthatthatrole
will besmall and notlikely tobegreatlyaffected byageneral decline inthe
economic relationship itself.

All this goes to argue that ourprediction ofthe role ofagriculture in
Sino-American relations based on economic considerations alone is not
likely to be disrupted because of political changes that contradict our
assumption that the present reform policies, the open-economy policy,
and the choice of trading partners will continue in the future

Exogenous Shocks

Exogenous shocks have already beenidentified asmajor determinants
ofSino-American economic relations, especially the role ofagriculture in

that ratio by a considerable margin. In 1985, these statistics would show a foreign trade
dependencyofone-third. However, evenamore realistic estimate based onatrue purchasing-
powerparity exchange ratewould show aforeign tradedependency offrom one-fifth toone-
fourth.
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those relations.Yet because those exogenous events are unpredictableby
definition, it ishardto presenta listoftheexogenous shocks thataremost
likely to occur in the next decade or so. For the purpose ofillustration,
however, we can imagine two possible, butnot likely, events that would
have amajor impact onthe role ofagriculture inSino-American relations.

One of the fundamentalexogenous shocksthat plaguesanyplanner in a
developing country isweather, and theChinese have yetto insulate their
economy against the serious negative impact ofbad weather—too much
or too little rain.Someknowledgeable observersargue that the efficiency
ofChina's accumulated irrigation andwater control system isdeclining as
isthesupply ofwater for thatsystem, especially inNorth China.25 Also, a
series of bad weather years within the normal cycle of good and bad
weather, not unknown throughout China's history, could well occur
sometime during the nextdecade or so, and it has even beensuggested
that therecordofthepastonehundredyears argues forasecular trendof
ever poorer weather conditions. What would happen ifaseries ofyears of
bad weather were to occur?

I believe the answer should be obvious. Domestic agricultural produc
tion would fallshort of demand, and, as happened in the early 1960sand
again intheearly 1970s, theChinese canbeexpected tosustain minimum
standards of living by importing agricultural products in short supply,
mainly foodstuffs. Thus, asintheearly 1970s, agriculture could reemerge
as a major factor in Sino-American economic relations. Its importance
couldbe further enhancedbyanotherexogenous shock—a breakdown in
the birth-control program anda significant increase in therate ofpopula
tion growth. Exogenous shocks that arewellwithin the realm ofpossibility
could easily restore the dominant role of agriculture in Sino-American
relations.

Whatabout the oppositeresult,that is,an event thatwouldeliminate
any role ofagriculture inthebilateral economic relations between China
and the United States? Most discussions of the Chinese economic reform
program revolve around arguments between those who believe there are
serious obstacles to that program because of the tremendous weight of
inherited attitudes,behavior, and institutions, and thosewho believethe
slow and steady progress of the economic reforms, despite the fits and
startsalong theway, wiU achieve theobjectives oftheprogram sometime
in the future

According to a study group appointed by the Organization for Eco
nomic Cooperation andDevelopment (OECD) to sketch out thepossible

2'See thesection on"Regional Water Supply" in WaterManagementPolicy Optionsfor the
Beijing-Tianjin Region ofChina, North China Water Project, EastWest Centei; Honolulu,
Hawaii, second draft, March 1987,pp. 11—8—10.
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ramifications of China's entry into the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT),

Despite the not inconsiderable efforts on the part of the Chinese authorities
to allow greater management autonomy to the State trading companies,
local authorities and certain enterprises, the organization of foreign trade
remains centralized. Because of the recent disequilibria of the trade
balance, no further drive towards decentralization is likely for some time.

These points of resemblance between the trading systems of China and
the East European countries are due to the way their economies function
and especially to their irrational pricing system.The absence ofanylinkage
between domestic and extemal prices means that Chinese enterprises
have no indicator as to the profitability of their transactionswith foreign
firms. In order to direct businessactivitiesin accordance with profitability
criteria and with the broad aims of development, the authorities have to
intervene by controlling the volume and nature of trade, notably through
import and export licensing. Therefore the existence of centralized con
trol through administrativemeasures isdue to the shortcomings of the sys
tem, which prevents economic regulation mechanisms, especially prices,
from playing their role

This correlation between the functioning of the foreign trading system
on the one hand, and the specificity of the economy overall on the other, has
far-reaching implications for any plans for reform that might be proposed,
since it is hard to see how adjustments in the organization and workings of
foreign trade towards alignment with the market economies could be
possible without a thorough overhaul of the economy as a whole.

Rather than continuous experiments and adjustments, what if the
economic reform program were to achieve a major breakthrough and
succeed in the near future? Certainly the current leadership is trying hard
to achieve that result, and a sizable interest group has been built up to
support those efforts. Of the four dominant groups that disagree over the
necessary path the reforms should take, one argues for the crucial impor
tance of a price reform, while another argues for the need to free the
production-level unit from administrative controls and interference.^^
While these groups disagree over what should come first, there is no
logical reason why the political leadership cannot be convinced to imple
ment both steps in the near future. In addition, the OECDworking group
cited above recommended that GATT follow the action it took with regard

260ECD, "Report of the WorkingParty," p. 20.

2"7The first argument is championed by WuJinglian of the State Planning Commission, the
second by Liyining, a professor at Beijing University Both have been prolific writers and
contributors to the debate See Joseph Fewsmith, Foreign Broadcast Information Service,
"Approaches to Economic Reform and the Makingof Economic Policy in Contemporary
China," unpublished manuscript, no date or place
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to accepting Hungary andYugoslavia as members, rather than following
the conditionsimposedon Poland and Romania—that is,demanding that
Chinapursue a scheduledcontinuationof reforms, rather than assigning
China a target level of trade with GATT members. Finally, as the genera
tional change in leadership proceeds, the ranks of those with a vested
interestin theoldsystem should diminish, while those whohave beenthe
most successfulwithin the new system should rise to positions of political
leadership—perhaps. Thus, although theprobability ofa breakthrough in
theeconomic reform program in thenextdecadeor somay notbe terribly
high, it is certainly higher than it was just ten years ago.

If this breakthrough were to occur and China's economy become
decentralized, with output anddistributiondecisions stronglyinfluenced
by relative scarcity prices—including prices in foreign trade—greater
specialization would result in the structure of domestic production and
more emphasis would be given to the gains from trade and the interna
tional division of labor in China'sforeign trade. Thus,while China'sforeign
tradedependencymaybe no greater thanatpresent,withsomesuccessin
theattempt toraise productivityandmodernize theeconomy, Chinacould
regain its comparative advantage in agriculture and increase the export
share of manufactured goods in its total export trade as well.

This optimistic forecast merely indicates thatChina could move upthe
ranks of the developing countries,developing its animal husbandry indus
tryinreaction to theincome elasticity ofdemand byitsconsumers—that
is,increasing significantly its importsof feed, with someof theseimports
obtained from the United States.^sOn the export side, the Chinese would
become competitive with other agricultural countries and with those
developing countries successfiai in moving up the early stages of the
technology ladderin the productionofmanufactured goods forexport to
the developed countries. This wouldnot lead to large U.S importation of
agricultural products, but it would lead to the often-expressed fear of
China's emergence as a competitor to the United States for agricultural

28Some of the American and Chinese participants took strong exceptions to my argument
thatthepresent pace oftheeconomic reforms would notseethecreation ofa consumer^
sovereignty, market economy in thenear future, at least to the extentthat the authorities
would "stand aside" and allow the rise in consumer incomes and the resulting demand for
meat anddairy products tospill over intoaneffective demand forlarge-scale imports offeed
grains to support a considerable animal husbandry sector. 1 admit that is a possible
development, but 1 list it here among the outcomes of an exogenous shock—China's
evolutionfromabureaucratically administered economyto amarketsocialist onebytheend
ofthe century. Amore probable result isthat the bureaucrats administering the economywill
retain many of theconstraints over theexercise ofconsumer sovereignty via markets that
they now hold. For theargument about why this more probable result will lead toonly aslow
and steadygrowthoffeed grain imports,see footnote 19.
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import markets in third countries.29in this case, the role of agriculture in
Sino-American relations could be negative and serious. However, if the
United States and China are unable to resolve one of the major problems
facing us in the world today—that is, preventing difficulties in bilateral
economic relations between countries from leading to serious problems
in their political relations—Sino-American relations are in for a rocky
future,with or without agriculture playinga major role in those economic
relations. Fortunately, however, the record so far clearly indicates a
growing ability to resolve this problem satisfactorily.^^

Conclusion

Obviously, agriculture played an important role in the early stages of
contemporary Sino-Americanrelations. That role has been steadily shrink
ing, however, and is now insignificant. Agricultural modernization is a
crucial element in the modernization of China's economy, and the United
Statescan play an important role in that process. But that role might not be
very significant in quantitative terms. Only in the case of an exogenous
shock is this forecast likely to change. Such a shock might require the
United States to supply shortfalls in current consumption needs in China
(the result of several years of disastrous weather); or the US. might
become a major supplier of animal feed for China's burgeoning animal
husbandryindustryifreformsallowconsumerdemandsto havepriorityin
the allocation of resources and imports are allowed to meet these de
mands. However, the United States could find itself a major competitor of
the Chinese in third country markets if the modernization of the Chinese
agricultural economy were to be achieved in the next decade or so. Yet I
believe these possibilitiesare not veryprobable and that myforecast isnot
only the most likely outcome, but a most optimistic one for future Sino-
American relations as well.

29China isalreadyaseriousrivalofthe UnitedStatesformaize, cotton,andsoybeansalesin the
Japanese market.

^°Atthe present time, on the basis of recent developments, there is reason to be much more
optimistic about Sino-American relations than about Sino-Japanese relations.
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COMMENTS

Hong Jun-yan comments:
In his paper, ProfessorDemberger concludes that agriculture played

an important role at the early stage ofbilateral trade, but its importance has
been graduallydeclining. I wish to emphasizethat althoughthe volumeof
2^icultural trade might decline, it is still an important part of the trade
between China and the United States.

Before 1982, China was the largest market for U.S. grain and cotton
exports. With the development of the commodity economy in China's
countryside, the degree of self-sufficiency in grain and cotton has in
creased, and the portion of grain and cotton imports within the bilateral
trade has declined drastically. This is good for China, because China can
thus spend less foreign exchange on importing grain and cotton. Howevei;
China's agricultureisstillbackward. Per capitaouq)utofgrainissmall, and
per capita consumption ofmeat,eggs,and milkiseven smaller. The output
of agriculture relies on natural conditions to a great extent. For quite a
long period into the future, Chinawill continue importing grainfrom the
United States; imports of feed grain, particularly, will increase in order to
meet the need of the developing animal husbandry industry in China.
China must go a long way to reach self-sufficiency in agriculture So, at
present, it is impossiblefor Chinato be a competitor ofthe UnitedStatesin
the international market for agricultural products.

The United States and China can cooperate in many ways in agri
cultural matters. Modern agricultural machinery and facilities that were
introduced from the United States have helped improve productivity
in China's agriculture. We can also do more exchange of science and
technology; Professor Zhang Zhongli mentions biological technology in
particular. China is especially weak in i^icultural management; more
management training programs will certainly promote the modernization
of China's agriculture. Thus there are manythings that can be done by the
United States to help modernize China's agriculture



15. Sino-American Agricultural Economic
Relations: Status and Prospects

ZHANG ZHONGU and XIE ZIFENG

Although the political and economic system of China and that of the
United States are different and there is a disparity between their levels of
scientific and technological development, agriculture occupies an impor
tant position in the development of the national economy in both coun
tries. The development or decline, success or failure, of agriculture can
affect the overall situation of the national economy. Not only is agriculture
the source of food and clothing and the means of existence of human
society, but it is also the foundation and premise of development of other
branches of the national economy. The levelof development ofagricultural
production and the level of agricultural labor productivity in large meas
ure restrain the scale and rate ofdevelopment of the other branches of the
national economy.

China is a large socialist country with a population of 1.1 billion, of
which 800 million are peasants; thus agriculture occupies an important
position in her national economy. "For the masses, food is of paramount
importance" is a well-known Chinese saying. Agriculture in our country
first of all has the task of supplying food and clothing for 1.1 billion people.
The daily needs of grain and foodstuffs for such a large population must be
met by agricultural production. At present, only about 20 percent of
clothing materials are synthetic, while 80 percent are cotton, hemp, or
woolen products provided by agricultural production, and 70 percent of
the fuel for cooking and heating in the countryside consists of agricultural
products such as straw or firewood.^ Construction materials such as
timber, sand, and bricks also fall mainly into the agricultural sector. Suffice
it to say, the agricultural situation in our country is directly related to the
basic survival of one-fourth of the world's population. The proportion of
agricultural products as raw materials in the output value of our industry.

^Data provided by the Agricultural Section of the Institute of Sectorial Economics of the
Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences.
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especially of our light industry, is still very high. Seventy percent of the raw
materials for light industry and 90 percent of those for the textile industry
are supplied by agriculture. The labor required in the industrial, communi
cation, commercial, and service sectors is also provided largely by the
agricultural sector.

As 800 million of our 1.1 billion people live in the countryside, rural
markets constitute the main body of our markets. Agriculture is also the
chief source of accumulation in our national economy and a main export
resource. About halfofour state revenue comes directly or indirectly from
agriculture. A relatively high proportion of our exports is either agri
cultural or the processed agricultural products. Agriculture is of decisive
significance in the development of our national economy.

The United States, though an economically highly developed country,
cannot do without an agricultural foundation. Marx pointed out: "All
development of capital has for its natural basis the productiveness of
agricultural labor. ... An agricultural-labor productivity exceeding the
individual requirements of the laborer is the basis of all societies and is
above all the basis ofcapitalist production."^ After independence was won,
agriculture was the main source of national income for the new American
republic. The United States was able to become a large capitalist, indus
trialized country because her agriculture provided labor, raw materials,
food, and a consumer market. The development ofmodern industry in the
United States has in turn stimulated agricultural modernization, so that not
only her own demand for agricultural products has been met, but there
have been large supplies of surplus grain and other agricultural products
for export, and the export of agricultural products has become one of the
major means for the United States to realize her global strategy.

Since the United States became highly industrialized in this century, the
proportion of agriculture in total U.S. output has been drastically reduced,
and the growth rate of agricultural production no longer determines the
rate and magnitude of industrial growth. However, as agriculture is the
branch ofproduction that utilizes solar energy and relies on the growth of
living things, its unique function of utilizing and transforming natural
forces and energy and its role in providing human beings with the most
basic physical materials for survival can hardly be replaced by any other
branch of the economy. Thus, even in the United States, where science and
technology are highly developed, the development of the national econ
omy cannot do without agriculture. This shows that this objective eco
nomic law, that agriculture is the foundation of the national economy, is
independent of man's will; whether it is an economically backward

2KarlMarx, Capital, vol. 3, English ed (Moscow, 1959), p. 766.
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country or a developed country, whether it is a country with a socialist
system or a capitalist system, this law applies to all—only the form of
manifestation and the degree of the role played vary

China is an old and large agricultural country with plentiful natural
resources, but its per capita resources are relatively low The world per
capita cultivated land is 5.5 mu. It is 14.6 mu in the United States, but for
China, it is only 1.5 mu, one of the lowest in the world. The proportion of
agricultural population in the total population is generally under 20
percent in developed countries, 30 to 50 percent in middle-level coun
tries, and generally from 50 to 80 percent in economically backward
countries. China has 800 million people in the countryside, with an
agricultural labor force of more than 300 million, which is an advantage for
the development of agriculture, yet also brings with it the problem of the
placement of surplus labor.

China's agricultural sector has a long history and is rich in traditional
experience, yet is backward scientifically and technically. Except for the
coastal areas, the majority of China's rural regions are still in the stage of
manual labor based on household management. In 1981, the fixed assets of
each agricultural laborer were 333 yuan, and the fixed assets per mu of
cultivated land were only a little over 60 yuan. As the peasants have little
education and scientific-technical know-how and lack technical equip
ment, agricultural production mainly relies on experience and traditional
technology. Such conditions are a far cry from the needs of agricultural
development.

In order to accelerate China's agricultural development, we must rely
first on correct policies and second on science. We rely on policies to
arouse fiilly the enthusiasm of the peasant masses. We rely on science to
develop and utilize fiilly all potential natural and economic resources in
agriculture. To speed up the process of agricultural modernization in
China, we must open up to other regions both at home and abroad,
strenuously expand international exchange and learn and borrow ad
vanced technology and experience, especially from the United States.

Conditions favor agricultural exchange between China and the United
States. The latitudinal range of the two countries is similar, the area of land
is about the same, and the majority of farmland in both countries belongs
to the north temperate and subtropic zones. The temperature and amount
of rainfall differ very little Such similarities in natural environment create
favorable conditions for a wide range of exchange and cooperation
between the two countries in terms of crop cultivation, breeding of new
varieties of seeds, prevention of insect pests, and so on. A long history of
exchanges between the two countries already exists in agricultural eco
nomics and sciences. As early as February 1784, the first merchant ship to
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sail direct to China, the Empress ofChina, arrived at the port of Huangpu
in Guangzhou (Canton), thus raising the curtain on Sino-American rela
tions. The commodities exchanged then were mainly agricultural and
processed goods including cotton, ginseng, fur, tea, cotton cloth, china,
silkgoods, and so forth. This friendly trade exchange lasted for more than a
century and a half before it suffered serious setbacks for well-known
reasons.

From the establishment of the People's Republic of China up to the
early 1970s, although Sino-American relations deteriorated, nonofl&cial
exchanges in agricultural technology were not completely cut off. "Delta
pine 15" cotton and other improved varieties of American seeds have been
introduced extensively in a number of regions in China. Our American
friend William H. Hinton visited China on a number of occasions to train

Chinese tractor drivers and pass on advanced agricultural technology.
American friends Sib Engst and Joan Hinton have worked in China for more
than thirty years and in October of 1979 became advisors to China's
Ministry ofAgricultural Machinery. In 1972, U.S. President Richard Nixon
visited China and signed the Shanghai Communique, thus opening up new
avenues for the restoration and development of exchange between the
two countries in agricultural economics and science

The Present State of Sino-American

Agricultural Economic Relations

Since the establishment ofdiplomatic relations between China and the
United States in 1979, agricultural economic exchanges between the two
countries have been expanded. In 1981, bilateral trade in agricultural
products reached US$3.3 billion, 52.53 percent of the total Sino-American
trade (US$6.31 billion) for that year. In that year, we imported 8.5 million
tons of such products as wheat and com from the United States. In recent
years, because of important reforms carried out in our mral economic
structure and the introduction of the output-oriented contract respon
sibility system, an impressive increase in our agricultural output has been
brought about. Therefore, in the last few years, our import of staple
agricultural products, such as cereal products from the United States, has
dwindled, but as the trade of other agricultural products expanded, the
total import and export value of Sino-American agricultural products in
1986 still reached US$0.7 billion, which was 9 7 percent of total Sino-
American trade. In the first six years ofthe 1980s, the total value ofbilateral
agricultural trade amounted to US$10.8billion, surpassing the value of our
agricultural trade with any other country in the world.

Simultaneous with the healthy growth of Sino-American agricultural
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trade, economic cooperation in agriculture has made relatively fast prog
ress. According to incomplete statistics, by the end of1986, total American
direct investment in China amounted to US $1.5 billion with more than 140

Sino-American joint ventures having been established. A number of these
joint and cooperative ventures are agricultural and food processing
projects, for example, a chicken farm in Hainan Island, a soda factory in
Shenzhen, a hog farm breeding 4 million head per year in Guangdong,
Reynolds' Camel cigarette factory, and the Del Monte sweet com produc
tion base in Shanghai.^ These ventures are mainly located in Beijing and
the coastal provinces and ports of Guangdong, Shanghai, and Tianjin.

Exchange and cooperation in Sino-American agricultural science and
technology have developed since U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Bergland
visited China in November 1978. At that time the two countries signed a
memorandum on Sino-American cooperation in agricultural science and
technology, and in 1979 each country sent an agricultural delegation to
visit the other. Altogether, five governmental working conferences on
cooperation in agricultural science and technology were held between
1981 and 1986. As a result of these conferences, 106 exchange visits
involving 582 persons (283 Chinese and 299 Americans) took place.
These visits covered many aspects of agriculture of concern to both sides.^

The chief characteristics of Sino-American agricultural trade and eco
nomic and technological cooperation in the past several years are as
follows:

First, staple agricultural products in Sino-American trade have been
gradually established, each side having found some items to be em
phasized.

In terms of imports, before 1982, our main agricultural imports from
the United States included grain, cotton, and cotton products. According
to our Customs statistics, ofour total agricultural imports from the United
States, grain and cotton accounted for 81.41 percent (grain and grain
products 67.53 percent, cotton textiles 13.88 percent). At that time, China
was the largest buyer ofgrain and cotton from the United States. But with
the development of the commodity economy in our rural areas, our self-
sufficiency in grain and cotton grew continuously. Our cotton output in
the fiscal year 1984-85 reached 28.7 million tons, 15 percent more than
the output ofthe United States and the U.S.S.R. combined. With the increase

^Data provided by Rural and Township Enterprises Bureau of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Husbandry and Fishery.

^Data provided by Foreign Affairs Division of Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and
Fishery.
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in grain and cotton output, the structure of agricultural imports has
changed significantly. The percentage of total imports represented by
grain and cotton fell drastically and was only 17.56 percent of total
agricultural imports in 1986. However, imports of timber and hides,
especially cowhide, gradually increased. These two items, which con
stituted 5.75 percent of total agricultural imports in 1981, rose to 33-34
percent in 1984 and reached 57.38 percent in 1986. It is expected that
timber and hides will continue to be our major items of agricultural
imports from the United States for a relatively long period in the future.

China's agricultural exports to the United States are mainly vegetables,
fruit and related products, tea, sugar and its products, beverages, vegetable
oil, and marine products such as fried eels, prawns, and crabs. These are
our traditional export items. Our prawns, crabs, vegetables, and fruit,
being less polluted and of superior quality, are welcomed by American
customers. Among our vegetable oils, tung oil, which dries easily and has
good insulation qualities, has always been in great demand. In recent years,
exports of these products have been relatively stable These products'
share of our total agricultural exports to the United States rose from 37.22
percent in 1981to 70.68 percent in 1986, and they promise to continue as
important items of export to the United States.

Secondly, the scope ofagricultural economic cooperation between the
two countries has been expanding and deepening continuously This
manifests itself chiefly in three ways.

First, we have moved from just bilateral trade in agricultural products
to both bilateral trade and investment in agricultural products. This is an
important mark of the deepening of bilateral economic relations. At
present, as our country is undergoing large-scale economic construction,
we are relatively short of capital, and we need more foreign enterprises to
come and invest in China. In terms of numbers, it is only natural that
American investment in China overwhelmingly surpasses our investment
in the United States. But cases of success in our investment in the United

States are not lacking. For instance, in 1984, one of our companies
purchased a piece of forest land in Washington State for timber produc
tion, and the first shipment of 25,000 cubic meters of timber arrived in
Yantai [Chefoo], China, in January 1985.^ This project represents a promis
ing step toward the opening of rich American agricultural resources for
our use and provides good experience for our other cooperative projects
in the United States.

Second, in our economic cooperation, new types of projects that

^Zhongguo dui-wai jin ji nian-jian (Chinese External Economic and Trade Yearbook),
1985, pp. 51-52.
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have long-term objectives combining technology, economic management,
and trade have been developed. For instance, we have cooperated with
America's Petoseed Corporation in vegetable production. Petoseed pro
vides seed, technology, and capital, while we provide land, labor, and part
of the capital, to produce hybrid vegetables and melons according to the
needs of Petoseed, with products to be purchased by Petoseed for sale
abroad.^ Also, the cooperation between Chongming County in Shanghai
and Del Monte Corporation in the sweet corn production base is in this
category. This kind of three-in-one cooperative form can bring scientific-
technological, economic, and resource advantages into full play and also
make the best use of U.S. sales channels. Such arrangements are much
welcomed by the agricultural entrepreneurs of the two countries.

Third, the "embargo" on a number oftraditional products has started to
be lifted. The United States is the largest seed export country, and every
year this export is valued in terms of hundreds of millions of U.S. dollars,
reaching US$364 million in 1986. In the past, because of the attitude
toward socialist countries on the part of the Coordinating Committee for
Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM), exporting fine varieties of
breeding fowls and breeding stock to Chinawas forbidden. In recent years,
through efforts made on both sides, the United States has partially relaxed
its control over exports to China and has influenced COCOM to reduce by
more than half the number of items subject to controlled export to China.
This breakthrough also includes the export of technical products. By
1986, 470 fine breeding cows, 1,820 breeding pigs, and a quantity of
fine American ginseng, vegetables, grain, and forage grass seeds had
been exported to China, thus raising the level of agricultural scientific-
technological exchanges and cooperation between the two countries."^

Finally, agricultural scientific-technological exchanges and coopera
tion between the two countries have evolved into a new pattern ofofficial
and nonofficial exchanges. Both exchanges are thriving, with nonojfficial
exchanges taking the lead. After the establishment of diplomatic relations
between China and the United States, the two countries signed an agree
ment of scientific and technological cooperation, which stipulates that
according to the goals of this agreement, both parties should encourage
and facilitate exchange and cooperation between government depart
ments, universities, institutions, and other units of the two countries as
well as encourage and facilitate the signing of agreements of cooperative
activities between these units. In line with this spirit, we have cooperated

^Zhong-guo nong-ye nian-jian (Chinese Agriculture Yearbook), 1985, p. 511.

"T^ataprovided by Foreign Affairs Division ofMinistry ofAgriculture, Animal Husbandry and
Fishery.
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in the field of Sino-American agricultural scientific-technological ex
change We have taken fiill advantage of the different features of official,
semiofficial, and nonofficial channels. We have also actively promoted
Sino-American nonofficial agricultural exchange and cooperation, while
simultaneously developing governmental economic-technological coop
eration. In terms of personnel exchanges, cooperation between uni
versities, institutes, groups, and individuals has steadily increased. For
example, in recent years the Association for International Exchanges of the
Chinese Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery has had
many personnel exchange programs with America's People-to-People
International Citizen Ambassador Program. Many joint research projects
have been undertaken as a result of the visits by scholars to both countries.

The record of agricultural economic-technological cooperation since
the normalization of China-U.S. official relations is laudable because it has

promoted the agricultural development of the two countries.
With regard to trade in agricultural products, China has purchased

large quantities of grain and forage in the past several years. During
1981-84, our grain purchases amounted to 50.8 biUion catties, averaging
12.7 billion catties a ye^.® This import of grain and forage has helped our
countryside adjust its product mix, provide necessary conditions to
gradually transform our traditional pattern of "taking grain as the key link"
in agricultural production in our coastal regions, and regulate production
consciously according to market demand.

The results are several. First, the supply of vegetables, pork, poultry,
eggs, milk, fish, and other fresh and live agricultural products has in
creased. For example, by utilizing imported wheat and corn, the six big
cities of Beijing, Tianjin, Wuhan, Xi'an, Shanghai, and Nanjing have de
veloped their dairy industries, thus relieving the shortage in milk supply.^
Second, the import of more than 50 billion catties of grain is equal to the
output of 39 million mu ofgrain area, assuming the annual output is 1,300
catties per mu. This means that this much land can be used to expand
production of other crops, thus increasing our capacity for export. Ac
cording to statistics, from 1981to 1986, our export of vegetables and fruit
to the United States increased from 58 million catties to 108 million catties,
an increase of 86.21 percent; the export of tea increased from 17 million
catties to 35 million catties, an increase of105.8 percent. Third, the import
of farm machinery and modern agricultural implements from the United
States has also played a role in enhancing agricultural labor productivity
and the commercialization rate of agricultural products. For example, in
April 1978 the Second Team of the Fifth Branch Farm of the Friendship

sibid.

^Zhong-guo nong-ye nian-jian, p. 511.
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Farm in Heiiongjiang imported a complete set offarm machinery from the
John Deere Corporation ofAmerica. Since then, the number ofagricultural
laborers has been reduced from 242 to 20, the cultivated area has
increased from 14,730 mu to 18,540 mu, average per capita output ofgrain
and beans has reached 210,346 catties, an increase of ten times that of
1977, and per mu output has also risen, from 253 catties to 332.6 catties,
an increase of 31.5 percent. Again, the importation of modern automatic
temperature control equipment for hothouses in Shanghai County has
boosted development of improved varieties of flowers and the commer
cialization of flower production.

In terms of agricultural, scientific, and technological cooperation and
exchange, the Chinese Academy ofAgricultural Science Delegation to the
United States, after a comprehensive investigation of the protection ofU.S.
seed resources, reached an agreement with the Rockefeller Foundation
and the International Board of Plant Genetic Resources, under which the
American side invested 1.1 million yuan and the Chinese side 6 million
yuan to establish the largest state seed resources storehouse in Asia.
America's fine quality, high-yield "Delta pine 16" cotton introduced into
our Yellow River and Huai River valleys now covers an area of about 7
million mu. By using American corn as parent seed, our scientists also
developed fine hybrid seed that is more adaptive, disease-resistant, and
high yielding, leading to an increase in output of about 150 catties per mu.
This variety is now cultivated on 20 million mu ofland, and the increase in
output has amounted to 3 billion catties a year. As the seed powder of the
variety of nonpoisonous cotton introduced from the United States con
tains more than 50 percent protein as well as vitamins A and B, new
avenues for cotton seed food processing have been opened up.^®

The United States also benefits from the agricultural scientific-
technological cooperation between China and the United States. For
instance, the United States has been introduced by China to more than
forty kinds of natural enemies of insect pests; our paddy hybrid-breeding
technology, utilization of marsh gas, use of water plants as green fodder,
and so on, have also attracted the attention of U.S. scientists.

The Prospect and Problems of
Sino-American Agricultural
Economic Relations

In recent years, China and the United States have achieved some results
in agricultural economic exchange and have established a measure of

*®Data provided by Foreign Affairs Division ofMinistry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and
Fishery.
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confidence in cooperation. But in view of the market potentialities,
production capacity, and technological resources of the two countries,
much more can be done. Although Sino-American agricultural economic
relations are much more developed than they were before, their full
potential has yet to be realized and there are great prospects ahead.

GreatPotential in Trade ofAgricultural Products
Between China and the United States

Trade in agricultural products can be expanded in several respects. In
the case ofgrain trade, China's grain production has increased, and we have
exported a certain amount of grain at times. In 1985, for instance, we
exported 1.5 million tons of corn to Japan.^^ But on the whole, our
problem of grain production has not been solved yet. Per capita grain
output in 1983 was only 759 catties, merely 35 percent of the United
States' 2,171 catties.^^ Furthermore, the year-to-year fluctuation of our
grain output is rather large. The bumper crop of 1984 reaped 814 billion
catties, yet for the following two years of 1985-86, there was a reduction
in output. Up to the present, the 1984 output has not been surpassed. Also,
our consumption of grain is still at a primary stage; and per capita
consumption ofmeat, eggs, and milk, which can only be obtained through
grain used as feed, is still low. Thus, for some time in the future, China will
need to import grain from the United States, but it would be mainly coarse-
feed grain to meet the needs of our developing animal husbandry industry.

The outlook for the processing of agricultural products is also bright.
With the pace of modern life accelerating, fast foods and canned foods are
increasingly welcomed. Improved equipment for precision processing has
led to a rise in the quality requirements for raw materials, and the
processing of agricultural products has received increasing public atten
tion. Processed agricultural products of high nutrition and high added
value will sell well in the world market of the future. The United States is a

high-income, high-consumption country, and its demand for agricultural
products is great. The development of Sino-American trade in processed
agricultural products has very broad prospects. In addition, it can also be
expected that the trade in raw materials for industrial use, such as fats and
timber, will rise above the present level.

The United States is the largest foreign investment country in the
world; its total foreign investment in 1985 amounted to US$232.68 billion.

^^Sbi-jiejin-ji diao-yan (World Economic Survey), 1985, no. 28.

^^Zhong-guo nong-ye nian-jian, p. 568.
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which was 45 percent oftotal world investment.i3 In 1985, U.S. investment
in China was US$1.5 billion, only 0.64 percent of U.S. total foreign
investment. U.S. investment in China is mostly in the fields of energy
development, electronics, railroads, textiles, hotels, and construction. U.S.
investment in agriculture is still rather limited. There are only about a
dozen agricultural projects. China is a developing country, and the level of
agricultural production is rather low. To achieve agricultural moderniza
tion, the shortage of capital must be overcome We hope to develop more
extensive economic cooperation and to absorb more U.S. investment in
order to enhance China's progress toward agricultural modernization.

However, we must not overlook the problems that exist in the process
of development of Sino-American agricultural economic and trade rela
tionships, which are worth noting.

One problem is the protracted deficit in Sino-American agricultural
trade. China's exports of agricultural products to the United States are
always less than her imports from the United States. In 1981, this deficit
amounted to US$2,931 billion. China expanded its exports to the United
States in 1986, but there was still a deficit of US$0,355 billion. For the first
six years in the 1980s (1981-86), the deficit in the trade of agricultural
products between the two countries amounted to US$8,986 billion, thus
further increasing the deficit in the whole of Sino-American trade A
basically balanced trade is China's consistent goal. A two-to-three-year
deficit will affect China's economic interests.

One cause leading to the deficit in the trade of agricultural products
between the two countries is America's tariff and nontarifif barriers toward

China's agricultural products. These still constitute a serious problem. Our
agricultural products sent to the United States are often abnormally turned
back, thereby greatly restricting China's export to the United States. To
maintain the favorable momentum in Sino-American trade in agricultural
products, the United States should take a positive attitude, open its market,
reduce its tariff, and abandon its restrictions.

The second problem is that up to now, China has not yet benefited from
GSP, the Generalized System of Preferences. The generalized preferential
treatment is a kind ofpreferential treatment given by Western countries to
their foreign trade partners with regard to customs duties and maritime
transportation. At present, except for the United States, all Western
countries that have GSP have given China preferential treatment. Accord
ing to the prevailing policy of the United States, if China can receive
preferential treatment, 960 items out of China's current export items to

*5Ye Qixiang, Zhong-Meijin-ji mou-yi guan-xi de fa-zhanJi cheng-zai de zhu-yao wen-ti
(The Development of Sino-American Economic and Trade Relationship and the Main
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the United States can enjoy exemptions from import duty, which would
benefit the expansion ofChina's exports ofagricultural and otherproducts.
In 1985, Taiwan's export commodities to the United States were granted
tax exemptions amounting to USS3.2 billion, and this constitutes 24
percent of total U.S. imports receiving preferential tax treatment; thus
Taiwan was the region that benefited most.^^ President Reagan wrote a
letter to Congress on June 3,1985, requesting most-favored-nation treat
ment for China, Hungary, and Romania, but it was rejected by Congress on
the ground that the president cannot designate communist countries as
beneficiary countries for the generalized preferential system.

The fact that China is unable to benefit from the generalized preferen
tial system harms not only China's exports of agricultural products, but
also the United States. For instance, according to the 1981-84 Sino-
American grain trade agreement, in 1983 China should have imported 8
million tons of grain from the United States, but because an agreement of
maritime transportation was not reached, China reduced her grain imports
from the United States by 2 million tons. Thus from a long-term view of
mutual benefit, it is pertinent that the United States should give China
preferential treatment as soon as possible.

The third problem is our lack of investigation and analysis of the
American market. The U.S. agricultural produce market has very great
potential, but competition is fierce For instance, vegetables, fruit, and
canned food used to be China's key products, and there has been some
increase in recent years. But we have not modified the varieties, prices,
packaging, and advertising for the U.S. market. Consequently, Chinese
products have accounted for only an insignificant proportion of total U.S.
imports of such commodities, ranking far below Japan, Taiwan, or South
Korea. In order to expand our exports to the United States, we must
carefully investigate and analyze the American market, leam to understand
the psychology and habits of the consumers, and then put out new
varieties, reduce our costs, and improve packaging according to market
demand.

Broad Prospectsfor Sino-American Agricultural
Scientific and Technological Cooperation

U.S. agriculture is highly developed and its agricultural technology is in
the vanguard of the world. China's level of agricultural technology is
relatively low, but we have a good tradition of intensive cultivation and

Problems), Institute of International Trade, Ministry of External Economy and Trade, October
1986.

"Ibid.
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rich varieties ofresources. The expansion ofSino-American exchanges and
cooperation in agricultural science and technology will enable both
countries to learn from the other's strong points to offset one's own
weaknesses. For instance, U.S. agriculture is highly mechanized, consumes
a large amount of energy, and has taken the path of"petro-agriculture" U.S.
agricultural labor productivity is very high, but the high energy inputs lead
to pollution and energy shortage Some well-known American agricultur
ists have already pointed out that in the future, the United States should
take the road of combining biological measures with mechanization
measures and that the United States should learn from the Chinese

tradition of intensive cultivation.

In the field of biological technology, there is much room for coopera
tion between the two countries. China's wild plant resources are most
abundant. According to estimates made by various scientists, there are
approximately thirty thousand varieties offlowering plants, gymnosperm,
and pteridophyte China's wild plants are about one-eighth of the world
total, and China is said to be a plant survival center. Also, China is in the
lead in cultivation technology, biological nitrogen fixation, the multiple
crop system, acupuncture applied in veterinary surgery, a number of
varieties of livestock, comprehensive devices for prevention of insect
pests, and other practical technologies.

By comparison, the United States is very strong in theoretical research
in biological technology. At present, there are more than 300 biological
technology companies in the United States, with more than ten thousand
employees, mainly in the fields of medicine, agriculture and animal hus
bandry, and genetic engineering, cellular engineering, and enzyme engi
neering. If the superiority in biological technology of the two countries
can be combined, this will certainly play an important role in the develop
ment of agriculture in the two countries.

In agricultural management, the United States has much advanced
experience that China can learn from. Agricultural production in the
United States is highly specialized and socialized. The farmers actually only
engage in one part of the process of agricultural production, and a large
number of tasks are performed by specialized companies. For instance,
seeds are provided by seed companies after being selected by scientific
research organizations; application of fertilizers, processing of agricul
tural products, transportation, and marketing are generally accomplished
through the services of specialized companies. Nowadays, a farmer in the
United States has nine persons serving him, while in China, scores of
peasants have only one person serving them. The management ofU.S. farm
enterprises has also become more and more modernized. It is reported
that in 1986, 40 percent of U.S. farms used computers, and increasingly
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computer software is being used by the majority of farmers, so that they
can learn the prevailing prices of agricultural products, cultivated areas of
crops, and marketing and financial situations without leaving their homes,
enabling them to make calculations and decisions immediately China's
level of agricultural management, on the whole, is rather low and falls far
behind the United States. But in recent years, exchanges in this field have
made a good beginning. Jiang Chundi, Deputy Director of the Songjiang
Bureau of Agriculture in Shanghai, has borrowed the American experience
about farms of appropriate size and helped the Xinqiao township of
Songjiang to operate 74 cooperative farms of appropriate size. Xinqiao is
now one of the modernized townships in the suburban counties of
Shanghai.i5

Of course the conditions in China and the United States are diiHerent,
and to copy the complete set of American management methods is
impossible, but we can exchange our experiences. Either side can send
people to the other side to make field studies through governmental or
nongovernmental channels.

Stability in China's open policy is the strong political foundation for the
healthy development ofSino-American economic and technological coop
eration. "To enliven within the country and to open to the outside world"
is a basic state policy stipulated after the summing up of our historical
lessons learned in the past decades by our party and government. Here
after, along with the development of our economic reconstruction, we
shall speed up the pace of our opening to the outside world. As Director
Deng Xiaoping has pointed out, if there is a change in the open policy, it
will only be toward opening even more. So long as China and the United
States uphold the principle of mutual benefit and overcome difficulties in
the development of cooperation, agricultural trade and development in
the two countries should progress satisfactorily. Especially if the United
States speedily dispenses with discriminatory legislation and policies
toward China in order to convert unfavorable factors into favorable

factors, trade in agricultural products and cooperation in agricultural
economy and technology between the two countries will inevitably
develop impressively, resulting in closer economic relationships between
the two countries.

^5"Shanghai Graduate Students StudyingAgriculture AbroadHaveStudied for the Purpose of
kpp\\C2X\oti"JieFangRibao (Liberation Daily),June 15,1987.
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COMMENTS

David R £>o//ar comments:

One thing that emerges clearly from the essays by Robert Dernberger
and by Zhang Zhongli and Xie Zifen is the tremendous volatility in Sino-
American agricultural trade in recent years and the uncertainty about the
future volume of such trade. The uncertainty about agricultural trade is
related to the general uncertainty about whether there will be further
reform of the price system that will allow for an expansion ofexports and
imports. In the absence of price reform, it seems unlikely that China's
trade, including agricultural trade, will continue to expand rapidly. Fur
thermore, with the current price system it is not at all clear where China's
comparative advantage lies. Current prices do not reflect economic costs;
hence, it is not possible to use these prices to determine the pattern of
trade that is beneficial to China. This makes it even more difficult to

speculate about China's agricultural trade; even if domestic price reform is
carried out, it is not obvious what would happen with China's agricultural
trade.

Despite these difficulties, I am nevertheless willing to speculate about
the future of Sino-American agricultural trade. My point of departure is
Robert Dernberger's data and statement that China's comparative advan
tage has traditionally been in agricultural products. This apparently re
mains true today; in 1986 China was a large net exporter of agricultural
products, with a trade surplus of $4.6billion. Frankly, it seems unlikely that
this surplus will persist. I doubt that China's long-term comparative
advantage lies in agricultural products. I base this statement partly on the
remarkable figures in the paper by Zhang Zhongli and Xie Zifen, indicating
that the amount ofcultivated land per capita in China is about one-quarter
the world average and one-tenth the U.S. level. It is clear that, in relative
terms, China is a land-poor country. Also,we can appeal to the experiences
of other countries that have industrialized.

In a market-based economy, what happens to net agricultural trade
depends on growth in the supply of and demand for agricultural products.
No doubt, supply ofagricultural products will grow in China, as a result of
mechanization and technological development. However, it seems likely
that the demand for agricultural products will grow even more rapidly.As
industrialization and reform proceed in China, demand for food—espe
cially meat—^will increase rapidly. There will also be increased demand for
agricultural products that are processed into manufactured goods, such as
timber and hides. Even with a conservative estimate of the income

elasticity of demand for food and an optimistic estimate of growth in
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China's food supply, one reaches the conclusion that there will be a
growingexcess demandfor food. Imports,especially offeed grains, could
be an economical way to meet this excess demand. (Rationing or sharp
increases or both in the relative price of food are other ways in which an
excess of demand over supply can be managed.)

Hence one plausible scenario is that China will develop a growing
deficitin agricultural trade, and that much of its demandwillbe met by the
United States. I raise this possibility because if China's trade does develop
in this direction—^withan emerging deficit in agricultural trade—it should
not necessarily be viewed asa bad thing. The paper by Zhangand Xiestates
that China's interest is in "basically balanced trade" This is a wise concern,
ifwhat is meant is the overall trade balance, with all countries in all product
lines. It is irrational, however; to be concerned with China's bilateral
balance with any one country. Similarly, there is no good economic reason
to be concerned with the trade balance in any particular sector, such as
agriculture

In the long run, it may be efficient for China to export services, like
tourism, and manufactured goods, and import agricultural products.
There will of course continue to be some agricultural products that China
exports, such as tea; but it may be economical for China to be a net
importer of agricultural products. Aslong as food imports are paid for by
the exports from other sectors, there is no economic problem with such a
pattern of trade

I think that there is a real danger, however, that China will develop a
growing need for food imports, but will not have the export capability to
pay for those imports easily.On the outskirts of Shanghai, for instance, one
sees much land being taken out of cultivation and transferred to industrial
uses (or housing). This alienation of land out of agriculture may be a good
economic choice—if the developing industry can export a quantity of
manufactured goods more than sufficient to replace, through imports, the
lost agricultural output. But at the moment these manufacturers often face
stronger incentives to sell on the domestic market, rather than export,
because the currency is overvalued. The liberalizing of domestic markets
for many consumer goods has created strong incentives to manufacture
for the domestic market. At the same time, some key food prices, such as
the price of pork in many cities, remain controlled at a low level,
discouraging the production of these items; and the overvalued currency
discourages manufacture for export. It is this mix of policies that en
courages the alienation of land out of agriculture into manufacturing pro
duction for the domestic market, inviting a growing shortage of food
combined with weak export capacity. This is a good example of how
liberalizing some markets (i.e., consumer durables) while controlling
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others (pork and foreign exchange) can lead to serious economic prob
lems if some economic agents have the freedom to shift production from
the controlled items to those whose prices have been deregulated.

Let me turn finally to Professor Zhang's suggestion that there be more
foreign investment and technology transfer into Chinese agriculture This
is an excellent idea. But at the moment it is greatly hampered by the de
facto requirement that all foreign investment be export-oriented. The
areas in which China can benefit from foreign investment and technology,
however, are not necessarily the areas in which China should export.
Agricultural projects are an excellent example of this. There are many
joint projects involving the import ofagricultural technology in which the
greatest benefit would result from selling the output in China. There
would be no difficulty organizing such ventures if there were an efficient
mechanism for transferring foreign exchange from the sectors where it is
earned to the sectors where it can be used most profitably. At the moment
there is no such mechanism—hence the concern for balancing foreign
exchange within each sector and even within each enterprise This greatly
hampers China's trade from developing on the basis of comparative
advantage, and this problem must be dealt with before there will be any
further large increase in China's trade, agricultural or nonagricultural.
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16. China and International
Economic Organizations

RICHARD N. COOPER

Following the People's Republic of China (PRC) takeover of China's
seat in the United Nations General Assembly in 1971, the PRC entered
numerous other intergovernmental organizations such as the UN. Con
ference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the World Health Organi
zation (WHO), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). InJune 1986 it
indicated its desire to become a contracting party to the General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). With that, it will complete its mem
bership in the existing panoply of international organizations with the
exception of a few international commodity agreements.

Why has the PRC joined so many organizations? Membership in such
organizations has a number of costs. First, the country typically must make
financial contributions to the organization's budget. Second, it must send
diplomats and technical experts to meetings, at considerable expense,
especially in time; and it must devote even more man-hours to prepara
tions for such meetings at home. Third, it often must maintain permanent
missions with such organizations. Fourth, and not least, membership often
entails substantial commitments and obligations that restrain the country's
freedom of action.

To overcome these disadvantages, a country must perceive offsetting
advantages to joining international organizations. The first advantage is
status. A government may feel that it needs to be a member of a club in
principle, as an attribution of national sovereignty, and have legations in
New York and Geneva to demonstrate interest in the organization's
proceedings, even if there are no other benefits. If status is the principal
reason for joining, the nation is likely to make little effort to address the
substantive issues, unless the drive for status is interpreted as requiring not
only a presence, but also a visibility that can be achieved only by active
participation.

307
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Second, the country may acquire intelligence or information. Partici
pating in formal and informal deliberations, including "corridor conversa
tions," of international organizations is one way of gathering advance
informationon what actions variousnations or secretariats are proposing
in the areas of the organizations' competence and also of forming judg
ments about the strength of support, the motivations for support or
opposition to the proposed actions, the likelihood that the actions will take
place, and when. The country is also able to gather useful information
about political, economic, or technological developments incidental to
the action proposals or information reports under formal consideration.

Of course, direct participation is not the only or even the most efficient
way to gather intelligence on a variety of issues. A vast public and
specializedpress covers most international meetings,and studyingpublic
accounts of meetings may be a more efficient way to gather some kinds of
information. Such information gathering at a distance, however, excludes
the possibilityofpursuing issuesmore thoroughlyor more systematically
through direct questioning.Moreover, matters of great importance to one
or a few countries may go unreported if they are not of general interest.
Finally, the information typically comes with a lag: it is received and
digested too late to take optimal preventive or remedial action, if such
action is called for.

Therefore, a third reason for joining international organizations is to
participate in deliberations with a view to influencingthe outcome of any
decisions in the direction of the country's interest. Inevitably, not allissues
will be highlysignificant for allcountries. Butwhere an issue is significant,
the country willwant to influence anydecisionson that issue—including
the prevention of action through objection if a decision is likely to be
disadvantageous. This influence can sometimes be exerted from a distance
without membership, but usually involves acquiring a certain onus for
objection and nonparticipation. Shaping or blocking decisions can be
done more quietly and with less opprobrium as a member of the club, as an
active participant on many issues, with votes and favors to be traded now
and in the future or past favors recalled, than from outside the club.

A fourth reason to join international organizations, not universally
applicable, is that membership may confer tangible benefits, such as
greater security (e.g., from a defensive alliance) or economic gains. For
example, a country must be a member of the WorldBankto be eligible for
World Bank loans, and especially for the highly concessional International
Development Association (IDA) loans; and it must be a member ofthe IMF
to be a member of the WorldBank. Acountry must be a contracting party
of the GATT to be assured of most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment under
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GATT's Article 1, but unlike the case ofWorld Bank loans, GATTmember
ship is not a necessary condition for MFN treatment; many countries
receive MFN status who are not contracting parties to the GATT.

Finally, it must be admitted that countries sometimesjoin international
organizationsbecause an influential group ofofficials wants to join,even if
an objective cost-benefitcalculationshowsthat membership isofdoubtful
value to the country as a whole. Officials may want to join because it
enhances their status or influence at home or abroad, or simply because
they enjoy travel (or think they would) or the prospect of livingabroad.

Some desirable activities cannot be undertaken without a framework

for international cooperation. Examples would be the elimination of
smallpox or the careful tracking of nuclear materials with a view to
inhibiting the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Suchactivitieshavean "all
or nothing" character. Socially expensive inoculation against smallpox
cannot be safely eliminated by any country unless the threat has been
eliminated. Yet elimination of the threat cannot be achieved by any single
nation acting alone. An extensive, collaborative international effort was
necessary in the case of smallpox, which required at a minimum the
cooperation of all those countries where smallpoxwas still present. WHO
took the lead in the 1960s and announced the total elimination of the
disease in 1979, to the enormous benefit of public health in all countries.

Similarly, with several countries in competition to provide construc
tion of and technology for running nuclear power plants, and with
plutonium, a bomb material, being a natural by-product of the fuel
consumption in most of those plants, actions by any single nuclear
supplier to control the fiiel cycle could not succeed in preventing the
escape of bomb-grade fiiel without cooperation from others. An interna
tional framework applying to all of the nuclear powers was necessary to
achieve control of the fuel cycle through safeguards of various kinds, and
an international organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), was created to perform the technical fimctions.

In such cases, someone must take the initiative to organize the new
activity, whichbyassumption willbenefit many countries. Since the1940s,
the United States has often played this role. International public goods of
the future may include prohibition of the use of ozone-destroying chemi
cals or limitations on the use offossil fuels to slow down the emergence of
the so-called greenhouse effect around the earth. The PRChas not taken
such initiatives to date, although it may do so in the future Rather,it faced a
world in which a large number of organizations already existed, and it had
to decide which ones to join.

This chapter will focus on the principal economic organizations that
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the PRC joined—in particular on the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank and its associated institutions, the Asian Development Bank
(ADB),and the General Agreement on TariJffs and Trade It will be useful at
the outset to set China's participation in these organizations into the
broader context of China's increasing participation in all international
organizations.

In 1949 the government of the Republic of Chinawas expelled from the
mainland, but continued to function from the island of Taiwan and
purported to represent all of China. As a result, it continued to represent
China in those international organizations of which China had been a
member before 1949. The international isolation of the new People's
Republic of China was sharpened by its entry into the Korean War in 1951
against U.S.-ledforces formally under the auspices of the United Nations.
And the isolation was preserved in part by the PRC'sstrong inward-looking
policy. U.S. foreign policy during this period supported the Republic of
China and isolated the People's Republic of China. But several other
countries recognized the PRC, and many would have welcomed greater
contact with it. The limitations on that contact were driven in consider

able measure by the PRC's own policy.
The PRC took the view from the beginning that it should represent

China in the United Nations, including China's permanent seat on the
Security Council. Its efforts to claim the China seat were rebuffed by a
majority of the United Nations, reflecting opposition from the United
States and other countries. Gradually the US.-led majority diminished; and
at successive UN. sessions in the late 1960s, the United States found it
increasingly difficult to muster a majority to prevent seating the PRC as the
representative of all China (the only status acceptable to the PRC) and the
corollary expulsion of the ROC (hereafter called Taiwan). The PRC was
finally seated in November 1971. In the meantime, the United States was
secretly changing its policy on the PRC.Following border clashes between
the Soviet Union and the PRC, the PRCwas increasingly willing to see some
warming in its relations with the United States. Henry Kissinger made a
now famous secret trip to China in July 1971, and President Nixon made a
highly publicized visit in February 1972.

The PRC's entry into the United Nations as the representative of all
China opened the possibility of membership in many UN. subsidiary
organizations. The PRC insisted on the expulsion of Taiwan, but took its
time in taking up active participation in the various organizations. Table 1
lists the intergovernmental organizations in which the PRC began to
participate and the month of its first participation. As shown on the table,
the PRC did not take the China position at once, but rather began its
participation in international organizations gradually, starting mainly with
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Table 1

China's Participation in InternationalOrganizations

Organization Dateof Participation

UN. General Assembly 11/1971
UNCTAD 10/1972
UNESCO 10/1972
UNDP(development aid) 11/1972
UPU(post) 11/1972
ITU (telegraph) 11/1972
WHO (health) 5/1973
UNIDO (industrial development) 5/1973
UNEP (environment) 6/1973
WMO (meteorological) 7/1973
FAO (food and agriculture) 11/1973
IMCO (maritime) 11/1973
WIPO (intellectual property) 11/1973
ICAO(aviation) 9/1974
Intelsat (satellites) 8/1977
IMF 4/1980
World Bank/IDMFC 5/198O
CGIAR (agricultural research) 11/1983
IAEA (atomic energy) 1/1984
ADB 3/1986
GATT ?

Source: N. G. Lichtenstein, "China's Participation in International Organizations," China
Business Review (May-June 1979): 35—36; andmiscellaneous press reports.

thosemost directlyassociated with the United Nations, such asUNCTAD
andtheUN. Environmental Program (UNEP), and including some ofthe
most useful specialized organizations such as the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) and the International Telegraphic Union (ITU). Inall, it joined five
organizations in 1972andsevenin 1973. It tooka longerperiod oftimeto
enter the substantive economic organizations, discussed further below.

I willnot speculate on the mixture ofmotivations that governed the
PRC's decisions to join these organizations. That must await thepublica
tion of Chinese archives and the memoirs of Chinese officials, neitherof
which isin Chinese tradition. However; it isclear thataprincipal motiva
tionwas the longstanding policy, pursued with determination and per
severance, to isolate Taiwanin the community of nations and to establish
the PRC as thesole representative ofall China. By theendofthe 1970s,
with normalization between thePRC and the United States, thatobjective
waslargely accomplished, and the PRC needed morepositive motivation
to join international organizations. On some occasions, the negative
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objective of isolating Taiwan could be combined with more positive
inducements. Such was the case with joining the WorldBankand its sister
institution the IMF, to which we now turn.

International Financial Institutions

While thePRC enteredmany international organizations in theperiod
1971 to 1974, the international financial institutions were not included.
The PRChad criticized these institutions on several grounds. First,Taiwan
continued to be represented there, apossibility thatwas notexcluded by
seating the PRC in the United Nations, since these institutions operate
independently of, although inassociation with, theUnited Nations system.
The financial institutions were also criticized for making decisions with
weighted voting, incontrast to the one country-one vote system ofthe
United Nations, and they were criticized more generally for being both
citadels and guardians of capitalism.

But the tone changed in 1979, and thePRC spoke ofthepossibility of
joining the IMF and Ae World Bank. Beyond displacing Taiwan, the
attractions ofmembership were to gain access to newsources offunding.
The PRC had greatly expanded imports in 1978-79, and its foreign
exchange reserves had declined. Retrenchment of import liberalization
was necessary. Traditionally, thePRC hadeschewed borrowing ininterna
tional capital markets, in keeping with communist ideology against the
capitalist system offinancial lending and borrowing and the payment of
interest. But its Four Modernizations program was going to require
extensive capital and could proceed more rapidly ifsome funds came from
abroad. Thus a gradual readjustment of Chinese policy with respect to
foreign borrowing took place, and itbecame respectable. However, market
interestratesroseconsiderably in 1979, andsteeply in1980, thussharply
increasing the costs offoreign borrowing just as China had decided that
such borrowing was consistent with Chinese policy. One ofthe tangible
advantages of having access to the IMF and the World Bank would be
interest rates that were below market rates. Moreover, in 1978 these
organizations decided that a new allocation ofSpecial Drawing Rights
(SDRs)—international paper gold—would take place in 1979 through
1981, andthistoowould represent a source offunds for the PRC.

The UnitedStates has a heavy voice both in the IMF and in the World
Rank and thus would havean important sayon whether and under what
terms the PRC could take over the China seat. Normalization with the
United States in practice was a precondition for membership in these
institutions.Thisnormalization occurred inJanuary1979,thus paving the
wayfor entry into the international financial institutions.
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Atechnical problem arose inconnectionwiththePRC taking theChina
seat, occupied until then by Taiwan. Taiwan held assets in the IMF, but
owed money to theWorld Bank anditssubsidiary institutions. Inriaitning
the China seat, thePRC also claimed theassets thatChina had originally
deposited intheIMF, but itdidnotaccepttheliabilities forpost-1949 loans
from the World Bank to Taiwan. This problem was resolved by taking
advantage of the largedifference between theofficial price andthemarket
price ofgold that had been subscribed to the IMFin the 1940s. Taiwan was
permitted to repurchase its original goldsubscription at theofficial price
of $42 an ounce, provided it defrayed its obligations to the IMF and
continued to makepaymentson its outstandingWorld Bankloansaccord
ingto the original terms.Taiwan soldthegoldatamarketprice inexcessof
$500 anounce and used most oftheproceeds to repay itsobligations to
the IMF. It came out with a profit of about $80 million from the trans-
action.i

Another probleminvolved settingan appropriate IMF quotaforChina
and arranging for representation on the IMF's board of executive directors.
China's quota had beenexceptionally large in the1940s, butbycommon
agreement Taiwan's quota had been frozen and had not increased with
other quotas over the years. On the PRC's entry into the IMF, a special
upward adjustment was made in thequota, andthenthePRC's quota was
increaseddifferentially alongwith thegeneralquota increaseofDecember
1980, to a total of1.8 billion SDRs (aboutUS$2.3 billion), or 3percentof
the total IMF quotas, a fraction thatalso approximates voting rights. The
question ofrepresentationwasresolved simply andgenerously byincreas
ing thenumber ofseats ontheexecutive board from twenty-one totwenty-
two, permitting China to have itsownseat, butat theexpense ofenlarging
a board that was already becoming too large to be a true executive
committee

In joining the International Monetary Fund, China had to take on the
obligations of membership. By 1980 these were not too onerous. Coun
triespledge to maintain convertible currencies withno payment restric
tions on all current account transactions (goods, services, and other
current payments, including profit remittances). But many developing
countriesoperateundera long-term transitional allowance with regardto
this important provision and do not in fact have convertible currencies.
Thus the PRC could join by undertaking a general commitment to this
objective, but without implementing it on anyparticular timetable

Second, each country must declare an exchange rate system and

'William Feeney, "Chinese Policy in Multilateral Financial Institutions," in Chinaand the
World, ed.Samuel S. Kim (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1984), p. 272.
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operate it in such a way as to avoid placing its trading partners at a
disadvantage or in other respects disturbing the international financial
system—a requirementthat wasnot too difficult for China to meet.

Third, however, the IMF requires substantial amounts of financial
information from its member countries. Historically,much of this informa
tionhadbeenregarded asstate secrets in the PRC. But in theprocess of
modernizing, Chinese authorities evidently decided that theyneeded to
give morepublicity to economic information abouttheChinese economy
internally in any case, and it became a natural next step to provide the
information that was availableto an international organization, some of it
for publication, but some ofit on a confidential basis. Moreover; thePRC
could count on substantial technical assistance from the IMF in training
Chinese officials in statistical techniques and in informing them about
standardized methodology for compiling economic data.

Anumber ofdevelopingcountries were concerned that apoor country
as large as China would represent an excessive claim on the limited
resources of both the IMF and the World Bank. With the depletion of
China's reservesduring1980, the PRC did drawfromthe IMF in late 1980
andagain inearly 1981. Total drawings during itsfirst year ofmembership
came to $1.5 billion,certainly a large amount, but not beyond the capacity
of the IMF to handle at that time Aportionof these drawingswere in the so-
called "first credit tranche" of the IMFand required modest conditionality.
China hadto agree to eliminate itsbudgetdeficit, controlthegrowth ofits
money supply, and reduce itstrade deficit. Thus China early onaccepted
some conditions on its domestic economic policy in exchange for a loan
from the IMF, a standard IMF operating procedure that is sometimes
heavily criticized bydeveloping countries. More thanany othersingle act,
this acceptance of IMF conditionaUty perhaps marked the full-fledged
entry of China into the interactive world of the international economic
system. China made a second drawing from the International Monetary
Fund in late 1986, in the amount of SDRs 598 million, or about US$730
million.

Membership in theIMF isaprecondition formembership in theWorld
Bankand its affiliate IDA, but it is these latter institutions that lend funds for
economicdevelopment. Acentralproblemregarding China's membership
in the World Bank concerned IDA. This institution gives loans on ex
tremelyeasyterms—repayable in fifty yearswith aneffective interestrate
below 1 percent—but funds for such purposes are in limited supply,
relying on triennial contributions from the major donor countries. India
had been a major recipient of IDA loans, alone taking 40 percent; the
remainderwent to other verypoor countries.Chinacould be expected to
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Table 2

World Bank Loans to China

Year

Number of

Projects

(US$miliions)

World Bank IDA^ Total

1980-81 1 100 100 200

1981-82 1 — 60 60
1982-83 6 463 150 613
1983-84 10 616 424 1,040
1984-85 12 660 442 1,102
1985-86 11 687 450 1,137
1986-87 11 867 556 1,423

Source: World Annual Report, various issues.

'International Development Association

qualiiy on grounds of its low per capita income, but there was no chance of
raising the total IDAfunding to compensate for China's need for such loans.
Thus, loans to the PRCbegan slowly.The first loan, halfat WorldBankterms
(closelyrelated to the cost to the World Bank of borrowing funds on the
world capital market) and half at IDA terms, was made inJune 1981,for the
purpose of improving China's universities in the fields of science and
engineering and for encouraging collateral scientific research based in
universities. Since that time, the World Bank and IDA have made over $6
billion in loans to China, of which about 60 percent were at WorldBank
terms and about 40 percent were at highlyconcessionalIDA terms (Table
2). The loans were concentrated in the areas of education, agricultural
development, energy, and transport.

In early 1988 the first structural adjustment loan, of $300 million in
exchange for further policy reforms in agriculture, was under considera
tion. In addition to its lending activities, the World Bankhas sponsored two
major studies of the Chinese economy, released in 1981 and 1986, both of
which involved extensive analysis of the Chinese economy and evoked
strong interest in the world community and in China itself. The Chinese
have alsoparticipatedextensively in the various trainingprograms spon
sored by the IMF and the World Bank.

In terms of the politics of these institutions, China has generally
supported the positions taken by the G-24 developing countries on such
issuesasworld debt relief,easingup on conditionality, and givingdevelop
ing countries more weight in IMF and WorldBankdecision making But
Chinahas declined to join the G-24formally and has adapted itselfto the
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norms and expectations of the international financial institutions, gener
allypursuinga linedesignedto maximizethe benefitsthat it could receive
from these institutions.^

The AsianDevelopment Bankis a regional bank offeringmuch the same
kind of finanrial support as the World Bank—loans at close to market
terms, combined with highly concessional loans from the Asian Develop
ment Fund to the lowest income countries in the region. Chinese member
ship in the ADB posed a new problem. Unlike most of the other institutions
that the PRC had entered, the ADBwas created after 1949 (in this case in
1966) so that when the Republic of China joined, it de facto represented
only Taiwan. The United States and others took the view that the PRC
could not simplytake the "Chinaseat,"as it could in institutions that had
been created before 1949. This US. position was strongly reinforced by
congressional resolutions thaturgedthatTaiwan not be excludedfrom the
ADB. Aftermuch haggling, the ADB becamethe firstorganization inwhich
the PRC and Taiwan are both members. This solution solved a number of
finanrial problems that would have arisen had Taiwan been forced to
withdraw from the institution. The PRCsimply joined as a new member, as
many other countries had done over the preceding twenty years.

Once the fundamental issues were settled, a dispute arose over how the
two entities were to be named. The People's Republic of China entered
under its official name Retention of Taiwan under the label "Republic of
China" was not acceptable to the PRC, but some of the older leaders in
Taiwanwould havepreferred to withdraw rather than give up the name A
debate was precipitated in Taiwan, and the influence of a number of
Taiwan's foreign friends in addition to the internal desire to remain in the
ADBat last induced Taiwan to compromise and accept the label "Taipei,
China." Because Taiwan is a net creditor of the ADB and did not need to
borrow, the reason for this compromise was political rather than eco
nomic. The ADB is the last major international organization to which
Taiwan belongs, and many of its younger officials and foreign supporters
wish to avoid the total isolation that withdrawal would have implied. The
PRC entered the ADB on this basis in March 1986. It received a modest
technical assistance loan from the ADB, its fiirst, in early 1987 and two
regular loans totaling 8133 million, for small enterprises and for power
plant conversion, in late 1987.

2Ibid.,p.284.
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The General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade

In July 1986 the PRC indicated formally its desire to become a
contracting party to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It had
been an observer since 1983 and a signatory to the Multilateral Fiber
Arrangement since 1983. Technically, the GATTis not an organization and
therefore does not have members; adherents are called "contracting
parties," but we will use the simpler term "member." China's interest in
adhering to the GATT was not to replace Taiwan. Although China was an
original signatory of GATT in 1947, the Republic of China formally
withdrew from the GATT in 1950. It applied for and received observer
status in 1965, but was dropped in 1971,following PRCacquisition of the
China seat in the United Nations. So Taiwan was not an issue

The GATT differs from the other organizations we have discussed in
that it is not an organization; it is an agreement on rights and obligations in
the field of international trade. The main right and obligation concerns the
conferring of most-favored-nation status on all other contracting parties to
the GATT, which now number over ninety countries. MEN status requires
that each contracting party treat all other contracting parties no worse,
when it comes to the application of import duties or other import
restrictions, than it does any other contracting party, with limited and
stipulated exceptions, mainly for free-trade areas and customs unions. In
other words, GATT trading partners must not discriminate against one
another.

The GATT also contains some other rules, for example, limiting the use
of export subsidies and import quotas, regarding the behavior of state
trading enterprises, and providing compensation for derogations from the
rules. In addition, it entails a general commitment to liberalize trade,
which has been reflected in five major multilateral rounds of tariff reduc
tions since 1947. GATT members entered a new major round, the Uruguay
Round, in September 1986. Finally, the GATT contains procedures for
settling trade disputes among members.

All organizations entail some obligations, especially with respect to
paying dues to keep the organization running. But only the IMF rivals the
GATTin terms of the extent and severity of its obligations, which startwith
the need to make trade policies, regulations, and procedures "trans
parent"—that is, publicly known—to would-be trading partners. The
obligations of the GATTgreatly reduce national flexibility in trade policy,
in the interest of reducing the political component of trade and of
achieving efficiency in the allocation of world resources. By laying down
rules, its purpose is to head off many potential trade disputes before they
arise. For pluralistic societies, the GATT permits governments to use
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international obligations as a shield against pressures for special privileges
by special interests or against backsliding into past policies that run against
the basic thrust of the international commitments.

Aswith all such arrangements, there is a certain elasticity in adherence
to the formal obligations. The contracting parties have diverse economic
systems and philosophies, and several socialist countries are among them.
But it is also true that if the diversity among members becomes too great
and the commitment too weak, the obligations become a sham, the
commitments lose their force, and the organization or agreement loses
its rationale To be of continuing value, effective agreement on the
central obligations must exist, and the economic philosophy and practices
of a country must be in approximate harmony with the obligations
undertaken.

Two points should be made about the existing contracting parties to
the GATT, which numbered 96 in late 1987, considerably fewer than the
151 members of the IMF and fewer still than the membership in the United
Nations. First, many former colonies became contracting parties automat
ically on achieving independence, representing a natural extension of
coverage under the membership of the colonial power. Most African
countries entered in this way, as did a number of other countries. These
countries thus did not accede to the GATT in a normal way, with explicit
discussion about the closeness of fit of their economic policies to the
obligations of the GATT.

Second, each of the socialist countries in the GATT—^Yugoslavia,
Poland, Romania, and Hungary—has a special history, with a special effort
made to assure at least an approximate fit of trade performance to GATT
obligations. Yugoslavia and Hungary have had relatively few problems,
since both of these countries have moved extensively to decentralized
market-oriented systems; but the fitwas strained in the case of Poland and
Romania, and their association with the GATT remains somewhat anoma
lous. Of course, all of these countries are economically small in com
parison to China.3

^1\vocentral questions arise when a country is admitted as a contracting party to the GATT:
(1) what commitments of reciprocity does it take on and (2) what exceptions to full GATT
treatment do existing members insist on. In the first case, Poland and Romania made
commitments regarding the future growth of their imports from other GATT members,
^iviiich by general agreement have not worked out satisfactorily Hungary, which had moved
much further toward market-oriented prices, made a more conventional commitment with
respect to tariff reductions and binding.

With respect to the second question, several GATT members (especially in the European
Community) insisted on maintaining quantitative restrictions on imports from all three
countries for a time In addition, and more significantly, all members acquired the right,
despite GATT Article 19, to introduce discriminatory restrictions against imports from the
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The underlying philosophy of the GATT is that international trade free
of artificial restrictions results in optimum use ofworld resources, and that
in turn is good for all countries. Government interference with interna
tional trade should be minimal, with specific exceptions. But to be valid,
thisunderlyingproposition presupposes that nationaleconomiesroughly
correspond to the competitive model. Without saying so explicitly, the
GATT is predicated on the competitive model of an economy. Under the
competitive model, sales prices reflect costs, and in turn costs to the
enterprise reflect the true social cost of its major factors of production,
including labor and capital as well as intermediate inputs. Strictlyspeak
ing, the competitive model does not presuppose free enterprise, but a
competitive system functions best with free enterprise, provided monop
oly can be avoided. Under state ownership, decisions must be decentral
ized to the enterprises; and enterprises in turn must operate on the basisof
their costs, which is best achieved if there is vigorous competition among
them, or between them and outside suppliers. State subventions should
playa minor role, except insofar as they are required to compensate for
differences between social cost and price to the enterprise of their inputs.

Realeconomies, of course, deviate from the competitive model, but the
extent of deviation varies greatly. The greater the deviation, the greater
the strain created by bringing countries together with common obliga
tions that presuppose an underlying functional convergence of economic
systems.

An example may help. Exporting at prices that are well below the
average (even if not marginal) costs of production will lead to charges in
importingcountriesofdumpingor subsidization. Thischargeisdifficult to
prove or disprove with government-imposed pricing, especiallybecause
pricing above marginal but below averagecost will cover operating costs
without allowing an adequate return to government-owed capital. The
United States "solved" the problem of government-imposed pricing in the
case of Polish golf carts by simulating Polish costs by looking at the costs
and prices in a market economy at a comparable stage of development,
Spainin this case.This represented a plausiblebut fundamentally arbitrary
procedure, which the Poles could have questioned if the decision had
come out adversely to their case.But it illustrates the point that the GATT
framework is not well set up for dealing with nonmarket economies.

Thus one problem with anonmarket economy concerns the possibility
of what profit-oriented firms will consider unfair competition: sales at

three countries in the event that those imports caused market disruption (Article 19, "the
escape clause," requires nondiscrimination among suppliers) (Leah Hau, "The Political
Economy of East-West Trade Negotiations," Ph.D. diss., Brandeis University, 1988, ch. 4).
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prices that do not reflect costs. Another quite different problem concerns
the assurance of nondiscriminatory purchasing by state enterprises from
exporters in other countries—in particular, that such purchases should be
made on the basis of commercial rather than political considerations.

In the absence of sufficient convergence of economic systems, con
tinual disagreement of interpretation over obligations is likely.That raises
the question ofwhether GATTmembership for the PRC is desirable, from
the viewpoint either of the PRC or of other GATT members, until the PRC
has moved its economy much further in the direction of a decentralized,
market-oriented economy, with prices reflecting costs. Whatever its future
intentions, the PRCremains far from a market-oriented economy. Officials
still describe the PRCas a socialist country with a planned economy.^ This
is not merely abstract rhetoric. Following the rush of imports in 1985, the
PRCsuggested that "price competition between enterprises that deal with
foreign trade will be stopped and barter trade and import-based export
will be encouraged."^

It might be thought that the existing wide diversity ofpractices among
developing countries, covered by Part IVof GATT, would provide ample
scope for the entry of the PRC. On this view, its low per capita income
would entitle it to wide latitude But the recent accession to GATT of

Mexico, which joined only in 1986, suggests this view is incorrect. Mexico
debated internally for years whether to join GATT. Encouragement by the
United States helped prolong the debate, because some opponents as
sumed that if the United States was for it, Mexicans should be against it.

In the end, Mexico acceded to the GATT by accepting its main
provisions, with few substantive concessions to it as a developing country.
Concretely, it agreed to eliminate official prices and other arbitrary
practices for the purposes of customs valuation and duty assessment. It
also agreed to eliminate prior import licensing to the fullest extent
possible It agreed to accede to many of the specialized codes under GATT
and to start negotiations on the sensitive subsidies code. Mexican tariffs
will be limited to a maximum of 50 percent after an eight-year transition
period, and tariffs that exceed 50 percent during this period will be only
temporary. On the key question of state-owned enterprises, Mexico
affirmed that under Mexican law and regulations state-owned enterprises
conformed with GATT Article 17, including nondiscrimination and the
application of commercial criteria for trade transactions. In addition.

'̂ Robert E. Herzstein, "China and the GATT: Legal and Policy Issues Raised by China's
Participation in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade," Law and Policy in Inter
national Business 18(22) (1986):396.

5Ibid., p. 395n.
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purchases by these enterprises would conform to GATT-approved pro
cedures, including those with respect to public notification. Mexico was
able to reserve its rights to restrict exports of raw materials, especially
petroleum.

The underlying assumption in the protocol ofaccession is that Mexico
is a market-oriented economy, and the main issues involved reducing
government interference in market transactions. China today is far from
fitting this model.

If the difficulties are great and the obligations are extensive, it raises the
question of why the PRC applied for entry to GATT in 1986. As noted,
Taiwan was not at issue in this case. The general motives mentioned at the
outset—status, intelligence, participation in decision making—can be
satisfied in part, although only in part, by observer status and by participa
tion in the Uruguay Round, which had already been agreed separately.

What about more tangible benefits? China already enjoys MM treat
ment from the key countries, and others could legally reserve that
obligation as a condition for China's accession to the GATT in any case.
(This issue is more complicated if the PRC resumes the China seat rather
than acceding afresh, but little substantive difference is likely between the
two possible treatments.) China would become eligible for GSP tariff
treatment by the United States, and that could provide some tangible
benefit. But under the U.S.form ofGSP, the benefits would be limited at best
to the remission of low duties on many manufactured goods. Sensitive
items such as apparel and textiles are excluded from coverage, and all
other products are subject to "competitive need" criteria that, if met,
result in the withdrawal of GSP treatment. In any case GSP would not be
assured by GATT membership. Under the U.S. Trade Act of 1974, for
communist countries GATT membership is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for GSP. Some opposition to the extension of GSP to China has
already been mounted in the United States, although in the end some
version is likely to be extended once China accedes to the GATT.

Perhaps the PRC feels the need of an international framework for
settling trade disputes. It is difficult for an outsider to learnwhat difficulties
China may be having in settling bilateral trade disputes. Those disputes
with the United States have been mainly over textile and apparel exports
from China and over hi-tech exports from the United States to China,
neither of which is effectively covered by the GATT. The GATT has a
general exemption for national security, and textiles and apparel are
covered by the Multi-Fiber Agreement of which China has been an
adherent since 1983, without being a member of GATT.

Finally, adhering to the GATT, with its market-oriented philosophy,
might strengthen the hands of those within the PRC who want to press
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their country toward a more market-oriented system. It would entail
undertaking an international obligation for a direction of economic reform
that some wish to pursue anyway. This motivation suggests that a status
involving less than full accession to the GATT maybe appropriate early on,
before a market-oriented economy is achieved, but entailing a clear
commitment to move in that direction. Full status would then be con

tingent on achieving that result. This procedure would make clear that the
PRC is welcome in the leading international trade forum, but would
provide some continuing pressure to meet the conditions that had been
pledged—and that reaUy are necessary to function effectively in that
forum.

The relative weights that the PRCattaches to the possible reasons for its
application to the GATT are unclear; hence it is difficult to suggest the most
appropriate solution to what clearly involves not only difficult technical
questions, but questions of basic economic philosophy.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the PRC has emerged rapidly from its isolation from the
international community since its entry into the United Nations in 1971. It
has joined a large number of specialized intergovernmental organizations.
China's role in most of these organizations has been constructive and low-
key. It has sided with developing countries on broad issues of economic
management, but has adopted a pragmatic rather than a strident or
ideological stance, and has pursued national interests on technical issues.
It has also trained a new generation of people to deal with the specialized
and sometimes arcane world of international organizations.

The major omission from this membership is the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, which entails substantial obligations and at present
involves a serious mismatch between the presumed mode of economic
organization and that actually existing today in China. It remains to be seen
whether the PRC can adapt its economy to the point at which GATT
membership represents a comfortable fit both for China and for the GATT
itself.



17. The PRC and International
Economic Organizations

HONGJUN-YAN

The International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the
General Agreement on Tariffsand Trade (GATT) are the keystone interna
tional economic organizations in the world. These three organizations
have been playing an important role in coordinating and stabilizing
the international trade and monetary systems and in providing loans
to promote the development of the international economy since their
establishment.

The IMFand the World Bank (formally named the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development—IBRD) were founded in December
1945. The IMF is mainly in charge of international monetary affairs. It
promotes the stabilization of currencies and the expansion of trade by
providing short-term credits to deal with the balance-of-payment diffi
culties of the member countries. The World Bank is responsible for
economic reconstruction and development. It provides capital assistance
to countries to promote economic growth and social welfare. These two
organizations cooperate with each other. The International Finance Cor
poration (IFC) and the International Development Association (IDA) were
founded in July 1956 and September I960, respectively. The IFC provides
credits and investment for private industrial and mining companies in the
developing countries, while the IDAhandles requests for soft loans to the
developing countries to be repaid over a longer time interval. These two
organizations are affiliates of the World Bank. The World Bank Group
includes the IBRD, the IFC, and the IDA. The IMF and the World Bank are
specialized agencies of the United Nations (UN).

The GATT was founded in October 1947 and came into effect on

January 1, 1948. It is an international multilateral agreement among
governments. It aims at reducing tariffs and other trade barriers and
eliminating discrimination in international trade. The GATT is not a
specialized agency of the UN, but it keeps in touch with the UN.

China is one ofthe original members of the IMFand the World Bank. Its
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membership was held by the Taiwan authorities until 1980. China is also
one of the original signatories of the GATT. The Taiwanauthorities quit the
GATT illegally in March 1950. In 1956 they applied for observer status in
the GATT. Soon after the legal status of the People'sRepublic of Chinawas
restored in the UN in 1971, the GATTdeprived Taiwan authorities of their
observer status. In 1984 the PRC joined the MultilateralFiberArrangement
(MFA). InJuly 1987, the PRC applied to the GATT for a resumptionof its
membership.

This chapter will discuss two issues: the reason that China wanted to
resume its legal membership in the IMF and the World Bank, and the
background of China's application for resuming its membership in the
GATT.

Early History ofRelations
with IMF and World Bank

In resuming its legal membership in both the IMFand the World Bank,
the Chinese government went through a long, tortuous process that could
not be separated from the change and development of the political and
economic situations at home and abroad.

As early as 1950, the Chinese government informed both the IMF and
the World Bank that the government of the PRC was the sole legal
government ofChina and that the representation of the Taiwan authorities
in these two organizations was illegal.At that time this issue was put aside
because of the opposition of the U.S. government. In 1971, an overwhelm
ing majority of the 26th General Meeting of the UN passed a resolution
calling for the resumption of the legal representation of the PRC in the UN
and removing the Taiwan authorities, and the eleven specialized organiza
tions of the UNfollowed suit. Only the IMFand the World BankGroup did
not implement the UNresolution. In September 1973, the Chinese foreign
minister called on the IMFand the World Bankto recognize the PRCand to
remove the Taiwan representatives. The Chinese government affirmed the
principles of "One China"and the government of the PRC as the sole legal
government ofChina. Only the PRC could represent China both in the IMF
and the World Bank. Furthermore, China affirmed that it was one of the
original members of these two organizations. It pressed for resumption of
its legal membership rather than acceptance as a new member. These two
international financialorganizations could hardly reflect their universality
if China, representing one-fourth of the world's population, was excluded.
Some friendly countries and some judicious Westerners repeatedly ex
pressed their support for this standpoint. However, there were still obsta
cles. It should be noted that the United States had much say in these two
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organizations. The establishment of diplomatic relations between China
and the United States in 1979 offered the possibility of removing the
obstacles.

In 1979 the Chinese government adopted a policy of invigorating the
economy at home and opening to the outside world. This was a great
change in the strategy of China's economic development. Since then, the
opening to the outside world has been taken as a long-term basic policy.
Today's world is an open world. No country can develop by closing up
while international economic relations become closer and closer and the

production and consumption of almost every country become interna
tional. Opening to the outside world is to extend our vision to the whole
world, to make use of domestic and world resources, to explore the
markets both at home and abroad, to learn to manage the internal economy
and develop economic relations with other countries, to bring every
positive factor into play for us both at home and abroad, and to learn from
others' strong points to ojffset our weaknesses under the guidance of the
principles of maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in our
own hands—ofequality and mutual benefits—so that we can speed up the
socialist modernization.

Because of the political and economic changes both at home and
abroad, the Chinese government hopes to resume its membership in the
keystone international economic organizations. These organizations are
worldwide, joined by the most important countries in the world. So the
resumption of China's membership will facilitate cooperation in finance
and trade between China and other countries, and it will promote the
unity between China and the Third World countries that will uphold the
interests of the Third World. At the forums of the keystone international
economic organizations, China can state its foreign policies. Its member
ship in the organizations will certainly help strengthen North-South dialog
and enhance and expand unity and cooperation among all nations. Eco
nomically, China's membership will help attract more foreign capital into
China, improve the system ofmultilateral trade, promote the development
of international trade, help introduce advanced technology into China,
and improve our technology and management so that China can speed up
its modernization program.

IMF and World Bank: 1980 to the Present

Since 1980 China has had more contacts with the IMF and the World

Bank. This is very positive for China's economic construction and eco
nomic reforms in three ways.
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Loans

The loans to China from these two organizations helped it to maintain
its international balance of payments. The introduction of advanced
technology and management brought forth more economic and social
benefits.

China only recently began to use the loans from the World Bank. The
World Bank lays down a variety of strict requirements when providing
loans. The World Bank lends mainly to the developing countries who are
members. The repayment covers fifteen to twenty years, including five
years' extension. (In the first fiveyears, only the interest, not the principal,
must be paid.) Loans on these terms are considered "hard loans." The
interest rate is adjusted every six months according to the interest rate in
the international financial market. The International Development Associ
ation provides loans for the low-income developing countries whose GNP
per capita is less than US$791.These are "soft loans"; the repayment period
is thirty-five years with ten years' extension.

Up to June 1987 (the end of the World Bank's 1987 fiscal year), the
Chinese government had signed sixty-nine loan contracts with the World
Bank,covering fifty-two projects and totaling US $5.5billion;60 percent of
this total is in "hard loans" and the other 40 percent is in "soft loans" (see
Table 1). By the end of 1987, China had withdrawn more than $2 billion of
the $5.5 billion total available.

Of the fifty-two projects agreed to by the end of 1987, eleven were
energy projects, accounting for 23.3 percent of the total loans, seven were
transportation projects (20.1 percent), eight were industrial projects
(19.3 percent), and fourteen were agricultural projects (16.3 percent).
The sectoral distribution of the World Bank loan is shown in Table 2.

Our senior leaders hope that the World Bank can expand its loans to
China during the Seventh FiveYear Plan period, raising the amount of its
annual loans from US$1billion during the late Sixth Five-Year Plan period to
US$2 billion (even $3 billion). The World Bank has expressed its consent
in principle

Using the World Bank loans effectively involves certain problems. For
instance, providing efficient domestic investment, arranging for satisfac
tory management and repayment of the loans, encouraging domestic
enterprises to take part in the international competitive bidding, and so on,
must be arranged.

According to the regulations of the IMF, member countries may utilize
the Fund's resources to ease balance-of-payment difficulties. Repayments
to the IMF are normally to be made within three to five years. The
maximum amount ofdrawings should not exceed 25 percent of the quota
of each member country. In 1970, the IMF created the Special Drawing
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Table 1

World Bank Loans to China

(US^millions)

Fiscal Year Hard Loans Soft Loans Total

1981 100.0 100.0 200.0

1982 60.0 60.0

1983 408.1 150.4 558.5
1984 616.0 423.5 1,039.5
1985 659.6 442.3 1,101.9
1986 687.0 450.0 1,137.0
1987 867.4 556.2 1,423.6
Total 3,338.1 2,182.4 5,520.5

Source: World Bank's representative office in China (quoted from Intertrade,
November 1987).

Table 2

Sectoral Distribution of World Bank Loans to China

(to June 30,1987, US$millions)

Sector Hard Loans Soft Loans Total Percentage

Energy (11)^ 1,287.9 1,287.9 23.3
Electricity (6) (869.4) (869.4) (15.7)
Petroleum (5) (418.5) (418.5) (7.6)

Transportation (7) 881.6 225.0 1,106.6 20.1

Highway (2) (97.6) (155.0) (252.6) (4.6)
Port (2) (169.0) (169.0) (3.1)
Railroad (3) (615.0) (70.0) (685.0) (12.4)

Industry (8) 891.0 175.0 1,066.0 19.3
Chemical fertilizer.

coal, machine tools (4) (420.4) (420.4) (7.6)
Purchase by

investment bank (470.6) (175.0) (645.6) (11.7)
Agriculture (14)^ 97.6 801.2 898.8 16.3
Education (4) 100.0 450.0 550.0 10.0

Urban construction (2) 45.0 180.0 225.0 4.0
Developing Gan Su

Province 20.0 150.5 170.5 3.1
Public health 15.0 150.0 165.0 3.0
Technological aid 50.7 50.7 0.9

Total 3,338.1 2,182.4 5,520.5 100.0

Notes: ®Thefigures in parenthesis are project numbers.
includes three agricultural education and research projects totaling $169.2 million.

Source: World Bank's representative office in China (quoted from Intertrade, November
1987).
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Rights (SDKs) as a complement to the original drawing rights of its
member countries. The SDKsare distributed among the member countries
according to the percentage of the fund they contribute Whenever a
member country has balance-of-payment difficulties, it can exchange its
distributed percentage of SDKs for the convertible currencies of other
countries in order to offset the deficit of its international balance of
payments. At present China has 2.39 billion SDKs in the IMF. China enjoys
2.6 percent of the total voting rights.

In 1980, China ran a deficit in its international balance ofpayments. To
solve this problem, China applied to the IMFto the First Credit Tranche In
March 1981, the IMF passed the resolution, offering China 450 million
SDKs. In the same year, China received 309 million SDKs from the Trust
Fund. The two items added up to 759 million SDKs, approximately US$930
million according to the exchange rate at that time. The annual interest
rate of the First Credit Tranche is 6.25 percent, lower than the interna
tional interest rate at that time. The annual interest rate ofthe Trust Fund is

only 0.56 percent, with five yearsfor repayment. In 1986,for the second
time, China borrowed another First Credit Tranche of 598 million SDKs. All
these loans helped to provide part of the funds China needed to meet its
balance-of-payment requirements.

Over 70 percent of the World Bank loans are used to purchase
advanced key equipment, scientific instruments, and computers. For
instance, the Karamay Petroleum Project of Xin Jiang Petroleum Super
visory Officeused a US $962 million World Bankloan to purchase compu
ters for earthquake data processing and oil-fieldmanagement, as well as
equipment for exploration and experimental instruments for scientific
research. The earthquake prediction techniques in some areas have
reached the advanced world level of the late 1970s and early 1980s.

As another example, in the first University Development Project in
China, US $200 million was used to buy over 10,600 sets of instruments and
other equipment. As a result, the condition of university laboratories
improved, and some colleges and universities established their own com
puter centers and centers for analysis and testing. These not only serve
teaching and scientific research needs, but are open to the public as well.
Students majoring in computer science at the colleges and universities in
this program can use computers for 100 to 200 hours a year, and students
of other majors for twenty to forty hours, eight to ten times as much as in
1980. The popularization of computer education and application is a
significant mark of educational modernization.

The World Bank loans have also enhanced China's agricultural modern
ization; however, China'sagricultural production and management are still
at low levels. By the end of 1987, China had borrowed US$620 million
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World Bank preferential loans for ten agricultural development projects.
The main objectives of these ten projects are (1) developing efficient
exploitation and utilization of land resources in China; (2) adopting
modem agricultural production techniques; and (3) improving scientific
research and teaching in the institutions of agricultural research and
education.

For example, in the project area ofMengcheng County, Anhui Province,
the soil used to be very poor with frequent drought and floods. Grain
output was low and unreliable, and people lived in poverty. An irrigation
and drainage system was establishedwith 303 electrical irrigation stations.
In two years, the area in rice was enlarged from 200 to 2500 hectares; the
small high-output corn field was expanded to 2250 hectares; the total
output of grain increased from 33 9 tons to 842 tons and the per capita
income increased from 104 to 501 yuan. Recently, the World Bank has
agreed that it will provide Gansu Province with a loan of US$170 million, of
which $150million is a "soft loan."This loan is to help Dingxi County and
the poor areas near Lanzhou City to develop agriculture and eliminate
poverty.

World Bank loans have enhanced the constmction of China's infra

structure. Of the World Bank loans, 20.1 percent were used for devel
oping transportation. For example, the projects of Tianjin, Shanghai,
and Huangpu ports used $60 million of these loans, mainly to buy
loading and unloading equipment, electrical equipment, and computers
for seven container berths and two coal berths. In 1986, these three ports
could handle up to 420,000 containers a year, over two-thirds of the
entire country's handling capacity for containers. Since the coal wharf of
Huangpu port was completed, its annual handling capacity has come up to
4 million tons, thus greatly relieving the energy shortage in Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province, as well as the entire South China area. As transporta
tion is the bottleneck of national economy, improving the transportation
system is of great significance to China's modernization program.

By employing World Bank loans, China has introduced scientific
management. Through international competitive bidding, structural re
form of China's economy on the departmental level has been enhanced.
The Lubuge Power Station is a good example It is a ladder-form power
station situated in the lower reaches of the Huangni River where Yunnan
Province and Guizhou Province meet. The US$140 million World Bank

loan for this project was mainly used to purchase construction equipment
and pay consulting and training expenses. International competitive
bidding is a requirement of using World Bank loans and has helped reform
the structure of China'shydroelectric station construction. Byadopting in
ternational bidding instead of having construction arranged by higher
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authorities, the competitive mechanism was introduced. The contractor
with advanced technology, sound credit, and the lowest ofifer was chosen,
and the project was managed according to the international contract.

At the beginning of the Lubuge Power Station project, thirty-two
contractors, not only foreign but also Chinese,took part in the preliminary
qualification examination. Eight contractors entered the final stage. After
keen competition and heated negotiations, a Japanese corporation was
selected. This corporation employed new technology and equipment and
a series of effective management methods. It also invited a special advisory
group of people from the World Bank, Norway, and Australia to offer
constructive advice on the design and construction ofthe project. Because
of all these efforts, the project proceeded smoothly and rapidly. A new
world record in large-scale tunnel digging was set during the construc
tion—digging 373.5 meters in one month—^which was twice as efficient
as a Chinese construction firm.

Advanced Techniques

The World Bank and the IMFhave made several surveys and studies of
China's economic development and have introduced advanced manage
ment techniques.

In the past seven years, the WorldBankhas conducted two large-scale
investigations of China's economy and completed several studies on
special subjects. The first surveywas conducted from October to Decem
ber 1980. Its main purpose was to study the economic achievement and
major problems of the Chinese economy since the foundingof the PRC.
The report, China:Socialist EconomicDevelopment,affirms the achieve
ments of China's socialist construction and acknowledges that China is still
a low-income developing country. In 1979, the per capita GNP of China
was only USS256, so it was entitled to the IDA's "soft loans." The report
helped set priorities in China's economic development. It also made
constructive su^estions and provided grounds for the WorldBank's long-
term loans to China.

The second investigation was conducted from February to May 1984
and produced the report China: Long-Term Economic Development
Issues and Options. The principal objective of the report is to forecast the
Chinese economy to the year 2000. It digs deeply into China's long-term
economic development programs. The Chinese leadership and the depart
ments concerned praised the report.

China has cooperated with the IMF in many respects. For example, the
IMF introduced monetary control methods to Chinese banks. It also
provided guidance, based on debtor nations' experiences, in managing
foreign debt, stressing that the scale of foreign debt must be based on the
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medium-term forecast of a country's international balance of payments.
The IMF is advising China in the area of macroeconomic statistics so that
these will be consistent with international standards.

Because the investigations by the World Bank and the IMF and their
introduction of other countries' experience were conducted with the
cooperation of Chineseofficials and experts in the relevantdepartments,
the Chinese have gained experience in international practice, widened
theirknowledge ofinternational economicdevelopment, andlearnedhow
their foreign counterparts do research. All this will improve economic
research and the government's macroeconomic management in China

Economic ManagementPersonnel

The Economic Development Institute (EDl) of the World Bankwas
founded in 1955 to help developing member countries improve then-
economic management and investment efficiency. The trainees of the EDI
are mainly government officials in charge of economic development
planning, policymaking, investment analysis and project managemcnf A
wide range of training is provided by the EDI, from macroeconomic
managementto studies in such topics asplanning, public finance, hanking
transportation, energy, and education.

Cooperative training programs between the World Bank and China
have beencarried outsuccessfiillyandeflfectivelysince 1981. By theendof
June 1987,fifty-nine differentworkshopsandseminarshad been held,and
2,454 officials and teachers from ministries, commissions, provinces,
cities, and autonomous regions had been trained. Fourseniorworkshops
hadbeenattended bymore thanone hundred officials at the department
or bureaulevel. Currently, twelvecooperativetraininginstitutions existin
China, with theShanghai Finance andEconomy University andthe Central
Finance andEconomy College servingasthe twokeycenters.Throughthe
training programs, advanced international economic management has
been introducedand applied to China's economic management.

Let's take project management—a primary task in the World Bank's
loaning—as an example The World Bank employs a set of strict methods
and procedures, called the "Project Cycle," in its loaning operation. The
Project Cycle is composed ofsix stages: (1) identification of the project,
(2) preparation for the project, (3) appraisal of theproject, (4) negotia
tion, (5) implementation of theproject, and (6) evaluation. By adapting
the techniques andexperienceof the World Bank projectmanagement to
China's reality, China hasdeveloped a newset of Chinese project evalua
tion methods. Chinese project management officialshave been trained to
improve their management skills. Now the China Investment Bank, the
Construction Bank, the Agricultural Bank, and other financial institutions
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are applying this set of project management methods to their operations.
Allthis activity indicates that the seven-year-oldcooperation between

rhing and the World Bank and the IMF has been successful and has

contributed to China's modernization.

China's Application for Resumption
ofMembership in the GAIT

InJuly 1986,Chinaapplied to the GATT for resumption of its original
membership. Chinahopes that, on the basisofequal rights and obligations,
it can enjoy most-favored-nation treatment and among GATT members
after its entry. This will enable Chinese enterprises to participate in
international competition in a fair condition, to accelerate the reformsof
economic and trade structures, and to expand trade with other member
countries.

China has to make a number of entrance choices for its rights and
obligations asa membei; in accordancewith the policyof the GATT. As for
the rights, China should primarily obtain status as a developing country.
The GATT sets the most-favored-nation treatment as one of its basic
principles, but it alsostipulates some other conditions, for example,giving
a nonreciprocal favored treatment to developing countries. Sucharrange
ments are designed to help developing countries with their balance-of-
payment problems and to protect their domestic industries.

The entrance choice in the obligation side is more complicated.
Because the GATT was established basically for market economies, no
special regulations have been established for the entrance of countries
with a centrally planned economy. The entrance obligations of these
countries, howevei; can be divided into two categories: (1) increasing
imports, as did Poland and Romania, and (2) reducing tariffs, as did
Hungary and Yugoslavia. Consideringthe reality in China and the evolu
tion of the GATT itself, it may be more appropriate for China to undertake
the obligation of tariff reduction. China is willing to hold substantial
negotiations focusing on tariff reduction with the GATT member coun
tries. At present China is actively making preparations and will send
invitations for tariff negotiations at the proper time

As China's economic reforms are being carried out, a new system
combining national planning and market regulation is being established.
The issues, such as the conditions for China's entry into the GATT and
whether China's economic and trade structures can be coordinated with
the GATT system, have received more and more attention from all sides.
The GATT is currently considering China's application for resumption of
original signatory status.
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COMMENTS

Wang Linsheng comments:
Professor Hong and Professor Cooper have dealt with the same topic

from different perspectives. Professor Hong stresses that China can benefit
greatly from her participation in international economic organizations.
The Chinese people greatly wish that China,after being isolated from the
outside world for a long period, might re-enter the international commu
nity They firmly believe that only by strengthening contacts with the
international community can China make rapid progress in its reform and
development. ProfessorCooper emphasizesChina's motivesin participat
ing in international organizations and the ways China might coordinate its
relationshipwith those organizations. This analysis is helpfulnot only to
Chinese scholars but also to Chinese decision makers. Of course, there are
some aspects which deserve further discussion. I will note just three
points.

First, Professor Cooper says in his paper that the major motive of the
PRC'sparticipation in international organizations is to isolate Taiwanfrom
the international community. It seems to me that this statement is inaccu
rate. I think China's major motive is to seek the supreme interest for the
nation, namely, state sovereignty and the unification of the country.
However, another statement made by Professor Cooper is quite right. He
says, "A government may feel that it needs to be a member of an inter
national club in principle, as an attribution of national sovereignty."
Regardlessof different political views, the Chinese people on both sides of
the Taiwan Strait, including the KMT's leaders, consider the unification of
the country as the supreme political ideal, deeply rooted in China's
centuries-old historical and cultural tradition. The Chinese people always
believe that the leader who can unify China is the best leader. Ifforeign
friends understand this, they will understand why the Chinese are so
sensitive to such issues as Tibet and Taiwan.

Secondly, in his paper Professor Cooper says, "Traditionally, the PRC
had eschewed borrowing in the international capital market, in keeping
with communist ideologyagainstthe capitalistsystemoffinancial lending
and borrowing and the payment of interest." We should admit that such
wrong thinking did exist in the past, and its bad influence was tremendous.
Therefore, Professor Cooper is right in this regard. However, I would like
to add that this wrong thinking has long been abandoned by most Chinese
scholars. Here, I cite a personal experience as an example:Since 1981, the
ChinaAssociation ofInternational Trade, anonprofitorganizationofwhich
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Iused to be the secretary-generaland am now the vice-president,holdsone
or two seminars every year. The key topics discussed after 1982 and 1983
shifted to ways to attract foreign investment and to enter into the
international financial markets. More than one hundred scholars and
experts from allover Chinahaveattended those seminars. No one at those
seminars has ever doubted whether the use offoreign capital is in line with
Marxism or not, because even Lenin himself, as early as the 1920s,
announced that it was necessary for the Soviet Union to utilize foreign
funds.

Finally, I will brieflytouch upon the issue of the resumption of China's
membership in the GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade(GATT). The
resumption involvesa series ofcomplicated legalprocedures upon which
I am not prepared to elaborate.What I intend to point out is that the lackof
transparency in China's economy is really a problem about which the
international community is concerned. However, taking into considera
tion the fact that the four socialist countries of Yugoslavia, Romania,
Poland, and Hungary, whose economies bear some similarities to that of
China,have already been admitted into the GATT, and the fact that China's
economic reforms are at present advancing more rapidly than those of the
four countries aforementioned, there is every reason to believe that the
resumption of China's membership in the GATT should come soon. It is
probably at this particular point that I differ somewhat with Professor
Cooper's statement that there should be a slowpace for the resumption of
China's membership in the GATT. It is well known that in recent years
China has been building its market system, and the market mechanism has
playedandwill continue to playan important role in China's economic and
foreign trade activities. Therefore, it can be said that the transparency in
China's economy and foreign trade will meet the requirements by the
GATT. Therefore, the resumption of China's membership in the GATT
should not be delayed. We believe that the earlier China's membership is
resumed, the more benefits it will bring to GATTitself as well as to China
and the whole world. The resumption will enable China to adapt its
economy faster to the multilateral trading system of the world. Conse
quently, the close contact between China and the international commu
nity will, no doubt, not only promote the prosperity of the world's
economy, but also stabilize the normal international order.
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Nai-Ruenn Chen comments:

First, let me present my own view as to why the subject of PRC
participation in the international economic organizations is important.
Then, I will offer a few comments on Professor Hong's paper. Finally, I
would like to discuss how the subject may be approached from different
perspectives.

International economic organizationswere designed generally to pro
mote economic growth, minimize trade frictions, and seek more efficient
allocation of world resources. Manyof these organizationswere initiated
by the developedcountries in the West for the purpose offacilitating and
promoting cooperation among states with market economies. The opera
tional rules of these organizations havegrown out of marketprinciplesas
well as out of the institutions and practices of the developed West;

China's participation in the international economic organizations is
unique in severalrespects.Chinais the largestdevelopingcountry seeking
external resources to support its economic modernization. For nearly
three decades the country had an overwhelming command economic
structure, with central planning and administered prices. Even with the
economic reforms implemented in recent years, China's economy still
remains highlycentralizedin majorareas. And the Chinese price system
hasa longway to go to reach a reasonably rational pattern where prices
will more or less reflect costs. Until recently, China had pursued a self-
reliance policy of economic autarky. It has developed its own trading
procedures and practices, distinctive from established trading methods
and patterns in the West. Although foreign trade is no longer a state
monopoly, as during the first thirty years of the People's Republic, the
management of foreign trade remains highly centralized.

These are some of the main features of the Chinese economy, which
have been thoroughly discussed at thisconference Many ofthefeatures of
the Chinese economy were, and some still remain, inconsistent with free-
market principles and Western institutions and practices, which havebeen
the foundation of the major international economic organizations. It is
against this background that China'sentry into the international economic
organizations presents an important challenge not only to China, but also
to these organizations and theirmember states. It also hasmajor implica
tionsforwould-be members in thefuture. Moreover, China's membership
may have a significant effecton the world economic system and on the
conduct of the international economy in the years to come.

Professor Hong's paper is devoted primarily to an assessment of the
impact on the Chinese economy of China's membership in the Interna
tional Monetary Fund and the World Bank. He focuses largely on the
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benefits that China has received from participating in these two organiza
tions without an analysis of the costs involved. As Professor Richard
Cooper points out in his paper, membership in international organizations
has a number ofcosts to a country. In the case of China's membership in the
IMF and the World Bank, the costs may be not only monetary in form, but
also political, such as those involved in overcoming domestic opposition
and responding to external requests for change. A more meaningful
analysis, therefore, should compare the advantages against the disadvan
tages of participating in the international economic organizations.

Toward the end ofhis paper. Professor Hong discusses China's prospec
tive membership in the General Agreement on Tariffsand Trade.Again,the
cost factor was not examined. It would be useful to include in the

discussion an assessment of the likely costs and benefits to China for
GATT's fiill membership in the light of Chinese experiences derived from
membership in the IMF and the World Bank.

Professor Hong examined the subject strictly from China's point of
view. But it will be useful for scholars to view China's participation in the
international economic organizations from different perspectives, includ
ing those of the developed countries, the developing countries, and the
organizations themselves.

From the viewpoint of the developed countries, especially the United
States, Japan, and the European Economic Community, the key questions
may include: What are the significantbenefits that the Westhas gained from
China's involvement in the international economic organizations? Has
China's membership facilitated the resolution of bilateral and multilateral
trade issues and the promotion and expansion of trade relations? Or has it
been contentious and disruptive to international economic conduct? As
Professor Simon states in his conference paper, China views itself as the
leader and protector of the Third World. Has China's membership brought
along with it frequent conflicts with the developed countries, especially
the United States, Japan, the EEC, on issues affecting the Third World?

From the perspective of the developing countries, the main questions
seem to be: Has China's presence in the international economic organiza
tions provided a major voice in advancing the interests of the Third World?
Or, to put it differently, have the developing countries gained important
benefits from China's membership in the various international economic
organizations? On the other hand, has China been competing with other
developing countries over the resources allocated by the major interna
tional economic organizations?

From the viewpoint of the international economic organizations, the
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key questions appear to be: What has been the impact of China'smember
ship upon the structure, operations, and activities of these organizations?
Has the integrity of the international economic organizations been af
fected by China's membership?Another usefulquestion maybe:What role
may these organizations play in assistingand facilitatingChina'stransition
from the present economic system to a system of "planned market
economy"?

Finally, a series of questions may be asked as to what lessons can be
derivedfromChina's participationin the internationaleconomicorganiza
tions. For example, does the experience between China and the major
international economic organizations suggest any usefiil observations of
the process involved in incorporating the Soviet Union into the interna
tional economy?What are the lessons to be derived from the experiences
to date that might be helpful to China,GATT, and its contracting parties in
dealing with the issues relating to China'sfull participation in GATT?

The questions I have just enumerated serve to illustrate the different
dimensions of the subject. Some of the questions have been explored
recently in China and the KeystoneInternational Economic Organiza
tions, a pioneering study by Professors Harold K. Jacobson and Michel
Oksenberg of the University of Michigan. Professors Jacobson and Oksen-
berg provide an in-depth analysisof China'sfirst seven years in the IMFand
the World Bank and examine the likely consequences of China's full
participation in GATT.

Professor Hong'spaper, togetherwith the paper presented by Professor
Cooper, will add greatly to our limited knowledge of a very important
subject.
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